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### Rock - Pop

**CD 3699552 SIMON & GARFUNKEL'S GREATEST HITS.** Take yourself on a nostalgic trip when you listen to this 14 track collection of Simon & Garfunkel's most memorable songs. Includes Mrs. Robinson; For Emily Only Wherever I Find Her, The Boxer; The Sound of Silence; I Am a Rock; Scarborough Fair/Can'ticle: Homeward Bound; Bridge Over Troubled Water; America; Kathy's Song; and more. Sony Music.

**Price:** $7.95

**CD 2981165 STEVE MILLER BAND: Live in the U.S.A.** Calling all midnight tokers! This CD collects 10 classics from the legendary band: Living in the USA; Space Cowboy; Don't Let Nobody Turn You Around; The Joker; Gangster of Love; Lovin' Cup, You Still Got It; Universal Saving Grace; Motherless Children; and Mary Lou. Capitol Records.

**Price:** $5.95

**SOLD OUT**

**CD 2821422 EAGLES: Unplugged 1994.** Captured across two CDs, this delightful and rare performance will prove you must have item for Eagles fans everywhere. Songs include Peaceful Easy Feeling; Tequila Sunrise; Hotel California; Heartache Tonight; Desperado; Life in the Fast Lane; and more. Universal Music.

**Price:** $7.95

**CD 2898746 THE BEST OF CHER: The Millennium Collection.** She's one of music's true legends, charming out hit after hit for decades. Eleven songs are compiled here, including Gypsies, Tramps and Thieves; The Way of Love; Take Me Home, Dark Lady; Hall of Fame; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99

**Price:** $14.95

**CD 2894424 CARPENTERS: Icon.** The hits of this musical duo come together for an indispensable greatest hits set. Included on this 11 track CD collection is Yesterday Once More; Superstar; Rainy Days and Mondays; Top of the World; The Longest Time; Close to You; Only Yesterday; I Need to Be in Love; We've Only Just Begun; and more. Universal Music.

**Price:** $5.95

**CD 2980754 THE BEST OF COMMANDER CODY & HIS LOST PLANET AIRMEN: Too Much Fun.** Collects 12 songs from this country rock bar band, including Lost in the Ozone; Midnight Shift; Hot Rod Lincoln; 20 Flight Rock; Too Much Fun; and more. MCA Records.

**Price:** $6.95

**CD 2981076 THE MAMAS & THE PAPAS: 16 Of Their Greatest Hits.** One of the best known folk rock bands of the sixties, this CD collects 16 of their classic songs, including Dedicated to the One I Love; Monday, Monday, California Dreamin'; My Girl; Got a Feelin'; Dancing in the Street; and more. MCA Records.

**Price:** $6.95

**CD 3691772 TRAFFIC: Santa Monica Shakedown.** Recorded on February 21, 1972 in Santa Monica, California, this CD features the entirety of that live performance. Songs include Low Spark of High Heeled Boys; Raimaker; Dear Mr. Fantasy; Forty Thousand Headmen; Light Up or Leave Me Alone; John Barleycorn Must Die; Glad/Freedom Rider; and more. Eight tracks. Uncorn. Pub. at $14.99

**Price:** $11.95

**CD 6711596 ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND: The Broadcast Archive.** Three live albums capture the southern rockers at the height of their powers in three early-'70s shows: Back on the Road; Hollywood Bowl 1972 with Johnny Winter; and A&R Studios: New York 26th August 1971. Over 30 tracks in all, with multiple live cuts of Statesboro Blues; Done Somebody Wrong; One Way Out; Stormy Monday and more. Three CDs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99

**Price:** $14.95

**CD 3702376 THE ALAN PARSONS PROJECT: Extended Versions.** Collects 18 songs from the rock 'n' roll legend, including In the Studio; The River; Time, Luciferama; Stand by Your Man; and more. BMG.

**Price:** $4.95

**CD 2980703 THE BEST OF '70S ROCK: The Millennium Collection.** A wonderful and symbolic collection of '70s rock 'n' roll. Includes Low Spark of High Heeled Boys, Rock Me; Footloose Again by B. B. King; After Midnight by Eric Clapton; Lie by Three Dog Night; Smoke on the Water by Deep Purple; and more. Thirteen tracks. Universal Music.

**Price:** $9.95

**CD 299406 STEPPENWOLF: 16 Greatest Hits.** Born to Be Wild was a tremendous hit, but it joins 15 more must have rock riots by the group: It's Never Too Late; Rock Me; Move Over; Ride with Me; The Pusher; Screaming Night Hog; For Ladies Only; Tenderness; Monster; and more. BMG.

**Price:** $9.95

**CD 6909590 STEVIE NICKS: House of Blue.** Known for vocals at the top of her game, it joins 15 more must have rock riots by the group: It's Never Too Late; Rock Me; Move Over; Ride with Me; The Pusher; Screaming Night Hog; For Ladies Only; Tenderness; Monster; and more. BMG.

**Price:** $9.95

**CD 2980991 THE FIXX: One Thing Leads to Another.** A compilation of the greatest hits from the British rock new wave band, including Are We Ourselves; One Thing Leads to Another; Saved by Zero; Red Skies; Stand Up; and more. Twelve tracks. MCA Records.

**Price:** $5.95

**CD 6908586 AC/DC: The Bon Scott Archives.** A three CD collection of live AC/DC recordings from 1977 - 1978 and 1979. Includes performances at the Agora Ballroom in Cleveland, the Paradise Theatre in Boston and at Towson State College in Maryland. Songs include Live Wire; Sin City; Highway to Hell; High Voltage; The Jack; and more. Thirty tracks. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99

**Price:** $14.95

**CD 2980738 BEST OF B.T.O: Remastered Hits.** Selling over seven million albums in the '70s, this Canadian rock band was consistently near the top of the charts throughout the decade. This CD collects 12 songs, including Roll On Down the Highway; Hey You; Let It Ride; You Ain't Seen Nothing Yet; Takin' Care of Business; and more. Universal Music.

**Price:** $7.95

**CD 2980734 CARTELL: Complete Hits.** Thrillers for the British rock band, including Something's Going On; The Tears of a Clown; In My Life; Days of Old; and more. BMG.

**Price:** $9.95

**CD 2980732 SELLING OVER SEVEN MILLION: Live Broadcast Archive.** Pub. at $14.99

**Price:** $7.95

**CD 2993813 ELTON JOHN: Diamonds.** Collects 18 songs from the rock 'n' roll legend, including Rocket Man; Crocodile Rock; Saturday Night's Alright (for Fighting); I'm Still Standing; Don't Let the Sun Go Down on Me; Your Song; and more. BMG.

**Price:** $7.95

**CD 2980731 THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND: The Broadcast Archive.** Three albums capture the southern rockers at the height of their powers in three early-'70s shows: Back on the Road; Hollywood Bowl 1972 with Johnny Winter; and A&R Studios: New York 26th August 1971. Over 30 tracks in all, with multiple live cuts of Statesboro Blues; Done Somebody Wrong; One Way Out; Stormy Monday and more. Three CDs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99

**Price:** $14.95

**CD 2980730 CARE OF BUSINESS; and more. Universal Music.

**Price:** $7.95

**CD 2980729 BEST OF B.T.O: Remastered Hits.** Selling over seven million albums in the '70s, this Canadian rock band was consistently near the top of the charts throughout the decade. This CD collects 12 songs, including Roll On Down the Highway; Hey You; Let It Ride; You Ain't Seen Nothing Yet; Takin' Care of Business; and more. Universal Music.

**Price:** $7.95

**CD 2980728 BLACK LEATHER; and more. BMG.

**Price:** $9.95

**CD 2980727 BLUE OYSTER CULT: Only the Strong Survive.** A compilation of the greatest hits by Eric Clapton; Low Spark of High Heeled Boys, Rock Me; Footloose Again by B. B. King; After Midnight by Eric Clapton; Lie by Three Dog Night; Smoke on the Water by Deep Purple; and more. Thirteen tracks. Universal Music.

**Price:** $9.95

**CD 2980726 THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND: The Broadcast Archive.** Three albums capture the southern rockers at the height of their powers in three early-'70s shows: Back on the Road; Hollywood Bowl 1972 with Johnny Winter; and A&R Studios: New York 26th August 1971. Over 30 tracks in all, with multiple live cuts of Statesboro Blues; Done Somebody Wrong; One Way Out; Stormy Monday and more. Three CDs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99

**Price:** $14.95

**CD 2980725 B.B. KING: The Millennium Collection.** A wonderful and symbolic collection of '70s rock 'n' roll. Includes Low Spark of High Heeled Boys, Rock Me; Footloose Again by B. B. King; After Midnight by Eric Clapton; Lie by Three Dog Night; Smoke on the Water by Deep Purple; and more. Thirteen tracks. Universal Music.

**Price:** $9.95

**CD 2980724 B.B. KING: Only the Strong Survive.** A compilation of the greatest hits by Eric Clapton; Low Spark of High Heeled Boys, Rock Me; Footloose Again by B. B. King; After Midnight by Eric Clapton; Lie by Three Dog Night; Smoke on the Water by Deep Purple; and more. Thirteen tracks. Universal Music.

**Price:** $9.95

**CD 2980723 B.B. KING: The Million Collection.** A wonderful and symbolic collection of '70s rock 'n' roll. Includes Low Spark of High Heeled Boys, Rock Me; Footloose Again by B. B. King; After Midnight by Eric Clapton; Lie by Three Dog Night; Smoke on the Water by Deep Purple; and more. Thirteen tracks. Universal Music.

**Price:** $9.95
CD 3696988 EXPERIENCE HENDRIX: The Best of Jimi Hendrix. This iconic collection presents 20 tracks from legendary musician Jimi Hendrix, including Purple Haze; Fire; The Wind Cries Mary; Hey Joe; All Along the Watchtower; Stone Free; Crosstown Traffic; Manic Depression; Little Wing; If 6 was 9; Foxey Lady; Bold as Love; Castles Made of Sand; Red House; Voodoo Child; Night Bird Flying; and others. Sony Music. $11.95

CD 2888505 THE WHO: Woodstock Festival 1969. Relive again the sound of 1969 as this group makes a performance at Woodstock. Contains 23 tracks which include Intro/Heaven & Hell; I Can’t Explain; It’s a Boy; Amazing Journey; The Acid Queen; Pinball Wizard; Go to the Mirror (See Me, Feel Me); Summer's Song; Believe; Generation/Naked Eye; and more. Left Field Ventures. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 289436X THE BEACH BOYS: Surfs Up! Listen to the sun-drenched sounds of the most popular group with the California sound. Twelve tracks include Surfin’ USA; Little Deuce Coupe; Don’t Worry Baby; Help Me Rhonda; Catch a Wave; Barbara Ann; All Summer Long; Do You Wanna Dance; Girls on the Beach; Surfin’; You’re So Good to Me; and Summertime Blues. Capital Records. $5.95

CD 2819910 THE DUANE ALLMAN ARCHIVE: Three CD’s. The Allman Brothers Band: A & R Studios New York 26th August 1971; & R Studios 1971: Delaney & Bonnie with The Allman Brothers & King Curtis; and Duane Allman’s Jukebox; A 15 track compilation. Includes That Song Again; Loneliness; Evergreen; Make a Memory; Toad; and more. PolyGram Records. $29.95

CD 6760023 THE BAND: Sydney Mosque 1970. Hot on the heels of their 1970 album Stage Fright, The Band gave this show in Pittsburgh, Eighteen tracks includes Takes on favorites from all three of their albums released to that point, plus a rendition of Little Richard’s “Slippin’ and Slidin’”. City. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 2936062 THE BEST EIGHTIES ALBUM: 100 Hits. This five CD collection features some of the best hits that the 80’s have to offer. Features ten tracks of the rock ‘n’ roll powerhouse’spregnant Lump of Coal with songs like Going On; Real Wild Child; Great Balls of Fire; Breathless; Hats Off to Larry: Benson; I Can’t Read My Mind; Poor Old Silly Boy; I’m Only Happy When I’m Lonely; and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 2990835 THE BEST OF THE EVERLY BR博RS: The Millennium Collection. The duo that helped lay the groundwork for early rock and roll give us 11 of their most addictive hits. All I Have to Do Is Dream; Wake Up Little Susie; Cathy’s Clown; Bye Bye Love; When Will I Be Loved; Lovely to Look At Loving You in the Rain (Live); and more. Universal Music. $5.95

CD 2903363 THE GREAT TRAGEDY: Winter Dance Party 1959. Surely the best remembered of all 1950s U.S. rock ‘n’ roll tours; for all the wrong reasons. Rock ‘n’ roll would never be the same after the fatal plane crash that took the lives of Buddy Holly, Ritchie Valens and the Big Bopper. Surely the best remembered of all 1950s U.S. rock ‘n’ roll tours; for all the wrong reasons. Rock ‘n’ roll would never be the same after the fatal plane crash that took the lives of Buddy Holly, Ritchie Valens and the Big Bopper. Sony Music. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

CD 2990800 THE BEST OF LIONEL RICHIE: The Millennium Collection. Compiles 11 hits, including Lionel Richie’s Top 10 hits: You Are My Soulmate; All Night Long (All Night); Hello; Say You, Say Me; Dancing on the Ceiling; Deep River Woman; and Cinderella. Also includes three songs from Richie’s 5-time with the Commodores: Lollipop; Happy Woman; and Zoom; Lady You Bring Me Up. F. A. Records. Pub. at $11.95 $9.95

CD 2959783 CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL: Transmission Impossible. This three CD collection features live and studio recordings broadcast across FM radio during their short but dynamic tenure. Songs include Bad Moon Rising; Green River; Born on the Bayou; Put a Spell on You; Commotion; Suzie Q; and many more. Thirty seven tracks. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at the item number $14.95

CD 6861274 THE BEE GEES: Soundstage 1975. Features twenty-five tracks recorded live from the PBS Soundstage, Chicago, U.S.A. and The Festival Hall, Melbourne, Australia in 1974 and 1975 including I Gotha Get a Message Through the Universe; We Could Be Together; The L Gift of Love; If I Can’t Have You; Broken Heart; I Started a Joke; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 2909782 GORDON LIGHTFOOT: The Complete Singles 1970-1980. Relive a decade of music from this legendary singer in this two CD. 32 track collection. Includes Rainy Day People; The Pony Man; If You Could Read My Mind; Poor Little Allison; Talking in Your Sleep; Nouns and Nouns; Avalon; Right or Wrong; Cherokee, The Bend; The Wreck of the Edmund Fitzgerald; Summer Morning; Country Life; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $26.98 $19.95

CD 2894521 URIAH HEEP: Demons and Wizards. Uriah Heep, a hard rock, heavy metal, progressive rock group, released this collection in 1972. Included on an eight track CD, is The Wizard, Traveller in Time; Easy Livin’; Poet’s Justice; Circle of Hands; Rainbow Demon, All My Life; and Paradise/the Spell. PolyGram Records. $5.95

CD 2995771 DIRE STRAITS STRAIGHT Under. This two CD set collects all the complete, incredible performance from April 26, 1986 at the Sydney Entertainment Centre in Australia. Twenty tracks, including Dirty Work; Brothers in Arms; Money for Nothing; Ride Across the River; and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 6941338 JERRY LEWIS: Sun Recordings Greatest Hits. Features ten tracks of the rock ‘n’ roll powerhouse’spregnant Lump of Coal with songs like Going On; Real Wild Child; Great Balls of Fire; Breathless; Hats Off to Larry: Benson; I Can’t Read My Mind; Poor Old Silly Boy; I’m Only Happy When I’m Lonely; and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

CD 3702782 THE BEATLES: Let It Be...Naked. In this re-release of one of the Fab Four’s many masterpieces, 11-track album—without timeless songs like Get Back; Long and Winding Road; Two of Us; Across the Universe; and Let It Be—fans will experience John, Paul, George, and Ringo with the CD reissue of Let It Be, offering unique insight into the Beatles at work in rehearsal and in the studio. EMI Records Limited. $11.95

CD 298072X THE BEST OF ASIA: The Millennium Collection. This progressive English rock band formed in 1978 and immediately rose to the top of the charts. Twelve songs are collected here, including Only Time will Tell; Heat of the Moment; Don’t Cry; The Smile has Left Your Eyes; and more. Universal Music. $5.95

CD 6889873 DREAM: The Lost Broadcasts. This compilation of fifteen tracks features the 1969-70 “Dream Session” BBC Sessions including Sleepy Time Time; I’m So Glad; Tales of Brave Ulysses; Blue Condition; Sunshine of Your Love; Steppin’ Out; Trainin’; and more. Road. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6857744 ROY ORBISON: The Collection 1956-62. This 58 track set provides a comprehensive overview of the formative years of Orbison’s career, comprising the A & B sides of all his singles, plus 20 non-album tracks. Includes Only the Lonely (A & B sides), Blue Angel; Crying; Running Scared; Dream Baby; Here Comes That Song Again; Loneliness; Evergreen; Make a Memory; and much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 3691527 EAGLES: Target Pract ice. Contains twelve rare, unreleased tracks from 1971-1981 performed live at Target Center in Minneapolis, MN. This two CD set features this superb concert in its entirety. Songs include Hotel California; One of These Nights; The Boys of Summer; Life in the Fast Lane; Take It Easy; Victim of Love; and more. Twenty-seven tracks. Left Field Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
★CD 6831664 GRATEFUL DEAD: New Jersey Broadcast 1977. Considered by fans to be the best Dead show ever, this collection of twenty live tracks released at the Raceway Park, New Jersey, 1977 show. Songs include The Promised Land, They Love Each Other, Me and My Uncle, Looks Like Rain; Bertha; Good Lovin’; Lovelight; Proper; Terrapin Station; and more. Three CDs, Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★CD 2282018 TEN YEARS AFTER: Fillmore West 1968. From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Fillmore West, San Francisco, CA, June 1968 these nine tracks include: Help Me; Me and Myself; Beautiful; I May Be Wrong, But I Won’t Be Wrong Always; Spider in My Web; Woodchopper’s Two Cars. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★CD 2019929 ERIC CLAPTON AND THE YARDBIRDS: Historic Classic Recordings. A 36-track collection of live performances from The Marquee Club and The Crawdaddy Club, 1963, including For Your Love; Good Morning Little Schoolgirl; Shapes of Things; Baby What’s Wrong; I Wish You Would; Take It Easy Baby; Do the Weston; Mister Downchild; Pretty Girl; Honey in Your Hips, and more. Two CDs. The Store For Music. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 2980932 CHUCK BERRY: Icon. Twelve of Berry’s greatest hits come together on one disc, capturing the sound that made him a legend: Maybellene; Brown Eyed Handsome Man; Roll Over Beethoven; School Day; Rock and Roll Music; Little Queenie; Oh, Baby; You Never Can Tell. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

CD 2980789 THE BEST OF J.J. CALE: The Millennium Collection. Hailed as “the apostle of laid-back rock” Cale exerted a powerful influence on the pop scene of the early ’70s. Eleven tracks are selected on this CD, including Call Me Breeze; Crazy Mama; Magnolia; I’ll Make Love to You Anytime; and more. Universal Music. $5.95

★ CD 6909877 TOM PETTY: Transmission Impossible. This three CD set presents a number of broadcast recordings from the live canon of Tom Petty and his veritable Heartbreakers. A total of 43 songs are collected, including Free Fallin’ The Waiting; Should I Stay or Should I Go; Anyway You Want It; I Won’t Back Down; and many more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 2935201 ROY ORBISON WITH THE ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA: A Love So Beautiful. This CD features elegant and spirited arrangements of Roy’s best original vocal performances with the world-class musicians. 25 songs that Roy wanted to be his final collection. This recording takes the band back to their roots and the passion for blues music. Women, In Dreams; Running Scared; It’s Over; Crying; You Got It; and more. Seventeen tracks. Sony Music. $7.95

CD 2876922 ADELE: 25. Features eleven tracks from the popular singer/songwriter including Hello; Send My Love (To Your New Lover); I Miss You; When We Were Young; Remedy; Water Under the Bridge; River Lea; Love In the Dark; Million Years Ago; All I Ask; Million Years, and more. Secret Records. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★CD 3601686 JANIS JOPLIN: The 1969 Transmissions. Collects 14 songs from two live performances—April 1, 1969 in Amsterdam, Netherlands and August 30, 1969 in Lewisville, Texas. These live tracks are: Piece of My Heart; Piece Of My Mind; Down; and many more. Secret Records. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★CD 686969X EAGLES: The Kings of Hollywood. This CD features the FM broadcast at the Forum, Inglewood, CA, 1980 with twelve tracks that include Hotel California; Already Gone; In the City; King of Hollywood; The Sad Café, Lyn’s Eyes; I Can’t Tell You Why; Those Shoes; Gardener Night; One of These Nights; Turn to Stone; and The Long Run. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 2829266 THE BEST OF THE BEACH BOYS. That breezy ’60s sound is yours to enjoy in 10 Beach Boys hits; Fun, Fun, California Girls; Good Vibrations; I Get Around; Help Me, Rhonda; Wouldn’t It Be Nice; Barbara Ann; Surfer Girl; Surfin’ USA; and Be True To Your Heart. Twenty-five tracks. Sony Music. $6.95

CD 2981411 GRAND FUNK RAILROAD: 20th Century Masters. Ten tracks from the 1970s band include We’re an American Band; Some Kind of Wonderful; The Loco-Motion; Bad Time; Shinin’ On; Walk Like a Man; Footstompin’ Music; I’m Your Puppet; Mistreater; Rock & Roll Soul; Close To Home. Universal Music. $5.95

CD 2980908 BRYAN ADAMS: Icon. This collection of 12 hits from the rock star, including Summer of ’69; Guts Like a Knife; Heaven; Run to You; Straight from the Heart; and more. Universal Music. $5.95

CD 2789352 THE DOORS: Radio Collection. This collection of twelve performances brings together the best televised appearances that the Doors made during their 1967 and 1968 concert and broadcast years. Includes One; Mack The Knife; Alabama Song; Back Door Man; You’re Lost Little Girl; I Love Me Two Times; Wild Child; and more. Digital Legends. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

CD 5925796 CHICKEN HOUSE. Thirty-live tracks from the rockin’ ’60s including Mama Doll by Roy Tee; Birn Barn by Don & Dewey; Matchbox by Carl Perkins; The Little Rock’n’Roll by Johnny Bono, Too Much Rockin’ by Tiny Lewis, Teenage Bug by Dwight Olds; Chicken House by Dave Richey and many more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

CD 2947218 RORY GALLAGHER: Live in Budapest 1985. Collects 19 songs from a live performance, including Double Vision; Tattoo’d Lady; Walkin’ Blues; Secret Agent; Dizzy Miss Lizzy; Bad Penny; I Wonder Who; All Around Man; and more. Laser Media. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

CD 293521X ROLLING STONES: Blue & Lonesome. This recording takes the band back to their blues and the passion for blues music. Collects 12 tracks, including Just Your Fool; Commit a Crime; I Can’t Quit You Baby; All of Your Love; Little Rain; Everybody Knows about My Baby; and more. Universal Music. $5.95

★CD 5970857 THE BEACH BOYS: Independence Day Party 1981. All five original Beach Boys—joined by early recruit Bruce Johnston—give a live back July 4th show. They remind us why they stand out as one of our greatest pop rock outfits by performing 25 of their best: California Girls; In My Room; Surfer Girl; Help Me Rhonda; I Get Around; Surfin’ USA; Barbara Ann; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6649505 THE JON SPENCER BLUES EXPLOSION: KICKING BUCKET SHOT BLUES & ROLL: The First Ten Years. Twenty tracks represent the first decade of this alternative rock-blues trio. Includes Chicken Dog; Magical Colors; Money Rock ’n’ Roll; Look Alive; Alone In The Raceway; Blues; Man; Man; and more. Secret Records. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 5787816 CANNED HEAT: Vintage. Collects ten of the band’s earliest recordings, featuring their original line-up. Includes Rollin’ and Tumblin’ Part 1; Rollin’ and Tumblin’ Part 2; Screamin’; Scoonful; Got My Mojo; Working; Pretty Thing; Louise; Dimples; Can’t Hold On Much Longer; Straight Ahead; and Rollin’ and Tumblin’ Part Two. Acrobat. $4.95

CD 2819902 THE DOORS: Shoes to Pieces. On February 25, 1969, the band members went into Sunset Sound Studios in Hollywood, CA for a one night rehearsal recording which was recorded and is offered here for the first time. Twelve tracks include Whiskey, Mystics & Men; Petition the Lord with Prayer; Love Me, I’m Not Crying; Mississippi Delta; Devil; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/699

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/699

**Rock Pop**

**CD 2948729 BUDDY HOLLY: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection.** Collects fifty-three hits by the rock ‘n’ roll great including: “That’ll Be The Day”, “Rave On” With Ollie Vee; Maybe; Baby; Valley of Tears; You’ve Got Love; It’s So Easy; Peggy Sue; That’s What They Say; Moondreams;"more. 3 CDs. $19.95 **★ CD 6815014 NEIL YOUNG: Under The Covers.** This CD collects together 16 startlingly original non- originals performed by Neil Young, taken from various FM broadcasts of live concerts recorded between 1970 and 1983. Songs include Those Are Happy Days (Then); Forever Young; Caledon’ On” The Dock of The Bay; Oh Lonesome Me; Do You Wanna Dance?; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95 **CD 7553064 CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL: Pendulum.** John and Tom Fogerty, Stu Cook, and Doug Clifford form one of the most popular rock bands of the 60’s and 70’s. Their hits include: “Pendulum” “Caledon’ On” The Dock of The Bay; Oh Lonesome Me; Do You Wanna Dance?; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2948745 ROY ORBISON: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection.** Enjoy fifty-one of the American singer-songwriter’s distinctive ballad themed hits including: Crying; Mean Little Mama; Blue Avenue; Only the Lonely; I Can’t Stop Loving You; Running Scared; I Was a Fool; Chicken Little; and more. RCA Records. Pub. at $14.99 $9.99

**CD 3704572 TOM PETTY AND THE HEARTBREAKERS: Hard Promises.** The band’s fourth studio album, released May 5, 1981. Ten songs are compiled, including: The Woman in Me; The Distant Light; You Can Still Change Your Mind; The Criminal Kind; and more. MCA Records. $6.95 **★ CD 2985861 BAD COMPANY: The Northern Lights.** Recorded from a live performance at New Century Hall on March 9, 1974, this album includes: Little Miss Fortune; Rock Steady; Can’t Get Enough; Ready for Love; Movin’ On; and more. Ten tracks, Unicorp. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2954054 TOMMY JAMES: Greatest Hits!** Tommy James hits the stage for an exciting show in New York City, performing hits like: I Can’t Help Myself (Sugar Pie, Honey Bunch); Saturday Night; Backhand; and more. Epic Records. Pub. at $14.99 $9.99

**CD 6828566 THE BEACH BOYS: Nassau Coliseum 1974.** On June 14th, 1974 the legendary band packed the Nassau Coliseum in Uniondale, New York, performing the hits that now define their career. The concert was recorded for the album from among the 19 tracks included here at such hits as Wouldn’t It Be Nice; Help Me, Rhonda; Good Vibrations; Get Around; California Girls; Sail on; and more. Hearted. and more. Three CD collection. $8.95

**CD 2925850 DRESSIN’ UP.** From the rockin’ fifties come these 25 tracks by various artists including: That Ain’t Nothing but Right by Joey Castle; Why Did You Leave Me by Lou Josie & The Spinners; Party Line by Haskell May; Teen Age Wedding by Mel Tillis; and more. Epic. Cover. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**CD 2900975 DEEP PURPLE: Smoke on the Water.** This live recording is from their performance on October 8, 1972, in Madison Square Garden, this album collects 10 tracks from the English rock band, including Knockin’ at Your Back Door; Nobody’s Home; Hush; Smoke on the Water; Woman from Tokyo; Winter Sanders; Gypsy’s Kiss; Strange Ways; Mitzi Dupree; and Dead or Alive. Universal Music. $5.95

**CD 2925829 THE BEST NINETIES ALBUM: 100 Hits.** This five CD set compiles 100 songs from the decade’s biggest stars, including: The Jacksons; Janet Jackson; New Kids on the Block; Montell Jordan; Il Divo; Mariah Carey; R.E.M.; The Weeknd; The Lumineers; The Beatles; The Rolling Stones; Katy Perry; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95 **CD 2888123 THE OZZMAN COMETH.** Collects 15 tracks from the and the only immortal Ozzy! Songs include Black Sabbath; Crazy Train; Goodbye to Romance; Mr. Crowley; I Was Just a Kid; Paranoid; and more. Epic. $5.95

**CD 5857086 DUANE EDDY: The Complete US & Singles and EPs As & Bs.** Features the most important artists and the most beloved hits join material from B-sides and EPs, from Soda Fountain Girl (1955) to Liza Jane (1962). Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2903512 THE BEST SEVENTIES ALBUM: 100 Hits.** A five CD rock collection of the best of the seventies including: Metal Guru by Rick; All the Ladies by the Righteous Brothers; The Doors; by Mott the Hoople: Teenage Rampage by Sweet; Gonna Make You a Star by David Essex; Blame It on the Boogie by the Bee Gees; and more. MCA Records. Pub. at $19.99 $21.95

**CD 5878691 CROSBY & NASH: Wind on the Water.** Generally acknowledged as one of the finest spin-off projects from Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young, this 11-track album includes Carry Me; Mama Lion; Bittersweet; Take the Money and Run; Naked in the Rain; Love You; Carmen; We Can Make It Tonight; and more. Acrobat. $4.95

**CD 2925869 FIVE FOOT TWO, EYES OF BLUE.** Twenty-five original recordings from the rock ‘n’ roll era including: Ubangi Stomp by Warren Smith; Rollin’ Stone by Eddie Fender; Later for You Baby by Gaye; Black Magic by Slim; The Queen and the Joker by Don Abram; Don’t You Just Know It by Huey “Piano” Smith & The Clowns; Little Daisy by Sonny Summer; and many more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2985590 JACKSON BROWNE & THE NIGHTS: Palm Meadows Best of 1977-1978.** This pair performed at the Township Auditorium in Columbia, South Carolina on April 28, 1978. The whole concert was recorded for live FM Broadcast and this two CD set includes: Pull It Off; Eighteen tracks, including: Come All Ye Fair & Tender Ladies; Take it Easy; Crow on the Cradle; For Everman; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2911899 DAVID GILMOUR: The Stockholm Syndrome.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at Johanneshovs Istan on Vansta, Stockholm, Sweden, April 1984, this two CD track set includes Until We Sleep; All Lovers Are Deranged; There’s No Way Out of Here; Love on the Air; Out of the Blue; Let’s Get Metaphysical; Comfortably Numb; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 7553048 CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL: Bayou Country.** One of southern rock’s greatest outfits delivers seven unforgettable classics; Born on the Bayou; Bad Company; Trucker; You Keep Me Hangin’ On; Good Country; Molly; Penthouse Pauper; Proud Mary; and Keep on Choppin’ . Fantasy. $5.95

**CD 2848295 HAPPY TOGETHER: The Best of the Turtles.** This two CD collection includes 48 tracks by this rock band, who between 1965-1970 released 18 hit singles. They are most remembered for their chart topping single Happy Together. This set contains all their singles including; She Ain’t Me Babe; Almost There; Let Me Be; Sound Asleep; Umbassa the Guys; and more. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2926334 STEADY DATE.** Do some rock ‘n’ rolling with these 25 tracks by the original artists including Tom Cattin’ Around by Jimmy Selph; Oh Yeah by Guitar Slim; Great Balls of Fire by Georgia Gibbs; Hound Dog by Buddy Lucas; Steady Date by Ralph Collier; Good Country by Little药店; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95 **CD 2902031 JETHRO TULL: VOLUME TWO: Original Album Series.** Five complete albums by this legendary rock band, including: Under Wraps; Crest of a Knave; Rock Island; Catfish Rising; and Roots To Branches, each original non-originals performed by Neil Young, including: The Hudson; Buffalo Springfield; Metal Guru by Rick; All the Ladies by the Righteous Brothers; The Doors; and more. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/699
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**CD 6861342 FRANK ZAPPA & THE MOTHERS OF INVENTION: The New Maternity.** This live recording retains the entire available repertoire of the band from 1970. This CD collects 14 tracks including "Wonderful Wino; Concentration Moon; Mom & Dad; The Air; Dog Breath; Mother People; and more. Sixteen tracks in all. G-Fest. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

**CD 2926415 YOU’RE KILLIN’ ME.** Collects 25 rockin’ hits by the original artists, including Rockabilly Bungalow by George Morgan; Race with the Devil by Gene Vincent & His Blue Caps; You’re Killin’ Me by Millie Jackson; His Girl Six; Do You Love Me by Eddy Arnold & Jayne P. Morgan; She Would Not Yield by The Do-Ray-Me Trio; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**CD 6857728 ROGER WATERS: Pros & Cons of New York.** This two CD collection, recorded at Radio City Music Hall in New York, 1984, includes "Not Y ield"-the prestigious Ritz in New York City on November 29th. The "Clown Prince of Rock" performs live for radio transmissions from the 1980s and 1990s. Broadcast Archive.

**CD 6738648 JOE WALSH: The Broadcast Archive.** Three CDs collect classic radio transmissions from the 1980s and 1990s. The "Clown Prince of Rock" performs live for All Night Long (12 tracks); The King of Comedy (14 tracks); and The Blues Band (16 tracks) offering multiple renditions of In the City; The Other Side; Livin’ on the Edge; Cryin’; and many more. Three CDs. Hollywood Records.

**CD 2908711 THE BEST OF AEROSMITH: The Millennium Collection.** Twelve tracks collect the must-have hits of one of hard rock’s greatest outfits. Includes Dude (Looks Like a Lady); Angel; Rag Doll; Love in an Elevator; Jane’s Got a Gun; What It Takes; The Other Side; Livin’ on the Edge; Cryin’; and many more. Three CDs. Universal Records.

**CD 6992072 ERIC CLAPTON: New York 1966.** A two CD set featuring a performance from the historic Fillmore East, New York City on November 23rd, 1966. Songs include Crossroads; I Shot the Sheriff; Cocaine; Layla; Teasing Us Apart; White Room; and more. Sixteen tracks. Ledfied Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2925385 A GOOD LIVIN’ BLONDE.** Twenty-six rockin’ tracks from the fifties and sixties by the original artists including Live Fast, Love Hard, Die Young by Faron Young; Lordy Hoodo by Tommy Blake; Mess Around by Ray Charles; Open the Door by Little Booker; A Good Lookin’ Blond by Eddy Arnold; and many others. Twenty-six tracks. Universal Music. Pub. at $16.99 $14.95

**CD 6961873 TOMMY ROE: Greatest Hits.** Features ten hits from this 1960s singer/songwriter including Jam Up and Jelly Tight; Sheila; Dazy; Crimson and Clover; Sugar Sugar; Heather Honey; Sweet Pea; Everybody Baby I Love You; and Hooray for Hazel. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2980027 THE BEST OF THE BELS: The Millennium Collection.** Chronicles the recording history of one of Canada’s most enduring and successful groups. Songs include Rain; Moody Manitoba Morning; Fly Little White Dove; Fly; Stay Awhile; Oh My Love; Rich Man; Poor Man; and many more. Universal Music. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 5818532 ROCKABILLY RARITIES: 75 Obscure Cuts from the 1950s.** Two huge collections, The Rarest Rockabilly Album in the World; Volume Two and Underground Rockabilly, give fans an addictive, toe-tapping journey through this essential sub-genre. Includes rockabilly barn-burners by Enel Hickey, Curtis Jordan, Jimmy Patton, Fat Daddy Holmes, David Ray, Hank Davis, and many others. Three CDs. Enlightment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 7553068 CREDENCE CLEANWATER REVIVAL: Mardi Gras.** Remember one of rock’s greatest ten-track albums. Lookin’ for a Reason; Take It Like a Friend; Need Someone to Hold; Tearin’ Up the Country; someday Never Comes; Who's Gonna Do; Sail Away; Hello Mary Lou; Door to Door, and Sweet Hitch-Hiker. Fantasy.

**CD 6559018 STRAY CATS: The Broadcast Archive.** Led by Brian Setzer, The Stray Cats were a rockabilly force to be reckoned with. Nowhere is that fact more evident than on this three-CD set, collecting an 18-track performance in Toronto (1983) and a 12-track show in New Jersey (1993), as well as a third CD of more than 50 numbers from a number of television shows. Until 2002. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 293518X THE BEST OF JEFFERSON AIRPLANE.** No group epitomizes flower power’s journey quite like this one. This CD collects tracks from the psychedelic rock band, including White Rabbit; Somebody to Love; High Flyin’ Bird; Ballad of You and Me and Pooreen; and SOLD OUT.

**CD 680327X RY COODER WITH DAVID LINDELY: Two Long Riders.** Fifteen tracks capture a 1990 broadcast at Montreux Jazz Festival in Switzerland, offering multiple renditions of Tracks include Rockabilly Bunga low by Rock Gene Watson & His Rockets; Rockabilly Rarities: 7553056 by Original Artists; Race with the Devil by Gene Vincent & His Blue Caps; You’re Killin’ Me by Millie Jackson; His Girl Six; Do You Love Me by Eddy Arnold & Jayne P. Morgan; She Would Not Yield by The Do-Ray-Me Trio; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**CD 6979203 THE GRASS ROOTS: The Millenium Collection.** This collection offers the truest essence of the band whose hook filled singles punched through 60s and 70s AM radio. This 24 track album from one of the great singles bands includes all of their original and unissued singles like Heaven Knows; Baby Hold On; Sooner or Later; Glory Bound; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.98 $14.95

**CD 295334X DICK DALE AS THE DRAGS.** Known as "The King of the Surf Guitar" this collection of twenty tracks is a tribute the drag-shop and racing. Titles include Wild Mustang, The Victor; Mag Wheels; Mr. Eliminator; Blonde in the 406; Surf Buggy; Big Black Cad; Flashing Eyes; Race with the Devil and many more.

**CD 2903733 NEIL YOUNG: Time Fades Away Tour.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at The John F. Kennedy Center in 1973 come these sixteen tracks including On the Way Home; Here We Are in the Years; After the Goldrush; Out on the Weekend; Time Fades Away; Southern Man; Let’s Have a Party; and more. Capitol Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 8663701 CROSBY, STILLS, NASH & YOUNG: The Bill Graham Tribute Concert.** This set performed by the foursome features a spirited selection of the groups classics with the odd solo number thrown in for good measure. Titles include Only Love Can Break Your Heart; tracks include Teach Your Children; Love the One You’re With; Long May You Run; Long Time Gone; Southern Cross; Wooden Ships; and Ohio. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 8944378 BEASTIE BOYS: LICENSED TO ILL.** Collects 13 songs from the legendary hip-hop hit, including Fight for Your Right; No Sleep Till Brooklyn; Rhymin’ & Stealin’; Slow Ride; Time to Get Ill; Paul Revere; and more. Columbia. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

**CD 9265393 TWO TIMIN WOMAN.** Features guitar with these rockin’ artists include Drummer Boy by Rock Gene Watson & His Rockets; Two Timin’ Woman by Jack Scott; Don’t Stop Now by Roy Hall; Go Slow by Fatsoul Bobby Rulettes; Little Bitty Mama by Webb Flood; Coyote; Test Drive; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2925953 HI YAY HONEY! Featuring twenty-five hits from the fifties by the original artists, this rockin’ collection includes School of Rock ‘N Roll by Gene Vincent; Bacon ‘N’ Eggs by Jimmy Surveyor; Honey by Dean Barlow; Hold Me Tight by Jim McDonald; I’m Snowed by Joe South; Ice Cream Baby by Frank Triolo; and more. Explicit cover. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**CD 292479X QUEEN: The Platinum Collection.** This fifty-track collection of Queen’s ultimate discography includes such hits as Bohemian Rhapsody; Another One Bites the Dust; Killer Queen; Bicycle Race; A Kind of Magic; I Want It All; The Miracle; One Vision; Innuendo; Living on My Own with Freddie Mercury, Driven by You with Brian May and more. Thirty CDs. Hollywood Records. Pub. at $24.95 $15.95
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CD 3704564 TOM PETTY: Full Moon Fever. The debut solo album from the rock legend includes 12 tracks, including ‘Free Fallin’; ‘I Won’t Back Down; Runnin’ Down a Dream; Feel a Whole Lot Better; Love Is A Long Road; and more. MCA Records. $6.95

CD 2989049 CINDELLA: Night Songs. Collects 10 tracks from the American heavy metal band: Night Songs; Shake Me; Nobody’s Fool; Nothin’ for Nothin’; Once Around the Ride; Hells on Wheels; Somebody Save Me; Me In; From The Outside; Push; and Back Home Again. PolyGram Records. $15.95

CD 6961460 GRATEFUL DEAD: Pirates of the Deep South. An obscure event and a rare recording, this brief performance of March 1970 at Pirates World, an amusement park in Dania, Florida, is a legendary one. Thirteen tracks include Morning Dew; Mama Tried; Good Lovin’; Don’t Leave Me; and more. BJM Records. $14.99

CD 5924847 JEFFERSON AIRPLANE: Cleared for Take Off. A ‘60s performance that illustrates beyond a doubt that Jefferson Airplane was one of the most important and influential bands to emerge from the Summer of Love. Eighteen tracks include live renditions of Don’t Let Me Be Lonesome; Sittin’ on the Corner; China Grove; and more. Liberty. 29.99

CD 699203X THE BEACH BOYS: The Broadcast Archive. The 51 tracks collected in this three CD set include broadcasts from 1967, 1971 and 1985. Songs include Good Vibrations; Johnny B. Goode; Help Me; and more. Rhino. $19.99

CD 2927403 EDDIE COCHRAN: The Complete Releases 1955-62. His career was short, but Cochran’s impact on the rock ‘n roll explosion of the 1950s, the teenage heartthrob shines in 57 tracks, including landmark hits like C’Mon Everybody; Twenty Flight Rock; Summertime Blues; Three Steps to Heaven; and many more. Ace. $29.99

CD 2903644 JOE WALSH: Life’s Been Good. Recorded for live FM broadcast while touring his 1983 release You Bought It–You Name It, the show presented here was played at the Irvine Meadows Amphitheater in 1983. Eleven tracks include: People Get Ready; I’m the City; Welcome to the Club; Life in the Fast Lane; All Night Long; Life’s Been Good; and more. HOB. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 2981114 NIRVANA: In Utero. 12 songs from the alternative rock band, including Serve the Servants; ScienCeless Apartheid; Revenge on Sound, All Apologies; Heart-Shaped Box; and more. Geffen. $16.95

CD 6883176 THE BEST OF 50’s ROCK ‘N’ ROLL. The 13 tracks collected here contains the seeds of a musical and cultural revolution. Includes ‘We’re Gonna’ Rock Around the Clock by Bill Haley & The Comets; ‘Great Balls of Fire’ by Jerry Lee Lewis; Johnny B. Goode by Chuck Berry; La Bamba by Richie Valens; and more. Universal Music. $6.95

CD 2959925 NEIL YOUNG and THE SANTA MONICA FLYERS: Goodbye Waterface. November 15, 1973 young and experimental shows — still the most complete version of CSNY at the Collage in Flushing, New York, for a show which remains quite staggering and is featured on this CD. Fifteen tracks, including Tonight’s the Night; Don’t Deny It; When You Dance I Can Really Love You; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6938841 STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN with DAVID BOWIE: The 1983 Rehearsal Broadcast. Includes the 1983 rehearsals for Bowie’s Serious Moonlight Tour, featuring Stevie Ray Vaughan on guitar, taking place at Las Colinas Soundstage in Dallas, TX. Nineteen tracks include ‘The Most; Gene/King; Heroes, What in the World; Look Back in Anger; Joe the Lion; Screamin’ Gigs, Life on Mars?; Sorrow; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 2920336 YES: Original Album Series. Collects five classic albums by this legendary English progressive-rock band, including Going for the One; Trilogy; Drama; 90125; and Big Life. Issued as a boxed set containing each package in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. $59.95

CD 3702689 THE VERY BEST OF SAXON 1979-1988. The sound of this unique group is presented in this three CD, 49 track collection. Includes ‘Recogniser; Somewhere in Time; Back to the Wall; Hungry Years; Dallas; TFM; and The Bands Played On; Never Surrender; Sailing to America; Just Let Me Rock; Crusader; Back on the Streets; and many more. EMI Records Limited. $17.95

CD 2985926 W & ROSES: The Ultra Rare Rock Reissues. Collects 18 rarely heard recordings from the band, taken from broadcast sessions from through their career, this collection includes many tracks that fans have been searching for, for years. Songs include ‘You Don’t Need; Free; What We Do In Private; Chinese Democracy; Madison; Sentinel-Movie; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 2888327 STEPHEN STILLS: Transmission Impossible. Having spent over 50 years forging an extraordinary music career, Stephen Stills remains a stunning musician. This three CD, 46 track collection celebrates his career, from his days with Crosby, Stills, Nash, and Young; You’re With; Midnight Rider; Born Under a Bad Sign; Everybody’s Talkin’; Woodstock; and more! Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 2925923 HEY PRETTY BABY. Features 25 rockin’ tracks by the original artists including They Wanna Fight by Chuck Hughes; Elton Forever by The Addris Brothers; Hey Hey Pretty Baby by The Admiral Tones; Blue Swingin’ Mama by Larry Dowd & The Rock-A-Tunes; Shine That Ring by Gary Stites; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

CD 6961665 TOM PETTY: On the Box. This collection brings together over 20 minutes of rare and unheard material recorded across the great man’s career. Nineteen tracks include American Girl; Shadow of a Doubt; Change of Heart; Free Fallin’; Rainy Day Women; Straight Into Darkness; License to Kill; Even the Losers; Time To Move On; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 2921486 PRIEST...LIVE! Collects 18 tracks from the English heavy metal band, including Out in the Cold; Heading Out to the Highway; Rock Hard; Ride Free; Parental Guidance; Metal Gods; Living After Midnight; We’ve Got Another Thing Comin’; and more. SONY BMG. $5.95

CD 680873X THE FRANKIE AVALON COLLECTION 1954-62. This 63 Track CD set comprises tracks from his debut release, all his A and B sides for Columbia in the USA and HMV in the UK along with selected tracks from albums during this era. Songs include Venus; Why; Dede Dinah; Groove; I Love Lucy; Fool for Stockings; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95

CD 296001X TEN YEARS AFTER: The 1969 Broadcasts. Collects 10 tracks from the British rock band, including I May Be Wrong, but I Won’t Be Wrong Always; Good Morning School; I’m Going Home; Spoonful; Hobbit; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 2972705 BOB SEGER and THE SILVER BULLET BAND: The Classic 1980 Broadcasts. From a live FM broadcast recorded during the European tour “Against the Wind, ” these sixteen tracks include Feel Like a Number; Travelin’ Man; Beautiful Loser; Still the Same; Main Street; Old Time Rock ‘n’ Roll; The Horseshoe Band; Fire Lake; Beautiful Loser; Gettin’ Out Tonight; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/699
CD 3702405 THE BYRDS. Collects ten songs from the popular ’60s rock band, including ’I’ll Feel A Whole Lot Better; All I Really Want To Do, The Girl With No Name; This Wheel’s On Fire; Here Without You’ and more. Rock-Pop. Pub. at $11.95

★ CD 3691616 JEFF LYNNNE & THE IDLE RACE: The Last Radio Sessions. This CD features seven sessions recorded between 1967 and 1969. Each of these sessions will delight fans of Idale Race, Jeff Lynne and of classic ’60s rock and roll radio general. Tracks include (Here We Go Round) The Lemon; Imposters of Life Magazine; Hey Grandma; Debora; Please No More Sad Songs...and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99. $9.95


★ CD 2925737 THE BAND: Woodstock. Collected from a live broadcast at The Woodstock Music and Art Festival in New York. Many of the artists were recording a live FM broadcast during the summer of ’82. Twenty-one tracks are collected here, including Strictly Genteel; Goblin Girl; Sinister Footwear; Marquess’ Clothes; Chicken; Envelopes; Bamboozled by Love; Bobby Brown; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99.

★ CD 2926318 SHE’S NEAT. Collects 25 tracks of rockin’ fifties music by the original artists including Anyways by Wesley Hardin; Cool Cat by Joe Montgomery; Ballroom Baby by Dick Langry; She’s Neat by Raile Wright; Flat Top by Jimmy Dawson; Jake Box Johnnie by Lavlie Moore; Bunny Honey by Harold Shutters; and many more. Pan-American. Pub. at $7.99.

★ CD 2972263 DICK DALE: King of the Surf Guitar. If you love surf music, then you have to have Dick Dale in your collection. Twenty classic songs are compiled here, including Misirlou; King of the Surf Guitar; Let’s Go Trippin’; Tidal Wave; Surfing Drums; Surrin’ Rock; and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $12.95.

★ CD 2903547 COMMANDER CODY: Live at Rockpalast 1980. Their music consisted of Boogie, Rock ’N’ Roll and Country, albeit the latter not of the “perfect world” variety. Seventeen tracks include: Thank You Lone Ranger; Two Triple Cheese; It Should Have Been Me; Who’s Got the Rock? Go to Hell; Hot Rod Lincoln; and more. Also includes DVD of the performance. 71 minutes. MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99. $17.95

★ CD 680090 STEVIE NICKS: On Your Face. Recorded for live FM radio and TV broadcast, this two CD set features the entire recording of this spectacular show. These nineteen tracks include Outside the Rain; Dreams; Enchanted; Gold Dust Woman; After the Glitter Fades; Stand Back; Rhythm; Whole Lotta Trouble; Edge of Seventeen; I Need to Know; Landslide; and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $19.99.

★ CD 6890772 GUNS N’ ROSES: Unplugged 1993. This CD compiles a superb selection of rare acoustic, “unplugged” recordings, offering a completely different perspective on Guns N’ Roses, with a fine collection of covers. Songs include Dead Flowers; You Ain’t First; November Rain; You’re Crazy; ‘Jackin’ Jump Flash; and more. Thirteen tracks. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99.

★ CD 2877473 MADONNA: Rebel Heart. This eleventh album of 10 tracks presents one of the greatest vocalist of our time. Includes Living for Love; Devil Pray; Ghosttown; Illuminati; Bitch I’m Madonna; Hold Tight; Joan of Arc; Iconic; Heartbreak City; Body Shop; Holy Water; Inside Out; Wash All Over Me; Best Night; Mercy and more. RCA. Pub. at $14.99.

★ CD 2926407 YOU ARE MY BABY. Featuring 25 rockin’ hits from the fifties this collection is performed by the original artists and includes You Oughta See Grandma Rock by Skeets McDonald, Gone, Gone by Carl Perkins; A Fool for Lovin’ By Vikki Nelson; You Are My Baby by Roy Orbison; Sock Hop by The Night Hawks; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99.
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**CD 2975742 RUSH: R40 Live.** This three CD set is a must have for any fan of this iconic rock band. Songs include The World Is Yours; Top Heavy; Tom Sawyer; Wet's Rockpile; What You’re Doing/Working Man; One Little Victory; and much more. Thirty-one tracks. Anaheim. $14.95

**CD 2981173 STYX: The Millennium Collection.** A cool compilation of 10 songs from the funk-metal band; Kid Ego; Decadence Dance; More Than Words; Hole Hearted; Get Out Real In Peace; Stop the World; I Am Ever Gonna Change; Tragic Comic; and Hip Today. Universal Music. $5.95

**CD 2925966 HIGH HEELS.** Featuring 25 tracks by the original artists including My Babe by David Hawkes; Saturday Night Wade by Ray Mix; Morning, Captain by Joe D. Gibson; Dime Store Pony Tail by Bobby Dean; All Night Long, Part I by Robert Parker; High Heels by Bill Doggett; Butterfly by Bob Carroll; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $5.95

**CD 6883563 ERIC CLAPTON & FRIENDS: The Early Years.** The guitar legend and singer songwriter can be heard in his early Yardbirds years with the great Jimmy Page and Jeff Beck as well as with John Mayall and the legendary Traffic. Includes For Your Love; Too Much Monkey Business; Good Morning Little School Girl; Snake Drive; Freight Loader; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99

**CD 6723344 CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY: Texas Pop Festival 1968.** The seminal electric rock and roll band with home brings their experimental sounds to the stage for this 1969 concert. Eleven live tracks include Does Anyone Really Know What Time It Is?; Sugar California Purl; Beginner's Luck; and 6 or 6 in Texas; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2926202 NEIL YOUNG & CRAZY HORSE: Santa Cruz 1984.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Catalyst, Santa Cruz, 1984 these thirteen tracks include Rock; Rock; So Tired; Violent Side; I Got a Problem; Stand by Me; Your Love Is Good to Me; Powderfinger; Barstool Blues; Welfare; and more. Fodder Records. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 2981070 THE BAND: Palladium Circles.** The electric show that The Band performed at iconic New York venue, The Palladium, was so legendary that Martin Scorsese made a film about it. This 17 track album features the hits from this historical event, including It Makes No Difference; Twilight; King Harvest; Stage Fright; The Shape I’m In; Ophelia; and Don’t Do It. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6883261 MERLE HAGGARD/CONWAY TWITTY: Elvis Favorites.** Haggard and Twitty deliver 12 classics from the king of rock ‘n’ roll, Elvis Presley. Songs include Jailhouse Rock; That’s All Right (Mama); Don’t Be Cruel; Love Me Tender; Heart Breakin’ Dog; Shake, Rattle & Roll; and more. Universal Music. $6.95

**CD 2971130 URIAH HEEP: The Magician’s Birthday Party.** This 12 track CD features some of Uriah Heep’s best hits. Featuring songs like Return to Fantasy; Tales; Sweet Pretender; Keep on Rockin’; Paradise/The Spell; Circle of Hands; The Magician’s Birthday; Symphony; Easy Livin’; and Free N’ Easy. The Store For Music. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2970963 PEARL JAM: Completely Unplugged for a Change.** Pearl Jam’s acoustic showcase features 16 tracks of the band’s greatest hits. Features tracks like Yellow Ledbetter; Jeremy; Even Flow; Black; Alive; Porch; Rockin’ in the Free World; Daughter; With Love; Stop; Love and Tent; and their famous cover of Last Kiss. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

With Flowers; and more.

**CD 6814999 JOHN HIATT WITH RY COODER: Live at the Cotai Cabaret 1983.** This CD was recorded on a broadcast of a gig by Hiatt and band, plus Cooder on slide and electric guitars. Sixteen tracks including Riding With The King; Don’t Bring Me Down; Zero House; and Gold Fish. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6814964 FRANK ZAPPA: Dutch.** Cooder performs 34 tracks live from the Sportpalais Van Abuy in the Netherlands in May 1980. Dance; Fool; Joe’s Garage; You Are What You Eat; Crack-O’-Fake; Brown; Encore Break; I Don’t Want To Get Drafted; and many more. HOB0. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2819880 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN & THE E STREET BAND: Agora Ballroom 1978.** From the Agora Ballroom, Cleveland, Ohio, August 1978. This 44 track CD comprises some of Springsteen’s best performances. Titles include Summertime Blues; Badlands; Factory; Darkness on The Edge of Town; Thunder Road; Rosalita; and more. Three CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6883311 RAINBOW: Rising.** A classic album from the British hard rock band, led by guitarist Ritchie Blackmore. Collects six tracks: Tarot Woman; Run with the Wolf; Starstruck; Do You Close Your Eyes; Stargazer; and Light in the Black. PolyGram Records. $8.95

**CD 6922119 LOVIN’ HONEY.** Re-live the rockin’ hits with these 25 tracks by the original artists including Go Boy; Go by Carl Smith; Lovin’ Honey by Gene Morris & The Pages; A Mighty Lovable Man by Sonny James; I’ve Got to Have My Baby; Hank Locklin; Fanny Jones & The Professor; Take It Easy Greasy by Bobby Charles; and many more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**CD 279828X AMERICA: The Archives.** This fifty track, 4 CD set features a collection of live FM Broadcast performances including from Sigma Sound Studios, Philadelphia in 1972; TV Studio 5, Baden-Baden, Germany, 1996; and Universal Amphitheater, Los Angeles, 1978. Includes Venture Headway; Riverside; You Can Do Magic; Submarine Ladies; Horse with No Name; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6883752 LITTLE FEAT: Transmission Impossible.** These 41 tracks recorded live, capture perfectly the magic of the band. Do Feat doing exactly what they did best. Featuring FM radio broadcast recordings from the years 1973, 74 and 75 they include Two Trains; Got No Shadow; The Fan, Texas; and more. Gold Fish. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**CD 6795722 BILL HALEY: The Singles Collection 1948-60.** Fifty-seven tracks feature all of Haley’s biggest hits, including Rock Around the Clock. Don’t Knock the Rock; and of course, one of the most significant songs in pop history, Rock Around the Clock. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 6711626 BOB SEGER & THE SILVER BULLET BAND: Christmas In Conn.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Stadhalle, Bern, Switzerland, 1968 include Buffalo Springfield; Winter Kills; Don’t Open That Door; Good Morning; Captain; by Carl Smith; Ohio, August of 1978; this 44 track set includes Rock & Roll; Rattle and Roll; Razzle Dazzle; Rip It Up; Don’t Knock the Rock; and more. This three CD set is a must have for any fan of this iconic guitarist. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2973456 DICK DALE: Live on the Santa Monica Pier.** You never really know how appropriate the nickname “King of the Surf Guitar” is until you see Dick Dale perform live. This two CD set collects 30 songs from two live performances. Songs include Shredded Heat; Alito; The Tail of Tars; Microny; Shake, Rattle & Roll; more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

**CD 2925745 BEE GEES: Spick and Span.** Twelve tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at The Stadhalle, Bern, Switzerland; I’ll Keep On Rockin’; Cowboy Disaster; Every Christian Lion Hearted Man Will Show You; Words; Gilbert Green; Turn of the Century; To Love Somebody; Holiday; In My Own Time; Morning of My Life; Massachusetts; Spicks and Specks; and World. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2953323 BUDDY GUY: Live at the Checkerboard, Chicago 1979.** This performance was recorded in 1979 at the legendary south side Chicago Checkerboard Lounge Club, featuring Buddy’s Blues (Part 1), I’ve Got a Right to Love My Woman; Tell Me What’s Inside of You; Done Girl; Other People’s Money; and more. Ten tracks to choose from and many more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/699
and enter the item number in the search box.


**R E C O M M E N D E D**

**CD 6749399**

**BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: Under the Covers.** Presents a wonderful selection of 15 covers performed by Bruce Springsteen and the E Street Band in concert between 1974 and 1994. **Boom Boom; Back In the U.S.A.; I Want You; Twist and Shout; Not Fade Away; Summertime Blues; Then She Kissed Me;** and many, MCA Records. **Pub. at $19.99**

**CD 2937476**

**PAT BOONE: 40 Golden Classics.** This 40 track CD collection brings together the biggest hits and many of his best-known songs, including, ‘I’ll Be Home; Don’t Forget Me; Love Letters in the Sand; Moody River; April Love; A Wonderful Time Up There; Why Baby Why; Ain’t That a Shame; and many more. Acrobat. **Pub. at $16.99**

**CD 6870826**

**ALICE COOPER: Alone in His Nightmare.** Recorded live at Great Western Forum in Inglewood, Los Angeles, this 1975 concert features the shock rock legend in 20 tracks. **No More; Mr. Nice Guy; Billion Dollar Babies; I’m Eighteen; Welcome to My Nightmare; Devil’s Food Black Water Schoo; Out; Department of Youth and more. Smokin’.** **Pub. at $14.99**

**CD 3704556**

**TOM PETTY AND THE HEARTBREAKERS: Into the Great Wide Open.** Released in 1991, this classic album collects 12 tracks from the American rock band, including Learning to Fly; Out in the Cold; Kings Highway; Into the Great Wide Open; All or Nothing; and, MCA Records. **$6.95**

**CD 2981149**

**PETER FRAMPTON: Icon.** This CD collects 12 solo hits, including Show Me the Way; I Can’t Stand It No More; It’s a Plain Ways; and more. **Pub. at $9.95**

**CD 6826839**

**ERIC CLAPTON: The Dallas Cowboy.** This performance was captured in Dallas, Texas on November 15th, 1976 from a live FM radio broadcast. This remarkable concert collects the following nine tracks: Hello Old Friend; Sign Language; Badge; Knockin’ on Heaven’s Door; One Night; Tell the Truth; Can’t Find My Way Home; and, **Pub. at $14.99**

**CD 6573945**

**SANTANA: Live at the Bottom Line 1978.** Thirteen live tracks from one of the greatest electric guitarists of all time, originally broadcast live from The Bottom Line in New York City. Includes: When Allah Was A Playboy; Black Magic Woman; Gypsy Queen; Europa; No One to Depend On; One Chain; She’s Not There; Evil Ways; and more. **Pub. at $14.99**

**CD 6938604**

**BEE GEES: Spicks and Specks.** Released in 1966, these seventeen tracks include Monday Morning; How Many Birds; Play Monday’s Rain; How Many Birds; Play Well Alright; Black Magic Woman; Gypsy Queen; Europa; No One to Depend On; One Chain; She’s Not There; Evil Ways; and more. **Pub. at $14.99**

**CD 2871041**

**STEPHEN STILLS: Viva Las Vegas.** This electric set was recorded live for FM broadcast in the mid 1960s. This 13 track collection feature live performances of hits like Midnight Rider; Long Time Gone; Dark Star; Woodstock; Born in Chicago; Change Partners; Treetop Flyer; The Ballad of Hollis Brown; Love; and many more! **Pub. at $19.99**

**CD 2908220**

**GRATEFUL DEAD: Live in the Oakland Coliseum.** This 3CD collection represents the Grateful Dead from the 70s. This 2 disc collection delivers 22 tracks including Jack Straw; They Love Each Other; Mama Tried; Me and Bobby McGee; Lovelight; Blackbird; Steal Your Girl; Scarlet Begonias; Fire on the Mountain; Playing in the Band; Stagger Lee; Passenger; Shakedown Street; Saint Stephen; and more. **Pub. at $16.99**

**CD 6895633**

**PATTY SMYTH AND T.V.C. 15: Peculiar Pick.** This CD features live performances by Patty Smyth and her band, Scandal. Songs include Warrior; Goodbye to You; Less Than Half of what You Say is True; Love; Every Step of the Way; She; I Got You So Stupid; and more. **Pub. at $11.95**

**CD 2927497**

**JIMMIE RODGERS: The Complete US & UK Singles As & Bs.** Rodgers’ work transcended pop, country, folk and R&B, bringing him hits on both sides of the Atlantic. This 45-track collection comprises the A and B sides of all his releases through to 1962, when he enjoyed his last major success with a UK No. 5 with English Country Garden. Two CDs, Acrobat. **$9.95**

**CD 2888319**

**STEPHENV STILLS & MANASSAS: Live Treasure.** This two CD, 29 track album features a plethora of hits, including cuts from Still’s solo collection. Featuring love songs like Rock and Roll Woman; Bound to Be Broken; Hide R’ So Deep; Song of Love; The Treasure; Move Around; Four Days Gone; Sugar Babe; Blues Man; Love You One You’re With; and more! **Faster Records. Pub. at $19.99**

**CD 6837948**

**MEAT LOAF: Bat Out of Hell II.** Eleven of the singer/songwriter’s best including Need A New Name For Love; It’s All Coming Back To Me Now; I’m Gonna Love Me Again; Lemon and I Want My Money Back; Rock and Roll Dreams Come Through; It Just Won’t Quit; Out of The Frying (and into the Fire); Wasted Years; and more. **MCA Records.**

**CD 6685141**

**CAPTAIN BEEFHEART: Transmission Impossible.** In legendary broadcasts from the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s, Beefheart blends rock, blues, psychedelia, and experimental composition with 48 tracks. See all the inventive brilliance of this unique artist in 6 cuts of Down in the Bottom; Mirror Man; Somebody in My Home; Sweet Georgia Brown; Ashtray Heart; Kandy; and more. **CDs.** **Pub. at $19.99**

**CD 2877441**

**BON JOVI: BON JOVI Tour 1988.** From a live broadcast recorded from The Bottom Line of The Oakland-A lameda County Coliseum, on November 24th 1988, this double CD captures two hours of live performances by Marianne recorded for TV broadcasts by the U.K. group. **Pub. at $19.99**

**CD 292028X**

**THE DOOBIE BROTHERS: Original Album Series, Vol. 2.** A collection of live albums from the legendary rock band, spanning five albums from the legendary rock band, **FCC Approved.** **Pub. at $19.99**

**CD 66138X**

**DAVID BOWIE: Isolar II.** From a live broadcast recorded from the NHK Hall, Tokyo, Japan, December 1978, twelve tracks include Warszawa; “Heroes”; Fame; Beauty and the Beast; Five Years; Soul Love; Stay; Hang on to Yourself; Ziggy Stardust; Life on Mars; Love is Life;** Mercury Records.

**CD 6831680**

**ONE: The Best of Nilsson.** Never performing live professionally, he managed to sustain a relatively lengthy recording career. This CD features tracks including Without You; Everybody’s Talkin’; Cuddy Toy; Old Dick Old; Many Rivers to Cross; It Had to Be You; All I Think About Is You; The Moonbeam Song; and more. **SONY BMG. Pub. at $19.99**

**CD 696138X**

**BRIAN MAY & FREDDIE MERCURY: In Future Days.** From a live broadcast recorded from The Bottom Line of The Oakland-A lameda County Coliseum, on November 24th 1993, this double CD captures two hours of live performances by Marianne recorded for TV broadcasts by the U.K. group. **Pub. at $19.99**

**CD 2848399**

**THE LITTLE BOX OF TOM PETTY.** This three CD collection follows the prolific years of rock great Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers. Psychotic Reaction recorded from a live FM Broadcast recorded at The Oakland-Alameda County Coliseum, on November 24th 1999, this triple CD captures three hours of live performances by Marianne recorded for TV broadcasts by the U.K. group. **Pub. at $19.99**

**CD 3691640**

**MARIANNE FAITHFULL: The Stations; No Regrets; King at Night; The Wedding; and more!** Go on the Road Records; **Pub. at $19.99**

**CD 2890681**

**ARTHRAK: Icon.** Collects 19 songs from the American heavy metal band: Madhouse; A.J.R.; Armed and Dangerous; I am the Law; Indians; Efilnikufesin (N.F.L.); Antisocial; Got the Time; Belly of the Beast; Bring the Noise; and I’m the Man. **Universal Music.** **$9.95**
Third Degrees; Up Town Breakdown; and many more. Also includes two DVDs covering these three shows. Over four hours. MIG Music. Pub. at $34.99

$27.95

CD 29270762 DAVID BOWIE: The Lost Sessions. While Bowie's early career was often sporadic, he was rarely off the wireless. And the sessions he recorded for radio across this period makes for a fascinating body of work. This two CD collection features 32 tracks, including Waiting for the Man; Love; Warhoth; Song for Bob Dylan; Lady Stardust; Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

CD 6674046 BACHMAN-TURNER OVERDRIVE: Taking Care on the Highway. Giants of classic rock perform in a live radio broadcast in Chicago, 1974, featuring conditions that fit The Raré Tracks Collection. This 60-track collection comprises almost all the A and B sides released by Richard during the first and most important decade of his career. A thoroughly entertaining overview of his early career, it features all 21 chart entries he had in the U.S. and UK during that time, as well as some lesser known material. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

$14.95

CD 9295743 THE LITTLE RICHARD COLLECTION 1951-62. This 60-track broadcast album includes all 42 studio recordings, plus the Raré Tracks Collection. A fantastic insight into Little Richard's early years as A fierce southern rocker, including performances on The Dick Cavett Show; Music Scene; The Tom Jones Show; and the Newport Folk Festival in Rhode Island. Tracks include Try (Just a Little Bit Harder); To Love Somebody; Raise Your Hand; Move Over; Piece of My Heart; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

CD 9295836 TOM PETTY AND THE HEARTBREAKERS: Live on Air. Tom Petty's Diner broadcast recorded at Docks, Hamburg, Germany, 1999 come these 29 tracks including Around and Around; Jammin'; Me; Running Down a Dream; Green Onions; Free Fallin'; Lemon; Little Maggie; Liar; Turn Back the Clock; Make Up Your Mind; Try; What It Takes. You Wreck Me; Learning to Fly; and more. Two CDs. Iconography. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

CD 2871017 R.E.M.: Bingo Hand Job. With his legendary gig recorded for FM Radio Broadcast in 1983, the entire show is now available on this double CD. The 32 tracks include hits like Losing My Religion; Fall on Me; Moon River; Love Is All Around; Radio Song; The One; Losing My Mind; Little Prince; Pretend; Half A World; Rebel Without a Cause; Scars on this Guitar; God; Black Snake Moan; Mess; Reunion; and Come Up To My House Island Records. Pub. at $5.95

$5.95

CD 2821478 PEARL JAM: Vitalogy. Released in 1994 this album has since gone 4-times Platinum and now has been completely remastered. Collects 14 tracks, including Last Exit; Spin the Black Circle; Corduroy; Whipping; Tremor Christ; and more. Epic. Pub. at $5.95

$5.95

CD 2871422 BON JOVI: This House Is Not For Sale. This innovative and celebrated group in this 12 track collection. Includes: This House Is Not For Sale; Living with the Ghost; Knockout; Labor of Love; Born Again Tomorrow; Roller Coaster; New Year's Day; The Devil in the Details; Scars on this Guitar; God; Pick of Bones; Morgan's Love; Runaway; Think About The Two; This Too Shall Pass. Mess; Reunion; and Come Up To My House Island Records. Pub. at $5.95

$5.95

CD 2871423 DEBBIE GIBSON: Anything Is Possible. Sixteen songs from the 80s pop star, including Another Brick Falls; Anything is Possible; One Hand; One Heart; Sure; Lead them Home; My Dreams; This So-Called Miracle; and more. Atlantic. Pub. at $4.95

$4.95

CD 3573733 LES PAUL & MARY FORD: The Complete US & UK Hits, 1945-61. One of the most eccentric and daring original musicians of his time, Zappa performs live at The Ritz in New York City with this 1981 performance. Two CDs offer 30 tracks, including Mothership; Creations; Montana; Easy; Dumb All Over; Sinister Footwear; Whipping Post and more. Gold Fish. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

CD 3702421 DAVE MONTI: Music of the Ritz. One of the most eccentric and daring original musicians of his time, Zappa performs live at The Ritz in New York City with this 1981 performance. Two CDs offer 30 tracks, including Mothership; Creations; Montana; Easy; Dumb All Over; Sinister Footwear; Whipping Post and more. Gold Fish. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

CD 4888922 THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND: Back on the Road. These nine tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at Manley Field House, Syracuse, New York, 1972 include Statesboro Blues; One; Body; Ain't Wasting Time; No More; One Way Out; Stormy Monday; You Don't Love Me; In Memory of Elizabeth Reed; Midnight Rider; and Whipping Post. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

CD 5818478 JANIS JOPLIN: The TV Collection. These thirteen tracks from a live FM broadcast include Licence to Live; Cradle of Love; Do Not Stand in the Shadows; Pumping on Steel; Eyes Without a Face; White Wedding; Sweet Jane; Games; 4; Losing My Religion; Fall on Me; Moon River; Love Is All Around; Radio Song; The One; Losing My Mind; Little Prince; Pretend; Half A World; Rebel Without a Cause; Scars on this Guitar; God; Black Snake Moan; Mess; Reunion; and Come Up To My House Island Records. Pub. at $5.95

$5.95

CD 6837999 BON JOVI: This House Is Not For Sale. This innovative and celebrated group in this 12 track collection. Includes: This House Is Not For Sale; Living with the Ghost; Knockout; Labor of Love; Born Again Tomorrow; Roller Coaster; New Year's Day; The Devil in the Details; Scars on this Guitar; God; Pick of Bones; Morgan's Love; Runaway; Think About The Two; This So-Called Miracle; and more. Atlantic. Pub. at $4.95

$4.95

CD 5818478 JANIS JOPLIN: The TV Collection. These thirteen tracks from a live FM broadcast include Licence to Live; Cradle of Love; Do Not Stand in the Shadows; Pumping on Steel; Eyes Without a Face; White Wedding; Sweet Jane; Games; 4; Losing My Religion; Fall on Me; Moon River; Love Is All Around; Radio Song; The One; Losing My Mind; Little Prince; Pretend; Half A World; Rebel Without a Cause; Scars on this Guitar; God; Black Snake Moan; Mess; Reunion; and Come Up To My House Island Records. Pub. at $5.95

$5.95

CD 5818478 JANIS JOPLIN: The TV Collection. These thirteen tracks from a live FM broadcast include Licence to Live; Cradle of Love; Do Not Stand in the Shadows; Pumping on Steel; Eyes Without a Face; White Wedding; Sweet Jane; Games; 4; Losing My Religion; Fall on Me; Moon River; Love Is All Around; Radio Song; The One; Losing My Mind; Little Prince; Pretend; Half A World; Rebel Without a Cause; Scars on this Guitar; God; Black Snake Moan; Mess; Reunion; and Come Up To My House Island Records. Pub. at $5.95

$5.95

CD 5818478 JANIS JOPLIN: The TV Collection. These thirteen tracks from a live FM broadcast include Licence to Live; Cradle of Love; Do Not Stand in the Shadows; Pumping on Steel; Eyes Without a Face; White Wedding; Sweet Jane; Games; 4; Losing My Religion; Fall on Me; Moon River; Love Is All Around; Radio Song; The One; Losing My Mind; Little Prince; Pretend; Half A World; Rebel Without a Cause; Scars on this Guitar; God; Black Snake Moan; Mess; Reunion; and Come Up To My House Island Records. Pub. at $5.95

$5.95

CD 5818478 JANIS JOPLIN: The TV Collection. These thirteen tracks from a live FM broadcast include Licence to Live; Cradle of Love; Do Not Stand in the Shadows; Pumping on Steel; Eyes Without a Face; White Wedding; Sweet Jane; Games; 4; Losing My Religion; Fall on Me; Moon River; Love Is All Around; Radio Song; The One; Losing My Mind; Little Prince; Pretend; Half A World; Rebel Without a Cause; Scars on this Guitar; God; Black Snake Moan; Mess; Reunion; and Come Up To My House Island Records. Pub. at $5.95

$5.95
CD 281997X GRATEFUL DEAD: Transmission Impossible. This collection of 33 tracks comprises performances from three live FM broadcasts in 1966, 1980, and 1991. Songs include High Hopes; Smokestack Lightning; In the Midnight Hour; New Minglewood Blues; Sugar Magnolia; Hell Awaits/Antichrist; War Ensemble; South of Heaven/Raining Blood/Altar of Sacrifice; Jesus Saves; Die by the Sword; Dead Skin Mask; Seasons in the Abyss; Born of Fire; Chemical Warfare; Mandatory Suicide; and many more. Pub. at $19.99 |

CD 2926326 SLAYER: Praying to Satan. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Le Zenith, Paris, 1991 come these ten live tracks. Songs include Antichrist; War Ensemble; South of Heaven/Raining Blood/Altar of Sacrifice; Jesus Saves; Die by the Sword; Dead Skin Mask; Seasons in the Abyss; Born of Fire; Chemical Warfare; Mandatory Suicide; and many more. Pub. at $19.99 |

CD 6673775 GRATEFUL DEAD: San Francisco 1976. The greatest jam band of all time performs at the Orpheum Theatre in this definitive triple CD boxed set collecting live versions of Dead originals as well as beloved covers: Mississippi Half Step Uptown Tooleeoo; Cassidy; Mama Tried; Looks Like Rain; Loser; Samson and Delilah; Candyman; Not Fade Away; Johnny B. Goode; and many more. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95 |

CD 2820080 NIRVANA: Christmas in Seattle 1988. From a live FM broadcast recorded at the Sub Pop 20 LP launch party, 1988 along with a rehearsal broadcast the same day. Songs include compilation CD 'Nothing You Can Do (There Ain’t); Whole Lotta Nothing; You Know You’re Right; The Love You Save; Haven’t Done Nothing; Out of Sight, Out of Mind; and many more. Pub. at $19.99 |

CD 693885X TED NUGENT: Kentucky State Fair 1985. From a live FM broadcast recorded at the Kentucky State Fair, Cardinal Stadium, Louisville, KY, this triple CD collection features more than eleven tracks that include Journey to the Center of the Mind; Just What the Doctor Ordered; Wang Dang Sweet Poontang; Red House; Cat Scratch Fever; and more. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95 |

CD 5853222 CHUCK BERRY & BO DIDDLEY: Guitar Legends. You’ll love the 10 tracks from these two pioneers: I’m a Man; Carol; Who Do You Love; Thirty Days; Roll Over Beethoven; Road Runner; Almost Grown; You Can’t Judge a Book by its Cover; My Ding-A-Ling; and Ooh Baby. Universal Music. $6.95
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★ 6889614 AEROSMITH: The Broadcast Archive. This three CD collection of 41 tracks are from live FM broadcasts from Boston, Blantyre, California 1974; Boston, 1978, and Worcester, Massachusetts 1986. Songs include One Way Street; Somebody, White Me a Letter; Walkin' the Dog; Caught in the Middle; More; I Don't Want To Do It; Movin' Out; Rats in the Saddle; Same Old Song and Dance; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

★ 6749452 LYNNY SNYRDYK: Superjam 1978. Skynyrd rocks hard with friends, first at the 1978 Superstar Jam (tracks 1-9), then at the Volunteer Jam V in 1979 (tracks 11-12), and more. Seventy tracks in all. Masters of Music. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95

★ 577957X THE BEST OF THE McCLANAHAN SISTERS 1983-88. Fifty-four tracks comprise the prolific early career of this popular female vocal group. Collects over 40 hits that made the Billboard and Cash Box charts, including their landmark number-ones. Similarly and Sugarcane, as popular A and B sides from the period. Two CDs. Acrobad. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

★ 667416X CROSBY & NASH WITH NEIL YOUNG: The 1972 Broadcast. A 15-track live performance, captured at the peak of Crosby, Nash, and Young's popularity. Legends of folk and rock come together for Woodstock and more. To Be a King; Son of the Wind; Train; Harvest; Only Love Can Break Your Heart; The Needle and the Damage Done; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

★ 2550871 IKE & TINA TURNER: Ultimate Collection Four CD Set. Collects 53 hit songs through the song's connoisseur. This Tope CD set includes River Deep, Mountain High; Proud Mary; Nutbush City Limits; I Wanna Take You Higher; Come Together; I Can't Stop Loving You; and many more. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95

★ 6703986 METALLICA: Woodstock 1994. One of the greatest metal bands of all time performs a 14-song set of their biggest hits, often in jaw-dropping extended renditions. Includes Master of Puppets; Wherever You Go; Halloween; Fade to Black; For Whom the Bell Tolls; Seek and Destroy; Sad But True; Nothing Else Matters; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

★ 6857620 JAMES TAYLOR: The Archives. This 39 track collection includes the live recordings from The Jabberwocky Club, Syracuse, NY, 1970; The Atlantic Civic Centre, Atlanta, GA, 1981; and Baden Baden, Germany, 1986. Tracks include Rainy Day Man; Diamond Joe; Things Go Better with a Girl; How Sweet It Is; and more. Three CDs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

★ 6880766 NEIL YOUNG: Acoustic Tour 1976. From live FM broadcasts from across the U.S. the 1976, come these twenty tracks which include: Only Love Can Break Your Heart; The Laughing Lady; Human Highway; Tell Me Why; After the Gold Rush; Harvest; Mr. Soul; Here We Are in the Years; Journey Through the Past; Mellow My Mind; Too Far Gone; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

★ 6678313 JACKSON BROWNE: A Touch of Country 1976-81. In Montreux in Switzerland, this 1982 broadcast features 19 Browne performances: Somebody's Baby; That Girl Could Sing; Fountain of the Night; For Everman; Knock on Any Door; Your Bright Baby; I Am An Elephant; Lost in America; Schoo's Out; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

★ 6992021 ALICE COOPER: Monsters of Rock. The 18 tracks collected are from a performance at The Theatre Monumental in Santiago, Chile on September 9th, 1995. Songs include Under My Wheels; No More Mr. Nice Guy; Desperado; I'm Eighteen; Lost in America; Schoo's Out; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

★ 682286X GRATEFUL DEAD: 50 Shades of Black & White. This double CD set features the entire largely performed by this celebrated group at the Brendan Byrne Arena in 1987. Includes Touch of Grey; New Minglewood Blues; Friend of the Devil; Beat It on Down; Stagger Lee; Box of Rain; I Know You Rider; and more. Twenty-one tracks. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95


★ 2903768 PRINCE: Small Club 1988. These twelve tracks are from a live FM broadcast recorded at Paard van Troje, The Hague, Netherlands in 1988 and include: Instrumental Jam; D.M.S.R.; Just My Imagination Running Away, People Without; Down Home Blues; Cold Sweat; Forever in My Life; Still Would Stand All Time; I'll Take You There; It's Gonna Be A Beautiful Night; and Rave On the Joy Fantastic. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

★ 6963129 RUSH: Gold. This two CD set features many of the Canadian rock band's most celebrated tracks including The Spirit of Radio; New Parents Need a Miracle; Bertha; Ship of Fools; Man Smart; Woman Smarter; and more. Seventy tracks in all. Heads Up. Pub. at $14.95. $13.95

★ 2993880 REVMAP: Reimaging the Songs of Elton John & Bernie Taupin. This double CD collection marks of John and Taupin's best-loved songs reinterpreted by some of contemporary music’s most vital talents. Tracks include Can't Get Enough; Song Sung Blue; Early Morning Rain; Tiny Dancer; by B.B. King; Sweet Child o' Mine by Axl Rose; Runnin' Down A Dream; and more. Rock Vault. Pub. at $19.99. $15.95

★ 6696102 POISON: Gold. They started in the 1980s and became one of the biggest, best and most brazen bands around this. This two CD set collects 32 songs, including Every Rose Has Its Thorn; Talk Dirty to Me; Look What the Cat Dragged In; I Won't Forget You; I Want Action; and more. Universal Music. $6.95

★ 6795955 BELINDA CARLISLE: The Very Best Of. From her days with the Go-Gos to her solo hits defying boundaries. Belinda Carlisle is the voice of a generation. These 34 tracks highlight her singles from the '80s and '90s, including Heaven Is A Place On Earth; Leave a Light On; Live Your Life Be Free; and more.一线 Recordings. Pub. at $14.95. $10.95

★ 6857795 TOM PETTY & THE HEARTBREAKERS: Strange Behaviour. Sixteen tracks from the live FM broadcast recorded at The Dean Smith Center, Chapel Hill, NC 1989, including Bye Bye Johnny; The Damage You've Done; Breakdown; Free Fallin'; The Waiting; Bonmont's Boogie; Southern Accents; Even the Losers; Runnin' Down A Dream; and more. HOB5. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

★ 6785803 GRATEFUL DEAD: Under the Covers. In 15 live covers, the Grateful Dead put their touches on a range of classic songs: Big Radio Blues; Rain; The Promised Land; The Times They Are A Changin’; Just Like Tom Thumb’s Blues; Big River; Gimme Some Lovin’; Bad Moon Rising (with John Fogerty); Mama Tried; Lovin’; Southbound Train; Harvest; Only Love Can Break Your Heart; The Needle and the Damage Done; and more. One-Way Street; Let the Sun Go Down on Me. Pub. at $19.99. $15.95

★ 2903558 THE CH»RBY SINGLES COLLECTION 1950-59. Frankie Cherry’s entire chart from this era including the top ten hits Mona Lisa; Band of Gold’ and Thinking of You. Seventy-two additional tracks include; Third Man Theme; Powder Blue; Belle, Belle; Love is Just Like a Flame; You Can Have Lovin’; Big River; Gimme Some Lovin’; Bad Moon Rising (with John Fogerty); Mama Tried; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

★ 6821538 THE DETROIT SPINNERS: The Ultimate Collection. This double CD set contains the group’s significant Atlantic-Records recordings, including I’ll Be Around; Could It Be I’m Falling in Love; Ghetto Child; Wake Up Susan, Working My Way Back To You/Forgive Me, reaching the Top Ten. Thirty-one tracks. Rhino. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

★ 6992056
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**CD 6674267** FRANK ZAPPA: The Rare Tapes Broadcast. Named the “Un-Concert” by Zappa himself, these nine hard-to-find live recordings come from a host of venues recorded between 1973 and 1974. Radio intros and outros are joined by multiple excerpts, songs, and discussion, making this truly a unique Zappa experience. HBO Pub. $12.99 **$19.95**

**CD 2953552** TODD RUNDGREN’S UTOPIA: Live at the Fox 1973. From a live performance in Atlanta, 1973 these nine tracks including Utopia Theme; Don’t You Ever Learn; Sons of 1984; Open My Eyes; Black Maria; The Last Ride; Slut; Couldn’t I Just Tell You; and Everybody’s Going to Heaven-King Kong Reggae. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. RealBEAT Records. Pub. $19.99 **$19.95**

**CD 6887015** GRATEFUL DEAD: Laughter, Love & Music. From an FM broadcast recorded at the Bill Graham Memorial, Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, 1991, are fifteen tracks including Hell in a Bucket; I Know You Rider; Born on the Bayou; Bad Moon Rising; The Other One; Tuckin’; Touch of Grey; Forever; and more. Twenty-three tracks. Iconography. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

**CD 6717663** THE RASCALS: The Complete Singles A’s & B’s. A comprehensive 47-track collection of the band’s hit singles including Good Lovin’; I Ain’t Gonna Eat Out My Heart Anymore; Mustang Sally; Groovin; A Beautiful Morning; People Got to Be Free; I Believe; and many more. Iconography. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

**CD 6780376** PAUL SIMON: Complete Unplugged. Two CDs present the legendary singer-songwriter performing some of his best songs, recorded in a 1992 broadcast at Kaufman Astoria Studios in New York. Includes acoustic versions of Born at the Right Time; The Boy in the Bubble; Mrs. Robinson; Scarborough Fair; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

**CD 3691675** METALLICA: Transmission Impossible. Features rare broadcast recordings from five shows from this legendary band performed in the 1980s and 1990s. Songs include Master of Puppets; For Whom the Bell Tolls; Fade to Black; Whiplash; The Four Horsemen; Ride the Lightning; and more. On 3 CDs. Multiple versions of some songs. Iconography. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

**CD 2981157** Rush: Icon. A collection of 12 songs from the progressive rock band, including Working Man; Fly by Night; The Necromancer; The Twilight Zone; Circumstances; and more. Universal Music. **$9.95**

**CD 2980878** BLINK-182: Blink-182. Collects 14 songs from the popular rock band, including Feeling This; Obvious; I Miss You; The Fallen Interlude; Easy Target; I’m Lost Without You; and more. Geffen. **$9.95**

**CD 2930061** GRATEFUL DEAD ROAD TRIPS, VOL. 4 NO. 2. Contains the music of this unforgettable group in this three CD, 33 track live recording at Brendan Byrne Arena in 1988. Includes Mississippi Half-Step Uptown Too; Doo Doo; Lay on the House; Come to Shame; Scarlet Begonias; Fire on the Mountain; Samson and Delilah; China Cat Sunflower; I Know You Rider; Estridated Prophet; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $47.98 **$37.95**

**CD 2941258** GRATEFUL DEAD: Shakedown New York. Held across three nights at the Mannhattan Center at 34th Street in April 1971, this performance featured some of the band’s greatest songs. Tracks include Bertha; Sugar Magnolia; Casey Jones; Blackbird; Beat It On Down the Road; and more. Nineteen tracks on 2 CDs. Sutra. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

**CD 6803180** GRATEFUL DEAD: Live in Concert. The greatest jam band of all time takes the stage for this historic 1980 performance. Twelve tracks include To Lay Me Down; Monkey and the Engineer; Jack-a-Rose; Cassidy; I’ve Been All Around This World; The Race Is On; Alabama Getaway; Greatest Story Ever Told; They Love Each Other; and more. Digital Legends. Pub. at $14.99 **$9.95**

**CD 2940914** TESLA: Mechanical Resonance. Collects 12 tracks from the hard rock band’s debut album, including EZ to Come EZ Go; Cumin’ A’liva Chee; Gittin’ Better; Before My Eyes; Cover Rock; Me to the Top; Modern Day Cowboy; and more. Geffen. **$14.99**

**CD 2934040** FREDIE KING: Live & Loud 1966. Here is Freddie, fierce and low-down at the Fillmore West. Not a perfect recording, Freddie is a bit “off mike,” but what does it give you is the power of his guitar playing, which never sounded better. Tracks include Ain’t Nobody’s Business; I Wonder Why; Hideaway; Whole Lotta Lovin’; Going Down; Play It Cool; and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $12.99 **$9.95**

**CD 6833796** NEIL YOUNG & THE STRAY GATORS: Toronto 1973. Features a set list that includes five numbers from the album Times Fade Away alongside a handful from the album Harvest, from a live performance at Maple Leaf Gardens, Toronto, 1973. Seventeen tracks include On the Way; Encore; Oh Mercy; and many more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 **$9.95**

**CD 6908721** FRANK ZAPPA: Live in Barcelona 1988. One of Zappa’s finest shows from his 1988 tour took place in Barcelona on May 17th. This two CD set captures that night with 22 songs, including The Black Page; Sharleena; Ain’t I Got No Heart; Love of My Life; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

**CD 6798337** FRANK ZAPPA & THE MOTHERS: Have a Gay Time. Have twenty-one tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at the Jenison field-house at Michigan State University in 1974. Songs include Tush Tush Tush (A Token of My Regard); The City of the Sun; Peninsula Blood; Bondage; Montana; Chunga’s Revenge; Son of Orange County; and more. 2 CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

**CD 6938744** GRATEFUL DEAD: Visions of the Future. From a live broadcast recorded at The Spectrum, Philadelphia, PA, 1990, these eighteen tracks include Hell in a Bucket; El Paso; Ramble on Rose; The Promised Land; It’s All Too Much; Uncle John’s Band; The Last Time; Rain; and more. Geffen. Pub. at $24.99 **$19.95**

**CD 2871076** TED NUGENT: Live in Detroit–Classic FM Broadcast 1986. The 16 tracks in this album are ‘brimming with bluesy rock ’n roll mayhem. Features several of Nugent’s hits, including Free for All; Hey Baby; The Miller; Tied Up in Love; Amy Winehouse; Marc; Stormtrooper; Snakeskin Cowboys; Little Red Book; Savage Dancer; Crazy Ladies; Motor City Madhouse; and more! Laser Media. Pub. at $13.99 **$7.95**

**CD 6703879** THE BYRDS: The Boston Tea Party. Originally broadcast live from the Boston Tea Party in Massachusetts, this two CD set just came before the release of the album Dr. Byrds & Mr. Hyde. Seventeen songs are featured: You Ain’t Going Nowhere; He Was a Friend of Mine; The Ballad of Easy Rider; Lay Lady Lay; Come Back Baby and more. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 3666157** DANNY AND THE JUNIORS: The Complete Releases 1957-62. This 35 track collection comprises the entirety of their recorded output during the core era of their recording career, including 6 A and 8 sides. Hits include Raindrops Keep Fallin’ on My Head; Sometimes (When I’m all Alone); Pony Express; Daydreamer; The Charleston Fish; Do You Love Me; A Thousand Miles Away; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 **$12.95**


**CD 6992283** TOM WAITS: My Father’s Place. This superb live recording from late 1977 finds Waits holding court at this legendary New York venue. Collects 12 tracks, including Standin’ on the Corner; I Never Tell You; California; Here I Come; and many more. Smokin’! Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/699

1. **SANTO & JOHNNY**
   - **CD 2921626**
     - 10 tracks compiled here are from one of the most popular instrumental duos of the ’50s and ’60s. Includes Show and Tell; The Way We Were; Sea Dream; Portofino; Lonely Girl; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99
     - $11.95

2. **METALLICA**
   - **CD 6795899**
     - **The Breath’d Archive.** Drawn from the group’s most prolific periods, three CDs capture these ferocious metal gods in a multitude of live broadcasts from the ’80s and ’90s. Each track includes multiple recordings like Enter Sandman, Bell Tolls, plus other favorites like One and Wherever I May Roam.
     - For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/699
     - $13.95

3. **CD 2980886**
   - **BLINK-182: Enema of the State.** The three studio albums from the punk rock band collect 12 songs, including Dumpweed; Don’t Leave Me; Aliens Exist; Going Away to College; and more. Universal Music.
     - $16.95

4. **CD 2990812**
   - **GRATEFUL DEAD ROAD TRIPS, VOL. 4, NO. 4.** Recorded live at the SPECTRUM, in Philadelphia on April 5 & 6, 1982. This three CD track collection includes Cold Rain and Snow; Promised Land; Candyman; C.C. Rider; Sare Jahan Se Acha; Shakedown Street; Lost Sailor; Saint of Circumstance; Trucker; The Other One; Morning Dew; Sugar Magnolia; It’s All Over Baby Blue; Terrapin Station; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $54.99
     - $39.95

5. **CD 2888459**
   - **NEIL YOUNG: Live on Air-The Early Years.** Revisit Meliassa’s most pummeling era with this four CD set, collecting live radio broadcasts from between 1989 and 1993. Includes multiple performances of Master of Puppets; For Whom the Bell Tolls; Seek & Destroy and more, as well as Enter Sandman and Nothing Else Matters, and fierce instrumental solos. Laser Media. Pub. at $17.99
     - $13.95

6. **CD 6589597**
   - **METALLICA: Live on Air-The Early Years.** Revisit Meliassa’s most pummeling era with this four CD set, collecting live radio broadcasts from between 1989 and 1993. Includes multiple performances of Master of Puppets; For Whom the Bell Tolls; Seek & Destroy and more, as well as Enter Sandman and Nothing Else Matters, and fierce instrumental solos. Laser Media. Pub. at $17.99
     - $13.95

7. **CD 2990923**
   - **GRAVENITES BAND: Live at Rockpalast-**
     - Berlin, May 19, 1990. A collection of 42 live track recordings spanning the band’s career. Twenty tracks included here are: Soul Searchin’; Groovin’ Is Easy; Spotlight; Hey Joe, I’ve Been Loving You Too Long; and many more. Universal Music.
     - $19.95

8. **CD 5961592**
   - **PEARL JAM: The Broadcast Archive.** A collection of 42 live track recordings spanning the band’s career. Twenty tracks included here are: Soul Searchin’; Groovin’ Is Easy; Spotlight; Hey Joe, I’ve Been Loving You Too Long; and many more. Universal Music.
     - $19.95

9. **CD 2980984**
   - **RICK SPRINGFIELD & THE E STREET BAND: The Soul Cruisers.** On February 13th, 1977 Springfield and the E Street Band put on a remarkable show at the Maple Leaf Gardens in Toronto which is released for the first time on one two-CD set. Among the 16 tracks included are True to Myself; Backsliders; Born to Run; It’s My Life; Night; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99
     - $14.95

10. **CD 6992048**
    - **BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN & THE E STREET BAND: The Soul Cruisers.** On February 13th, 1977 Springfield and the E Street Band put on a remarkable show at the Maple Leaf Gardens in Toronto which is released for the first time on one two-CD set. Among the 16 tracks included are True to Myself; Backsliders; Born to Run; It’s My Life; Night; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99
    - $14.95

11. **CD 2870976**
    - **PAUL YOUNG:**
    - **Wherever I Lay My Hat.** This comprehensive compilation features all the hits from this pop soul singer who powered through the 80s and 90s with hit singles and top five albums. Features 32 tracks over two CD, which includes hits like Wherever I Lay My Hat, Wherever I May Roam. For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/699
    - $13.95

12. **CD 280206X**
    - **VALEN HALEN: Ain’t No Love in the City.** Live from FM broadcast recordings at The Pensacola Civic Center, Florida, 1995 and The Jon Stewart Show, of the same year, these 15 tracks include the song Ain’t No Love in the City. Includes multiple renditions of hits like Seventh Seal; Big Fat Money; Finish What Ya Started; Why Can’t This Be Love; Right Now; and more. Universal Music.
    - $13.95

13. **CD 6992145**
    - **JOHN CIPOLLINA/NICK GRAVENITES BAND: Live at Rockpalast-Dortmund 1980.** Cipollina never recorded a solo album so this concert is a rare document of seeing him fronting a great band. Collects 15 tracks on two CDs, including Rockpalast, Rockpalast-80; Bad Luck Baby; Pride of Man; Signs of Trust; Me; Junkyard in Malibu; and more. Also includes a DVD of the Rockpalast concert. MIG Music. Pub. at $25.99
    - $19.95

14. **CD 2967050**
    - **THE CROONERS ROLLING STONE: THE SOUL CRUISERS.** On February 13th, 1977 Springfield and the E Street Band put on a remarkable show at the Maple Leaf Gardens in Toronto which is released for the first time on one two-CD set. Among the 16 tracks included are True to Myself; Backsliders; Born to Run; It’s My Life; Night; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99
    - $14.95

15. **CD 9601649**
    - **STONE THE CROWS & MARGIE BELL.** This 2 CD collection features the cream of the crop from both Stone the Crows and Maggie Bell. Includes Slow Train; My Home; House of Cards; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95
    - $9.95

16. **CD 2953463**
    - **MOVING SIDEWALKS: The Complete Collection.** Features the complete career of the band, which began in the late 60s and continued into the mid 70s. Includes non-album singles and unreleased tracks from The Moving Sidewalks and The Coachmen–26 in all including Flashback; No Good to Go; Cruel; Need Me; S.S. Stand or Fall; The Enemy; After Shock; Armed and Dangerous; and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $26.99
    - $19.95

17. **CD 2903725**
    - **MORRISSEY: Poetry Hour.** Recorded for FM broadcast at the Balch Fieldhouse, Boulder, Colorado in 1992, this dynamic show was part of Morrissey’s tour to promote his album Your Arsenal. These fifteen tracks include Girl Least Likely To; November Spawned a Monster; Certain People I Know; Tomorrow; Suicide; Suffer; I’m a Poet; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99
    - $11.95

18. **CD 690095X**
    - **R.E.M.: The Spirit of Radio.** This set is comprised of two superb CDs containing radio broadcasts of concerts from 1984 and 1989, along with a third disc containing media interviews with the guys from various points across their career. Includes songs like Radio Free Europe; Second Guessing; Pop Song; Pale Blue Eyes; and more. Parallel Lines. Pub. at $19.99
    - $11.95

19. **CD 5961649**
    - **THE CROONERS ROLLING STONE: THE SOUL CRUISERS.** On February 13th, 1977 Springfield and the E Street Band put on a remarkable show at the Maple Leaf Gardens in Toronto which is released for the first time on one two-CD set. Among the 16 tracks included are True to Myself; Backsliders; Born to Run; It’s My Life; Night; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99
    - $14.95

20. **CD 294040X**
    - **ANTHRAX: Spreading the Disease.** They were a leader of the thrash metal scene of the 1980s and this album does nothing to disprove that declaration. Collects the following nine tracks A.I.R.; Lone Justice; Madhouse; S.S. C/Stand or Fall; The Enemy; Altershot; Armed and Dangerous; Medusa; and Gung-Ho. Island Records.
    - $9.95

21. **CD 2942994**
    - **THE CROONERS ROLLING STONE: THE SOUL CRUISERS.** On February 13th, 1977 Springfield and the E Street Band put on a remarkable show at the Maple Leaf Gardens in Toronto which is released for the first time on one two-CD set. Among the 16 tracks included are True to Myself; Backsliders; Born to Run; It’s My Life; Night; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99
    - $14.95
and enter the item number in the search box.

**CD 2788425 GRATEFUL DEAD: The Wharf Rats Come East.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at the Capitol Theater, Port Chester, N.Y. 1971, come these 18 tracks that include: Casey Jones; Me and My Uncle; Hart to Handle; Playin’ in the Band; Sugar Magnolia; Truckin’; Next Time You See Me. Pub. at $19.98. **$14.95**

**CD 696239 CROWDED HOUSE: Gold.** This two-CD set contains 35 songs from this spectacular Australian rock band. Tracks include Now We’re Getting Somewhere; Don’t Dream It’s Over; Four Seasons in One Day; Into Temptation; Something So Strong; and more. Universal Music. **$15.95**

**CD 6962874 AEROSMITH: Gold.** This two-CD set compiles 34 tracks from the legendary band, featuring old favorites, live tracks and rarities. Tracks include Walk This Way, Janie’s Got a Gun, Dream On, Let the Music Do the Talking, Sweet Emotion, and more. Geffen. **$15.95**

**CD 2953501 THE SUPER RARE DOO WOP BOX.** This stunning boxed set with a thirty-two-page informational booklet features 101 tracks on CDs of Original Doo Wop music by legendary groups, including The Larks, The Crickets, The Magic Tones, The Five Echoes, The Cadillacs, Nicky & the Nobles, Little Jimmy & The Tops, and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $59.99 **$44.95**

**CD 2940515 BLACK SABBATH: 13.** Collect all the English rock band considered by many to be pioneers of heavy metal music. Songs included are End of the Beginnings; God Is Dead?; Lover; Zeitgeist; Age of Reason; Live Forever; Damaged Soul; and Dead Father; Vengeance here. **$9.95**

**CD 2925907 GUITAR SLIM: The Complete Releases 1951-58.** Comprising the A & B sides of his singles on the Imperial, J-B, Specialty & Atco Labels these thirty tracks, including his number one hit The Things I Used To Do feature. You Look Is On Me; New Arrival; Standin’ at the Station; Well, I Done Got over It; If I Should Lose You; I Won’t Mind at All; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 **$12.95**


**CD 2940523 BLINK-182: Greatest Hits.** This American rock band originates from California and here are 18 hit tunes that are sure to please any fan. Tracks include: Dammmit, What’s My Age Again?, All the Small Things, Aliens Exist; I Miss You; and more. Geffen. **$9.95**

**CD 294171X NILS LOFGREN: Blue with Lou.** Rock and Roll Hall of Fame E Street Band member NilS Lofgren returns with a vengeance with his first new studio album since 2011. From soaring rock to tender ballads, each composition takes you along on a sonic journey. Songs include: Altitude City,Give; Remember You; Talk Thru the Tears; and more. Twelve tracks. Cattle Track Road Records. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 2926024 JOHNNY THUNDERS: Madrid Memory.** Features a long-lost live concert performed at their 1986 reunion world tour that included fellow Dolls Sylvain Sylvain & Jerry Nolan plus Billy Rath. The CD and DVD include 17 tracks including: Pipeline, Personality Crisis, Too Much Junkie, Kickin’ Out and many more. Business, In Cold Blood, Don’t Look Back, Diary of a Lover; and more. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 **$14.95**

**CD 2940434 THE B-52’S: The B-52’s.** This American new wave band had a host of hits and nine are collected here. Planet Claire; 52 Girls, Dance this Lass Around; Rock Lobster; lava, There’s a Moon in the Sky (Called the Moon); Hero Worship; 6060-842; and Downtown. Island Records. **$11.95**

**CD 2920328 MADONNA: The Immaculate Collection.** Collects 17 songs from the pop legend, including Holiday, Borderline; Like a Virgin; Papa Don’t Preach; Like a Prayer; Vogue; Lucky Star; and more. Warner Bros. Records. Pub. at $14.95 **$11.95**

**CD 6962904 CHUCK BERRY: Gold.** Chuck Berry may be the the single most important name in the history of rock and roll. This two-CD set collects 50 tracks from the legendary artist, including Maybelline; Betty Jean; Roll Over Beethoven; Johnny B. Goode; Back in the U.S.A.; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $14.98 **$9.95**

**CD 2955356 TODD RUNDGREN: Todd.** Joining the American rock band for this live concert in the Utopia’s Kasim Sultan (bass), The Cars’ Greg Hawkes (keyboards), The Tubes’ Prairie Prince (drums), Guitar Player Magazine’s editor Jesse Geisz (guitar), Bobby Strickland (sax) and a full string section. These fifteen tracks include I Think You Know; The Last Ride; Heavy Metal Kids; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 2888068 BEYONCE: Dangerously in Love.** Collects 17 tracks from the music megastar. Tracks include Crazy in Love; Naughti Girl; Baby Boy, Baby’s That’s How You Like It; Daddy; Be With You; and more. Columbia. **$7.95**

**CD 6674259 FLEETWOOD MAC: Into the Eighties.** Stevie Nicks and the gang bring their rollicking ‘70s sound Into the Eighties with this live 1982 performance in Inglewood, California. Thirty tracks include Fleetwood Mac’s favorites like The Chain; Gypsy; Tusk; Rhiannon; Go Your Own Way; Songbird; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 2017810 SHERYL CROW: Live at the Capitol Theatre.** A 21 track, two-CD, DVD set comprising the final night of her “Be Myself Tour;” at the Capitol Theatre in New York on November 2017. Tracks include: Every Day Is a Windin Road; A Change Would You Do Good; All I Wanna Do; My Favorite Mistake; Leavin Las Vegas; and more. Rock Fuel Media. Pub. at $24.95 **$17.95**

**CD 6757897 NEIL YOUNG: Bottom Line 1974.** Revisit Neil’s glory days with this live broadcast, recorded at The Bottom Line in New York City. Thirty tracks include Citizen Kane Junior Blues (aka Pushed over the Edge); Long May You Run; Greendale; Ragged Glory; Blue; LIVE; Revolutions; and many more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Geffen. Pub. at $14.99 **$9.95**

**CD 2940991 THE VERY BEST OF THE JAM.** A great collection from a great band. Collect all the hits, including: All Summer Long; picture This World; The Modern World; Beatt Surrender; Strange Town; Going Down; and many more. Geffen. Pub. at $14.99 **$9.95**

**CD 292157X CANNED HEAT: The Classic Collection.** You’ll love the nine tracks compiled here from this American blues rock band, including: Good News; Spoonful; Big Road Blues; Rollin’ and Tumblin’; Got My Mojo Working; Pretty Thing; Louise; I Got My Eyes on You; and more. Geffen. Pub. at $14.95 **$9.95**

**CD 6990178 CHUCK BERRY: Gold.** Chuck Berry may be the single most important name in the history of rock and roll. This two-CD set collects 50 tracks from the legendary artist, including Maybelline; Betty Jean; Roll Over Beethoven; Johnny B. Goode; Back in the U.S.A.; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $14.98 **$9.95**

**CD 3702510 WHITE LION: Mane Attraction.** Twelve tracks; Lights and Thunder; Broken Heart; Leave Me Alone; Love Don’t Come Easy; You’re All I Need; It’s Over; Warsong, She’s Got Everything; Till Death Do Us Part; come; three, with the Boys; Monopoly; and more. Geffen. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 2993910 THE STROKES: Comedy Machine.** Eleven songs are compiled here from the American rock band, including: Tap Out; All the Time; One Way Trigger; Slow Animals; Partners in Crime; and many more. Polydor. Pub. at $14.99 **$9.95**

**CD 2993656 MILEY CYRUS: Younger Now.** Twelve songs are compiled here from the American pop star, including: Younger Now; Malibu; Malibu; Love Someone; World Without You; You Miss Me So Much; Bad Mood; and more. Sony Music. **$6.95**

**CD 6990126 RUMBLE AT WAIKIKI: The John Blair Anthology.** Here is the long overdue retrospective of John Blair’s musical work at the end of the 1970s, when he produced a surf rock scene. This two-disc collection with 52 tracks include classics like: Ode Stew Foot; Honky Tonk Man; I’m Coming Home; Free Fall Cat Fight; Moon Cricket; Blue Band; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $36.95 **$27.95**
For complete track listings, go to erhbc.com/699

CD 2940809 NIRVANA. A best of compilation from the grunge rock band. Songs include You Know You're Right; About a Girl; Been a Son; Where Did You Sleep Last Night; and more. Fifteen tracks. Geffen. $9.95

★ CD 2831082 GRATEFUL DEAD: Road Trips Vol. 1, The Lost Tracks. Collects 20 tracks including Hard to Handle; Dark Star; Turn on Your Loveight; Don't That Rag; Morning Dew; We Bid You Goodnight; Death Don't Have No Mercy; and more all recorded live at Seminole High School, Hollywood, Ohio in 1969. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $54.99 $29.95

★ CD 3691756 STARRY EYED AND LAUGHING: Live at Rockpalast 1976. The legendary German WDR TV show Rockpalast relives the only video-recorded performance ever of the band. Some songs performed in this set have never been previously heard or recorded. Songs include Never Say Too Late; Money Is No Friend of Mine; Fool's Gold; Good Love; and more. Thirty-one tracks on 3 CDs. Multiple versions of some songs. MIG Music. Pub. at $25.99 $19.95

★ CD 2985853 ANTHRAX: Boston Breakout. Recorded from a live performance on August 8, 1993 at the Wallace Center in Fitchburg, Massachusetts. This CD collects 14 tracks from the band's debut metal band, including Potter's Gold; Caught in a Mesh; Bring the Noise; Belly of the Beast; and more. November. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 2895755 COUNTING CROWS: Unplugged & Rare. Throughout their heyday, the Crows would regularly play acoustically, and this compilation features 15 such performances. Tracks include Round Here; Murder of One; Mr. Jones; Has Anybody Seen Lately; Left for You; Gossip. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 2831066 THE FOUR TOPS: The Complete ABC/Dunhill Singles. A two CD collection featuring 33 tracks from this top R&B, Doo-Wop group including Keep on Keeping On; Jubilee with Soul; Ain't No Woman (Like the One I've Got); Are You Man Enough; Peace of Mind; All My Love; Seven Lonely Nights; Strong for You. The Faces Live at the Lafayette Media. Pub. at $19.99 $17.95

★ CD 2876285 BOWWOWS IGGY POP & THE BROADCAST ARCHIVES. Three CDs provide a nuanced audio portrait of two of the greatest live acts in the history of rock. Iggy Pop and David Bowie perform together in two full programs from 1977, with multiple live cuts of Raw Power; Sister Midnight; Tyve; I Wanna Be Your Dog; and more. Disc three collects over 40 minutes of Bowie’s greatest radio interviews. Thirty-four tracks in all. Chrome Dreams. Pub. at $17.95 $11.95

★ CD 293745X THE OLYMPICS: Arvee Singles Plus. Collects all The Olympics’s singles for the Arvee label, as well as their LP-only tracks. Their unique blend of comedy and rock ‘n’ roll rings true in songs like The Stop; Big Boy Pete; I Wish I Could Shimmy Like My Sister George; This Is No Different; Just a Kid; I’ll Never Let You Go; and more. Dodge City; Party Popper; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

CD 3696901 HALL & OATES: The Singles. Presents 18 tracks from this great American rock duo. Includes Maneater; I Can’t Go For That; She’s Gone; Family Man; Out of Touch; Method of Modern Love; Private Eyes; She’s Gone; If It Be You; You Make My Dreams; One on One; Say It Isn’t So; Adult Love: and more. Sony Music. pub. at $14.99

CD 2993872 R.E.M.: New Adventures in Hi-Fi. Fourteen songs are compiled here, including how the West was Won and Where I Live; The Wake-Up Song; Indigo; Indigo; Low Desert; Bittersweet Me; Electrotile; and more. Concord Music Group. $6.95

★ CD 6961266 BECK: The Broadcast Archive. With over 100 tracks, this collection of the singer’s performances and media interviews, this three disc collection of the singer, songwriter, rapper, and multi-instrumentalist includes 29 tracks, that feature Fume; Thunder Peel; Soul Suckin’ Jam; The Nattle; The New Pollution; One Foot in the Grave; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95


★ CD 2817772 BIG COUNTRY: Live at Rockpalast 1986 & 1991. This 32-track, 3 CD, two DVD set (over 2 hours) compiles the two concerts at Rockpalast, Germany. This collection captures complete material from their first 3 albums including Wonderland, Fields of Fire; Where the Rose Is Sown; Streetlight; Tracks of Love; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $25.99 $15.95

★ CD 3691667 THE MARTY WILDE COLLECTION 1956-62. Collects 65 tracks of this UK icon, compiling all his A and B sides for Phillips during this era. Includes hits like Endless Sleep; Donna; Teenager In Love; Sea of Love; Bad Boy & Rubber Ball; Danny; Don’t Touch My Loving; Your Touching; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $14.99 $12.95

CD 6558925 LITTLE RIVER BANK: The Big Box. Formed in Melbourne in 1975, Little River Band is the first Australian rock group to enjoy sustained success in the United States. Collected here in five CDs are original albums, plus interviews, new live video and audio performances from the band’s 40th Anniversary Tour in 2015. Five CDs and one DVD. The Store For Music. Pub. at $99.99

CD 2994534 M1 DEADPREZ/BONNOT: Between Me and the World. Created over the course of four months, these two legends from both sides of the music industry brought their talents together for this amazing collection of ten tracks. Number One with a Bullet; Killing It; Fill in the Blanks; Free me up; Open; Tobacco Inc.; My Tears; Leap of Faith; and Between Me and the World. Sound Weapon. Pub. at $10.99

★ CD 2925893 GRATEFUL DEAD: Mountain View 1994. From a live FM broadcast at The Warfield Theatre, San Francisco, California. 1994 these 16 tracks include Good Lovin’; Days Between; Terrapin Station; Fire on the Mountain; Here Comes Sunshine; It’s All over Now; Samson & Delilah; Eyes of the World; Promised Land. STORE FOR MUSIC. Price Cut to $3.95 $7.95

CD 2984416 BON JOVI. Includes nine songs from these icons of rock. Runaway; Roulette; You Don’t Know Me; Come Back; Shot Through the Heart; Love Lies; Breakout; and Burning for Love. Price Cut to $11.95

CD 2888114 MOTLEY CRUE: Saints of Los Angeles. Collects 13 tracks from the iconic hard rock band, including Face Down in the Dirt; What’s It Gonna Take; Welcome to the Machine; This Ain’t a Love Song; Just Another Psycho; and many more. Mercury Records. Price Cut to $3.95

★ CD 6703941 LITTLE FEAT: On the Eastern Front. Performed almost exactly one year before the untimely passing of front man Lowell George, this 1978 concert in Tokyo is a reminder of Little Feat’s best years. Fifteen tracks include Roll It Back, Wake At Night; How Can You Doctor; Feats Don’t Fail Me Now; Rocket in My Pocket; The Fillmore; and many more. Geffen. Price Cut to $9.95

★ CD 6822287 THE BAND: And Then There Were Four. This superb live recording is taken from an FM radio broadcast at the University of Chicago, during their first re-union tour in 1983. Included on 13 tracks are Up on Cripple Creek; The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down; Go Anywhere Boogie; Mystery Train; King Harvest; Java Blue; I Shall Be Released; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99

CD 6760457 SANTANA: The Golden Child. One of the greatest guitarists of all time steps onto the stage in this broadcast, recorded at Michigan’s Ryman Auditorium in 1976. Six tracks include Black Magic Woman/Gypsy Queen; Oye Como Va; Break;Time Waits for No One; Give and Take; and Incident at Neshabur. Savor/Soul Sacrifice. Price Cut to $9.95

★ CD 688704X THE LITTLE BOX OF DAVID BOWIE. Features three tracks; David Bowie’s Jukebox, Iggy Pop with David Bowie, and David Bowie and Friends. The 1980 Floorshow. A total of 53 tracks include Wham! Barn Thank You Ma’am; Electricity (Drugs); The Augurs of Spring; Wild Is the Wind; Raw Power; Search and Destroy; Sister Midnight; and many more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99

Price Cut to $12.95
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Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99

**CD 9691525** MADONNA: Tokyo 1987. From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Korakuen Kyujo, Tokyo, Japan in June 1987 this fifteen track CD includes Open Your Heart; Lucky Star; True Blue; Papa Don't Preach; White Heat; The Look of Love; Like a Virgin; Big Blue Eyes and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99

**PRICE CUT TO $7.95**

**CD 2848341** TOTO: Tokyo Broadcast 1980. From a live FM broadcast recorded at the Shibuya Kokaido, Tokyo, Japan, on March 13th 1980, this 12 track CD provides a fascinating glimpse into the band on canvas; includes Hydra; St. George, and the Dargon; Mama; I’ll Supply the Love; 99; I ate of a Man; Rockmaker; David Pack; Soto; Girl; Goodbye; Georgy Porgy; All Us Boys; and Hold the Line. Zip City. Pub. at $9.95

**PRICE CUT TO $9.95**

**CD 2884467** NEIL YOUNG: Paris 1989. This superb recording serves as a testament to the dynamic performances Young gave in Paris. Contains bonus cuts from live broadcast recordings made in the U.S. from the 1980’s, including Joy of a Joy; Shooting at the Moon; Deadman Walking; Hesitation Blues; Bananamour; and The Confessions of Dr. Dream and Other Stories, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs, Rhino.

**PRICE CUT TO $17.95**

**CD 2917102** RICHIE VALENS: Rocks; Although his life was tragically cut short in 1959, Valens achieved a vaunted status as a rock guitarist. This CD collects 36 from the music star, including La Bamba; Ooh! My Head; Bony Morini; Rock ’n’ Roll Star; (Out of the Blue); Rockin’ in the Free World; The Old Laughing Lady; Don’t Let It Bring You Down; This Notes for You; and much more. Sutra. Pub. at $14.99

**PRICE CUT TO $9.95**

**CD 6837557** KEVIN AYERS: Original Album Series. Five complete classic albums by this major influence of the psychedelic rock genre, including Joy of a Joy; Shooting at the Moon; Deadman Walking; Hesitation Blues; Bananamour; and The Confessions of Dr. Dream and Other Stories, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs, Rhino.

**PRICE CUT TO $13.95**

**CD 2924773** THE RICHIE FURAY BAND: My Father’s Place. Featuring twelve tracks from a live FM broadcast at My Father’s Place New York in 1976. Includes: I’m in Love; We’ll See; I’ve Got a Reason; On the Line; Mighty Maker; Over and Over; Still Rolling Stones; Look at the Sun; More. All Tracks are listed on the jacket. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $12.99

**PRICE CUT TO $9.95**

**CD 282647X** TWENTY SIX AND THEN: Reflections on the Future. Originally released in 1972 this 2 CD set features 13 tracks of this German band including At My Home; Autumn; Butterflies; Reflections on the Future; The Way I Feel Today; I Wanna Stay; Big Band at Midnight; Home; Love; Why Would I Be Afraid; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $18.99

**PRICE CUT TO $9.95**

**CD 2947129** GONNA MAKE IT ALONE: Bretex Rockers. With a tongue firmly in the cheek through music, this album has a humorous approach to the political uncertainty caused by the Bretex fiasco. The 24 songs are in no way political, they are fun rock ‘n roll songs. Tracks include: I Don’t Need You No More by the Rumblers; Gonna Type a Letter by Billy Fury; We’re Talking It Over by Faron Young; and many more. Atomatic Records. Pub. at $9.99

**PRICE CUT TO $6.95**

**CD 2871068** THE KEY & THE KINGSTONS: Raconteur Rarities. This classic British indie rock feature includes 10 tracks that are tinged with both humor and politics. Tracks include The Queen of Ella Street; Len’s Letters; Me Goy; On Cruella; Anarchy in Argo; As Drunk as a Drunk Man Can Be; She Say No; The Bridge to nowhere; and more! Right Recordings. Pub. at $16.99

**PRICE CUT TO $6.95**

**CD 2926518** COOL DOVBABY. Twenty-five great five tracks by various artists including: I Go Aye by Neil Sedaka; Cool Baby by Elton Anderson; Jump by Sonny and the Professor; The Fat's Dominoe; I'm Wakin’ by Ricky Nelson; Real Rock Drive by Bill Haley & His Comets; and much more. Expand cover. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99

**$5.95**

**CD 2926559** LIKE WOW. Twenty-five rock ‘n roll hits by the original artists including: He’s My Baby by Jean Shepard; Like Wow by Tony Conn; Peggy’s Party by Danny & The Saints; Flippin’ by Rene Hall, Buckets of Love by Joe Valino; Swingin’ Daddy by Buddy Knox; Good Girl by The Bonnie Sisters; and many more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99

**$5.95**

**CD 2926105** LOVE; SWEET LOVE; Rock N Roll with these 25 tracks performed by the original artists including: My Baby; I Shotgun; Wiggles; The Accents; Zip by The Diamonds; Honey Hush by Joe Turner & His Band; Big Fat Mama by Bill Ramsey; Fan Me; Baby by The Enchanters; Love; Sweet Love by The Vels; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99

**$5.95**

**CD 2926091** LOVE IS MY BUSINESS. Features twenty-five rock ‘n roll hits by the original artists including: Nosy Rosy by Lloyd Henderson; Cooling to the Wrong Pigeon by Merrill Nisker; Mouth Goul a Hole by John Hill; Tod Todd; Rhodes: Love Is My Business by Cliffi Gloves; Run Little Joey by Gordon Terry; Queens; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99

**$5.95**

**CD 2910518** MY KIND OF WINDING. Collects twenty-five rock ‘n roll tunes from the fifties performed by the original artists including: I’ve Got You If You Love me by Warren Smith; Beatin’ on a Rug by The Wildcats; My Kind of Woman by Jimmy Bowen; Hot Dog! I Can’t Be Lying by the Nilsson Twins, Rumble by Link Wray, and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99

**$5.95**

**CD 2925974** I NEED A MAN. These 25 rock ‘n roll tracks by the original artists from the fifties include Everybody’s Rockin’ by Bobby Lord; Fingertips by Bire Frank; Do What I Do by Slim Rhodes; I Need a Man by Barbara Phillips; Teenage Bop by The Don & Phil; Devil Loves Me by Franklin L. Brown; Hot Rod Boogie by Howard Brady; Everybody Rock by Jeff Stone; Shake, Shake by The Blue Tones; Tom Cat by Billy La Mont; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99

**$5.95**

**CD 292627X** HOT LOVE, Rock. These fifties rock ‘n roll music with these 25 tracks performed by the original artists featuring Never Let You Go By The Ambers; Back To School Blues by Jimmy Hawkins; In The Rain by Robert & Johnny; Revenge by The Styletones; Stomped John by Gene Vincent & His Blue Caps; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99

**$5.95**

**CD 2926229** SHE GOTS EYES. Collects 26 rockin’ hits from the fifties by the original artists including Rockin’ and Rollin’ by Curley Langley; Jambone by Milton Allen; Baby, I’s Countin’ by Sweets McDonald; Little Boy Blue by Bedroom Lulu; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99

**$5.95**

**CD 292594X** HEY MAMA. Re-live the rock ‘n roll fifties with these 25 tracks from the original artists including: Rockin’ Daddy by The Jodimars; Banjo Rock and Roll by Boyd Bennett & His Rockets; Head Home by Charlie Gracie; Hey Mama by Sonny Fisher; Midnight to Daylight by Dick Loy; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99

**$5.95**


**$11.95**

**CD 2953534** DAVID BOWIE: Small Club Broadcast. From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Small Club, Paris, 1999, these fourteen tracks include Life on Mars; Thursday’s Child, Something in the Air; God Only Knows; The Man Who Sold the World; China Girl; Drive in Saturday; Rebel Rebel; and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $14.99

**$11.95**

**CD 2953382** THE EVERLY BROTHERS: Rock and Roll. With keen harmonies and tight guitar work, the Everlys were Don and Phil burst fully onto welcoming radios and turntables. Enjoy this selection of their rock ‘n roll hits including Wake up Little Susie; Bye Bye Love; Lucille (Live); Be a Bop a Lula; Ride; Twenty tracks in all, packed in a cardboard sleeve. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $12.99

**$9.95**

**CD 6673961** STEPHEN STILLS: Central Park 1979. Performing with the California Blues Band, Stills hits the stage at the Wollman Skating Rink Theater in New York’s Central Park. Eleven tracks include Precious Love; Red House; Fire Love; Love the One You’re With; Part Time Love; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $14.99

**$11.95**
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**CD 2821451 JOE SIMON:** Step by Step. A collection of 35 tracks comprising Simon's top hits including My Adorable One; Teenager's Prayer; Nine Pound Steel; Looking Back; Moon Walk Part 1; That's the Way I Want Our Love; Drowning in the Sea of Love; I Found My Dad; River; Music in My Bones; and more. Capital Records. $11.95

**CD 2829799 QUEEN:** Greatest Hits. Hailing from Britain, this legendary rock band has thrilled America by way of 20 songs, including Bohemian Rhapsody; Another One Bites the Dust; Crazy Little Thing Called Love; We Will Rock You; We Are the Champions; Don't Stop Me Now; Kill 'er Queen; and more! Capitol Records. $7.95

**CD 2828547 RICKY NELSON:** The Essential Recordings. From 1957 to 1962, Nelson was the only star in the US to seriously rival Elvis Presley's popularity and success. This two CD collection features 40 tracks, includingHello Mary Lou; Poor Little Fool; It's Late; Believe Me, Baby, I'm Sorry; I'm Walking; Just Like a Woman; Hide Your Love Away; I Need You; Tell Me What You See; Dizzy Miss Lizzy; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. EMI Records Limited. SOLD OUT

**CD 2829398 THE MOODY BLUES:** Icon. Eleven favorites from these long-lived kings of British progressive rock. Nights in White Satin; To Love Somebody (Afternoon); Ride Me See-Saw; Question; The Story in Your Eyes; Isn't Life Strange; Gemini Dream; The Voice; Your Wildest Dreams; and more. Universal Music. SOLD OUT

**CD 2894548 THE WHO:** Meaty Beaty Big and Bouncy. Collects 14 tracks from this legendary group, including I Can't Explain; The Kids Are Alright; Happy Jack; I Can See for Miles; The Magic Bus; Pinball Wizard; I'm a Boy; and more. MCA. SOLD OUT

**CD 6836256 THE BEACH BOYS GREATEST HITS.** Twenty addictive favorites by the ultimate California band. Wouldn't It Be Nice; Surfin' Girl; Do It Again; Surfin' Safari; Surf's Up U.S.A.; Don't Worry Baby; Little Deuce Coupe; I Get Around; Help Me, Rhonda; Good Vibrations; Kokomo; Joy to the World; and more. Twenty tracks featured. BMG. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 2805529 SANTO & JOHNNY:** The Essential Recordings. Two CD collection features all of Santo and Johnny's hits and other key recordings. Features 40 tracks, including Slang; ジャングル; Seductive Ways; Dream; Uptown; Bulletproof; HSoph; HOP Scatch; The Mays; Birmingham; Reflctions; Sea Songs; Island; Hot Rocks; All Time Hits; and more. Universal Music. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 2849556 THE WHO:** Who's Next. Originally released in 1971, presents nine tracks which include Baba O'Reiley; Bargain; Love Ain't for Keeps ('Cause 'My Wife, The Song); God; Quadrophenia; Join; Goin' Mobile; Behind Blue Eyes; and Won't Get Fooled Again. MCA Records. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 2817947 THE BEATLES:** Yellow Submarine. This album remixes all of the original songs from four different hits. Includes a number of songs that were not originally available on the Original Yellow Submarine soundtrack. Features 15 tracks including Hey Bulldog; Eleanor Rigby; Yellow Submarine; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. EMI Records Limited. $11.95

**CD 2820255 THE BEATLES:** Rock 'n' Roll Music Live & Rare 1962-1966. An amazing collection of 260 tracks on ten CDs from the British rock legends. In addition to several of their hit songs, such as Yesterday; Can't Buy Me Love; A Hard Day's Night; I Want to Hold Your Hand; and more. EMI. $34.95

**CD 2894394 THE BEST OF CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVIVED:** 20th Century Masters. That southern sound plays on in ten tracks, representing some of the band's most memorable rock anthems: Born on the Bayou; Green River; Lodi; Commotion; Who'll Stop the Rain;果心岩; Lookin' Out My Backdoor; and Tombstone Shadow. Universal Music. $6.95

**CD 6832687 GEORGE THOROGOOD & THE DESTROYERS:** 30 Years of Rock. A sixteen track collection of the band's greatest hits including Madison Blues; One Bourbon; One Scotch; One Beer; Moneys in the Babies; Who Do You Love?; Bad to the Bone; I Drink Alone; Gear Jammer; Willie and the Hand Jive; and more! Reel to Reel. $9.95

**CD 2805111 ANN-MARGRET: The Essential Recordings.** She was one of the most famous sex symbols of the 1960s and 1970s. This two CD collection showcases her full range of musical styles, from Country to Pop, Show tunes, Jazz, and sultry Torch music. Performances feature 40 tracks, including My Way; Tampa Lou; River; Teach Me Tonight; Kansas City; Slowly; His Ring; Heartbreak Hotel; Gimme Love; and more! Primo. $6.95

**CD 697118X THE VENTURES:** Eight Classic Albums. Four CDs capture this rock group's unique and iconic sound on 104 tracks. Included in this collection are Walk Don't Run; San Antonio Sky; The Wah-Watusi; Venus; and lots more. Reel to Reel. $34.95

**CD 2884513 TINA LIZZY:** Icon. A fabulous collection of 11 songs from the hard rock band, including Whisky in the Jar; The Rocker; Still in Love with You; You Shook Me; Highway Queen; and more. Capitol Records. $7.95

**CD 2829347 GRAND FUNK RAILROAD:** Icon. All aboard for great '70s rock–11 songs that packed arenas worldwide: We’re an American Band; Some Kind of Wonderful; The Bad News; My Girl; Way You Make Me Feel; Built to Spill; Outta Control; Sunshine; Never tucked a Man; Footstompin’ Music; Mean Mistreater (Live); Inside Looking Out; Rock & Roll Soul; and Closer to Home (I’m Your Captain). Capitol Records. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 282924X THE BAND:** Icon. A collection of 13 tracks from the legendary group, including The Rag Mama Rag; The Shape I’m In; It Makes No Difference; Up On Cripple Creek; The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down; Stage Fright; The Weight; King Harvest; Life Is a Carnival; Upstate Summer; and more. Reel to Reel. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 2802017X TALKING HEADS:** The Archives. This three CD boxed set includes the albums Talking Heads: The Boston Tea Party; Talking Heads: More Songs About Buildings and Food; and Talking Heads: Their Greatest Hits 1977-1983. Broadcasting Archive. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 2892071 CHICAGO:** Original Album Classics. Features four albums from the band up the 1980s. The 1970s' are highlighted in this five-album set. Includes the entire Chicago Transit Authority; Chicago; Chicago V; Chicago VI; and Chicago VII, all packaged in a cardboard sleeve. EMI. **SOLD OUT**

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/699
CD 2877430 BRIAN WILSON: No Pier Pressure. This singer and songwriter presents his musical style on this 18 track collection. Includes Rock’n’Roll Bear, Dead Man Dancing, Whatever Happened, On the Island, Half Moon Bay, Our Special Love, The Right Time; Guess You Had to Be There; Don’t Worry, Somewhere Quiet, Why, and more. Two CDs. Warner Music Group. Published at $21.98. Price cut to $9.95. In stock now.

CD 6963021 LYNYRD SKYNYRD: Gold. A wonderful collection of 25 songs from the legendary Southern rock band. Tracks include Sweet Home Alabama, What’s Your Name, Gimme Three Steps, Was I Right or Wrong; Free Bird, Comin’ Home; and more. Two CDs. Warner Music Group. Published at $15.95. Price cut to $5.95. In stock now.

CD 290239 ALICE COOPER: Original Album Series. One compact collection brings together five complete albums by this godfather of hard rock and heavy metal. Includesesa by Ronnie James Dio are collected here. CD 6837573 LITTLE FEAT: Original Album Series. Combining jazz, funk, and country into their own sound, Little Feat showcases their personality in these five classic albums: Little Feat, Sailin’ Shoes, Dixie Chicken, Feats Don’t Fail Me Now; and The Last Record Album. Five CDs in cardboard sleeves reproducing the original album artwork. Warner Music Group. Published at $21.98. Price cut to $9.95. In stock now.

CD 6837433 BREAD: Original Album Series. Five complete classic albums by the acclaimed soft rock band. Includes Bread; On the Waters; Mania, Baby. I’m A Want You; and Guitar Man, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino.

CD 6971784 FATS DOMINO: Eight Classic Albums Plus Bonus Tracks. Songs from one of the brightest stars in rock ‘n’ roll are included in the four tracks of this CD collection. Fats Domino again as he sings The Fat Man; Blueberry Hill; Tired of Crying; Goin’ Home; Honey Chile; The Rooster Song; Little Mary; Long Lonesome Journey. CD 6971741 ELVIS AT THE MOVIES, VOLUME ONE. Relive Elvis’ hits from the big screen in this four CD set. These 80 tracks include songs from six hit movies Love Me Tender; Loving You; Jailhouse Rock; King Creole; GI Blues; and more. Two CDs. Acrolab. Published at $21.98. Price cut to $9.95. In stock now.

CD 6837514 FOGHAT: Original Album Series. Five complete classic albums by the English rock band. Includes Fool For the City; Foghat Live; and Tight Shoes, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Two CDs. Bear Family Productions. Published at $16.95. Price cut to $8.95. In stock now.

CD 2888394 THE BAND: The Washington DC Broadcast. This recording shows The Band as seasoned vets, playing material they’d been comfortable with for years. This 15 track collection includes Don’t Do It; The Shakespeare Woman; Lazy; Weight; King Harvest; Twilight; Ophelia; Tears of Rage; Forbidden Fruit; This Wheel’s on Fire; The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down; and more. HOBO. Published at $14.99. In stock now.

CD 6676111 EDGAR WINTER: The Definitive Collection. Collected onto two discs are the highlights from Winter’s releases between 1970 and 1980, bringing his eclectic sound to a new age. Thirty tracks include Tobacco Road; Entrance; Hung Up; Where Have You Gone; Give It Up; We Gotta Live To Keep Pavin’ That Rock ‘n’ Roll; and more. Real Gone Music. Published at $15.95. Price cut to $9.95. In stock now.

CD 2904574 CLASSIC SANTANA: The Universal Masters Collection. A wonderful collection of 12 songs from an all-time great. Santana; The Language of Love; Heart Hotels; She Don’t Look Back; Live; Lenny; Stay; Missing You; Lonly; Never Gonna Make You Cry; and more. Two CDs. Rhino. Published at $19.98. Price cut to $9.95. In stock now.

CD 2940092 TINA TURNER: Private Dancer. Offers a career-spanning collection of the world’s best-selling female singer-songwriter. Twenty-eight tracks include Turner classics like Twenty-Night; Proud Mary; Private Dancer; and more. Two CDs. Acrolab. Published at $16.95. Price cut to $9.95. In stock now.

CD 2940478 FRANK ZAPPA: 21中心全国the Hits & B-Sides. This collection contains the entire output of the Frank Zappa solo albums released since 1995. Includes D.o.b.; One; Tell Your Mother I Love You; and more. Two CDs. Acrolab. Published at $16.95. Price cut to $9.95. In stock now.

CD 2859066 CHUCK BERRY: 50’s Blackberry Garden. Ten tracks from the great rock n’ roll pioneer. Berry’s first CD collection. Includes Too Little Too Late; Ramona; Sweet Sixteen; and more. Two CDs. Rhino. Published at $16.95. Price cut to $9.95. In stock now.


CD 694082X THE BILL HALEY CONNECTION. This collection of Roots and Cover Versions, and more on an interestingly-angled spotlight on Bill Haley: in the spotlight we can see what inspired him and how he inspired other people. Twenty-nine tracks include Rock Around the Clock; Bo Diddley; and more. Two CDs. Bear Family Productions. Published at $16.95. Price cut to $8.95. In stock now.

CD 6940160 GREAT BRITISH ROCK ’N’ ROLL & ROCKABILLY REUNION. This collection of British rockers and rockabilly on 20 tracks. Includes Rockabilly Rebel by Graham Fenton’s Matchbox; Put a Light In The Window by Crazy Cavan and the Rockers; I’ll Wait Again With You by Jimmy Lea & His Prestidigitators; and more. Right Recordings. Published at $16.95. Price cut to $9.95. In stock now.

CD 6927092 WILLIE HUTCH: In Tune. Released in 1978, this album features eight tracks that include All I Ever Had To Loose; Parade; All Tomorrow’s Parties; and more. Right Recordings. Published at $16.95. Price cut to $9.95. In stock now.

CD 2940566 CHUCK BERRY: Rock ‘N’ Roll Legends. A true legend in music history, Berry influenced countless artists over the years. This CD collection 17 tracks from this music pioneer, including Roll Over Beethoven; Maybellene; Johnny B. Goode; Reelin’ In the Years, and more. MCA Records. Published at $9.95. Price cut to $5.95. In stock now.

CD 6963188 THE VELVET UNDERGROUND: Gold. This revolutionary band had an immense impact on the music scene in the 1960s. This two CD set includes I’m Waiting for the Man; Heroin; Venus in Furs; Sweet Jane; Rock and Roll; Pale Blue Eyes; All Tomorrow’s Parties; and more. Thirty tracks: Universal. Published at $19.98. Price cut to $9.95. In stock now.
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DVD 2975683 KATY PERRY: The Prismatic World Tour Live. Directed for the stage in seven thematic acts, this unmissable spectacle features hit after hit after hit, and the Prismatic World Tour allows Katy to share intimate moments with her fans in a unique shared connection with the music. Songs performed include Roar; Firework; Wide Awake; Birthday; and many more. 147 minutes. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

DVD 5700469 NAZARETH: Homecoming. widescreen. Twenty years after their last official live set, Nazareth are back on their home turf of Glasgow, tearing through a sensational set of hits and live favorites. Includes a DVD of the enchanting concert with bonus interviews of the band, plus a CD with the same live tracks, from When The Lights Come Down to Love Hurts. 85 minutes. Eagle Rock. Sold out

DVD 2975651 KYLIE MINOGUE: Kiss Me Once Live at the SSE Hydro. An incredible performance from the pop star, live from the SSE Hydro in Glasgow, Scotland. This set includes a DVD of the show as well as two CDs (28 tracks). Anytime songs performed are: Breakout; Les Sex; In My Arms; Can’t Get You Out of My Head; Timebomb; and many more. Warner Music Group. $9.95

DVD 3701344 AVERAGE WHITE BAND: Live at Montreux 1977. Fullscreen. The Average White Band performs at the 1977 Montreux Festival. From the opening bars of Full Screen. Free’s greatest live performances and videos are collected in this tribute to one of the greatest bands of the 70’s. The second DVD features an audio-only recording of their Isle of Wight performance, plus three surviving videos from the set. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

DVD 4581289 FOREIGNER: All Access Tonight. Fullscreen. Foreigner takes us back to rock’s heyday with a livewire performance from their 2002 25th Anniversary Tour. In addition to live renditions of Double Vision; Juke Box Hero; Hot Blooded; I Want to Know What Love Is and more; this all-access DVD provides a rare glimpse of the band on the road and behind the scenes. 90 minutes. Eagle Vision. $8.95

DVD 2975682 THE ROLLING STONES: Some Girls–Live in Texas ’78. The Rolling Stones 1978 tour of the USA in support of that year’s Some Girls album is considered by fans to be one of the very best. Presented on both a DVD and a CD, this Fort Worth, Texas set features live performances of 17 classics including Honky Tonk Women; Love in Vain; Beast of Burden; Jumpin’ Jack Flash. 128 minutes. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $24.98 $5.95

DVD 2975684 THE ROLLING STONES: Some Girls Live at the Tivoli 1972. Fullscreen. The Rolling Stones 1972 tour of the USA in support of that year’s Some Girls album is considered by fans to be one of the very best. Presented on both a DVD and a CD, this Fort Worth, Texas set features live performances of 17 classics including Honky Tonk Women; Love in Vain; Beast of Burden; Jumpin’ Jack Flash. 128 minutes. Eagle Vision. $4.95

DVD 2001213 DON MCLean: American Troubadour. Since first hitting the charts in 1971, Don McLean has amassed over 40 gold and platinum records worldwide. Enjoy a behind the scenes look at this talented artist, featuring live performances of his best known hits including American Pie; Vincent (Starry, Starry Night); Crying; and more. 55 minutes. TIME LIFE. $5.95

DVD 6887104 TOM WAITS: The Television Collection. Widescreen. With lengthy shows from 1981, 1986 and 1992, this film includes solo acoustic piano and guitar selections, and full band renditions which together make up one of the finest Tom Waits collections yet to emerge. 125 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

DVD 6857809 TOM PETTY: The Television Collection. Widescreen. Features more than 100 minutes of live Tom Petty and The Heartbreakers performances, all recorded for television broadcast and taken from across Tom’s extraordinary career. Twenty-four tracks in all, 101 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

DVD 672583X ALANIS MORISSETTE: Live at Montreux 2012. Widescreen. On July 2, 2012, Alanis Morissette, one of the most successful female artists and songwriters of all time, returned to Montreux as part of her Guardian Angel Tour in support of her album Havoc and Bright Lights. Twenty live renditions include You Learn; Hands Clean; Handsy Handsy; Thank U; and more. 101 minutes. Eagle Eye Media. $5.95

DVD 6987665 SAVOY BROWN: Live from Daryl’s House. Fullscreen. Features ten performances that include Nuthin’ Like the Blues; Bad Weather Brewing; Why Did You Hoodoo Me; Careless Love Blues; Cobra; Gypsy Rose; Thunder, Lightning and Rain; I’ve Been Drinking; Standing in a Doorway; and Savoy Brown Blues. 90 minutes. Panache Records. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

DVD 2823782 REGGIE ALLMAN: Live Stage in Nashville November 1988. Widescreen. Features a full length concert from Allman and his solo band, filmed live at the Cannery in Nashville, Tennessee. Collects 10 tracks including It’s Not My Cross to Bear; No Angel; Statesboro Blues; One Way Out; and more. 60 minutes. The Store For Music. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

DVD 2856432 K.D. LANG: Ingenue Redux. K.D. lang performs at the legendary Majestic Theater in San Antonio, Texas, following an unforgettable tour celebrating the 25th anniversary of the GRAMMY award winning, critically acclaimed album Ingenue. This concert features the entire Ingenue album, including the hits Want You Gone; Unchained Melody; and more. 106 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

DVD 6671527 CHRISTINA AGUILERA: My Reflection. One of our greatest vocalists today performs the hits that made her a superstar in this electrifying live concert. Includes performances of many of Aguilera’s best: genie in a bottle; Come On Over Baby (I Want It); What a Girl Wants and more, plus holiday songs and duets with Lil’ Bow Wow and Brian McKnight. 65 minutes. Image Entertainment. $11.95

DVD 6799256 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: The Classic Television Collection. Fullscreen. Features over 100 minutes of live television broadcast material from the boss, recorded during the mid-1980s to early 1990s, with clips that showcase both solo-acoustic versions of BS classics, as well as cuts with and without his E Street Band, plus a variety of unexpected guests. 102 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

DVD 5862205 A NIGHT WITH LOLU REED. Fullscreen. Features an intimate visual record of Lou Reed’s legendary sold-out engagement at The Bottom Line in New York City. The concert was a homecoming for Reed, whose career began in Manhattan’s Greenwich Village. He performs songs from throughout his career: sweater; i’m waiting for the man; waves of fear; wild side; new age; kill your sons; satellite of love; and more. 60 minutes. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

DVD 2884475 NEIL YOUNG: The Road Home. Fullscreen. Using new and archive interviews, rare film clips, contributions from those who have worked alongside Neil Young and a healthy dose of the music he loved and the music he produced in response, this set looks at and documents the years following Don McLean in which Young is “I’m Waiting for the Man; Waves of Fear; Wild Side; New Age; Kill Your Sons; Satellite of Love; and more. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

DVD 2885822 EMERSON, LAKE & PALMER...WELCOME BACK MY FRIENDS: 40th Anniversary Reunion Concert. Fullscreen. Using new and archive interviews, rare film clips, contributions from those who have worked alongside Neil Young and a healthy dose of the music he loved and the music he produced in response, this set looks at and documents the years following Don McLean in which Young is “I’m Waiting for the Man; Waves of Fear; Wild Side; New Age; Kill Your Sons; Satellite of Love; and more. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
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CD 2801272 ROMANCING THE 70S: Lovin’ You. Bring back the great love songs of the 70s with this two-CD collection of 30 tracks performed by the original artists, including Right Time of the Night by Jennifer Warnes; Knock Three Times by Dawn and Tony Orlando; Afternoon Delight by Starland Vocal Band; The Meanest Girl in School by the Go-Go’s; and more. $14.95.


CD 5878756 FRANKIE LAINE: Sings ‘I Believe’ and Other Great Hits. Standing alongside Sinatra and Crosby as one of America’s greatest vocalists, Laine performs 16 tracks: Mule Train; Jezebel; Lazybones; High Noon; I Believe; Moonlight Gambler; Love Is a Golden Ring; The Wayward Wind; Rawhide; Answer Me; Strange Lady in Town; and more. Acrobot. $14.95.

CD 2801221 DON MCLEAN: American Troubadour. This collection features four albums originally recorded for 11 different McLean albums between 1970 and 2010. Among the 30 tracks compiled here are: Everyday; Crying; Addicted to Black; American Pie; Vincent (Starry, Starry Night); and many more. TIME LIFE. $19.95.

CD 3702472 MY LOVE: Petula Clark Sings the Sixties. Ten songs are compiled here from the British star: A Sign of the Times; Dancing in the Dark; I Know Him So Well; My Love; My Love, San Francisco; Be Sure to Wear Some Flowers in Your Hair; CHERISH; Euphony Butterfly; Here, There and Everywhere; and many more. MCA Records. $14.95.

CD 5909364 SPIKE JONES & HIS City Slickers: Let It All Go. With his concoction of entertaining humor and musical brilliance, the drummer and bandleader introxicates in 20 tracks: the title song by The Beautiful South; Sheik of Araby; Liebestraum; The Blue Danube; The Glow Worm; That Old Black Magic; and more. Acrobot. $14.95.

CD 2981106 NEIL DIAMOND: Gold. Collects 10 classics from this music superstar, including Lord, Sweet Caroline; Kentucky Woman; Both Sides Now; Holy Holy; Solitary Man; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $16.98.

CD 5878780 FREDDY FENDER: On the Border. Collects 18 nostalgic favorites like Before the Next Teardrop Falls; Wasted Days and Wasted Nights; Since I Met You Baby; The Wild Side of Life; You’ll Lose a Good Thing; Talk to Me; La Bamba; She’s About a Mover; Money; Mean Woman Blues; Up Where We Belong; and more. By the Rainbow. $14.95.

CD 5878853 THE INK SPOTS: Greatest Hits. All the top-tier treasures of this four-man vocal group come together in 18 tracks: If I Didn’t Care; Address Unknown; When the Swallows Come Back to Capistrano; Whistling Grass; We Three; My Shadow, and Me); To Each His Own; Blueberry Hill; I Can’t Give You Anything But Love; and more. Acrobot. $4.95.

CD 1833723 AMERICA’S NEWEST ONES OF THE 50S. Every chart-topping single of a momentous decade, all in one album. Includes: I Could Have Danced All Night by Audrey Hepburn; True Love by Liberace; and many more. $13.95.

CD 2926008 JIMMY DURANTE: In Person & at the Piano. Features 27 tracks of the great comic, pianist and vocalist at his piano. Tunes include: Bill Bailey, Won’t You Please Come Home?; It’s My Nosey’s Birthday; The Day I Read a Book; The State of Arkansas; Dollar a Year Man; Bring Back the Raindrops; Dixie Do; Goodnight; Ring; The Wayward Wind; Rawhide; Answer Me; Strange Lady in Town; and more. Acrobot. Pub. at $13.99.

CD 2803876 JIMMY BUFFETT: Songs from Somewhere. A 16 track album full of chill evocations of island life from the king of leisure and margaritas. Drift away with timeless classics like Somebody "Bout a Boat; Einstein Was a Surfer; Earl’s Dead-Cadillac; For Sale; Too Drunk to Karaoke (featuring Tony Kelly); I Can’t Help Myself; and Time is a Reel. $9.95.

CD 5981174 THE VENTURES COLLECTION, 1960-62. Sixty-four tracks of their best works from this famous band, including Mountain High Enough; If This World Were Mine; Memory Chest; You Ain’t Livin’ ‘Til You’re Lovin’; Your Precious Love; and many more. Acrobat. $12.95.

CD 2801248 LONG AGO & FAR AWAY. This two CD set collects 30 songs you’ll always remember and treasure. Tracks include: Long Ago (And Far Away) by Engelbert Humperdinck; Mountain High Enough by Jerry Butler; Blue Moon by Tom Bennett; Hey There by Rosemary Clooney; Let Me Be Myself by Frankie Avalon. I’ll Be Seeing You by Mel Tormé; and many more. Reader’s Digest. $9.95.

CD 2981092 MARVIN GAYE & TAMI TRELLER: Love Songs. Collects 12 songs from this duo, including: A Sunday Kind of Love; Mountain High Enough; If This World Were Mine; Memory Chest; You Ain’t Livin’ ‘Til You’re Lovin’; Your Precious Love; and many more. Acrobat. $9.95.

CD 6971792 FRANK SINATRA: Eight Classic Albums. Hear the extraordinary voice of Sinatra in one of his four albums–including: Nightbird; Sinatra ‘67; Ring; The Wayward Wind; Rawhide; Answer Me; I Believe; Moonlight Gambler; Love Is a Golden Believe’ and Other Great Hits. $17.95.

CD 2801376 JIMMY DURANTE: In Person & at the Piano. Features 27 tracks of the great comic, pianist and vocalist at his piano. Tunes include: Bill Bailey, Won’t You Please Come Home?; It’s My Nosey’s Birthday; The Day I Read a Book; The State of Arkansas; Dollar a Year Man; Bring Back the Raindrops; Dixie Do; Goodnight; Ring; The Wayward Wind; Rawhide; Answer Me; Strange Lady in Town; and more. Acrobot. Pub. at $13.99.

CD 2981106 NEIL DIAMOND: Gold. Collects 10 classics from this music superstar, including Lord, Sweet Caroline; Kentucky Woman; Both Sides Now; Holy Holy; Solitary Man; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $16.98.

CD 3702529 YANNI: Nightbird –The Encore Collection. A collection of Yanni’s favorites: North Shore of Mauritius; Point of Origin; Within Attractions; With a Stranger; Chasing Shadows; Days of Summer; and Nightbird. Seven Tracks. BMG. $4.95.

CD 2953447 BLUE HAWAII: The Most Romantic & Popular Songs of the South Seas. Enjoy some of the most beautiful and romantic island melodies–subtle undulating rhythms, lush romantic island melodies–subtle undulating rhythms, lush arrangements. Twelve tracks include Sweet Leilani; Blue Hawaii; Kau Ipo; Lovely Hula Girl; Beyond the Reef; Hula Lolo; and more. RockBeat Records. $4.95.

CD 6636217 STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART. Contains sixty tracks of some of the greatest music in the American songbook, with hits by artists such as Captain & Tennille–Dione Warwick; Paul Anka; Helen Reddy; Olivia Newton-John; Tony Orlando & Dawn; Tom Jones; Linda Ronstadt; Joe Cocker; Lynn Anderson; Glen Campbell; Jerry Vale; and many others. BMG. $4.95.

CD 4579224 THE TOM LEHRER COLLECTION, 1953-60. Celebrating one of the most distinctive musical satirists of the 1950s, this entertaining 70-track collection comprises the content of four of his defining albums: Songs by Tom Lehrer; An Evening Wasted with Tom Lehrer (Live); More of Tom Lehrer; and Tom Lehrer Revisited. Two CDs. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99.

CD 6545833 BALLADS OF THE GREEN BERETS. Sgt Barry Sandler. 13 track CD show the original songs which made him famous. Sledger's Letter from Vietnam; Badge of Courage; Salute to the Nurses; I'm Watching the Raindrops Fall; Gareet Trooper; The Soldier Has Come Home; Lullaby; Trooper; Bambina; and The A Team. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $16.98.

CD 2405765 JIMMY DURANTE: In Person & at the Piano. Features 27 tracks of the great comic, pianist and vocalist at his piano. Tunes include: Bill Bailey, Won’t You Please Come Home?; It’s My Nosey’s Birthday; The Day I Read a Book; The State of Arkansas; Dollar a Year Man; Bring Back the Raindrops; Dixie Do; Goodnight; Ring; The Wayward Wind; Rawhide; Answer Me; Strange Lady in Town; and more. Acrobot. Pub. at $13.99.
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/699

Mr. Postman; Top of the World; We've Only Just Begun; Superstar; the greatest songs from this beloved '60s outfit, presented here in Love Somebody; A Guy Is a Guy; Secret Love; Que Sera, Sera; much more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

Poor Little Fool; Travelin' Man; Hey Pretty Baby; Mad Mad World; My Love; Peaceful Easy Feeling; Best of My Love; Desperado; One of These Nights; Eagles hits like never before with 16 toe-tapping instrumental adaptations. Games; Seek; Children of Sanchez; Hill Where the Lord Hides; and Games; and Give It All You Got. Universal Music.

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/699

Love You; Long Ago (and Far Away); and more. Acrobat.

Can Do: Baby, It's Cold Outside; and more. Acrobat.

28 tracks that seized the public imagination and climbed to the top of the charts in 1939, including Moon River; Da y's of Wine and Roses, and more; Floyd Cramer performing Always; Softly, as I Leave You; Danny Boy, and more; Roger Williams performing Autumn Leaves; and Peter Nero performing Stormy Weather; The Look of Love; Alfie, and more. Two CDs. Reader's Digest. Pub. at $19.99

A 16-track collection of 25 classic rock 'n' roll songs, including Big Bety by Roy & Lindy, Here I Come by Jimmy Dee; Rock 'n' Roll Is the Big Rocker; and The Wedding by Johnny Angel; Electric Guitar Boogie by Rock Murphy; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99

This two for one album is a journey into the legendary singer's '70s pop music era. Included are Trouble; I'm Walking; A Teenager's Romance; and more. Acrobat.

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/699

20th Century Masters. Illustrating his prowess on the flugelhorn, he has again selected his most recognizable hits including Land of Make Believe; Bellaavia; Main Squeeze; Chase the Clouds Away, Feels So Good; Hide and Seek; and more. Acrobat.

My Baby's Coming Home; and more. TGG.

Eagles kings of the swing. This four CD set collects 80 tracks from legends like Frank Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald, Dean Martin, Nina Simone, Sammy Davis Jr., Andy Williams, Judy Garland, Louis Armstrong, Paul Anka, Bing Crosby, Dinah Shore, Nat King Cole, and many, many more. Universal Music.

Happiness by Connie Francis, and more. TIME LIFE.

This 28 track collection showcases Henry Mancini's work, like Ella Fitzgerald, Frank Sinatra, Tony Bennett, Nat King Cole, Fred Astaire and Dinah Washington, along with others who simply dipped into Porter's rich catalog of landmark songs for their albums. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

The dynamic duo of post-war era on both screen and record. This 60-track collection features every A and B side collection includ es many of the stylish and versatile singer's hits including her memorable number one hits Music! Music! Music! and I Will Follow Him. Also included are songs for their albums. Two CDs. Acrobat.

This is also a collection of 25 classic rock 'n' roll songs, including Big Bety by Roy & Lindy, Here I Come by Jimmy Dee; Rock 'n' Roll Is the Big Rocker; and The Wedding by Johnny Angel; Electric Guitar Boogie by Rock Murphy; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99

This is also a collection of 25 classic rock 'n' roll songs, including Big Bety by Roy & Lindy, Here I Come by Jimmy Dee; Rock 'n' Roll Is the Big Rocker; and The Wedding by Johnny Angel; Electric Guitar Boogie by Rock Murphy; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99

Happiness by Connie Francis, and more. TIME LIFE.

Can Do: Baby, It's Cold Outside; and more. Acrobat.

This greater-value four CD collection of 105 tracks comprises every record included in the Top 20 Billboard Best Sellers and Cash Box chart during 1951 along with those that made the Top 10 of the Juke Box and Disc Jockey charts. Vocalists include Patti Page, Mario Lanza, Guy Mitchell, Eddie Fisher, Vic Damone, Tony Bennett, Jo Stafford and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

25 tracks that seized the public imagination and climbed to the top of the charts in 1939, including Moon River; Da y's of Wine and Roses, and more; Floyd Cramer performing Always; Softly, as I Leave You; Danny Boy, and more; Roger Williams performing Autumn Leaves; and Peter Nero performing Stormy Weather; The Look of Love; Alfie, and more. Two CDs. Reader's Digest. Pub. at $19.99

This 28 track collection showcases Henry Mancini's performing Moon River; Days of Wine and Roses, and more; Floyd Cramer performing Always; Softly, as I Leave You; Danny Boy, and more; Roger Williams performing Autumn Leaves; and Peter Nero performing Stormy Weather; The Look of Love; Alfie, and more. Two CDs. Reader's Digest. Pub. at $19.99

This is also a collection of 25 classic rock 'n' roll songs, including Big Bety by Roy & Lindy, Here I Come by Jimmy Dee; Rock 'n' Roll Is the Big Rocker; and The Wedding by Johnny Angel; Electric Guitar Boogie by Rock Murphy; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99

This is also a collection of 25 classic rock 'n' roll songs, including Big Bety by Roy & Lindy, Here I Come by Jimmy Dee; Rock 'n' Roll Is the Big Rocker; and The Wedding by Johnny Angel; Electric Guitar Boogie by Rock Murphy; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99
CD 2980967 DEAN MARTIN: The Millennium Collection. He was known as the ‘King of Cool’ with his relaxed, crooning voice, churning out dozens of hit singles, many of which are collected here, including Ain’t That a Kick in the Head; That’s Amore; Volare; You’re Nobody Until Somebody Loves You; and more. Ten tracks. Universal Music. $15.99.

CD 2943985 THE CLAUDE THORNHILL COLLECTION 1934-53. Admired by his peers for the unique distinctive and stylish approach of his orchestras, as well as his skill and versatility as a pianist, Claude Thornhill was one of the most respected personalities in the swing and big band era. Collected here are 46 tracks covering the two core decades of his career. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.99. $9.95.

CD 6857243 WHERE TIME STANDS STILL: The Ultimate Romance Collection. Eighteen tracks of beautiful romantic music include Moon River by Vic Damone; Stardust by Kenny Rogers; The Very Thought of You by Engelbert Humperdinck; Harbor Lights by The Platters; Isn’t It Romantic? by Tony Bennett, Almost Like Being in Love by Ella Fitzgerald; and more. Reader’s Digest. $5.95.

CD 5878985 PERRY COMO: Greatest Hits 1943-1953. Presents a comprehensive selection of Como’s pre-rock ‘n’ roll hits. Fifty tracks include number one hits and virtually all of his top 10 hits, including Long Ago (and Far Away), Lil Martene; I Dream of You; I’m Always Dancing Rainbows; Winter Wonderland; When The Winter Was Young; and a Peck; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.95. $7.95.

CD 6857639 THE KINGSTON TRIO COLLECTION 1958-62. Comprises all their A & B sides from the first formative years of their recording career. Fifty-five tracks include Scarlet Rivera; Three Little Coaches; Tony, Tony, Tony; Ruby Red; The Tijuana Jail; Home from the Hill Goodnight My Baby; The New Frontier; Oh, Sail Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95.


DVD/CD combo lets you enjoy 25 of his most treasured ballads such as Quando, Quando, Quando; Mona Lisa; Spanish Eyes; and more! 95 minutes. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95.

CD 2927535 THE KITTY KALLEN COLLECTION, 1939-62. Fifty-one tracks feature Kallen’s sex performances with Jack Teagarden, Jimmy Dorsey, Harry James, and Artie Shaw Orch. Includes 31 chart hits, including Number One favorites like In the Mood and Mocha Toffee; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $9.95.

CD 2927616 PEGGY LEE WITH THE BENNY GOODMAN ORCHESTRA 1941-47. Forty-four tracks comprise titles Peggy Lee recorded with Benny Goodman’s orchestra over these two distinct years, including some hard-to-find live radio recordings from between 1941 and 1942. Two CDs include I See a Million People (But All I Can See Is You); Somebody Loves Me; Blues in the Night; We’ll Meet Again; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $9.95.

CD 2870886 KATE SMITH: God Bless America. Known as the First Lady of Radio, Kate Smith had an amazing 5 decade singing career. This three CD compilation features 75 tracks, including Shine on Harvest Moon; Beautiful Dreamer; The White Cliffs of Dover; I Only Have Eyes for You; Seasons of Our Lives; Easter Parade; and many more! Pub. at $29.99. $21.95.

CD 3702537 YANNI: Nightbird. A collection of Yanni’s favorites: North Shore of Mashumata; Point of Origin; Within Attraction; Dance with a Stranger; Chasing Shadows; Days of Summer; and Nighthorse; and ten tracks. BMG. $4.95.

CD 3702480 PERRY COMO: Dream on Little Dreamer. Collects nine songs from the legendary crooner, including Dream on Little Dreamer; Days of Wine and Roses; What Kind of Fool am I?; Moon River; Maria; and more. BMG. $4.95.

CD 6642276 THE CHORDETTES: Greatest Hits. The female vocal group whose bubbly sound made the 1950s dance, the Chordettes are given the mic in these 50 beloved hits. Kicking off with one of the biggest songs of the century–Mr. Sandman–it also features Never on a Sunday; Pink Shoe Laces; Lollipop; For Me and My Gal; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95.

CD 8961479 GUY LOMBARDO AND HIS ROYAL CANADIANS BY SPECIAL REQUEST! THE BEST SONGS ARE THE OLD SONGS. A collection of 26 recordings that are fine examples of the distinctive Lombardo sound. Tracks include In the Mood; Don’t Break the Heart That Loves You; Crazy; A Little Bitty Tear; Can’t Help Falling in Love; Break It to Me Gently; After You’ve Gone; When I Fall in Love; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. $9.95.

CD 3555620 THE EVERYLY BROTHERS: The Complete US & UK Singles As & Bs & EPs 1956-62. One of the most distinctive rock acts of the era, the Everyly Brothers are celebrated like never before in this massive 75-track set, comprising the A & B sides of all their singles in the UK & U.S. from this period, as well as all the tracks from their EPs and the 1960 LP It’s Every Time. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95.

CD 685768X NINA SIMONE: The Definitive Collection 1958-62. This 79 track, four CD set comprises recordings from Simone’s heyday, Little Girl Blue; Nina and Her Friends; The Amazing Nina Simone; Nina Simone at Town Hall; Nina Simone at Newport; Forbidden Fruit; Nina at the Village Gate; and Nina Simone Sings Ellington. Tracks are based on both the Columbia and Colpix follow-ups, plus tracks released on Bethlehem and Colpix. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95.


CD 2947447 THE FOUR ACES: The Hits Collection 1951-99. This 52-track compilation contains all the Top 10 hits of this beloved pop vocal group, as well as a handful of bonus A sides. All their landmark number one hits are here, including It’s No Sin; Stranger in Paradise; Three Coins in the Fountain; Mister Sandman; Melody of Love; Is This a Spangled Thing? and more. Five tracks. MVD Audio. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95.

CD 292577X THE BUDDY CLARK COLLECTION 1934-49. Selected A & B sides from his releases during this era, his duets with Doris Day, Dinah Shore, and The Chantelles; featuring 11 chart hits including the number one track, two CD collection comprises most of June Kenton during this era, and includes the billboard top ten entries Linda; Pong O’ My Heart; Love Somebody; along with top ten entries Ballerina; Now Is the Hour; My Darling; My Darling; It’s Cold Outside and You’re Breaking my Heart. Forty-eight tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. $14.95.

CD 2926032 THE JUNE CHRISTY/STAN KENTON COLLECTION, 1945-55. This 49 track, two CD collection comprises much of June Christy’s studio and live recordings with Stan Kenton during this era, and includes the billboard chart hits It’s Been a Long Long Time; Jo Jo; Just A-Sittin’ and A-Rockin’; Shoo Fly Pie and Apple Pan Dowdy; It’s a Pity to Say Goodnight; Across the Alley from the Alamo; and How High the Moon. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95.

CD 6786677 CHUBBY CHECKER: King of the Twist. The artist known for giving America one of the most beloved dance crazes of the twentieth century, Checker delivers that original hit and many of its variations and follow-ups, plus other essentials like The Chicken; The Fly; The Pony; The C.C. Rider; Stroll; Shout; The Messiah; and more. Javelin. $2.95.
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**CD 6878210 GENE PITNEY: The Collection.** One of the most consistent hit makers of the '60s, Gene Pitney established an identifiable pop-pop-R&B trademark melodramatic vocals. This two CD collection brings together all his biggest hits, including "Something's Gotten Hold of My Heart," (The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance); "Way Down," (Blue Hawaii); "Wishing Well," (Sing a Song of Sixpence); and many more. Forty tracks. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3701549 MOONLIGHT PIANO.** Collects 22 piano classics, including Moonlight in Vermont by Gordon Langford and his Orchestra, It's Impossible (Samos Novios) by Roger Williams, with his Piano and Orchestra, My Foolish Heart by Nick Ingman and his Orchestra; Misty by Ronnie Price with his Piano and Orchestra; and more. Orchard. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**CD 2981084 MARVIN GAYE: Ballads.** Compiles twelve tracks of Gaye singing ballads including The Shadow of Your Smile; My Funny Valentine; Piece of Clay; Yesterday; You've Changed; (I'm Afraid) The Masquerade Is Over; Too Young; Unforgettable; There Goes My Baby; Night Life; Distant Lover; and After the Dance. Universal Music. Pub. at $24.99 $19.99

**CD 2980851 BING CROSBY: My Favorite Love Songs.** Ten tracks from the music icon, including The One I Love (Belongs to Somebody Else); Temptation; Oh! How I Miss You Tonight; Surrender Dear; The Way You Look Tonight; and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 581397 MOONLIGHT IN VERTON.** A stunning collection of 75 great instrumentals including Blue Hawaii by Billy Vaughn Orchestra, All My Love by Percy Faith and His Orchestra; Quiet Village by Martin Denny; Tear Drop by Santo and Johnny, and many more. Three CDs Dynamic. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**CD 2925877 FRED ASTAIRE: Easy to Dance With/Now.** Collects twenty-seven recordings from the inimitable dancer, actor and vocalist, including You're Easy to Dance With; That Face; The Way You Look Tonight; So Near and Yet So Far; Change Partners; I'll Walk Alone; Puttin'on the Ritz; Calypso Holiday; The Notorious Landlady; The Marilyn; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**CD 2821435 THE ESSENTIAL FRANK SINATRA: The Columbia Years.** The Columbia years (1943-1952) represent the singer's formative era. These 75 songs capture the essence of this period. Tracks include I've Got a Crush on You, Saturday Night (Is the Loneliest Night In the Week), Someone to Watch Over Me, Day by Day; Oh, What It Seemed to Be, and more. Sony Music. $6.95

**CD 2922740 TONY BENNETT: The Singles Collection 1951-62.** Ranking among the most influential and highly-voiced-vocalists of the 20th century, Bennett’s sound continues to resonate for generations of musicians. Collected here are 78 tracks including early recordings of his U.S. and UK chart hits: I Left My Heart in San Francisco; Because of You; Cold Cold Heart; and more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

**CD 5923050 THE FIRST HOT 100 OF THE 60s.** Highlights a landmark in music history—the first Billboard Hot 100 chart of the 1960s—by collecting every single track featured on that year’s list. Includes Elvis Presley by Johnnie & Jack; "Needle in a haystack" by Phoebe Snow; "Knockout" by Bobby Darin; Be My Guest by Fats Domino; Danny Boy by Conway Twitty; and more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 6691533 MITCH MILLER: Happy Times/Night Time.** Miller became a household name in the early 1960s with his singles, TV specials, and shows that showcased his doowop albums. Included here are 32 tracks from two of those popular albums along with bonus tracks including Indiana; Side by Side; Beautiful Ohio; Don't Bring Lulu; Night and Day; Embraceable You; The Lady in Red; Sing-Song-Song-Song; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**CD 2947501 NEIL SEDAKA: The Complete US Singles and EPs As & Bs.** One of the most successful and ubiquitous of the early 60s’ songwriters, Sedaka’s amazing career is celebrated in nearly 50 nostalgic tracks. This two CD set includes the A and B sides of every single he released, including smartly picked tracks he wrote for other performers like Connie Francis. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**CD 692039X JUDY GARLAND: Last Tracks 1929-1959.** Few stars inspire such enduring affection as Judy Garland. Here are over 100 tracks, many never heard before, featuring her unique gifts including All I care About Is Love; Breathe; I Love You; Love Me; Mannix; The Man That Got Away; Only You; Put the Blame on Moe; Scrub Me; The Star; Someone Loves Me; These Are A Few Of My Favorite Things; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $23.99 $19.95

**CD 2959658 THE ANITA BRYANT COLLECTION 1958-62.** Compares the A and B sides of every single the Canadian singer released during her prolific period, including many hits like Lonely Boy, I Love You Baby; You Are My Destiny; and Put Your Head On My Shoulder. Sixty tracks in all, this two-CD set is a highly-recommended introduction to Anita’s early library. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2981130 PAUL ANKA: Rock Swingin.’** You’ll find 14 tracks from this soft rock icon, including It’s My Life; Eye of the Tiger; The Way You Make Me Feel; Tears in Heaven; Jump; Hello, and more. Two CDs. Middler Music Records. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

**CD 294751X PAUL ANKA: The Complete US Singles & As & Bs 1956-62.** Compares the A and B sides of every single the Canadian singer released during her prolific period, including many hits like Lonely Boy, I Love You Baby; You Are My Destiny; and Put Your Head On My Shoulder. Sixty tracks in all, this two-CD set is a highly-recommended introduction to Anita’s early library. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2981726 THE CREW CUTS: Singles Collection 1954-60.** Brings together selected A & B sides from the doowop group’s Mercury and RCA singles from the period, including hits like Sh-Boom; Earth Angel; I Only Want You for My Baby; The World; Be Good, Be Careful; Dance On; I'm Not a Fool; You Oughta Be Ashamed; Put Your Hand On My Shoulder. Sixty tracks in all, this two-CD set is a highly-recommended introduction to Anita’s early library. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2943076 DON CORNELL: The Hits Collection 1942-58.** One of the coteries of Italian-American crooners to come to the fore during the post-war years, Cornell’s heyday is revived with this 50-track collection, comprising his most influential tracks. Includes Hold My Hand; I’m Yours, Stranger in Paradise; Baby, It’s Cold Outside; I’ll Walk Alone; Careless Hands and more, some performed with the great Sammy Kaye. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2985977 JULIUS LA ROSA: The Complete US Singles As & Bs 1962-66.** This 64-track collection comprises most of the A & B sides of La Rosa’s singles for Cadence and for RCA, plus selected A & B sides for the Roulette and Kapp labels. Songs include Domani (My Love); Lipstick and Candy and Rubber Sole Shoes; No Other Love; I Believe; All I Want; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 6620728 FLOYD CRAFTER: I Remember Hank Williams/Floyd Cramer Gets Organ-ized.** Plus the 1962 albums: The Floyd CRAFTER/ HANK WILLIAMS Radio Show along with his recordings of songs such as "Lovesick Blues"; "Hey, Good Lookin’"; "Your Cheatin’ Heart" and more. The next 12 come from Gets Organ-ized, moving Floyd from the piano to the organ for the first time. Includes The Dreamer. Plus eight bonus tracks. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95
Oldies - Easy Listening

★ 6738842 VIC DAMONE: The Hits Collection 1947-62. One of the significant coterie of Italian American crooners to come to the fore in the postwar years is highlighted in a 50-track collection, featuring hits like Your Breaking My Heart; On the Street Where You Live; I Have But One Heart; Again; My Heart Chases You; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. ★ $12.95

★ 2937257 THE KAY STARR COLLECTION 1939-62. Possibly one of the most recognizable voices from what might be called the Golden Age of popular music must be that of Kay Starr. Presented here are the recordings tracing her career, as she developed from big band singer to chart-topping hitmaker. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95 ★ $14.95

★ 6908837 THE KEELY SMITH COLLECTION 1949-62. This 82-track three CD set comprises selected recordings with Louis Prima’s Orchestra and selected solo recordings along with two duets with Frank Sinatra. Songs include Charley My Boy; Nothing in Common; You Are My Love; I Believed When I Shouldn’t Have, and more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.95. ★ $12.95

★ 6812838 ROD MCKUEN SOLD OUT AT CARNEGIE HALL. This album of 44 tracks is a documentary of the poet and singer-songwriter’s first birthday concert at Carnegie Hall in 1969. Songs include So Long, Stay Well; If You Go Away; So Many Others; People on Their Birthdays; Love’s Been Good to Me; Many Summers Ago; When Will the Sun Start Shining on Young Men; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $25.98 ★ $18.95

★ 6711634 THE BOBBY VEE COLLECTION, 1959-62. A prolific hitmaker who bridged the gap between rock ‘n roll and teen pop, Bobby Vee delivered top ten entries like Devil Take the Hindmost; More Than I Can Say; I Wish You Love; and Bopped; I Wish You Loved Me; among many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. ★ $12.95

★ 2903695 THE LAWRENCE WELK COLLECTION, 1939-62. Lawrence Welk was the A & B sides of Lawrence Welk’s Champagne Music singles for Vocalion, Okeh, Decca, Mercury, Coral and Dot labels during this era with 30 chart entries including I Can’t Tell a Soul; The Moon Goes Round in Circles; and I Do. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. ★ $12.95

★ 6908748 GISELE MACKENZIE SINGS DOMINIQUE AND OTHER FAVORITES. On this CD are 28 of Gisele Mackenzie’s recordings from the mid 1950s to the early 1960s, including Halfway to Paradise; The Song from Moulin Rouge; Blue Tango; Unchained Melody; Dance If You Want To; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. ★ $12.95

★ 5908728 FRANKIE Laine: The Hits Collection 1947-81. Three CDs bring together every Billboard Top 100, Cash Box Top 20, and UK Top 50 chart hit accrued by Laine over the course of some 14 years, including duets with artists from Doris Day to Johnny Ray. Includes landmark class- and radio classics. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. ★ $14.95

★ 2947528 RED NICHOLS & HIS FIVE PENNIES. Collects four complete radio broadcasts by Red Nichols and his Five Pennies, which are previously unreleased in their entirety. During their active years as the foremost Canadian vocal group with every A and B side of the 70s the Boswell Sisters released during their active years. The greatest vocal harmony trio of them all performs Shout, Sister, Shout; You Are My One Desire; Blue Days–Black Night; and many more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. ★ $12.95

★ 599070X THE CRUISIN’ STORY 1960. Cruise around town with the top down as you enjoy these 50 nostalgic classics from 1960. Two CDs feature I’ll Be Loving You; I’ll Be Loving You; I’ll Be Loving You; and much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. ★ $9.95

★ 2972344 SURF-SAGE NUGGETS: Trash & Twang Instrumentals 1959-1966. Over 100 cool songs are compiled on four CDs. Tracks include Don’t Walk Away; The Cruisin’ Story; The Surf’s Up; I Didn’t Know What to Do; Deep Night; and many more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $39.95. ★ $29.95

★ 6627953 THE ULTIMATE DOO WOP COLLECTION. Sixty original classics represent the pinnacle of must-hear doo wop music, including Why Do Fools Fall in Love? by Frankie Lymon & The Teenagers; Eagle Angel by The Penguins; No Chance by The Vaccines; Penny Lane by The Beatles; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $18.99. ★ $12.95

★ 6848613 EDITH PIAF: 100 Songs. This four CD anthology contains 100 songs–nearly half of Piaf’s entire recorded output, including many of her best-known hits, such as As Long as He Needs Me; La Vie en Rose; Non, Je Ne Regrette Rien; La Vie en Rose; and many more. Not Now Music. ★ $11.95

★ 2972745 THE HITS SONGS OF FELICE & BOUDLEAUX BRYANT 1949-62. This husband and wife songwriting team ranks among the most successful pop composers of the post-war era. This 54-track collection reveals just how ubiquitous their work really was, featuring Wake Up Little Sue by The Everly Brothers; Hey Joe! by Frank Zappa; Rainy Night In My Carolina by Billie Holiday; and much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. ★ $12.95

★ 5795710 THE DICK HAYMES HITS COLLECTION 1941-62. One of the most popular performers of the postwar period is revisited for this 67-track collection, featuring number-one hits You’ll Never Know; I’ll Get By;plus collaborations with Del Shannon; The Mills Brothers; PA DADDY; Chicken Little; etc. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. ★ $12.95

★ 5880929 THE ROGER WILLIAMS COLLECTION 1954-62. With over 30 chart singles to his name, pianist Roger Williams has had success with few musicians could match. Presented here are 52 recordings, including several of those hits–from Near You to Autumn Leaves–plus his takes on classic melodies like Theme from The Warsaw Concerto; Stars on The Castle Wall; No. 1; and The Skater’s Waltz. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. ★ $13.95

★ 5706545 THE BOSWELL SISTERS COLLECTION 1938-62. Forty-nine tracks comprise a significant portion of the A and B sides of the 70s the Boswell Sisters released during their active years. The greatest vocal harmony trio of them all performs Shout, Sister, Shout; You Are My One Desire; Blue Days–Black Night; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. ★ $12.95

★ 5880929 THE ROGER WILLIAMS COLLECTION 1954-62. With over 30 chart singles to his name, pianist Roger Williams has had success with few musicians could match. Presented here are 52 recordings, including several of those hits–from Near You to Autumn Leaves–plus his takes on classic melodies like Theme from The Warsaw Concerto; Stars on The Castle Wall; No. 1; and The Skater’s Waltz. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. ★ $13.95

★ 599070X THE CRUISIN’ STORY 1960. Cruise around town with the top down as you enjoy these 50 nostalgic classics from 1960. Two CDs feature I’ll Be Loving You; I’ll Be Loving You; I’ll Be Loving You; and much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. ★ $9.95

★ 6848613 EDITH PIAF: 100 Songs. This four CD anthology contains 100 songs–nearly half of Piaf’s entire recorded output, including many of her best-known hits, such as As Long as He Needs Me; La Vie en Rose; Non, Je Ne Regrette Rien; La Vie en Rose; and many more. Not Now Music. ★ $11.95

★ 2972745 THE HITS SONGS OF FELICE & BOUDLEAUX BRYANT 1949-62. This husband and wife songwriting team ranks among the most successful pop composers of the post-war era. This 54-track collection reveals just how ubiquitous their work really was, featuring Wake Up Little Sue by The Everly Brothers; Hey Joe! by Frank Zappa; Rainy Night In My Carolina by Billie Holiday; and much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. ★ $12.95

★ 5795710 THE DICK HAYMES HITS COLLECTION 1941-62. One of the most popular performers of the postwar period is revisited for this 67-track collection, featuring number-one hits You’ll Never Know; I’ll Get By;plus collaborations with Del Shannon; The Mills Brothers; PA DADDY; Chicken Little; etc. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. ★ $12.95

★ 5880929 THE ROGER WILLIAMS COLLECTION 1954-62. With over 30 chart singles to his name, pianist Roger Williams has had success with few musicians could match. Presented here are 52 recordings, including several of those hits–from Near You to Autumn Leaves–plus his takes on classic melodies like Theme from The Warsaw Concerto; Stars on The Castle Wall; No. 1; and The Skater’s Waltz. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. ★ $13.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
Oldies - Easy Listening
★ CD 2220099 PERRY COMO: Till the End of Time. Three CDs compile the must-have classics from one of the 20th century’s biggest music stars. Songs like ‘Just One More Chance’, ‘Till the End of Time’, ‘Love and Devotion’, ‘Some Enchanted Evening’, ‘I’m Always Chasing Rainbows; There’s No Place Like Home for the Mercies’, and more. PABR. $19.95
★ CD 6798310 DOC WATSON: Swing’n’ on Top of the World. Doc Watson’s flatpicking skills and knowledge of traditional American music were highly regarded and he often performed with his son guitarist Merle Watson. Here is a collection of 52 tracks including Six Thousand Years Ago; Tom Dooley; Blue Smoke; Intoxicated Rat; Greensleeves; Farewell Blues; and more. RockBeat Records. PAB. $14.99 $11.95
★ CD 6896820 JOHNNY MATTHEWS SINGS THE BEST OF BURT BACHARACH & KAEMPFERT. A wonderful collection of 25 songs from Mathews as he pays tribute to Burt Bacharach and Bert Kaempfert. Tracks include Wonderful by Night; Spanish Eyes; Strangers in the Night; Don’t Stay; I Say a Little Prayer; Oleds Real Gone Music. PAB. $17.98 $11.95
★ CD 6938582 AMERICA’S GREATEST HITS, VOLUME 3, 1952. This great-value 105 track collection comprises every record which charted in the Top 15 of the Billboard Best Sellers and Cash Box chart. It features some of the biggest names in music like Jo Stafford, Patti Page, Pearl Bailey, Joni James, Eddie Fisher, Gordon MacRae, his Royal Command and much more. Four CDs. Acrobat. PAB. $24.99 $17.95
★ CD 588084X THE COASTERS: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1954-62. One of the vocal groups to bridge the gap between the doowop and R&B eras of the early ’50s, the Coasters included the most recognizable names in their genre. Here are 56 recordings from nearly a decade of their career, including hits like Searchin’, Hound Dog, Yak, Charlie Brown, Poison Ivy; Smokey Joe’s Cafe, and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. PAB. $16.99 $11.95
★ CD 2870940 MITCH MILLER & THE GANG: Essential Collection. This three CD collection features 79 tracks that welcome you to sing along! Hits include Memories; You Are My Sunshine; Don’t Fence Me In; Till We Meet Again; That Old Gang of Mine; Carolina in the Morning; Home on the Range; On Top of Old Smoky; Goodnight Irene; Tiptoe Through the Tulips with Me, and many more! Dynamic. PAB. $29.99 $21.95
★ CD 3702367 SAM MAKA: 16 Hits of Hawaii. The perfect CD for your next hula! Sixteen tracks, including Hawaiian Wedding Song; Lovey Hula Hands; Oh! Susanna; Ciribiribini; Giannina Mia; Donkey Kong; Stealin’; Hawaiian Wedding Song; Sailor in the Moonlight; Goodnight Sweetheart; Frankie and Johnny; Whistling in the Dark; June in January; You Made Me Love You; and more. Dynamic Entertainment. PAB. $14.98 $9.95
★ CD 6701639 MAURICE CHEVALIER: Oh Come On Be Sociable. France’s premier cabaret singer charted with 20 great recordings. I Was Lucky; It’s a Great Life If You Don’t Weaken; Livin’ in the Sunlight; Livin’ in the Moonlight; Oh Come On Be Sociable; Singing a Happy Song; Valentine; You Look So Sweet Madame; Rhythm of the Rain; and more. Pegasus Entertainment. PAB. $9.99
★ CD 1880885 THE GIRLS FROM PETTICOAT JUNCTION: Sixties Sounds. Collects eleven tracks from the Petticoat Junction Gal’s-Lindy Kay Henning, Meredith MacRae, and Lori Saunders—who also performed under the pseudonym “Tibby Kennedy”—on tracks like If You Could Only Be Mine; Wheeling, West Virginia; Goodbye Love; There’s Got to Be a Word; Who Needs Memories of Him; and more. Real Gone Music. PAB. $14.98 $11.95
★ CD 5845650 THE WAY IT WAS: It’s Dance the 60’s. It won’t be easy to stay off the dance floor with these 75 tracks. Three CDs offer up many of your boogie-favored hits: Who Put the Bomp by Barry Mann; Venus in Blue Jeans by Jimmy Cantor; Palisades Park by Freddy Cannon; The Twist by Chubby Checker; Lover’s Lament by Del Preston; and much more. Dynamic. PAB. $29.99 $23.95
★ CD 298606X AMERICAN SONGBOOK: 100 Hits. Collects 100 timeless tracks from the legends, including Frank Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald, Billie Holiday, Nat King Cole, Judy Garland, Bing Crosby, Fred Astaire, Louis Armstrong, Tony Bennett, Dean Martin and many more. Five CDs. Demon Music Group. PAB. $29.99 $21.95
★ CD 6440950 THE VERY BEST OF JONI JAMES, 1951-62. Forty-five tracks highlight the singles of this American pop star who, despite finding huge success in the ‘50s and ‘60s, has largely fallen from the public consciousness. Tracks include Let There Be Love; Is It Any Wonder? You Believe Me; This Is My Desire; Come on; Let’s Get Away; Desperate Heart, and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. PAB. $16.99 $12.95
★ CD 6843012 TOUCH YOU: The Very Best of Michael Bolton. This collection of 35 tracks is taken from Bolton’s creative high-tide during the ‘80s and ‘90s featuring numerous hits and outstanding cover versions including When a Man Loves a Woman; Said I Loved You, but I Lied; Foots Game; Soul Provider; Completely; Say Goodbye, and more. Two CDs. Demon Music Group. PAB. $19.99 $14.95
★ CD 6795846 JO STAFFORD: The Centenary Hits Collection 1944-59. Over 100 tracks comprise Stafford’s Billboard and Top 40 Cash Box chart entries, including number one hits Candy; Temptation; Darling My Darling; You Belong to Me; and Make Love to Me. Features collaborations with The Pied Pipers, Johnny Mercer, Frankie Laine and Gordon MacRae. Four CDs. Acrobat. PAB. $24.99 $17.95
★ CD 6634449 THE ANDREWS SISTERS: The Hits Collection 1937-55. An incredible 160 tracks capture some eight years of output by one of the most successful female vocal groups in the history of popular music. Includes nineteen-one favorites like Chicago; Baby; Rum and Coca Cola; and I Wanna Be Loved join collaborations with stars like Bing Crosby, Jimmy Dorsey, and Carmen Miranda, as well as Patti Andrews’ later solo hits. Five CDs. Acrobat. PAB. $32.99 $24.99
★ CD 2909839 JOHNNY MATTHIS: I Love My Lady. Surround yourself with the immortal sound of this great performer. This 8 track CD includes Fall in Love; It’s Alright to Love Me; Something to Sing About; I Love My Lady; Take Me with You; Me; and Love and Devotion. Real Gone Music. PAB. $15.98 $11.95
★ CD 6943099 GUY LOMBARDO: Essential Gold. This three CD, 70 track collection of the Guy Lombardo orchestra’s essential gold includes Enjoy Yourself; Anniversary Song; Easter Parade; Dancing in the Moonlight; Goodnight Sweetheart; Frankie and Johnny; Whistling in the Dark; June in January; You Made Me Love You; and more. Dynamic Entertainment. PAB. $17.99 $12.95
★ CD 699217X THE BEST OF NELSON EDDY & JEANETTE MACDONALD: Song of Love. A collection of 72 tracks on three CDs, including solo numbers by Nelson Eddy and Jeanette MacDonald as well as a CD of their duets. Tracks include I’m Falling in Love with Someone; Rose Marie; Oh! Susanna; C’eribibiri; Giannina Mia; Donkey Serenade; Aft Sweet Mysterious Life; Farewell to Dreams; Song of Love; and more. Dynamic Entertainment. PAB. $17.99 $12.95
★ CD 2845385 JESSIE MATTHEWS: A Centenary Celebration. This historic compilation spans more than 50 years of charismatic performances by this great star, and includes many items never previously released. Songs like Idle Little Hill; My Heart Still; Let’s Do It; I’ll String Along with You; and more. Fifty-six tracks on 2 CDs. Avid Entertainment. $12.95
★ CD 2947455 THE HILLTOPPERS: Singles Collection 1952-58. With their clean-cut college look, wholesome image, harmony vocals and easy listening sound of this great performer. This 8 track CD includes The Hilltoppers’ hits: Don’t Stay; I Say a Little Prayer; Odds and Ends; There’s No Place Like Home for the Merices; and many more. Sixteen tracks, including hits like Trying; FS; I Love You; Only You; and Marianne. Fifty-eight tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. PAB. $16.99 $9.95
★ CD 2936100 MELODY FAIR: Orchestral Favorites. A special collection features the greatest hits of this legendary orchestra. Twenty-five CDs of timeless orchestral covers of famous hits. With over 75 songs, featuring hits like Smoke Gets In Your Eyes by Gordon Jenkins; Blue Moon; Moose; Cowboy by Jack Haley; Donkey Kong; Fandango by Hugo Winterhalter; We’re Young by Percy Faith; and more! Dynamic. PAB. $29.99 $21.95
★ CD 2985934 HIT PARADE 1949. Rediscover the sounds of your youth with 25 of the greatest songs released in 1949, as recorded by the original artists. Includes Baby It’s Cold Outside by Dinah Shore & Buddy Clark; Mule Train by Frankie Laine; Ain’t That Breaking My Heart; A Good Woman’s Love; Careless Hands; and Mel Torme; and more. Dynamic. $14.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/699
and enter the item number in the search box.
CD 6690048 GOODY GOODY: Gems from the Decca Vaults USA. Released between 1958 and 1962, these 50 records capture the essence of the golden era of popular music, during the 1940s, and '50s. This 4 CD collection of 107 tracks includes "golden era" of popular music during the 1940s, and '50s. This 4 CD collection of 107 tracks, including some only released in the UK. Fifty-three tracks feature numerous legendary names, including Bing Crosby, Frank Sinatra, Ol’ Blue Eyes and the rest of the Rat Pack, and offer several of the classics on this set, joined by songs from The Manilows, Nancy Sinatra, and others. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 6690017 FIRST LOVE: The Piccadilly Records Story. As the musical tide turned in Britain favor in 1961 and 1962, one piece of the British Invasion puzzle was Piccadilly Records. The pop label is celebrated on these three CDs, collecting 60 tracks by The Dave Clark Five, Emile Ford, Joe Brown, Dixie Jones, Vince Hill, Cleo Laine, Oliver Reed, and other notable artists of the 1960s. Three CDs. One Day Music. Pub. at $16.98

SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT

CD 6549238 DIANA SHORE: All the Hits and More 1939-60. This 100-track collection features all of Shore’s U.S. chart entries, plus other selected singles, including the number-one hits I’ll Walk Alone; The Gypsy; Anytime; It’s Impossible; and All Night Long. Features the starlet’s work with the orchestras of Xavier Cugat, Dick Todd, and Woody Herman, as well as duets with Tony Martin and Buddy Clark. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

$13.95

CD 6690238 MIDNIGHT SPECIAL: The Orioles’ Record Story. Signed to the British record label, Oriole holds a special place in music history. These 50 tracks from their greatest years feature all the label’s most important artists: Mary Wells, Billy Joe Royal, Huey “Piano” Smith, Monty Montana, Lulu, Antonio Ford, The Marvelettes and others. Two CDs. One Day Music.

$7.95

CD 6690475 WAR PAINT: The Gone Records Story. Three CDs dig into Gone Records’ library to present 75 of their best, recorded between 1957 and 1962. The title track comes from Bill Haley & His Comets, joined by Bermudas By The Four Seasons, Baby Come Back by The Jersey Boys, and The Drag Bermuda by Salt And Pepper. This two CD set compiles 30 hits performed by Canadian vocalist Joani Taylor taken from some of music’s biggest stars from yesteryear. Includes Rock Around the Rock Pile; Big Band Boogie; The Girl Can’t Help It; Jailhouse Rock; Marilyn; Kisses Sweeter Than Wine; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $22.99

$9.95

CD 6971733 EDDIE FISHER: Seven Classic Albums. Enjoy the smooth sounds of Eddie Fisher captured in this four CD collection. Presents 69 tracks that include Just Say I Love You; Sorry, I’m in the Mood For Love; I’ve Got You Under My Skin; Nature Boy; So In Love; Pretty Baby, My One and Only Love; As Long as You Love Me, and many more. Reel to Reel.

$14.95

CD 6598387 BLAST OFF! The Felsted Records Story. For fans of British music, this two CD set celebrates the Felsted Records label and its legendary status. Released between 1958 and 1962, these 50 tracks include Blast Off! By The Spaceman; Guardian Angel; That’s How the Waters By The Truetones; High Noon By Sall and many more. Two CDs. One Day Music.

$3.95

CD 6642011 ANDY WILLIAMS: Moon River. Celebrate Andy’s remarkable six-decade career with 75 original recordings—over three hours of music—all included in this collection. Includes Moon River; Danny Boy; The Way You Look Tonight; Autumn Leaves; Love Letters in the Sand; Blue Bayou; Tender is the Night; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.98

PRICE CUT to $11.95

CD 6870233 JOHNNY MA THIS: Me and Mrs. Jones. This two CD set presents 30 songs by a true icon, including Honey Don’t Meddle in My Mind; I Ain’t Gonna Cry Th’em There Eyes; I’ve Got My Love to Keep Me Warm; Honeycomb; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99

$7.95

CD 6887025 JIMMY ROSELLI: Lullaby of Broadway. Twelve tracks from one of the most significant Italian-American pop singer/pianist of his time that include New York, New York, moth of Call Me by June Carter Cash, Hello Dolly!, Mr. Wonderful, Hello Dolly!, Mr. Blue, Mr. Blue, and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.98

PRICE CUT to $11.95

CD 6887025 JIMMY ROSELLI: Lullaby of Broadway. Twelve tracks from one of the most significant Italian-American pop singer/pianist of his time that include New York, New York, moth of Call Me by June Carter Cash, Hello Dolly!, Mr. Wonderful, Hello Dolly!, Mr. Blue, Mr. Blue, and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.98

PRICE CUT to $11.95

CD 6690910 THE BALLADS OF RONNIE HAINEWIK. Ronnie can sing just as well as he can rock, as this 30-track collection proves. Includes ballads like Home from the Forest; Brand New Tennessee Waltz; Someone Like You; Odessa; You Created You Lied; Treasure of Love; I Meant You to Me; Can; One More Night. Three CDs. One Day Music. Pub. at $25.99

$6.95

CD 6690491 WILD CHILD: The Warwick Records Story. Despite being around for just three years, Warwick Records was home to an impressive stable of musicians in rockability, doo wop and pop. These 75 tracks encompass some of their best releases, including tracks by Link Wray, Little Esther Phillips, Johnny, and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.99

$11.95

CD 6696195 THE LOUS BUS/JOE “FINGERS” CARR COLLECTION 1940-62. Features hits by one of the arrange/conductor/composer of the golden era of popular music during the 1940s, and ’50s. This 4 CD collection of 107 tracks includes So You’re the One; It All Comes Back to Me Now; Stormy Weather; and many more, sung by the original artists. Acrobat. Pub. at $5.95

CD 6691495 JOAN TAYLOR: In a Sentimental Mood. A beautiful collection of twelve Great American Songbook songs performed by Canadian vocalist Joani Taylor and alto saxophonist PJ Perry including This Can’t Be Love; I Wanna Be Loved By You; Embraceable You; Alfie; Undecided; Sentimental Journey; Lover Man; Love Walked In; More Than You Know; and more. Cellar Live Records. Pub. at $12.99

$4.95

CD 6646889 RAY ANTHONY & HIS ORCHESTRA: Rock Around the Rock Pile. Collects 28 tracks from the trumpet player’s golden era and his world famous orchestra. Includes Rock Around the Rock Pile; Big Band Boogie; The Girl Can’t Help It; Jailhouse Rock; Marilyn; Kisses Sweeter Than Wine; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $19.99

$9.95

CD 2926350 TAKE A TRIP. A collection of 28 great songs for traveling, so turn up the radio and enjoy these tunes by the original artists like Louisville, KY by Tasso Zachary; In a Sentimental Mood by Jackie Dunham; Bayou Bounce by Ramp Davis; Louisiana Woman by Joe Liggins; Going to Kansas City by Monte Elder; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $9.98

CD 2795965 KAY STARR. A 10 song compilation from the amazing Kay Starr, including Honey, Don’t Meddle In My Mind; I Ain’t Gonna Cry Th’em There Eyes; I’ve Got My Love to Keep Me Warm; Honeycomb; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99

$7.95

CD 6858586 POP MEMORIES. This two CD set compiles 30 hits from some of music’s biggest stars from yesteryear, includes Hollo Dolly! by Louis Armstrong; Mr. Blue by The Fleetwoods; Twilight Time by The Platters; Mr. Wonderful by Amen; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.98

PRICE CUT to $11.95

CD 6687023 JIMMY ROSELLI: Lullaby of Broadway. Twelve tracks from one of the most significant Italian-American pop singer/pianist of his time that include New York, New York, moth of Call Me by June Carter Cash, Hello Dolly!, Mr. Wonderful, Hello Dolly!, Mr. Blue, Mr. Blue, and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.98

PRICE CUT to $11.95

CD 2708027 FRANKIE VAUGHAN: US & UK Singles Collection 1950-62. He was one of the most popular and successful British singers of the 1950s and ’60s, his career transcending the vagaries of the rock ‘n’ roll era. This two CD collection features 60 tracks, including My Sweetie Went Away; Happy Days and Lonely Nights; Tweedle Dee; The Garden of Eden; That’s My Doll; The Very, Very Young; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.98

PRICE CUT to $7.95
Oldies - Easy Listening

★ CD 2870967 NEL SEDAKA: At His Best. The prolific singer/songwriter (and recent American Idol judge) celebrates half a century in the music business with a collection of hits. Songs include Silent Movies; One More Mountain to Climb; Gone with The Morning; Rosemary Blue; God Bless Joanna; Carboard Box; Your Cheatin' Heart. PRICE CUT to $7.95

★ CD 6848273 JIMMY GRIFFIN: Summer Holiday. Includes the entirety of the singer-songwriter’s first album along with bonus tracks. A total of 21 tracks include Summer Holiday; Too Young; Summertime Blues; My Baby Just Cares For Me; Cry; Cold Rainy Day; Marie Is Moving; Gotta Lotta Love; All My Loving; and more. Real Gone Music. PRICE CUT to $3.95

New Age - Nature - Relaxation

★ CD 6992005 ADHD BRAIN BALANCING MUSIC FOR ENHANCED FOCUS. By Steven Halpern. If you are a parent of a child with ADHD, an educator or an adult with ADHD, this landmark album is an important new resource. This innovative style of beautiful, relaxing music is uniquely suited to the way our brains respond to sound and music stimuli. Simply play the music in the background while doing homework or working in the office. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99.

★ CD 658599X THUNDER DRUMS. The music of Native American, African, Hispanic, Aboriginal, and South American cultures influence this CD of nine percussive tracks, set against a mesmerizing backdrop of a rolling Thunder Drum. The results are an hour-long audio masterpiece sure to heal and restore you at your most stressed. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99.

★ CD 2980708 SUNSET DREAMS: Healing With Sunsets and Tidal Sounds. By Catherine Marie Charlton. This collection of beautiful melodies of the setting and rising sun will help you unwind at the end of a long day. Thirty tracks on 3 CDs in a metal presentation case. NorthQuest. Sold Out.


★ CD 587890X THE KINGSTON TRIO LIVE. Twenty tracks from the popular folk outfit: Tom Dooley; Greenback Dollar; The Tijuana Jail; Where Have All The Flowers Gone; Rock & Soda; The Lion The Witch & the Wardrobe; Tonight; You've Been On My Mind; Shape of Things; Hard Travellin'; Rovin' Gambler; When the Saints Go Marchin' In; and more. Acrobat. Sold Out.


★ CD 2923799 CELTIC DREAMS: Premier Music Collections. Forty songs from the Emerald Isle. Includes Irish Lullaby; Will You Go Lassie Go; Bonnie Doon; Sky Boat Song; Four Green Fields; Amazing Grace; When Irish Eyes Are Smiling; O Danny Boy; The Morning Has Broken; Mauncheen Durk; Down by the Sally Gardens; The Barn of Armagh; Spand Hill; and many more. Three CDs. TGG. Pub. at $12.98.

★ CD 297231X PATRICK GLEASON: An Electronic Portrait of Holst’s The Planets. Conceived and produced by Patrick Gleeson back in the 1970s, Holst’s The Planets gets an electronic facelift courtesy of the eMU Polyphonic Synthesizer. Collects seven tracks: The Planets; The Bringer of War; Venus; The Bringer of Peace; Mercury, the Winged Messenger; Jupiter; the Bringer of Saturn, the Bringer of Old Age; Uranus, the Magician; and Neptune, the Mystic. BSX Records. Pub. at $15.99.

★ CD 6792929 DEUTER: Bamboo Forest. The Shakuhachi is a Japanese flute that has been used for hundreds of years in Zen as a meditation practice. Here are eleven tracks for quiet meditation. Tracks include Hollow Bamboo 1; Hollow Bamboo 2; Mist in a Temple Cave; Silent Spring; Cradle; Grapple Air; Kyoto Garden; and more. Earth Records. Pub. at $15.99.

★ CD 5977770 STEVEN HALPERN: Optimal Health at the Speed of Sound. Listening to the music on this album provides an easy, effective, and enjoyable way to reduce stress for a healthier mind and body. Halpern’s multi-modal program combines Next-Gen Brain Balancing Music with sonic entrainment tones and subliminal affirmations that harmonize body, mind and spirit. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99.

★ DVD 2884284 I GUESS I DON’T CARE ABOUT THIS WORLD. DVD by Catherine Marie Charlton. A collection of compositions that are inspired by paintings and the creative processes of the Wyeth family. Many of the works were composed by Catherine Marie Charlton as well as other composers. Sold out.


★ DVD 595823X REIKI: Music for Healing & Relaxation. Inspired by Reiki, the healing Japanese treatment, these eight melodies will help restore a sense of calm. Tracks include Healing Hands; Simplicity; Timeless Reflection; Heart; Body, Soul; A Place of Calm; Eternal Flow; Rejuvenating Ki; and more. BMG Music. Pub. at $14.95.

★ DVD 2801264 LOVE FOR LEVON. Blu-ray. Some of the best musicians on the planet convened to honor the beloved drummer and singer, Levon Helm. Features 27 performances, including The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down by Roger Waters and My Morning Jacket; Up on Cripple Creek by Joe Walsh and Robert Randolph; Rockin' Chair and Chest Fever by Diersk Bentley; and more! Over 4 hours. StarVista.

★ DVD 290490X MICHAEL FEINSTEIN: The Sinatra Legacy. Widescreen. Backed by a fifty-two-piece orchestra, Feinstein takes you on a musical journey back in time to the era of his contemporaries. Through timeless songs performed in the unmistakable Michael Feinstein style, he conjures up the biggest musical legends of a golden era using their extraordinary music, spiced with intimate stories about their larger-than-life personalities. 86 minutes. Image Entertainment. $4.95.

★ DVD 2562824 BONNIE DOON; SKYE BOAT SONG; FOUR GREEN FIELDS; AMAZING GRACE; WHEN IRISH EYES ARE SMILING; O DANNY BOY; THE MORNIN’ HAS BROKEN; MAUNCHREEN DURK; DOWN BY THE SALLY GARDENS; THE BARN OF ARMAGH; SPAND HILL AND MANY MORE. 60 MINUTES. WWMM. Pub. at $19.98.

★ DVD 2870987 IMAGERY 1; IMAGERY 2; IMAGERY 3; IMAGERY 4. Widescreen. Conceived and produced by Patrick Gleeson, these new audiovisual presentations will transport you back in time to the ancient civilizations of Egypt, Greece, Rome and the Middle East. 60 minutes. WWMM. Pub. at $19.98.

★ DVD 2923799 CELTIC DREAMS: Premier Music Collections. Forty songs from the Emerald Isle. Includes Irish Lullaby; Will You Go Lassie Go; Bonnie Doon; Sky Boat Song; Four Green Fields; Amazing Grace; When Irish Eyes Are Smiling; O Danny Boy; The Morning Has Broken; Mauncheen Durk; Down by the Sally Gardens; The Barn of Armagh; Spand Hill and many more. Three CDs. TGG. Pub. at $12.98.


★ DVD 5699902 RABBITS IN THE FRUIT GARDEN. An aquarium extravaganza. 60 minutes. WWMM. Pub. at $19.98.

★ DVD 5240574 TANGENT ONE; TANGENT TWO; IMAGERY THREE; IMAGERY FOUR; and IMAGERY FIVE. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $18.98.

★ DVD 454305X TOM JONES: Live at Castle. Widescreen. Join Tom Jones live as he rocks the house performing songs by Talking Heads; Paul Anka; Van Morrison; Randy Newman; Tracy Chapman; Burt Bacharach, the Isley Brothers, Lenny Kravitz, Prince, and many more. 104 minutes. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99.

★ DVD 2980708 SUNSET DREAMS: Healing With Sunsets and Tidal Sounds. By Catherine Marie Charlton. This collection of beautiful melodies of the setting and rising sun will help you unwind at the end of a long day. Thirty tracks on 3 CDs in a metal presentation case. NorthQuest. Sold Out.

★ DVD 2980703 AQUARIUM VISION: Healing Hands; Simplicity; Timeless Reflection; Heart; Body, Soul; A Place of Calm; Eternal Flow; Rejuvenating Ki; and more. BMG Music. Pub. at $14.95.

★ DVD 4057083 COSMIC MUSIC: Easy Listening - Reiki: Music for Healing & Relaxation. Inspired by Reiki, the healing Japanese treatment, these eight melodies will help restore a sense of calm. Tracks include Healing Hands; Simplicity; Timeless Reflection; Heart; Body, Soul; A Place of Calm; Eternal Flow; Rejuvenating Ki; and more. BMG Music. Pub. at $14.95.

★ DVD 5992005 ADHD BRAIN BALANCING MUSIC FOR ENHANCED FOCUS. By Steven Halpern. If you are a parent of a child with ADHD, an educator or an adult with ADHD, this landmark album is an important new resource. This innovative style of beautiful, relaxing music is uniquely suited to the way our brains respond to sound and music stimuli. Simply play the music in the background while doing homework or working in the office. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99.

★ DVD 2890703 AQUARIUM VISION: Healing Hands; Simplicity; Timeless Reflection; Heart; Body, Soul; A Place of Calm; Eternal Flow; Rejuvenating Ki; and more. BMG Music. Pub. at $14.95.

★ DVD 2890703 AQUARIUM VISION: Healing Hands; Simplicity; Timeless Reflection; Heart; Body, Soul; A Place of Calm; Eternal Flow; Rejuvenating Ki; and more. BMG Music. Pub. at $14.95.
**CD 6558879 EDDIE PIAF: Chansons.** An icon, diva, and legend in her own lifetime, Edith Piaf is widely regarded as the most important French singer of the 20th century. Here she brings her peerless talent to 25 French-language tracks: Duragan (Hurricane); Je Suis A Toi (I Am Yours); La Vie En Rose (Life is a Rose); La Chanson d'Amour; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 5908968 THE TWIN SLEEVES OF BOSSA NOVA.** Two independently packaged infectious Bossa Nova sound. Includes Joan Gilber's The Roots of Bossa Nova, bringing together the musician’s first three albums on one CD, and Bossa Nova Brasile/Bossa Nova USA, featuring the classic early cuts of Luiz Bonfa, Hadda, and others. Ninety tracks on 3 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99. **$11.95**

**CD 5993059 JOAN BAEZ: The Debut Album Plus!** Joan's groundbreaking first album, featuring 13 folk-blues classics like Silver Dagger; House of the Rising Sun; Woodrow Flowers; John Riley; Mary Hamilton; and more, comes together with ten bonus tracks from the Folkingers 'Round Harvard Square album, including collaborations with Bill Wood and Ted Alevizos. Chroma Dreams. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 2926156 MILLER MICHETT: Folk Songs/March Along.** A great selection of 26 folk songs to sing along with Mitchell Includes On Top of Old Smokey; Red River Valley; Down in the Valley; My Darling Clementine; Aunt Rhody; The Blue Tail Fly; Back to Dixie; Anchors Away; From the Halls of Montezuma; Dixie; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. **$9.95**

**CD 2085413 ODETTA: The Essential Recordings.** Known as “The Voice of the Civil Rights Movement,” this two CD collection celebrates the works of one of America’s best-known folk artists. Includes material from the late 1950s, it includes Sor, variations on a theme by Mozart, and Barcarolle (Cavatina) by Tansman, the single from the film Deer Hunter that rose to Number 13 on the singles chart. Acrobat. 5908698 **$11.95**

**CD 2993929 VAN MORRISON: Versatile.** Access to 16 tracks, Morrison interprets some of the very building blocks of modern music in his utterly unique style. Songs include Broken Robin Hood; Happy Day; Let’s Let It Roll; Bye Blackbird; Unchained Melody; I Left My Heart in San Francisco; Affirmation; and more. Exile. **$6.95**

**CD 5990708 JOHN WILLIAMS: 50 Years of Guitar.** One of the world’s foremost classical guitarists, Williams performs 14 meets from the guitar’s history, including Sor, variations on a theme by Mozart, and Barcarolle (Cavatina) by Tansman, the single from the film Deer Hunter that rose to Number 13 on the singles chart. Acrobat. 5908698 **$11.95**

**CD 2993733 BOB DYLAN: Fallen Angels.** This 12 track collection captures the iconic style of this legendary performer. Includes Young at Heart; Maybe You’ll Be There; Polka Dots and Moonbeams; All the way; Skylark; Nevertheless; All of a Sudden; On a Little Street; I’ve Got to Use; It Had to Be You; Melancholy Mood; That Old Black Magic; and Come Rain or Come Shine. Sony Music. **$5.95**

**CD 699303X THE MAMAS & THE PAPAS: Gold.** One of the most popular 1960s groups, this American folk-rock band produced an array of hits, including Monday, Monday; Got a Feelin’; California Dreamin’; Do You Wanna Dance; Dedicated to the One I Love; and more. Geffen. **$11.95**

**CD 2993739 BOB DYLAN: Carnegie Hall, April 12-13, 1961.** Collects 14 tracks from Dylan’s first proper concert, held on November 4, 1961. Songs include Pretty Peggy-O; In the Pines; Gospel Plow; 1913 Massacre; Backwater Blues; Tangled Up in Blue; and more. Columbia. **$11.95**

**CD 6791832 AMERICAN FOLK: Milestones of a Legends.** A snapshot of folk music’s trailblazers, presenting the debut albums of Bob Dylan and Peter, Paul & Mary; the first four LPs by Joan Baez; two LPs by Burl Ives; four LPs by the Kingston Trio; and the first four albums by the Brothers Four. These works paint the generation they inspired on 10 CDs, featuring classics from House of the Rising Sun to Lemon Tree. Intense. **$24.95**

**CD 5831745 LEONARD COHEN: The Archives.** Collection of live broadcast recordings of the Canadian singer-songwriter and poet from Switzerland, 1976; Germany 1979; and Switzerland 1993. Features 67 tracks that include Bird on the Wire; The Partisan; Who by Fire; There Will Be Blood; Rider On; and many more. Six CDs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $24.99. **$17.95**

**CD 6621388 RAVI SHANKAR: Ragas & Talas + India’s Master Musician.** Presents two of Shankar’s earliest albums in their entirety, combining to offer nearly an hour and a half of great Indian music. Includes all of Ragan’s material from the late 1950s, it includes Lady in Red; Mi Sombrero; Night Must Fall; La Cucuracha; Amor; Rumba Rumba; Cuban Mambo; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **$9.95**

**CD 2947578 THE XAVIER CUGAT COLLECTION, 1933-1958.** Known as the first bright Cuban band, Cugat turns rhythms into public consciousness in the U.S., Xavier Cugat gets his due in this 30-track collection. Spanning his full career from his earliest 1930s recordings to his final years in the 1950s, it includes La Cucuracha; Amor; Rumba Rumba; Cuban Mambo; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **$11.95**

**CD 2821419 BOB DYLAN: Original Album Classics.** Collects five albums from the legendary Bob Dylan: Shot of Love; Infidels; Real Live; Dylan & the Dead; and Oh Mercy. Among the highlights are the title track; Shooting Star; Slow of Love; Slow Train; I Want You; Where Teardrops Fall; What Good Am I?; and many more. Five CDs. Columbia. **$14.95**

**CD 3891764 STEPHEN STILL & DAVID CROSBY: Cowboys for Indians.** On February 5, 1967 Still and Nash performed in Austin, Texas at a benefit gig. They both performed dynamic solo sets and collaborated for the final half hour or so, during which David Lindley joined the duo. This two CD set features the entire performance. Seventeen songs, including Midnight Rider; Treetop Flyer; For: Carry; Me; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 2841207 BOB DYLAN: The Unplugged Rehearsals.** Collects 11 tracks from Dylan’s 1994 rehearsal sessions performed for MTV’s Unplugged series. Songs include I Want You (To Love Me Tonight); Don’t Think Twice, It’s All Right; Hazy and more. Boom. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 2961659 MARIO LANZA: All the Things You Are.** Showcases Lanza’s mastery of multiple musical genres from popular ballads of the ’50s to 19th century operetta before venturing into Neapolitan and Italian song. Tracks include Lola; Besame Much; My Wild Irish Rose; La Boheme; O Soave fanciulla; and more. 3 CDs. Columbia. **$14.95**

**CD 2826477 SIMON & GARFUNKEL: Paramount Theatre 1993.** The pair are reunited at New York’s Paramount Theater on October 23 1993 and were the subject of a live FM broadcast. Includes a selection of their greatest hits, including Where I belong; The Boxer; A Hymn to the Sea; and many more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99. **$11.95**

**CD 2997358 CAJUN HOT STUFF, 1928-1940.** Twenty tracks recall a long-lost era of distinctive southern style. Includes Mama; Where the Bayou Creole Lives; Keeler; Saute Crapaud!; Hackberry Ramblers by Jolie Blonde; Two-Step by Thibodeaux Boys; Crab Shooters Hop by Johnnie Tackle and more. Exile. **$6.95**

**CD 6822477 SIMON & GARFUNKEL: Phoenix Theatre, 1973.** The pair are reunited at New York’s Paramount Theater on October 23 1993 and were the subject of a live FM broadcast. Includes a selection of their biggest hits, alongside a handful of lesser heard originals and some interesting covers. Includes America; Homeward Bound; Mrs. Robinson; The Sound of Silence; Bridge Over Troubled Water; and more. On a Little Street; I’ve Got to Use; It Had to Be You; Melancholy Mood; That Old Black Magic; and Come Rain or Come Shine. Sony Music. **$5.95**
**CD 6749356 BOB DYLAN: Shelter from a Hard Rain.** The classic 1976 broadcast, featuring live renditions of ten classic tracks. A Hard Rain is a Howlin’ in the Wind; Railroad Boy; Deperture; I Pity the Poor Immigrant; Shelter from the Storm; Maggie’s Farm; One Too Many Mornings; Wind on the Water. 1976. Gossip. Pub. at $14.99. [SOLD OUT]

**CD 2903679 JONI MITCHELL: Den Haag.** Joni Mitchell is live in Den Haag on April 27th, 1983, performed at Holland’s Congressgebouw venue, in the Hague. Twelve tracks include: Coyote; For Free; Big Yellow Taxi; A Case of You; You Turn Me On I’m a Radio; You’re So Square; Solid Love; Love; Ladies Man; Don’t Interrupt the Ruffle; Of the Roads; and You Dream Flat Tires. Gossip. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95


**CD 675822 CELIA CRUZ: The Undisputed Queen of Salsa.** Celia Cruz was the undisputed queen of Salsa and her 23 gold albums and seven Grammy Awards can attest to her longevity and popularity, right up until her death in 2003. This two CD set collects 50 tracks from her wondrous career spanning from 1956 to 2002. Included is the festive Buena Vista Social Club; her Latin Grammy Award-winning Tito Puente Tribute; various hits in Canada; Australia; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

**CD 3690903 BAHAMIAN BALLADS.** Presenting ballads from the Bahamas, native singer André Toussaint brings smooth and soothing Caribbean songs to this 22 track CD. Includes: Woman; Goddess; Est Es Feeld; Calypso; Get Away; Bremen; Bambino; ‘Attendant; Cu Cu Cu Cu Cu Paloma; Watermelon Spoolin’ - Here I Go Walkin’; Come Closer To Me; Hold ‘m Joe; Granada; and many more. Naxos of America. Pub. at $12.99. $7.95

**CD 6514867 BOB DYLAN: Under the Covers.** This CD collection brings together 20 splendid live covers spanning 30 years, performed by the folk icon. Includes: Don’t Start Me Talkin’; Hard Travelin’; Cocaine; Knockin’ on Heaven’s Door; and more. All tracks are done with a live band and are recorded in many more locations. Two CDs. Acrobot. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

**CD 6573664 JONI MITCHELL: Acoustic at the Second Frei 1966.** Eighteen acoustic tracks, capturing Joni live at Temple University’s radio station in 1966. The folk-rock favorite performs Little Green; Marrake; London Bridge; Balladeer’s Valentine; Michael’s Prayer; and more. Tell the Drummer Man; I Don’t Know Where I Stand; Up to the Love and more. Acrobot. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**CD 2953390 FAIRPORT CONVENTION: Live 1974.** Formed in 1966 and becoming popular all over the world, this English Folk Rock band are one of the true icons of folk music. Includes: 10 tracks, including: Old Cotton Field; Pete’s Waltz; and more. Acrobot. Pub. at $19.99. $11.95

**CD 2937417 THE JOHN MCCORMACK COLLECTION 1906-42.** Highlights the early career of the beloved Irish tenor in a stunning 120 track collection, including his early acoustic recordings into the 1920s, through to his electric recordings up to the early ’40s. Filled with operatic pieces, Irish classics, wartime favorites, ballads and more. Five CDs. Acrobot. Pub. at $24.99. $14.95

**CD 2805138 CELIA CRUZ: The Essential Recordings.** This two CD compilation focuses on the undisputed “Queen of Salsa,” who from the late 1940s onwards popularized the genre with her colorful performances. Features 40 tracks, including: Remaya; Le Clave De Oro; Cocina Latina; Playa Para Tu Amor; and more. Prestige. Pub. at $26.99. $21.95

**CD 5934737 THE CARTER FAMILY 1927-1934.** A.P. Sara, and Maybelle—they were the Carter Family, a traditional American folk music group that had a profound influence on genres from blues to bluegrass to rock and Southern Gospel. Restored from carefully selected originals, these 125-plus tracks capture the best years of a trio that forever changed the landscape of popular music. Five CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99. $21.95

**CD 2790203 NEIL YOUNG: Transitions Impossible.** This three disc, 50 track set features rare broadcast recordings by Neil Young, from live shows he performed in the 1970s and ’80s—his glory years. Tracks include: Are You Ready for the Country?; Ain’t That a Lot of Love; Lookin’ for a Love; Don’t Let It Bring You Down; and more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

**CD 5900271 CONNIE FRANCIS SINGS FOLK SONG FAVORITES/SING ALONG WITH CONNIE FRANCIS.** The beguiling Contaratali applies her golden voice to 26 timeless folk mainstays, including Oh Suzanna; Red River Valley; On Top of Old Smoky; Home on the Range; I Love You Truly; Down in the Valley; Lord; Cobblestone; Clementine; And the Band Played On; and more. Sony. Pub. at $13.99. $9.95

**CD 3653625 THE CLANCY BROTHERS COLLECTION 1956-62.** The Clancy Brothers brought traditional Irish folk music to a wide audience during the late ’50s and early ’60s. This 62-track set includes all of the tracks from their three LPs for their Trad label. Features: O’Donnell’s Arms; The Orange Blossom Jug; The Clancy Brothers; and more. Naxos of America. Pub. at $19.99. $14.99

**CD 6638570 JOHN PRINE: Live at the Singer-Songwriter Festival.** Performed live at the 1996 Singer-Songwriter Festival in Freiberg, Switzerland, Prine entertains with 17 classics: Spanish Palindromes; You O’Clock News; Picture Show; Speed of the Sound of Loneliness; Paradise; Souvenirs; and many more. Goldien. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**CD 6880704 CLANNAD: Taras 1980.** Collects two original tracks from a live concert in Bremen, Germany in 1980, which include Taras Carolan; An Buinean Bui. Cran Ull; Gathering Mushrooms; Rince Phil a Cheoil; Gathering Mushrooms; and many more. Naxos of America. Pub. at $14.99. $9.95

**CD 4695162 JIMMY DURANTE: Simply Daniel.** Collects two original best-selling albums from O’Donnell, the master of country and Irish music, Live, Laugh, Love and Yesterday’s Memories. This two CD set features 30 tracks, including: Come Along; Roads of Killare; Yesterday’s Memories; All I Want Is You; Walk Through this World With Me; and more. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99. $12.95

**CD 6791875 CATERINA VALENTE: International Hi-Fi Nightingale.** Presents 212 songs from the 60-plus-year career of this international star of stage and screen. Ten CDs represent a cross-section of her work, with tracks like C’Est Si Bon; Pardon Madame; Flamengo; O Billy Boy; La Vie Me Pousse; Mucho, Mucho; Chanson D’Amour; Malaguenas; and more. Intense. Pub. at $29.99. $17.95

**CD 6894510 DONALD O’DONNELL: Simply Daniel.** Collects two original best-selling albums from O’Donnell, the master of country and Irish music, Live, Laugh, Love and Yesterday’s Memories. This two CD set features 30 tracks, including: Come Along; Roads of Killare; Yesterday’s Memories; All I Want Is You; Walk Through this World With Me; and more. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99. $12.95

**CD 6791875 CATERINA VALENTE: International Hi-Fi Nightingale.** Presents 212 songs from the 60-plus-year career of this international star of stage and screen. Ten CDs represent a cross-section of her work, with tracks like C’Est Si Bon; Pardon Madame; Flamengo; O Billy Boy; La Vie Me Pousse; Mucho, Mucho; Chanson D’Amour; Malaguenas; and more. Intense. Pub. at $29.99. $17.95

**CD 7930117 KONDE; FACUEDO; SUAVECITO; and more.** Many more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99. $21.95

**CD 2604786 THE PZIzoKAZZERS: oh HARRIT in WAther.** This four CD set collects 105 Hawaiian classics. A superb compilation of the very best of vintage Hawaiian music from some of the great musicians of old. Tracks include: H Kala’s Treasures O’Donnell Album; Cheesy & His Royal Hawaiian Strings; and more. Many more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99. $21.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/699
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**CD 6861296** BOB DYLAN: Folk Singer's Choice. This collection of 12 songs is from a live radio performance Dylan did on March 11, 1962, along with Mimi Gooding. Includes (I Heard That) Lonesome Whistle; Fixin' to Die; Smokestack Lightning; Hard Travelin'; Baby Please Don't Go, and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6822655** FLACO JIMENÉZ: Fierro - Live in Bremen. For everyone who enjoys lively music that blends rock, country, roots and Latin styles, this live show is a must. The two CD set contains 21 tracks including Gitano Legítimo; Bourbon Street; Castel; Ay en El; San Antonio; Mi Corazon; Hey Baby que paso; and many more. M&R Records. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2792915** PEGGY SEEGER: Five Classic Albums Plus EP. This collection celebrates this folk singer's career with 82 tracks across five albums: Folk Songs of Courting and Complaint; Animal Folk Songs for Children; America at Play (with Guy Carawan); Folksongs and Ballads; Peggy Seeger of Staffie; Peggy Seeger; and Comin' Along. John. Four CDs. Real Gone Music.

**CD 593432X** IAN & SYLVIA: The Beginning of the End. Reissues the rarest—and final—studio recordings of these pioneer Canadian folk singers. Tracks include Make Me a Paddle; I See That Rain; Summer Wages; Midnight; Barney; Some Kind of Fool; Shark and the Cockroach; Last Lonely Eagle; Needle of Death; Everybody Has to Say Goodbye; and more. Beat Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 2831031** ALICE COLTRANE: Spiritual Eternal. A collection of all Coltrane's ground-breaking studio sides for the label are included in this 2 CD set. Eighteen tracks include Spiritual Eternal; Wisdom Eye; Los Caballos; Om Supreme; Morning Worship; Spring Rounds; Hare Krishna; Bhaja Govindam; and many others. Released in mono on vinyl. M&R Records. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 6827705** PEREZ PRADO: Six Classic Albums. Six essential albums from the king of the Mambo are collected here in this four CD set. Digitally remastered in its entirety are Voodoo Suite Plus 6 All Time Greats; Latin Satin; A Touch of Tabasco; Mambu Happy; Now! Twist Goes Latin; and Exotic Suite of the Americas. Real Gone Music.

**CD 6814859** BOB DYLAN LIFE AND LIFE ONLY: Radio & TV 1961-1965. This 80-CD collection is taken from a collection of radio and television appearances by Bob Dylan spanning the years 1961 to 1965. Features songs and interviews from the 1961 folk hootenanny at the Riverside Church in New York, the 1962 Newport Folk Festival and the 1963 Monterey Pop Festival. Two TV appearances on The Steve Allen Show. Among the 49 songs performed are Handsome Molly; Omie Wise; Sally Gal; and many others. Sixteen tracks. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6861377** JIMMY ROSELLI: The Best of Neopolitan Songs. Roselli's voice was among the the greatest of the 20th century, thrilling others. Sixteen tracks. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $17.95

**CD 6771041** EDITH PIAF: Birthday Edition. Celebrate an immortal French performer with 11 tracks from her 1962, featuring some of her greatest chansons. Includes the entirety of Encores Parisiennes; Mes Grands Succes; La Vie en Rose; Chansons Parisiennes Vol. 1 & 2; Edith Piaf chante Raymond Assol; Les amants de Ferruck; l’Inindifiable; Pif at the Paris Olympia; and more. Ten CDs. Intense.

**CD 6861318** DANIEL O'DONNELL: Back Home Again. The country and Irish folk icon sings many of his greatest hits on this two-CD collection. Among the 32 tracks compiled are: I Just Wanna Dance with You; Never Ending Song of Love; Back Home Again; Memory Number One; The Boys from County Clare; and more. Includes a concert DVD. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $29.99

**CD 295348X** PHIL OCHS: Live Again! This newly discovered concert board tape is a welcome addition to Ochs’ slim recorded legacy. Nineteen tracks include The Walls Come Tumbling Down; There But for Fortune; Santo Domingo; Pretty Smart on My Part; Pleasures of the Harbor; The Party; The Godfather. More; and packed in a cardboard sleeve. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $12.99

**CD 6738826** TOM WAITS: The Complete KFPK Folkscene Broadcasts. Two CDs present two KFPK FolkScene collections, highlighting live 1970s performances by the distinctively raspy-voiced musician. Includes On The Wireless (29 tracks); and Fumblin’ on the Radio (20 tracks), featuring renditions of The Ghosts of Saturday Night; Drunk on the Moon; Fumblin’ with the Blues and more, plus on-air interviews. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6861128** BOB DLAN: Blame It on Rio. This CD collection brings together 17 songs from the folk icon’s live performance in Brazil in January 1990. Includes Subterranean Homesick Blues; Lay Lay Lay; A British Folk Troubador: You’re a Mean One; Maggie’s Farm; World Political; Seeing the Real You at Last; and many more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2829356** THE IRISH ROVERS. Sixteen tracks encompass the career of this Irish folk outfit: The Unicorn; Liverpool Loo; The Oranges and the Green; Lily the Pink; Did She Mention My Name; The Irish Rover; Whiskey on a Sunday; Come Along; Mrs. Crandall’s Boarding House; Winken, Blinken, and Nod; and more. Universal Music.

**CD 6758673** PEREZ PRADO: King of Mambo. He may not be a household name outside of Latin music circles, but the dance music he is often credited with creating has transcended the borders of Latin music and has found fans all around the world. This two CD collection is a must listen. The two CD collection celebrates this folk singer’s career with 82 tracks including Los Mambo—definitely. Enjoy 50 classics on two CDs including Mambo Number 5 (Candy Pink) & Apple Blossom White Guanatamara; Patricia Quiles, Quiles, Quiles; and many more. Not Now Music. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 6758681** RAVI SHANKAR: Music of India. Three albums on three CDs. Indian music he is often credited with creating—rare and many more, plus on-air interviews. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6648967** THE CLANCY BROTHERS & TOMMY MAKEM: The Absolutely Essential 3CD Collection. Collects sixty hits from the Irish Folk group who introduced Irish Folk music to the U.S. in the 60s including Whack Fol the Diddle; The Croppy Boy; Kelly the Boy from Killine; Brendan the Moor; Whisky in the Devil; I’ll Tell My Ma; Balladerry; and many more. Not Now Music. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 280557X** TITO PUENTE: The Essential Recordings. This two CD collection celebrates the early career of the artist who will forever be remembered as “The King of Latin Music.” Features iconic songs including Mambo Jambo; Mambo Happy; Perfidia; Brasil Yous; Hong Kong Mambo; Saca Tu Mujer; Son Montuno; Acapulco; Velorio; Complication; Braggad; and many more. Not Now Music. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 2805227** EWAN MACCOL: The Essential Recordings. Ewan MacColl is rightly considered as being one of the key artists in the British Folk tradition of the 1930s and 40s. This compilation features 43 tracks, including Going Down You Murderers; Duncan Gray; I've; Whiskey in the Jar; The Dusty Miller; Tibbie Dunbar; Treadmill Song; Buy Broom and more. Not Now Music. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 6682324** THE BAND: The Best of (2-CD). This collection offers a cross-section of the band’s 1960s and 1970s music, including Going Down You Murderers; Duncan Gray; I've; Whiskey in the Jar; The Dusty Miller; Tibbie Dunbar; Treadmill Song; Buy Broom and more. Not Now Music. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 6506057** JULIETTE GRECO: Les Grandes/Chansons. Get an intriguing insight into the world of the French chansonnier as interpreted by one of the most outstanding and characteristically French chanteuses. Twenty-five French-language tracks like Si Tu T'imagines; Songs of the Caribbean, with more. Not Now Music. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 6682324** THE BAND: The Best of (2-CD). This collection offers a cross-section of the band’s 1960s and 1970s music, including Going Down You Murderers; Duncan Gray; I've; Whiskey in the Jar; The Dusty Miller; Tibbie Dunbar; Treadmill Song; Buy Broom and more. Not Now Music. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 6682324** THE BAND: The Best of (2-CD). This collection offers a cross-section of the band’s 1960s and 1970s music, including Going Down You Murderers; Duncan Gray; I've; Whiskey in the Jar; The Dusty Miller; Tibbie Dunbar; Treadmill Song; Buy Broom and more. Not Now Music. Pub. at $14.95
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**CD 3701670** TANYA TUCKER: Greatest Hits. This CD collects 13 hits songs from the country music star, including "Delta Dawn," "What's Your Name," "Would You Lay with Me (in a Field of Stone)?" Here's Some Love," "Wine Me Up," If It Don't Come Easy," and more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**CD 3701433** 70S COUNTRY: Behind Closed Doors. Collects 34 songs from many of the decade's biggest country stars. Includes such tracks as "I Fall to Pieces," "You Don't Love Me (I Know)," "I Still See You," "Share Your Love," and more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 390850X** GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY: Hard-to-Find Hits. This two CD, 30 track collection showcases such modern country classics as the original artists: Baby Boy, Red Sovine and Webb Pierce; A Little Bit Far, Bubba, From a Jack to a King, by Ned Miller, Hello Vietnam, by Johnny Wright; Wishingful Thinking, by Wynne Stewart; Put It Off until Tomorrow, by Bill Phillips; and more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 39092712** THE ULTIMATE OLDIES BUT GOODIES COLLECTION: Teen Beat. In this ultimate 32 track collection you'll find many of your favorite artists like: A Teenager in Love, by Dion & The Belmonts; Venus, by Frankie Avalon, Wake up Little Suzie, by The Everly Brothers; Little Bitty Pretty One, by Thurston Harris and The Sharps; Poor Little Fool, by Ricky Nelson, Short Fat Fanny, by Larry Williams, and many more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 39085023** CLASSIC LOVE SONGS OF ROCK 'N' ROLL: Our Day Will Come. A fantastic collection of 34 tracks of classic love songs by the original artists including Wouldn't It Be Nice, by The Beach Boys; Please Mr. Postman, by The Marvelettes; Our Day Will Come, by Ruby and the Romantics; Poor Little Fool, by Ricky Nelson; Who's So Nervy Now, by Connie Francis; Love Letters in the Sand, by Pat Boone and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 3901557** THE ULTIMATE OLDIES BUT GOODIES COLLECTION: Rock Around the Clock. Thirty-Two Hits from the Rock Era. Songs include (We're Gonna) Rock Around the Clock, by Bill Haley and his Comets; Little Darlin', by the Diamonds, Lipstick on Your Collar, by Connie Francis, Peggy Sue by Buddy Holly, and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 3901448** BODY + SOUL: Turn Off the Lights. Collects 15 classics from the soul era, including Sexual Healing by Marvin Gaye; Power of Love/Love Power by Luther Vandross; Reason to Believe, by Bill Withers; Share Your Love, by Gregory Abbott; Turn Off the Lights by Teddy Pendergrass; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.98 $21.95

**CD 39097064** SOUL of the '70S: Let's Get It On. Here are thirty Soul tracks by the original artists including Signed, Sealed, Delivered I'm Yours, by Stevie Wonder; I'll Be There, by The Jackson 5; Roll Me Something Good, by Rufus; Papa Was a Rollin' Stone, by The Temptations; Hot'N'Trot, by the Commodores; Got To Be There, by Michael Jackson; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 3901492** COUNTRY MUSIC OF YOUR LIFE: For the Good Times. If you like country music, you'll love this two CD collection, which includes 30 songs from some of the genre's biggest stars. Tracks include Stand By Your Man by Tammy Wynette, You're Lonesome Tonight by Elvis Presley, Devil Went Down to Georgia by The Charlie Daniels Band; and more. Two CDs. StarVista. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**CD 3901425** 60'S COUNTRY: King of the Road. Collects 34 songs from many of the decade's biggest country stars. Tracks include Cotton Eye Joe by Roy Orbison; King of the Road by Roger Miller; Another Place Another Time by Jerry Lee Lewis; I'm A Honky Tonk Girl by Loretta Lynn, The Race Is On by George Jones; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 3907000** TIME LIFE MUSIC: CLASSICS. Some of the most amazing movie themes are collected in these 28 tracks including The Pink Panther Theme, by Henry Mancini and His Orchestra; Days of Wine and Roses, by Andy Williams; Winds of Change, by Ray Conniff and the Singers; Hello, Dolly! by Louis Armstrong; Born Free, by Roger Williams; What the World Needs Now Is Love, by Jackie DeShannon; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 3701514** FAITH, HOPE & COUNTRY: Old Time Religion. Thirty songs are collected here, including God Bless America by Leroy C. Jones; Shall We Gather At the River? by Randy Travis; The Old Country Church by Hank Williams; Give Me That Old Time Religion by Bill Gaither. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 3908508** GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY: Honky-Tonk Man. Gather 32 country classics by the original artists, including Folsom Prison Blues by Johnny Cash; El Paso by The Righteous Brothers, Who's Gonna Mend My Heart by Claude King; Wake Up Little Suzie by The Everly Brothers; I've Been Everywhere by Hank Snow, Green, Green Grass of Home by Porter Wagoner, and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 3908498** THE BRITISH INVASION. Featuring 122 British tracks with performances by Eric Burdon and the Animals, The Kinks, Herman’s Hermits, The Who, The Beatles, Gerry and the Pacemakers, Rod Stewart, Elton John, Deep Purple, and more. Includes legendary hits such as with 123 performances from the Ed Sullivan Show by The Animals, The Rolling Stones, The Beatles, Freddie and the Dreamers and more. 46 minutes, in B&W and Color. Slipcased. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $149.99 $119.95

**CD 3909400** THE 25TH ANNIVERSARY ROCK & ROLL HALL OF FAME CONCERTS. On October 29th, 2009, rock ‘n roll royalty held court at Madison Square Garden, featuring a who’s who of rock ‘n roll. Here in this four CD set are 54 tracks of rock ‘n roll made famous by the greatest artists from the Golden Age of Rock and Roll. Includes From Elvis Presley; by Little Richard; The Beatles; by Elvis Blue Steel, by Ray Charles; by Stevie Wonder; and more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 3901530** GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY: Sing Me Back Home. If you love ol' country music, you’ll love the 32 tracks collected here. Includes A Girl I Used To Know by George Jones; The Bottle Let Me Down by Merle Haggard and the Strangers; Rose-Mary Marie by Meat Loaf; by the Foundations; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 3908422** ANNIE: The Broadway Musical. Soundtrack to the 30th anniversary production of Annie, as well as Annie 2. Includes: It’s A Hard-Knock Life, Tomorrow, Little Girls, and You’re Never Fully Dressed Without a Smile. Features Carol Burnett, Kathie Lee Gifford, Sally Struthers, and Gary Beach. 48 tracks on two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 3901522** GOLDEN AGE OF Shamrock USA. This set collects 30 songs from the legends of country music’s golden age, including Fis City by Loretta Lynn; Jambalaya (on the Bayou) by Hank Williams, I Fall to Pieces by Patsy Cline; The Window Up Above by George Jones; and more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 3901506** EASY LISTENING CLASSICS: Everything Is Beautiful. Collects 30 songs from many of your easy listening favorites, including Georgia on My Mind, My Way, The Entertainer, That’s Amore, The Wind Beneath My Wings, and many more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 39097080** THE TEEN YEARS SET. Fifty-nine tracks of oldies but goodies from our teen years performed by the original artists including All I Have to Do Is Dream, by The Everly Brothers; My Special Angel, by Bobby Helms; Come Go with Me, by The Dell-Vikings; Don’t Forbid Me, by Bill Withers; Share Your Love, by Gregory Abbott, Turn Off the Lights by Teddy Pendergrass; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 3907056** SOUL of the ‘60s. A fantastic collection of 151 tracks by the original artists including This Old Heart of Mine, by The Isley Brothers; Love Is a Hurt in’; by Randy Newman; Love Can Build a Bridge, by Claudia King; Wake Up Little Suzie by The Everly Brothers; I’ve Been Everywhere by Hank Snow, Green, Green Grass of Home by Porter Wagoner, and much more. Nine CDs, slipcased. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $149.99 $119.95
Time Life Music

★ CD 3701662 SOUL OF THE ’60s: Get Ready. Collects 34 songs from legendary soul artists of the ’60s. Tracks include ‘Heard It Through the Grapevine’ by Gladys Knight & the Pips; ‘Stop!’ In the Name of Love by the Supremes; ‘I Can’t Help Myself’ (Sugar Pie, Honey Bunch) by the Four Tops; My Guy by Mary Wells; and more. In Color. B&W and Color. 58 minutes. $14.95

★ DVD 3909734 OPRY VIDEO CLASSICS: Legends. What makes a country star a legend? Instant recognition on a first name basis like George Jones performing White Lightning, or Johnny Cash (Doing Ring of Fire. Here are thirteen other legends performing their hits, including Marty Robbins, Faron Young, Ray Price, Patsy Cline, Tammy Wynette, Conway Twitty, Dolly Parton, Loretta Lynn, and more. In Color and B&W. Pub. at $14.95

★ DVD 3909505 OPRY VIDEO CLASSICS: Hall of Fame. This collection honors the artists from the class of ’73 Country Music Hall of Fame: Chet Atkins and Patsy Cline. Thirteen other performers induct Big River; Johnny Cash; Mr. Record Man; by Willie Nelson; ‘Folsom Prison Blues’ by Merle Haggard; The Hee-Bee’s All Over by Conway Twitty. Includes Dolly Parton acknowledging as possessing one of the three best female voices in the world. In Color and B&W. 56 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95

★ DVD 3901581 OPRY VIDEO CLASSICS: Queens of Country. Features Kitty Wells’s ‘Making Believe’, along with major hits by Patsy Cline, Loretta Lynn, Tammy Wynette and Dolly Parton. As a special treat, this set includes The Hee-Bee’s All Over by Conway Twitty, whom Dolly acknowledged as possessing one of the three best female voices in the world. In Color and B&W. 56 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95

★ DVD 3909550 OPYR VIDEO CLASSICS: Hank & Torah Heroes. Nobody got things rolling better than these fifteen classic live country music performances, including Walking the Floor over You, by Ernest Tubb; Heatcharts by the Number, by Ray Price. Six Days on the Road, by Dave Dudley; Kew-Liga, by Charlie Pride; and The Race, by George Jones. In Color and B&W. 55 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95

★ DVD 390159X OPYR VIDEO CLASSICS: Songs That Topped the Charts. Presents the greatest collection of vintage live country music performances ever assembled. Performers include: Cowboy Copas, Ferlin Husky, Skeeter Davis, Leroy Van Dyke, Sonny James, Ernest Ashworth, Billy Walker, Del Reeves, Donna Fargo and others. In Color and B&W. 51 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95

★ DVD 3902514 OPYR VIDEO CLASSICS: Duets. Presents the greatest collection of vintage live country music performances ever assembled, from the ’50s to the ’70s. These fifteen historical duet performances include Don Gibson & June Carter, Oh Lonesome Me; Bobbie Lou & Patsy Cline; Remember Me, One Who Loves You; Porter Wagoner & Dolly Parton, If I’readroop, were Pinnies; and more. In Color and B&W. 57 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95
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LIMITED QUANTITY CD 3687582 SUPERSTARS OF COUNTRY: Easy Loving. Includes 30 tracks from some of your favorite country music stars, including Folsom Prison Blues (Live) by Johnny Cash; On the Road Again by Willie Nelson; The Devil Went Down to Georgia by The Charlie Daniels Band; The Grand Ole Opry’s 75th Anniversary; Porter Wagoner & Dolly Parton, If I’readroop, were Pinnies; and more. B&W and Color. 58 minutes. $14.95

Hobo Bill’s Last Ride; and several other yodels. Acrobat. $4.95

CD 369641X JOHN DENVER: The Ultimate Collection. This 19 track collection captures the musical style and the gentle sound of this great performer. Includes ‘Annie’s Song; Take Me Home, Country Roads; Rocky Mountain High; Sunshine On My Shoulders; Back Home Again; ‘Thank God I’m a Country Boy. In Color and B&W. 57 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95

★ CD 6584918 PATSY CLINE: The Complete Releases 1955-62. One of the most revered female artists in the history of country music is celebrated in this 75-track collection. It includes every record released during her debut on Corral, through her Four Star and Decca years until the end of 1962—just months before her tragic death. Includes Wakin’ After Midnight; I Fall to Pieces; Crazy; She’s Goin’ Out; and much more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

LIMITED QUANTITY CD 2993902 SHANIA TWAIN: Greatest Hits. A collection of 21 hit songs from the Canadian singing sensation, including Forever and For Always; You’re Still the One; From This Moment On; I Feel Like a Woman; Whose Bed Have Your Boots Been Under; and more. SOLD OUT

CD 6621260 MARTY ROBBINS: The Complete Recordings 1952-1960. From one of country’s leading record sellers, Robbins compiled full records, plus his complete singles catalog, from across eight prolific years. Includes the entirety Rockin’ Rollin’ Robbins; The Song of Robbins; Songs of the Islands; Marty Robbins; Unforgettable; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

CD 6491206 CLASSIC COUNTRY: ’80s Love Songs. Eighteen classic hits by stars such as Clint Black; A Better Man; Rosanne Cash; Seven Wishes; A Change That I Must Make; Told You So; The Judds; Mama He’s Crazy; Dolly Parton I Will Always Love You; Conway Twitty Somebody’s Needin’ Somebody; and many others. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $4.95

LIMITED QUANTITY CD 2988303 CLEM BANFIELD, All-Time Favorite Hits. Ten classic hits from the music icon, Gentle on My Mind. By the Time I Get to Phoenix; Dreams of the Everyday Housewife; Wichita Lineman; Galveston; Honey Come Back; It’s Only Make Believe; Rhinestones; Brown Sugar; and more. SOLD OUT

CD 682062X EAGLES GRASS. The Eagles’ most beloved hits get the Grass treatment with this collection of twelve authentic instrumental Bluegrass covers, including Take It Easy; Hotel California; Kid in Town; Already Gone; Desperado; Get Over It; I Can’t Tell You Why; Lane: Peaceful Easy Feelin’ and more. SYNERGY. $3.95

CD 3696853 DOLLY PARTON: The Hits. Nineteen tracks bring together the hits that made Dolly Parton the recording artist so enduring. Includes: Jolene; Here You Come Again; Islands in the Stream, with Kenny Rogers; Coat of Many Colors; Tennessee Homeickneac; The Bargain Store; Love Is a Little Tighter Now; Dolly’s Door; Down in Romeo; The One Who Loves You; Walkin’, Whose Bed Have Your Boots Been Under; and more. SYNERGY. $7.95

★ CD 584651X HANK WILLIAMS: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1947-55. More than a country legend, Hank Williams was one of the most important figures in the American music industry in the entire era. This massive 103-track set presents the A and B sides of all his releases, from his debut on the Sterling label, through his years with the MGM label and his posthumous releases to 1955—including his releases as the Drifter. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $25.99

★ CD 7651519 HANK SOW: The Complete US Country Hits, 1949-62. This 48-track set covers the most important era of Hank Snow’s hit-making career, and comprises every A and B side which made the country charts from his chart debut in 1949 through to 1962, including 39 of the top ten hits he had during his career. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99
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CD 39805031 WAYLON JENNINGS: Goin’ Down Rockin’ – The Last Recordings. Just prior to his death in 2002, Waylon recorded these songs with nothing more than his guitar and Robby Turner’s bass. A decade later, Turner finally felt ready to flesh out these recordings and release this finished product. Twelve tracks, eleven of which Jennings had written, include “Don’t Get Down Rockin’;” “In the Back of the Ball;” “If My Harley Was Runnin’;” “I Do Believe;” “Never Say Die;” “Wasn’t Time;” and many. Saguaro Road Records. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 5878713 DON WILLIAMS: Just a Country Boy. Fourteen tracks bring Don’s true country style to your collection: You’re My Kind of Woman; I’m With You; Some Broken Hearts Never Mend; I’m Just a Country Boy; I Must Be Love; Where Are You?; All I’m Missing Is You; Don’t You Think It’s Time; Endless Sleep; I’m Getting Good. and more. Acrobat. $14.95

CD 29805098 JOHNNY CASH: Hall of Fame Series. Twenty tracks from the Man in Black, including Get Rhythm; Tennessee Flat Top Box; Long Black Veil; Thing Called Love; Ballad of Ira Hayes; Blue Train; I Walk the Line; and many. PolyGram Records. $5.95

CD 2862492 EMMYLU HARRIS: Transmission Impossible. Probably the most consistent country artist of the past 40 years. Harris maintains the trained performer today as she ever was. This three-CD set collects 45 tracks, including Born to Run; We’ll Sweep Out the Ashes; Wrecking Ball; Rocks; Palomino; Wheels; Cry One More Time; and many. The Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 4640829 ERNEST TUBB: The Complete US Hits 1941-62. This 71-track collection comprises every Emett Tubb record that featured in the U.S. or country pop charts over more than two decades, including Red Stayed with Red Foley, the Andrews Sisters and the Wilburn brothers. A definitive snapshot of the hit career of a true Nashville pioneer. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 5878624 THE CARTER FAMILY: Greatest Hits 1927-1934. Collins 18 classics of early country from the genre’s pre-eminent originators: Wildwood Flower; My Clinch Mountain Home; The Foggy Mountain Top; Keep on the Sunny Side, I’m Thinking Tonight of My Blue Eyes; Lonesome Brown the Newsboy; John Henry Was a Desperate Little Man; Wabash Cannonball, and many. Acrobird. $4.95


CD 2900661 REAL COUNTRY LEGENDS: Best Of. Twenty-one tracks of Country Gold, including: Anytime by Eddy Arnold; Penny Candy by Jim Reeves; I Walk the Line by Johnny Cash; All I Needed Was the Rain by Merle Haggard; Back in Baby’s Arms by Webb Pierce; You’re Still on My Mind; and White Lightning. TIME LIFE. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 5879043 ROY ROGERS: Ride Ranger Ride. The multi-talented western icon gives us 21 of the tracks that helped make him a household name: Old Cowhand; You Waited Too Long; The Hills of Old Wyoming; Chancel in the Valley; Ride Ranger Ride; Moonlight in the Prairie; Don’t Fence Me In, Hi Ho Silver; and more. Acrobat. $4.95

CD 2900122 THE JOHNNY HEDD SINGLES COLLECTION 1950-60. The 60-track anthology comprises selected A & B sides by this honky-tonk and rockabilly star, including all his pop and country hits from the U.S. and the U.K.: The Battle of New Orleans; Knockin’ on Alaskan; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 2981122 PATSY CLINE: Live at the Opry. To this day, Cline remains one of country music’s biggest stars. This CD collects 12 songs, including A Church, a Courthoom, and Then Goodbye; I’ve Loved and Lost Again; Walkin’ After Midnight; I Fall to Pieces; She’s Got You; Crazy; and more. Universal Music. $5.95

CD 2990819 THE BEST OF PATSY CLINE, VOL. 2: The Millennium Collection. Collects 13 hits from a true legend of country music. Songs include Blue Moon of Kentucky; Crazy; She’s Got You; Sweet Dreams; Walkin’ After Midnight; Back in Baby’s Arms; and more. Universal Music. CD 2991226 GEORGE JONES: Complete Collection 1960-1982. One of classic country’s greatest is highlighted in this extensive set, bringing together nine essential albums from his heyday. An astounding 130 tracks in all; it includes the entirety of The Grand Ole Opry: Country Of Country Music; Salutes Hank Williams; Duets Country Style; Homecoming in Heaven; My Favorites of Hank Williams; The Fabulous Country Music Sound of George Jones; Sings Bob Wills; and more. Four CDs. Enlightened. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 2981532 THE JIMMY WAKELEY COLLECTION 1940-53. Wakeley was one of the last of the “singing cowboys,” personalities who combined appearances in western movies with recording country and western records. This three-CD, 84 track set comprises sides for Decca and Capitol, including One Has My Name (the Other has my Heart); I Love You So Much it Hurts; Sippin’ Around; and many. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 3696639 CLEM GIBSON SINGS FOR THE KING. Presents 18 tracks of western Swing and Honky Tonk sound. This CD includes We Call on Him a duet with Elvis Presley; Easy Come, Easy Go, Any Old Time; Anyone Can Play, I Got Love; I’ll Never Know; Alone; Back in Baby’s Arms; The Rain Won’t Stop; what You Never Had, Spinning; Magic Fire; I’ll Be Back, Love on the Rocks; and Universal Music. Eight CDs. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 2805243 FLOYD TILLMAN: The Essential Recordings. A pioneer of both the Western Swing and the Honky Tonk sound, Tillman was one of the first Country artists to write Pop crossover hits. This two CD collection includes singles for these four music legends: Johnny Cash; Kris Kristofferson; Willie Nelson and Waylon Jennings. This CD collects 17 songs from a performance recorded in April 1992 in Scotland. Tracks include The Highwayman; On the Road Again; Folsom Prison Blues; Crazy; and more. Faster Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 5878802 HANK SNOW: We’ll Never Say Goodbye. Drawn from the Montreal sessions, recorded between 1937 and 1943, here are 22 tracks from the yodeling country great. There are two yodeling tracks with Recording country and western records. Among the highlights are I’m Talking About My Blue Eyes; Lonesome Yodel; The Highwayman; The Wildwood Flower; I’ll Never Know; and many. Time Life. $14.95

CD 6941265 GEORGE JONES: Heartaches and Hangovers. Collects ten songs from the 1940-60 period. Great: George Jones including Swinging Doors; Burn Another Honky Tonk Down; Heartaches and Hangovers; Mama, Take Me Home; Feeling single, Seeing Double, World of Forgotten People; I’ll Never Know; My Baby’s Gone; I Can’t Help It; and more. Acrobat. $4.95

CD 687827X TUMBLING TUMBLEWEEDS: Songs of the Golden West. A wonderful collection of 75 classic songs that gave us the “wrights of the road,” the characters who combined appearances in western movies with recording country and western records. Includes Gene Autry, Roy Rogers, Tex Ritter, Eddy Arnold, Bing Crosby, Jimmie Rodgers, The Sons of the Pioneers, and many others. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 3702502 TRUCK STOP. The songs and artists in this album are typical of the musical fare enjoyed by the “knights of the road” as they who combined appearances in western movies with recording country and western records. Includes Gene Autry, Roy Rogers, Tex Ritter, Eddy Arnold, Bing Crosby, Jimmie Rodgers, The Sons of the Pioneers, and many others. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 5923255 THE TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD COLLECTION 1946-57. This 22-track collection brings together every A and B side that Ford released from his 1951 debut through 1962, featuring 30 country and pop hits that charted in both the U.S. and the U.K. Mule Train; Shotgun Thursday; The Road; Saddle Up; and many. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95
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CD 6942853 GENNERT OLD TIME MUSIC: Classic Country Recordings 1927-1934. Venture back to a time when country music was just "being developed with this huge set of remastered classics. Four CDs and nearly 100 tracks bring together important contributions from pioneers like Fiddlin’ Doc Roberts, John D. Foster, JohnDisko Fox, and others. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

CD 6941303 HANK WILLIAMS: The Greatest Hits Live, Volume 1. Collects eleven of Williams’ greatest hits, some from live recordings including Cold, Cold Heart; The Foggy Bottom; Good Ol’ Hank; and the Drifting Cowboys; I Can’t Help It (If I’m Still in Love with You). Half as Much; Moanin’ the Blues; I’m So Lonesome I Could Cry; You’re Gonna Change; From Jerusalem to Jericho; On Top of Old Smoky; and I’ll Have a New LIttle LIFE. $4.95

CD 2981181 TRACE ADKINS: The Millennium Collection. Collects 10 tracks from the country star, including Rough & Ready; (This Ain’t) ‘No Thinkin’ Thing; You’re Gonna Miss This; I’m Tyin’; Ladies Love Country Boys; and more. Universal Music. $5.95

CD 6661428 GEORGE JONES: Ten Classic LPs. This four CD collection celebrates the influential career of one of country music’s great composers and performers extraordinary career. Bringing together ten original albums and a host of non-album singles these 135 tracks include: Down in the honorable; Jealousy; I Married You; and The Hardest Part. $9.95

CD 6674240 EMMYLOU HARRIS and THE HOT BAND: Cowboy Angels. In a 1975 live radio broadcast, Harris brings her country-rock version of The Blue Grass Boys’ classic: Cash on the Barrel Head; That’s All It Took; Feelin’ Single; Seein’ Double; Coat of Many Colors; Amarillo Again; Together Again; Return of the Grieving Angel; Bluebird Wine; Tonight the Bottle Let Me Down; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 2833948 GARTH BROOKS: The Ultimate Collection. Ten CDs feature 18 previously unreleased tracks, plus his complete 2016 studio album, featuring a limited edition cover art, and the 25th anniversary edition of Friends in Low Places. Other CDs highlight periods and themes from throughout Garth’s career, from Old School to On the Road live recordings to the Covers of other well-worn classics. Pearl Records. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

CD 2862465 JERRY BYRD: Jerry’s Expedition. This CD collects 30 tracks from the lap steel master, including Steelin’ The Blues; Maui Chimes; Byrd’s Boogie; St. Louis Blues; Texas Playboy Rag; Byrd’s Expedition; Bluegrass, and more. Rounder Records. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

CD 2953617 THE LOUVIN BROTHERS COLLECTION 1949-62. Over 50 tracks capture the short-lived but prolific career of this influential country/gospel duo, celebrated for their unique three-voice harmony, and includes classics like Cash on the Barrelhead; I Am a Drunkard; When I Stop Dreaming; Running Wild; I Don’t Believe You’ve Met My Baby; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 2953618 GEORGE JONES: The Millennium Collection. This CD of 10 songs provides a wonderful sampling of this country legend’s illustrious career, including She Thinks I Still Care; The Race Is On; A Girl I Used to Know; Who’s That Man I Had in Mind; and more. Universal Music. $5.95

CD 6992307 WILILE NELSON: At the Boarding House. Nelson performed a dynamic show at San Francisco’s Boarding House on June 7th, 1975. A show consisting of tunes from his recent albums, plus a number of well-chosen covers. Songs include Shotgun Willie; Funny How Time Slips Away/Crazy Night Life; I Shot The Sheriff; Get Up, Stand Up; Redemption Song; Lively up Yourself; and more. Seventeen tracks. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 2888408 BILL MONROE & THE BLUEGRASS BOYS: Castle Studio 1950-1951 Complete Sessions. Includes all of Bill Monroe’s recording sessions from 1950 and 1951, when the Bluegrass Boys represented bluegrass at its best and whose influence has lasted through several generations. There are 195 tracks, all of which are of interest to Monroe’s fans. Four CDs in all. Chromo Dreams. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

CD 2947404 DON GIBSON: The Complete Singles As & BS 1952-62. The influential country singer and songwriter is at his best in this 58-track selection, bringing together some of Gibson’s most memorable favorites as I Stop Lovin’ You; Oh Lonesome Me; Sea of Heartbreak; and Blue Sky Day, as well as a variety of A and B sides recorded for Columbia, MGM, and RCA over the course of a decade. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 6848664 JOHNNY CASH: 100 Hits. The Best Of Johnny Cash. From the Wild West Swing of the 1930s and ’40s, Bob Wills’s distinctive sound is the focus of this collection. Over 50 tracks in all, it brings together the highlights of some 15 years of his career, including more than 20 Top 10 country hits. One of Cash’s most well-known albums, this four CD set collects 100 hit songs, including I Walk the Line; Folsom Prison Blues; In the Jailhouse Now; Ballad of a Teenage Queen; Get Rhythm; and more. Not Now Music. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

CD 5760704 THE BOB WILLS AND HIS TEXAS PLAYBOYS COLLECTION 1935-50. A pioneer of the Western Swing style of the 1930s and ’40s, Bob Wills’s distinctive sound is the focus of this collection. Over 50 tracks in all, it brings together the highlights of some 15 years of his career, including more than 20 Top 10 country hits from the period—New Santa Anna Rose; Smoke on the Water; Sugar Moon; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 2973765 BOBBY HELMS: The Complete Releases 1955-62. A ’50s country star whose smooth Nashville sound crossed over onto the pop charts, Helms is highlighted in 52 tracks, including Wrecking Ball; Parachute; and two More Stories of Wine; Born to Run; Beneath Still Fields. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

CD 2826070 MARLEGGY WATERS: The Complete Story. A 1950s country star whose smooth Nashville sound crossed over onto the pop charts, Helms is highlighted in 52 tracks, including Wrecking Ball; Parachute; and two More Stories of Wine; Born to Run; Beneath Still Fields. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

CD 3704256 JERRY RIVERS: Stories of Country & Fresh Fiddle Music. The entertaining collection of classic recordings includes 30 of his top tracks. Many of these tracks were recorded by Rivers in the early 1960s for Starday Records. Twenty-nine tracks, including Forked Deer; The Story of the Little Boy; I Shot the Sheriff; Get Up, Stand Up; Redemptive Song; Lively up Yourself; and more. Synergy. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

CD 6820670 MARLEGGY WATERS. Bob Marley’s most beloved hits get the Grass treatment with this collection of twelve authentic instrumental Bluegrass covers, including Three Little Birds; No Woman, No Cry; Could You Be Loved; Easy Skanking; I Shot the Sheriff; Get Up, Stand Up; Redemption Song; Lively Up Yourself; and more. Synergy. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

CD 6848664 JOHNNY CASH: 100 Hits. The Best Of Johnny Cash. From the Wild West Swing of the 1930s and ’40s, Bob Wills’s distinctive sound is the focus of this collection. Over 50 tracks in all, it brings together the highlights of some 15 years of his career, including more than 20 Top 10 country hits. One of Cash’s most well-known albums, this four CD set collects 100 hit songs, including I Walk the Line; Folsom Prison Blues; In the Jailhouse Now; Ballad of a Teenage Queen; Get Rhythm; and more. Not Now Music. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

CD 5760704 THE BOB WILLS AND HIS TEXAS PLAYBOYS COLLECTION 1935-50. A pioneer of the Western Swing style of the 1930s and ’40s, Bob Wills’s distinctive sound is the focus of this collection. Over 50 tracks in all, it brings together the highlights of some 15 years of his career, including more than 20 Top 10 country hits from the period—New Santa Anna Rose; Smoke on the Water; Sugar Moon; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 2973765 BOBBY HELMS: The Complete Releases 1955-62. A ’50s country star whose smooth Nashville sound crossed over onto the pop charts, Helms is highlighted in 52 tracks, including Wrecking Ball; Parachute; and two More Stories of Wine; Born to Run; Beneath Still Fields. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

CD 2826070 MARLEGGY WATERS: The Complete Story. A 1950s country star whose smooth Nashville sound crossed over onto the pop charts, Helms is highlighted in 52 tracks, including Wrecking Ball; Parachute; and two More Stories of Wine; Born to Run; Beneath Still Fields. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

CD 3704256 JERRY RIVERS: Stories of Country & Fresh Fiddle Music. The entertaining collection of classic recordings includes 30 of his top tracks. Many of these tracks were recorded by Rivers in the early 1960s for Starday Records. Twenty-nine tracks, including Forked Deer; The Story of the Little Boy; I Shot the Sheriff; Get Up, Stand Up; Redemptive Song; Lively Up Yourself; and more. Synergy. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

CD 6820670 MARLEGGY WATERS. Bob Marley’s most beloved hits get the Grass treatment with this collection of twelve authentic instrumental Bluegrass covers, including Three Little Birds; No Woman, No Cry; Could You Be Loved; Easy Skanking; I Shot the Sheriff; Get Up, Stand Up; Redemption Song; Lively Up Yourself; and more. Synergy. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

CD 6992307 WILILE NELSON: At the Boarding House. Nelson performed a dynamic show at San Francisco’s Boarding House on June 7th, 1975. A show consisting of tunes from his recent albums, plus a number of well-chosen covers. Songs include Shotgun Willie; Funny How Time Slips Away/Crazy Night Life; I Shot the Sheriff; Get Up, Stand Up; Redemption Song; Lively up Yourself; and more. Synergy. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95
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**CD 6908926** SHE’S SELLING WHAT SHE USED TO GIVE AWAY. Collects 28 risqué hillbilly songs from the 30s, including Frankie and Johnny and I’m Gonna Sit Right Down and Write Myself a Letter. When Lonely’s Gone by Bang Boys, Red Nightowl Blues by Jimmie Davis. Nobody’s Business by Riley Puckett; Feels Good by Hartman’s Heartbreakers; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pubb. at $29.99 $19.99

**CD 2917551** JIM & JESSE: The Old Dominion Masters. To ensure they had the total freedom to produce themselves as they saw fit, Jim & Jesse took the radical step of creating their own label, and this box set highlights the first eight releases that appeared on Old Dominion during the 70s. Includes four CDs with over 100 tracks, and a 16 page LP sized booklet featuring history on this Bluegrass duo. Pinecastle Records. Pubb. at $35.99 $27.95

**CD 6795277** CHET ATKINS: Long Play Collection. Six of Mister Atkins’ original LPs, presented on three CDs! Includes every track of Chet Atkins at Home: Finger-Style Guitar; Hi-Fi in Focus; Chet Atkins in Hollywood; Mister Guitar; Chet Atkins at Home; Finger-Style Guitar; Hi-Fi in Focus; Chet Atkins in Hollywood; Mister Guitar; and The Other Chet Atkins, featuring tracks from Sophisticated Lady to The Streets of Laredo. Goldens. $11.95

**CD 2784433** THE GREATEST COUNTRY HITS OF 1962. This 110 track, four CD collection on the greatest hits of 62 includes: I Walk on By by Leroy Van Dyke; You’re the Reason by Bobby Edwards; Sometimes I’m Tempted by Marty Robbins; Old Rivers by Walter Brennan; Wolverton Mountain by Claude King; Adios by Leftfield Media. Includes information on all 113 tracks and many more. Pubb. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 6690802** JIM REEVES: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1949-62. Gentleman Jim was one of the most successful country artists of the 1950 and 1960s. This collection comprises his A and B sides for the Mac’s, Abbott, Fabor and RCA labels. Tracks include Mexican Joe; Bimbo; Baby I’m Yours; Red Nighgtown by Jim Reeves; and many more. Pubb. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6885884** THE OAK RIDGE BOYS: Original Greatest Hits. This collection presents all 11 number one country hits as originally recorded by the original band, plus a couple of number two hits. Tracks include: I’ll Be Home for Christmas; Divin’; Trying to Love Two Women; Love Song; American Made; Bobbie Sue; and many more. Pubb. at $14.98 $9.95

**CD 6896278** HANK WILLIAMS: The...Like Never Before. Collects 15 songs from the country music icon, including Cold, Cold Heart; Move It On Over; Long Gone Lonesome Blues; Hey; Good Lookin’; Lovesick Blues; I Saw the Light; and more. TIME LIFE. $4.95

**CD 6961436** THE GEORGE MORGAN SINGLES COLLECTION 1949-62. A country singer from Tennessee, Morgan was compared to Eddy Arnold and Jim Reeves as a “country crooner” and was a member of the Grand Ole Opry. This 54 track, two CD set comprises selected A & B sides of the fifty or more singles which he released during this era including Withered Roses; Broken Candy Heart; Almost; Be Sure You Know; Afraid to Answer; Answers; and many more. Bear Family Records. Pubb. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 6786979** LEE GREENWAY & TANYA TUCKER: Back to Back– The Best of Country. Lee and Tanya perform live in concert for this 16-track assortment, the first ten songs go straight to the heart of the issue: Commercials, Burgers and Beer and Thank You For Changing My Life. The final six go to easy listening, from Baby I’m Yours to You Are Beautiful. Javelin. $2.95

**CD 2942998** COUNTRY SLIDE. Presents 25 early examples of slide guitar playing in Country and Hillbilly music in the 1930s and 40s. Tracks include Big Bill Broonzy’s Careless Love by Darby and Tarlton; Beautiful Stars by The Dixon Brothers; and more. Pubb. at $11.95 $6.95

**CD 5927037** SONNY JAMES: The Singles Collection 1952-62. Sixty-one tracks bring together many of the A and B sides from Sonny James’ singles released on Capitol, NRC, RCA, and Dot labels during the first decade of his career, including country chart songs like Young Love; That’s the Way I’ve Always Loved You; and many more. Two CDs. Bear Family. Pubb. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 5853338** MY RIFLE, MY PONY AND ME. Twenty-six tracks bring together iconic songs, inspired by great western adventures on the big and small screen. My Rifle, My Pony & Me by Dean Martin & Ricky Nelson, The Sons of Kate Elder by Johnny Cash; Rawhide by John Denver; The Yellow Rose of Texas by Rogers; and more. Bear Family Records. Pubb. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 3557273** WEBB PIERCE: The Complete US Country Hits 1952-62. One of the most successful country artists during the 1950s, Webb Pierce scored more country No. 1’s during the decade than any other artist. Collected here are all 62 of his records, both A and B side, that made an appearance on the charts during that remarkable decade, from Wondering and The Last Waltz to Souvenir and later. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pubb. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6786976** MARTIN BUCKS: The Singles Collection 1951-62. The prolific country hit-maker of the ’50s and ’60s is revisited across three CDs, collecting 80 vintage tracks including hits like A Dear John Letter (with Jean Shepard); Gone: Wings of a Dove; I Feel Better All Over; Little Tom; A Fallen Star; and many more. Acrobat. Pubb. at $19.99 $11.95

**CD 292580X** THE CONWAY TWITTY COLLECTION 1957-62. Sixty-two tracks comprised from the A & B sides of all his singles throughout the years, plus selected titles from albums Conway Twitty Sings; Saturday Night with Conway Twitty; Lonely Blue Boy; The Rock & Roll Story, The Conway Twitty Touch; and Portrait of a Country Gentleman. Acrobat. Pubb. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2802145** STONEWALL JACKSON: The Complete Releases 1957-62. This 44 track set comprises the A & B sides of all his singles during this era, plus all the titles from his first two albums The Dynamic Stone and The Saddest Song. The collection features 14 country and pop chart entries including the number one Waterloo and Life to Go; Why I’m Walkin’; A Wound Time Can’t Erase; Leona; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pubb. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2820102** ROY ACUFF: The Early Albums Collection. This four CD set comprising 113 tracks feature ten of Acuff’s early albums including Old Time Barn Dance; Songs of Smoky Mountain; The Big Speckled Bird; Once More It’s Roy Acuff; That Glory Bound Train; King of Country Music; The World Is His Stage; Star of the Grand Ole Opry; and American Folk Songs. Acrobat. Pubb. at $14.95 $11.95

**CD 6703999** EMMYLOU HARRIS: The Cincinnati Kid. The singer-songwriter brings her folk and country stylings to Cincinnati, Ohio, with this 1985 concert at The Taft Theatre. Sixteen tracks include I’m Moving On; Blue Suede Shoes; The Ballad of Sally Rose; Save the Last Dance for Me. and more. Leftfield Media. Pubb. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2959887** LEROY VAN DYKE: The Complete Releases 1956-62. This 42 track two CD set focuses on the early years of Van Dyke’s career, and comprises the very first singles for the Mercury label from his 1956 début through to the end of 1962. Songs include Walk on By; Black Cloud; Big Man in a Big House; If a Woman Answers; and much more. Acrobat. Pubb. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2947741** MARTY ROBBINS: The Complete US Hits, 1952-62. Compares. 34 of Robbins’ greatest hits spanning his career. Tracks include: I’ll Go On Alone; Pretty Words; I Can’t Quit; Stairway of Love; She Was Only Seventeen; Ain’t I the Lucky One; Ruby Ann; Don’t Worry; El Paso; Singing the Blues; The Story of My Life; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pubb. at $16.99 $11.95

**CD 2837906** PORTER WAGONER: The Singles Collection 1952-62. Compares every A and B side from the 33 singles released by Wagoner over the course of a decade, including country hits like A Satisfied Mind; Misery Loves Company; Company’s Comin’; Eat, Drink and Be Merry; What Would You Do?; Your Old Love Letters; and Sixty tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pubb. at $16.99 $9.95
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**CD 292744 THE HANK LOCKLIN SINGLES COLLECTION, 1948-62.** Nearly 60 tracks highlight Locklin’s output of singles over the first 15 years of his career, including country and pop hits like Send Me the Pillow (That You Dream On); Let Me Be the One; From Here to There to You; Gypsy Girl; It’s a Little More Than I Can Bear. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

**CD 5923204 RAY PRICE: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1950-62.** This three-CD collection shines the spotlight on the first decade of Price’s remarkable career, bringing together every A and B side he released during the period. More than 75 tracks, including chart-toppers like Crazy Arms; My Shoes Keep Walking Back to You; City Lights; The Same Old Me; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2937441 MACY’S TEXAS HILLBILLY: Presents a 15-track selection of the best of the Macy label’s country and hillbilly releases, including Sittin’ on the Doorstep by Woody Carter and His Huedo Boys; I’ve Never Been So Blue by Jim Reeves; Tennessee by Ramblin’ Tommy Blue by Art Gunn and His Arizona Playboys; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

**CD 2935228 SHANIA NOW! This is the fifth studio album from the Canadian singer/songwriter. Collects 15 tracks, including Life’s About to Get Good; Swingin’ with My Eyes Closed; Who’s Gonna Be There When You Go; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2935918 THE GEORGE HAMILTON IV COLLECTION 1956-62.** This 58 track two-CD set comprises almost all the A & B sides of Hamilton’s singles during this era for Colonial, ABC-Paramount and RCA. Songs include Before This Horizon; Please, Please, Please; You Don’t Know; I Ain’t Gonna Tell You; I Will Miss You This Day Ends; Three Steps to the Phone; If You’re Ever in Tennessee, I’ll Be There; I Can’t Believe You; You Never Knew Me; and A few Short Years Ago; Running Back; No, My Child; Fly Pretty Swallow; Voice of the Barny; Ring of Fire; Fair and Tender Ladies; Satan’s Child; Fly Pretty Swallow; Voice of the Bayou; And Ovaltine; Cross Over Jordan; When You Go; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95

**CD 2680379 GLEN CAMPBELL: Love & Live.** Enjoying over fifty years as a successful solo performer, Campbell was one of the biggest stars of country music all of time and this collection gathers fabulous performances of some of his biggest hits including Without You; What a Wonderful World; Rhinestone Cowboy; All I Ever Need; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2937301 COUNTRY SWINGTIME.** This 18-track collection of Western Swing or Country Swing includes Take Me Back to Tulsa by Bob Wills & His Texas Playboys, Panhandle Shute by the West, Hot As I Am by Saddle Tramps; Reno Street Blues by Hi-Flyers; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95 $6.95

**CD 2935228 HILLBILLY: Presents a 15-track selection of the best of the Macy label’s country and hillbilly releases, including Sittin’ on the Doorstep by Woody Carter and His Huedo Boys; I’ve Never Been So Blue by Jim Reeves; Tennessee by Ramblin’ Tommy Blue by Art Gunn and His Arizona Playboys; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

**CD 2935918 THE GEORGE HAMILTON IV COLLECTION 1956-62.** This 58 track two-CD set comprises almost all the A & B sides of Hamilton’s singles during this era for Colonial, ABC-Paramount and RCA. Songs include Before This Horizon; Please, Please, Please; You Don’t Know; I Ain’t Gonna Tell You; I Will Miss You This Day Ends; Three Steps to the Phone; If You’re Ever in Tennessee, I’ll Be There; I Can’t Believe You; You Never Knew Me; and A few Short Years Ago; Running Back; No, My Child; Fly Pretty Swallow; Voice of the Barny; Ring of Fire; Fair and Tender Ladies; Satan’s Child; Fly Pretty Swallow; Voice of the Bayou; And Ovaltine; Cross Over Jordan; When You Go; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2853434 GOOD OLD BOYS LIVE: Drink Up & Go Home.** Frank Wakefield, David Nelson, Brantley Kearns, Pat Campbell and Jerry Garcia formed the Good Old Boys for this February, 1975 live performance. Tracks include Ashes of Love; Lonesome Road Blues; Long Gone; Pistol Packing Mama; and more. Collects 24 tracks on two CDs. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 6606079 ANITA CARTER: Ring of Fire.** The youngest of the Carter Sisters, Anita gained fame as a performer and recorded between 1962 and 1964; (Love’s) Ring of Fire; Fair and Tender Ladies; Satan’s Child; Fly Pretty Swallow; Voice of the Bayou; A Few Short Years Ago; Running Back; I’m So Sorry; I Love No; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

**CD 6690906 THE FARON YOUNG COLLECTION, 1951-62.** One of the coldest of country stars to come to prominence in the early 1950s at the height of honky tonk, Faron Young’s well-loved ‘50s hits are presented in this two-CD set. Sixty tracks comprise all A sides and selected B sides from a decade of releases including country hits like Live For Love; I Love You, Young Country Girl; and Hello, Walls. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2870878 JOHNNY PAYCHECK: Greatest Hits.** This collection features 11 tracks from the man who changed how country music is sung! Tracks include Take This Job and Shove It; She’s All I Got; Slide Off Your Satin Sheets; Motel Time Again; For a Minute There; Song and Time in a Bottle; Get a Little; Little; Lillies Grow High; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2841169 BARBARA MANDRELL: Greatest Hits.** You’ll love the 12 songs collected on this CD from one of country music’s biggest stars. Tracks include The Wayward Wind; Break My Mind; After Closing Time; Give a Little; A Little, Lillies Grow High; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 279862X WANDA JACKSON: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1954-62.** This great value 58 track, two CD set comprises the A and B sides of all this country singer’s singles on the Decca and Capitol labels during this period. Tracks include Let Me Love; Country Style; That’s My Love; I Cried Again; Sinful Heart; Funnel of Love; Let My Love Walk In; The Greatest Actor; You Bug Me Bad; One Teardrop at a Time; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 5749534 JIMMY WAKELY: Made Honky Tonk Angels.** Some of his biggest hits including Cheatin’ Heart by Hank Williams; I Love You So Much It Hurts by Jimmy Wakely; I Don’t Hurt Anymore by Hank Snow; Jealous Heart by Tex Ritter; Anytime by Eddy Arnold; Wasabi Cannonball by Roy Acuff; and many more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $16.99

**CD 2927373 CARL SMITH: The Complete US Hits, 1951-62.** This 50-track set comprises all the entries in the U.S. country and pop charts which Carl Smith scored from his chart debut in 1951 through the decade that included a remarkable run of 21 with consecutive singles during the ’50s and a two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 5795837 THE SLIM WHITMAN COLLECTION, 1951-62.** Notable for his distinctive popsweet and yelling ability, country star Slim Whitman was in a class of his own. This valuable 52-track collection offers up several of his chart hits, including classics like Indian Love Call; Secret Love; Roosa Mane; I’ll Take Your Guns to Town; Ringo; The Hangin’ Tree; Time of the Season; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 668615X THE CARTER FAMILY, VOLUME 2, 1935-1941.** Experience the later years of the family’s career of American music with an astounding 129 tracks. Over six hours of vintage music in all, it includes remastered cuts of Glory to the Lamb; Behind Those Stone Walls; Sinking in the Lonesome Sea; East Virginia Blues; Jealous Hearted Me; and more folk and country classics. Five CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $26.99 $21.95

**CD 167163 MELBA MONTGOMERY: Golden Moments.** Notable for her voice of Melba Montgomery delivered homegrown country for a 30 year period between the ‘50s and the ‘80s. This collection provides a sample from every aspect of her career. Tracks include Someone Like You; Making Believe; Lonely Street; Silver Threads and Golden Needles; and more. Ten tracks. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 676021X THE HANK THOMPSON & HIS BRAZOS VALLEY BOYS COLLECTION, 1946-62.** Brings together 57 tracks by the prolific hit-maker and his crew, including all of Hank Thompson’s chart hits—Wild Side of Life; Rub-a-Dub; Wake Up, Irene—and more, plus selected A and B sides on the Blue Bonnet, Globe, and Capitol Labels. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 6941273 GEORGE JONES: Mr. Country and Western Music.** A collection of 14 top hits from the country westerner including I Just Lost My Favorite Girl; What’s Bad for You Is Good for Me; Don’t You Ever Get Tired; How Proud I Would Have Been; Flowers for Mama; Things Have Gone to Pieces; and more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
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**CD 655973 THE NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND: Nashville 1974.** Performed in front of a select audience and broadcast locally in Nashville on WSM, this FM broadcast features rarities and obscure tracks by some of the genre's most influential artists. The set includes classics like "Memphis." All Access. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 668627 HOMER & JETHRO ASSAULT THE ROCK 'N ROLL ERA.** The forefathers of country parody, country music jokesters Homer Haynes and Jethro Burns offer their hilarious takes on the biggest rock hits of their time. Thirty-one tracks include parodies like "Hound Dawg" (multiple takes), Two Tone Shoes, Milk-Aged Teenager, At the Flip, and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6675905 BILL MONROE AND HIS BLUEGRASS BOYS: All the Classic Releases 1936-1949.** Bill Monroe practically invented the genre of Bluegrass. This huge 112-track set chronicles how it happened, song by song. Featuring appearances by Lester Flatt, Earl Scruggs, and more. It includes classics like My Long Journey Home; Little Red Shoes; On Some Foggy Mountain Top, and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

**CD 6940846 THE CHEAT ATKINS SINGLES COLLECTION 1946-62.** This 59-track, two CD collection focuses on Atkins' work as an recording artist, covering a period more than a decade and a half. Tracks include Canned Heat; I Know When I'm Blue; Barber Ship Rag; Spanish Fandango; Hangover Blues; Mr. Bojangles; While She's Sleepin'; Love Me Be Your Sidekick; I'm Lonesome Too; No Hard Times; Mississippi Sandman; Windy and Warm; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

**CD 593489  HANK THOMPSON & HIS HODED mockingbird in Birmingham, Ala.; After the Ball; Black Jack Moonshine; Careless Love; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

**CD 598085 THE COUNTRY BOYS: All the Hits of 1950.** This 57-track, two CD collection celebrates the year, complete with hits from one of the most popular and respected hillbilly singers of the 1950s, including legendary performers like Hank Williams, Ernest Tubb, and more. Two sixty-twelve tracks. All Access. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2841401 SLEEPY LEEFEE: Tomorrow Never Comes.** This album reflects Sleepy's never-dying love of hard country. Songs include Detour; Too Much Monkey Business; Tomorrow Never Comes; The Blues Come Around; Low Down Dog; and more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $28.99

**CD 2972255 BUCK OWENS: Bound for Bakersfield 1953-1956.** A robust collection of 21 songs from the country legend's early days. Tracks include Blue Love; Down on the Corner of Love; It Don't Show on Me; Hot Dog; There Goes My Love; and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2973327 JOHNNY CASH: A Lone Star State of Mind.** This two CD collection features the full broadcast of a remarkable performance by Cash in Austin, Texas on December 8, 1994. Among the 26 tracks included are; Folsom Prison Blues; I Walk the Line; Heart of Stone; Somewhere Between; Sunday Morning Coming; Man in Black; A Boy Named Sue; and more. Twenty-six tracks. All Access. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2953609 THE JIMMIE DAVIS COLLECTION 1929-47.** This collection of 33 classics pede Birmingham Jail to After the Ball; Black Jack Moonshine; Careless Love; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

**CD 292766X THE MITCHELL TOROK COLLECTION.** 1949-60. A collection of classics by the '50s country star. Includes I'll Get My Loving Somewhere Else; Roulette; Too Late Now; Red Light, Green Light; I Wish I Was a Little Country Boy; I Know What I Know Now; Up and Go Home; You're Tempting Me; and more. Fifty-nine tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

**CD 6744761 THE GREATEST COUNTRY HITS OF 1950.** Takes fans back to 1950 to showcase 100 hits featured on the Billboard Country Top 15 during that year. Relive country genre from 1950 with 100 of the songs from the genre, recorded by influential greats like Hank Williams, Ernest Tubb, Emie Ford, Red Foley, Gene Autry, Hank Snow, Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 2370851 JIMMY DEAN: The Complete Mercury & Columbia Singles As & Bs 1955-62.** He was a country singer, radio and TV personality and actor and this two CD collection celebrates his long and illustrious career. The 51 tracks include hits like False Pride; Hello Mr. Blues; Freight Train Blues; What This Old Town Needs; A Fool in Love; Love Me So I'll Know; My Heart is an Open Door; I'm Goin' Down; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 6896774 DEBBY BOONE: You Light Up My Life.** Collects 12 tracks from the 1980 hit soundtrack plus 13 bonus tracks from The Boone Girls. Songs include You Light Up My Life; When the Lovelight Starts Shining; A Rock and Roll Song; He's a Rebel; My Guy; Please Mr. Postman, and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $9.95

**CD 567052 EDDY ARNOLD: The Collector's Choice.** 1945-62. Seventy-seven tracks bring together every A and B side that Eddy charted in either the Country or Pop charts from his 1945 debut through to 1962, almost all of them making the Top 10. It's a feast of classic country that Eddy listened to the traditional style of his early hits to the lush Nashville sound of the '50s and '60s. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 2871092 TEXAS HILLBILLIES.** Ninety-three instrumentalists and songs providing a glimpse into the string band music performance of Texas 'hillbilly' musicians. This four CD collection includes tracks like Lonely Cowboy by Arthur Mills; Chicken in the Garden by Hugh Roden and Toy Rogers; Far in the Mountain by Red Headed Fiddlers; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $26.95

**CD 2593366 EPIC AMERICANA: Pre-Wars Blues, Country & Folk.** A 78 track anthology of pre-war music featuring 25 tracks of Blues; Crazy Blues; Ramblin' Blues; Pony Blues; and more. Twenty-six tracks of Country; Arkansas Traveler; Dancing Coral; Blue Railroad Train; and more. 27 tracks of Folk songs; The House Carpenter; Quiet Sun; Indian Dreams; Azalea; Whoop; and more. Three CDs. Floating World. Pub. at $23.99

**CD 667100 BONNIE RAITT: Same Old Love.** Recorded live at the Orpheum Theatre in Nashville, this FM broadcast features rarities and other performances that highlight her best in performances of Baby, I Love You; I Thank You; Sugar Mama; Three Time Loser; The Glow; Angel from Montgomery; Give It Up (Or Let Me Go Out the Front Door); and more. Sutra. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6675921 GID TANNER AND THE SKILLCUTTERS.** Featuring Riley Puckett, Clayton McMichen, Lowe Stokes and others, here are 100 vintage tracks by "Old Timey's Favorite Band," represented for a new audience. Includes renditions of Rock That Cradle Lucy; Bonaparte's Retreat; Cripple Creek; Bully of the Band; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

**CD 2924929 DARBY & TARTLON: Ooze It Up To Me.** Embracing the style of rural blues singers at the height of their wonderful effect. Darby and Tatlton recorded the most evocative blues of the 1930s and '40s, and have re-created the records of great country tracks in the 20s and '30s, many of which are presented in this heedy collection. Twenty-three tracks include; You're Gonna Go; You're Gonna Go; I've Got the Time; Cold Feet; Love, Love, Love; I've Been Away Too Long; I'll Sit Alone and Cry; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

**CD 6674671 ALL ACCESS.** Pub. at $14.99

**CD 5924942 LEFTY FRIZZELL- COUNTRY MUSIC LEGEND.** Selected Sides 1950-1959. Head to the country for 100 selected sides by a king of country music, drawn from nearly a decade of his career. Four CDs include vintage tunes like You Have to Love Me; Please, Please, Please; Let's Get Married; That's My Wish; I've Got the Time; Cold Feet; Love, Love, Love; I've Been Away Too Long; I'll Sit Alone and Cry; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

**CD 2593366 EPIC AMERICANA: Pre-Wars Blues, Country & Folk.** A 78 track anthology of pre-war music featuring 25 tracks of Blues; Crazy Blues; Ramblin' Blues; Pony Blues; and more. Twenty-six tracks of Country; Arkansas Traveler; Dancing Coral; Blue Railroad Train; and more. 27 tracks of Folk songs; The House Carpenter; Quiet Sun; Indian Dreams; Azalea; Whoop; and more. Three CDs. Floating World. Pub. at $23.99
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Country & Western - Bluegrass

**DVD 671742** GLEN CAMPBELL: Live Anthology 1972-2001. The country icon brings all his hits to the stage with this CD/DVD collection. Spanning over 50 years, the 140-minute DVD features footage of By the Time I Get to Phoenix; Try a Little Kindness; True Grit; and more, plus 20 bonus tracks including duets with famous Newton-John, Murray and others. The CD offers 22 live tracks, from Rhinestone and more. Enlightened. Pub. at $14.99

**DVD 672503** LEGENDS OF COUNTRY: Classic Hits of the ’50s, ’60s & ’70s. Country’s greatest stars perform country’s greatest hits in this assemblage of Legends of Country performances. Includes live performances by Patti Page, Glen Campbell, B.J. Thomas and others; vintage performances like Patsy Cline’s My Sunnite and Coal Miner’s Daughter; plus a handful of bonus recordings. 90 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.98

**DVD 286423** THE BELLFURIES: Big Sandy and the Fly-Rite Trio. Widescreen. In June 2011 at the 15th Anniversary Rockabilly Rave, these two genuine supergroups came together in front of a massive sell out crowd. Thousands of fans witnessed a Saturday night that has gone down in rockabilly history. The two albums performed that night were On the Go by Big Sandy and the Fly-Rite Trio and, J.C. Plays the Classics. Eight tracks, assembling standards like How Much is That Doggie in the Window; I’m Your Man; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95

Lonesome for You: The Bellfuries. 79 minutes. BopTop. Pub. at $8.95

**DVD 670130** THE GREAT JIM REEVES ANTHOLOGY, REVISED. Fullscreen. From humble beginnings in early 1950s East Texas to holding the top of the charts in 1954, this revered DVD anthology charts the progress of one of America’s biggest musical achievers. Collects 30 TV performances by Gentleman Jim, including rare Grand Ole Opry appearances and more. H&H. Pub. at $13.95

**DVD 755219** WILLIE NELSON: Live! at the U.S. Festival 1983. Fullscreen. Held over two weekends in 1982 and 1983, the U.S. Festival brought together an exposition for technology and some of the greatest acts in rock. June 4 was “Cowboy Day,” and the headline act was none other than the legendary Willie Nelson, performing such classics as Whitey River; Crazy; On the Road Again; Always on My Mind; and more. Performance is captured here. 80 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.98

Jazz - Big Bands

**CD 2900475** THE BEST OF GUY LOMBARDO & HIS ROYAL CANADIANS. The celebrated Canadian-American bandleader and violinist features in 20 recordings including Autumn Leaves; Around the World; Canadian Sunset; Coquette; Dancing in the Dark; Fascination; Hello Young Lovers; Frankie and Johnny; Homespun. I’ll See You in My Dreams; Stardust; and more. TGG. $4.95

**CD 2927594** NEW ORLEANS JAZZ. That brand of jazz unique to the deep south, compiled into one addictive collection. Twenty-five tracks include contributions from Johnny Bayersdorffer & His Jazzola Novelty Orchestra, Papalia & His Orchestra, The New Orleans Rhythm Kings, Bunk Johnson & His Jazzola Novelty Orchestra, The Original Zenith Orchestra, The Original Dixieland Jazz Band, and more. MVD Visual. $6.95

**CD 7553161** THE MILLS BROTHERS COLLECTION, 1931-52. The Mills Brothers were one of the most important and influential vocal groups in 20th century music, bringing together gospel, doowop, jazz, and more. This 54-track set showcases their unmatched talent, ranging from spectacular recordings in 1931 to their final Top 10 hit in 1952. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.97

**CD 7553072** THEOLONIOUS MONK WITH JOHN COLTRANE: The Complete 1957 Riverside Recordings. For a brief, magical period in 1957, musical giants finally met. The man who established the tenor style; the drummer who gave the tenor style to jazz; the drummer who released his own big band record; the tenor with tenor as his main instrument; the guitarist who brought together the drum solo as an integral part of jazz and more. That talent is on display in these 20 tracks, assembling standards like Round Midnight; Acknowledgement; Kick Out of You; Jazzabelle; All the Things You Are; and more. Primo. $6.95

**CD 298105X** JOHN COLTRANE: A Love Supreme. Coltrane saw this album as his gift to God. The world has come to realize it as a classic—not only Coltrane’s best known work, but one of the most important and influential jazz records ever made. Collects Part 1 and Part 4. Essential Recordings. Part 2 Resolution. Pub. at $19.95


**CD 6908896** PAUL DESMOND: The Complete Albums Collection 1953-1963. This wonderful four CD collection brings together the entirety of Desmond’s quartet during this time period. 82 tracks compiled include The Rainbow; Two of a Mind; Desmond Blue; I Get a Kick Out of You; Jazzabelle; and the All the Things You Are: and many more. Enlightened. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 1862197** BENNY GOODMAN: Giants of the Big Band Era. This collection provides a snapshot of Goodman’s extraordinary recording output, focusing mainly on his “Golden Era” from 1935-49, but also including some interesting recordings from the 1950s. Includes not only exemplars of his brand of jazz unique to the deep south, compiled into one addictive collection. Twenty-five tracks include contributions from Johnny Bayersdorffer & His Jazzola Novelty Orchestra, Papalia & His Orchestra, The New Orleans Rhythm Kings, Bunk Johnson & His Jazzola Novelty Orchestra, The Original Zenith Orchestra, The Original Dixieland Jazz Band, and more. MVD Visual. $6.95

**CD 280512X** BILLY ECKSTINE: The Essential Recordings. He’s mainly remembered now as a vocalist, a stylistic balladeer, but this two CD collection hopes to reestablish his place as a vocalist who inspired a whole generation of future Jazz and Soul artists. Features 40 tracks, including I Apologize; Blue Moon; Mood Indigo; I’m in the Mood for Love; Lady; Groovin’ High; Molten Swing; Juji; Deluge; Black Diamond; and much more. Universal Music. Pub. at $12.95

**CD 3691780** WAYNE SHORTER: Early Albums. A rare treasure! A true pioneer in jazz, this four-CD box set highlights the early, albeit crucial years of Shorter’s solo career, both as a bandleader and as a contributor. Collects 59 tracks, including Blue in the Face; Dori Dori; Kick Out of You; Soul Searchin; Welcome; and more. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 5917344** GENE KRUPA: Thats Drummer’s Band. The man who established the drum solo as an integral part of jazz and rock, Krupa retains his unparalleled reputation to this day. That talent is on display in these 20 tracks, assembling standards like Rhythm Jam; Tutti Frutti; Jungle Madness; Drummin’ Man; and more! Primo. $6.95

**CD 899520** JOHNNY MATHIS 1957-62: The Complete US Singles As & Bs. From his debut in 1957 through to 1962, this huge collection highlights the foundations of Johnny Mathis’ monumental career. It includes classic hits like Wonderful Wonderful Wonderland; Misty; Teacher Teacher; The Twelfth of Never; A Certain Smile; Someone; One Chance; It’s Not for Me to Say; Gina; and much more. Over 50 tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

**CD 7295922** EDDIE GILL GARNER: The Classic Jazzola Collection. This wonderful collection includes 85 tracks from early original LPs from 1956-1961. Tracks include I’ll Never Smile Again; The Way You Look Tonight; On The Sunny Side Of The Street; Sweet Lorraine; You Are My Sunshine; and many more. Four CDs. Enlightened. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6971679** BERT KAEMPFFERT: Eight Classic Albums. The music of orchestra leader and song writer Bert Kaempfert is featured on this four CD collection. Featuring some of Bert’s most beautiful and lovely melodies such as I Love You; Tammy; La Vie en Rose; Dancing in the Dark; Unchained Melody; Blue Moon; When I Fall in Love; A Swinging Safari; Yellow Bird; and so on. Includes a 64-page booklet profiling many of these featured legends. Chrome Dreams. $14.95
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**CD 2798468 THE JAZZ CRUSADERS: The Classic Pacific Jazz Albums.** Collects the entirety of eight full albums including *Neon Sound; Lookout Ahead; The Lighthouse; Tough Talk; Heat Wave; Jazz Waltz with Les McCann; Stretchin' Out*; and *The Thing*. Features 68 tracks on four CDs. Pub. at $14.99. **$9.95**

**CD 2927659 VAUGHN MONROE’S GREATEST HITS.** Forty-eight tracks illuminate the career of this popular mid-century trumpeter, bandleader and banjo singer. Only his biggest hits could fit on one LP, taking listeners from 1940 through 1955 with numbers like *I've Said It Again; Let It Snow!; Ballerina; Riders in the Sky; and Someday*. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **$9.95**

**CD 692834X LOUIS ARMSTRONG: The Centennial Album.** Two CDs capture the music of one of jazz’s greatest musicians, delivering 50 tracks like, *Cornet Chop Suey; Honeysuckle Rose; I'm Coming Virginia; Oh! Look at Me; and When the Saints Go Marching In*. **$4.95**

**CD 592734X GERRY MULLIGAN: The Pacific Jazz Collection 1952-1959.** One of the foremost figures on the West Coast jazz scene, Gerry Mulligan retains a sparkling reputation as a musician, arranger and composer. Collected here are all nine albums he recorded for the Pacific Jazz label. Gerry Mulligan Quartet Volumes 1 & 2; Paris Concert; California Concerts; Lee Konitz Plays with the Gerry Mulligan Quartet; Recorded in Boston at Storyville; The Gerry Mulligan Songbook; Reunion with Chet Baker; and *Gerry Mulligan Rings a Song with Muli* (4 CDs). Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 5896878 1950: The Year That Jazz Changed.** Collects, in their entirety, four of the year’s most groundbreaking jazz records; Miles Davis’s *Bup Doo Chee; Art Blakey’s *Tyrone; Charles Mingus’s* *Mingus Ah Um*, an album that anticipated post-modernism; and *Ornette Coleman’s* *Shape of Jazz to Come*. **$5.95**

**CD 4599075 SCOTT JOPLIN: His Complete Works.** A key figure of the genre’s musical revival, Richard Zimmern reconstructs the groundbreaking career of Scott Joplin (1868-1917), a pianist whose inimitable skill earned him the title of “King of Ragtime Composer.” Features four CD sets. **$9.95**

**CD 2805154 CLEO LAINÉ: The Essential Early Recordings.** This two CD collection celebrates the early career of a pioneering artist who challenged the very definition of what constitutes jazz music. Features 40 tracks including *I Got Rhythm; April in Paris; Early American* and more. **$5.95**

**CD 6795757 CAL TJADER: The Classic Fantasy Collection 1953-1962.** Nine of Cal’s classic albums of Latin-flavored jazz, brought together on four CDs. This milestone compilation presents ten every track of *The Cal Tjader Trio; Zacate; Ritmo Caliente*; Tjader Plays Mambo; Cal Tjader Quintet; Latin Kick; Cal Tjader-Stan Getz Sextet; Demasiado Caliente; and Latino Con Cal Tjader. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 6938809 LIONEL HAMPTON: The Classic Pacific Jazz Collection 1951-1958.** Features nine original albums on this 4 CD set, including *Lionel Hampton and His All Stars with Milton Mazz Mezzrow; Crazy Hlop; The Lionel Hampton Quartet; Heart and Getz; Jam Session in Paris; Gene Krupa; Gene Krupa’s Boogie Woogie Park; Creole Jazz; and* *Terry Wilson; Lionel Hampton and His Giants; Hampton’s Big Four; and Hallelujah Hamp*. Forty-three tracks in all. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 6701353 STAN GETZ: The Classic Albums Collection 1955-1963.** Among the very great saxophonists of the Jazz Age, Getz’s greatness is highlighted in this four-CD compilation. Collects eight classic albums: *Hamp and Getz; Stan Getz and J.J. Johnson at the Opera House; Jazz Giants ’58; Easy Like; Fly Me to the Moon; Getz/Gilberto; and The Olympics*. **$11.95**

**CD 6928269 THE BEST OF CAB CALLOWAY.** Here are scat-filled classics from this standard-bearer, whose innovative leadership of one of America’s best black bands led to a long-residency at the legendary Cotton Club. Among the twenty tracks: *Swing, Sing, Swing; Reel Monkey; Beale Street Blues; Shanghai Noodles; Rise and Fall of the Cotton Club; and (Hep Ha! Ha!)* The Jumps. Joel Halmrak. **$4.95**

**CD 5923042 THE FATS WALLER COLLECTION 1922-43.** This valuable 25-track collection traces Waller’s inimitable career, from his first recordings all the way to just before his untimely death in 1943. Plays the entire repertoire: from piano boogie to grand LPs, plus an unreleased session. Albums include: *Inception; Reaching Fourth; Nights of Ballads & Blues; Live at Newport; McCoy Tyner Plays Ellington, Today and Tomorrow;* and *Munch Jam Session*. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 2870932 MCCOY TYNER: The Impulse Albums Collection.** This complete four CD collection showcases all of Tyner’s work with Impulse as a leader. Features 56 tracks on 4 CDs, plus an unreleased session. Albums include: *Inception; Reaching Fourth; Nights of Ballads & Blues; Live at Newport; McCoy Tyner Plays Ellington, Today and Tomorrow;* and *Munch Jam Session*. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 6809993 BIG BAND BOOGIE: Boogie on the Freddie.** In a freewheeling celebration featuring Will Bradley and Freddie Slack re-creating 24 of the most popular big band boogie woogie tunes, including their own *Beat Me Daddy (To the Bar); Down the Road a Million; The Cow Boogie; Pig Foot Stomp* and much more. Also includes two bonus tracks. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99. **$9.95**

**CD 2820021 LEE MORGAN: Eight Classic Albums.** Bringing together eight of Morgan’s most prestigious and finest albums, this four CD collection comprises 42 tracks including *The Sidewinder; Totem Pole; Ramsey's Book; Hot Fourtune; Tom Cat; Twice Around; The Rumpoler; Yes I Can; No You Can't; You Go To My Heart; Mottin's Got;* and more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 2948761 SPIKE JONES: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection.** Features sixty numbers from the jazz drummer and bandleader known for his satirical renditions of popular songs. Tracks include *I'm Getting Sentimental Over Tommy; I'm Getting Sentimental Over Jean; The Long Legged Lady; The Homecoming; The Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy; Georgia Swing; Oh, I Didn't Realize;* and more. **$9.95**

**CD 5890020 JELLY ROLL MORTON: Jelly Roll Blues.** A name synonymous with Jazz greats. Morton’s work is the stuff of legend. The pianist, bandleader, composer, arranger, and innovator reveals why he remains Creole jazz royalty in these 25 tracks, including *Black Bottom Stomp; Swing, Swing; Reel Monkey; Creole Jazz; and Jump Stomp*. **$4.95**

**CD 6857787 STAN KENTON: The Classic Albums Collection 1948-1962.** Comprises nine complete albums: *A Presentation of Progressive Jazz (1948); City of Glass (1957); Kenton in Hi-Fi (1959); Inception; Inception; Inception; Inception; Inception; Inception; Inception; Inception; and Inception*. **$19.99**

**CD 6799385 JOHN COLTRANE: The Classic Collaborations 1957-1963.** This collection brings together the very finest albums Coltrane recorded in collaboration with other jazz greats including Thelonious Monk, Duke Ellington, Milt Jackson, Red Garland and more. Forty-four tracks on 4 CDs include *Mating Call; Soutrane; On a Misty Night; You Leave Me Breathless; Dedicated to You; and In a Sentimental Mood*. **$11.95**

Minnie the Moocher; and *More Than Just A Shoe*. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/699
Guitar of Wes Montgomery: Nearly 60 tracks on four CDs.

**CD 587288X WES MONTGOMERY: The Classic Recording 1956-1960.** Experience two years in the career of a jazz guitar master with eighty-five tracks of classic albums, in this set: Montgomeryland; Kismet; The Montgomery Brothers and Five Others; A Good Git-Together; The Wes Montgomery Trio; The Incredible Jazz Guitar of Wes Montgomery; Nearily and The Montgomery Brothers. 


**CD 5872561 AHMAD JAMAL: THE COMPLETE COLLECTION, Part One 1951-1959.** Offers up the complete track listings of eight essential albums by the great jazz pianist and composer: Piano Scene; Ahmad Jamal Plays; Ahmad Jamal Trio; Count Em 88; At the Pershing/But Not for Me; Live at the Spotlight/Trio Jamal Vol. 1, and Portfolio of Ahmad Jamal Vol. 2. Over 70 tracks on four CDs.


**CD 2841355 OSCAR PETERSON: THE CLASSIC VERVE ALBUMS COLLECTION.** This four-CD collection brings together eight of Peterson's finest albums, all recorded for the esteemed Verve label during his heyday in the 1950s and 1960s. Collects Stan Getz and the Oscar Peterson Trio; Ben Webster Meets Peterson; The Trio; Something Warm; The Sound of the Trio; Put on a Happy Face; Night Train; and We Get Requests. Sixty tracks. 


**CD 6648851 BOOGIE WOOGIE: THE ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL 3 CD COLLECTION.** A collection of sixty jazz hits by the original artists including Honky Tonk Train Blues by Meade Lux Lewis; No Special Rider Blues by Little Brother Montgomery; Vine Street Boogie by Jay McShann; Beulah's Boogie by Lionel Hampton; and more. 3 CDs. Big3. $9.95

**CD 5818516 NAT KING COLE: THE COMPLETE US & UK HITS 1942-1962.** Enjoy an entire collection of hits by the transcendent Nat King Cole with this uniformly wide-ranging collection. At 113 tracks, it features all his U.S. Billboard chart entries from the period, as well as his UK hits, including well-loved classics like Mandy, Close Your Eyes, Fall in Love, Fine. Acropolis. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95

**CD 2927578 THE MUGGSY SPANIER COLLECTION 1924-49.** One of the most prominent cornettists in Dixieland jazz, Muggsy Spanier defined the revival movement with 16 recordings by his Ragtime Band in late 1939. Those tracks are included in this collection, which covers the full span of his career, from 1924-46. 

Enlightenment. Pub. at $9.99. $5.95

**CD 2986000 THE MODERN JAZZ QUARTET: THE EARLY YEARS 1952-56.** From one of the most innovative, distinctive and influential groups in the 1950s comes this 32 track two CD set comprising recordings from this time period. Songs include All the Things You Are; La Ronde; The Queen's Fancy; Django; I'm In a Love Mood; I've Got a Heartache; I'll Remember April; I'll Remember You; In a Love Affair; It Never Entered My Mind; Like someone in Love; Love for Sale; Mamasan; Mau Mau; Mood Indigo; My Favorite Things; One for My Baby; One in a Million; One Night of Love; One Note Samba; One Weary, Two Tired; Only You; and When the Red, Red Robin Comes in the Spring. Acropolis. Pub. at $19.99. $12.95

**CD 2903814 WHEN THE SAINTS GO MARCHING IN: GREATEST DIXIELAND JAZZ.** This three CD, 71 track collection of some of the greatest Dixieland Jazz includes: Basin Street Blues; Blind Blake; Mississippi Ramble by Wild Bill Davison & His Commodores; Darktown Strutters' Ball by Bun John; At a Georgia Camp Meeting by Sidney Bechet & His New Orleans Feathertones; Five Spot on the Road by Red Nichols' Five Pennies, and much more. Dynacast. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95

**CD 587257X AHMAD JAMAL: THE COMPLETE COLLECTION, Part Two 1959-1962.** Add eight full essentials to your collection with this celebration of a jazz piano great. Brings together some of his greatest hits like Flight of the Fools; Broken; Blues in the Night; and many others. Acropolis. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

**CD 2841274 THE HARRY JAMES HITS COLLECTION 1938-53.** This 71 track three CD set comprises the artist's acclaimed studio recordings leading an orchestra under his own name. Tracks include Sleepy Lagoon; I Had the Craziest Dream; I've Heard that Song Before; I'll Get By; I'm Beginning to See the Light; and many more. Acropolis. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

**CD 2926016 JOHNNY GRIFFIN: THE BLUE NOTE JAZZ & JAZZLAND COLLECTION.** Features bright and joyful versions of the Jazz's Great including: Theme From The Man with the Golden Horn; Introducing Johnny Griffin; A Blowing Session; The Congregation; Tough Tenors; Grill & Lock; Blues Up and Down; and many more. Acropolis. Pub. at $19.99. $11.95

**CD 2870746 COUNT BASIE: THE CLASSIC ROLLOUT COLLECTION 1958-1959.** This four CD collection showcases some of Basie's most lauded work and includes his most successful albums to date. Including some of his greatest hits like Flight of the Fools; Bird; Double O, Middle Blue; and many others. Acropolis. Pub. at $19.99. $11.95

**CD 675080X ESSENTIAL NEW ORLEANS JAZZ.** Collects 50 original New Orleans Jazz favorites on four CDs. Includes artists such as Louis Armstrong, Jelly Roll Morton, Bix Beiderbecke, Pee Wee Russell, Sidney Bechet, Kid Ory, and many more. Not Now. $7.95

**CD 2937263 BENNY GOODMAN: SMALL BAND RECORDINGS 1936-1944.** Collects Benny's most successful albums to date. Includes Benny's earliest recordings as well as his U.K. hits, including well-loved classics like Snowbird; I'll See You Again; and Whistle Stop. Includes: Benny With The Benny Goodman Sextet; Benny's Own; Benny's New Sextet; Benny's recording of their most successful album Benny's Goodman 28-2. Acropolis. Pub. at $21.99. $15.95

**CD 6908969 SUN RA: THE EARLY ALBUMS COLLECTION 1957-1963.** A true maverick, Ra remains one of the most influential, innovative and controversial figures in jazz. This four CD collection brings together 80 tracks, including Brainville; Call for All Demons; India; Sunology; The Man from U.N.C.L.E.; Meet Mr. Solo; Roulette Rhumba; Three Foolish Things; Drumming Along the Thames; The Night They Invented Jazz; We Get Request s. Portfolio of Ahmad Jamal Vol. 2. 

Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99. $11.95

**CD 2637471 THE JAZZ FROM U.N.C.L.E. LIVE IN CONCERT: THE SUMMIT SYMPHONY.** A very special concert performed during the 50th anniversary celebration of the classic spy series, featuring composers Jerry Goldsmith, Lalo Schifrin, Gerald Fried and Robert Drasnin. Tracks include Theme from The Man from U.N.C.L.E.; Meet Mr. Solo; Roulette Rhumba; They There Go; and more. Fourteen tracks. Arena. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

**CD 6676869 COUNT BASIE: THE ALTMAN ALBUMS COLLECTION 1956-1961.** Experience the output of a rare master of the vibraphone with this eight-album collection. Compiled onto four CDs is the entirety of Count Basie's most lauded works and includes his most successful albums to date. Includes many of his most beloved hits like Basin Street Blues; Broken; Blues in the Night; and many more. Acropolis. Pub. at $21.99. $14.95

**CD 2887350 SAN FRANCISCO BAY BLUES: THE JESSE FULLER COLLECTION.** Features records recorded over a ten-year period, bringing together just about all of the songs Fuller recorded and released during this era. Includes recording of a tour in 1966 including: The Bobby Timmons Trio in Person; Here Is Bobby Timmons; Salt Time Bobby Timmons; Does It Bobby Timmons Trio; Bobby Timmons Sweet and Soulful Sounds; and John Jenkins, Cliff Jordan, and Bobby Timmons. Acropolis. Pub. at $19.99. $11.95
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**CD 6744745 DUKE ELLINGTON: His Classic Collaborations 1956-1963.** Collects eight classic collaboration albums with fellow giants Louis Armstrong, Count Basie, and Rosemary Clooney. Includes every track of Blue Rose; Black, Brown & Beige; Back to Back; Recording Together for the First Time; First Time! The Count Meets the Duke; Ellington Meets Coleman Hawkins; Money Jungle; and Duke Ellington & John Coltrane. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 6638546 GRANT GREEN: The Classic Albums Collection.** Among the most influential albeit underrated guitarists of the 20th century, Grant Green’s majestic sound permeates these four jam-packed CDs. Includes the complete collaborations of four classic albums: First Station Street; Sunday Morning; Grandstand; Born to Be Blue; Feelin’ the Spirit; Am I Blue; and Idle Moments. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 6826612 DIZZY GILLESPIE: The Classic Verve Collection 1957-1961.** This four CD set features eight of the finest LP’s Gillespie recorded for Verve Records during this pivotal period of his career. Includes Dizzy In Greece; Dizzy Gillespie and Stuff Smith; At Newport; Duets, Sonny Side Up; Have Trumpet, Will Excite!; An Electrifying Evening with the Dizzy Gillespie Quintet; and Perceptions. Forty-seven tracks. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**

**CD 6826358 LOUIS PRIMA: Rhythm Man!** Contains 22 carefully compiled tracks of trumpeter, singer, bandleader and novelty hit maker, the ebullient Louis Prima. Includes It’s the Right Time; I See the Light; Jamaica Shout; Chinatown, My Chinatown; Worry Blues; I Still Want You; Bright Eyes; The Lady in Red; In a Swing and With Me Rhythm; Hallmark. **$6.95**

**CD 6848872 RAMSEY LEWIS: Black Eye Peas.** Ramsey Lewis has garnered the after years along with his jazz pop and soul fans. This two CD set collects 40 cool ditties from the piano legend, including My Funny Valentine; Dee’s New Blues; Black Eyed Peas; Her Things; The Ripper; Lambada; Lick It. Enlightenment. Pub. at $11.95 **$6.95**

**CD 587274X HERBIE MANN: The Complete Recordings, Part Three 1959-1962.** The Herbie Mann retrospective continues with a collection of eight complete albums featuring the jazz giant at his best. Includes Flautista; The Common Ground; The Family of Mann; Flute, Brass; Vibes and Percussion; At the Village Gate; Brazil; Bossa Nova and Blues; Right Now; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95 **$6.95**

**CD 2953959 DANGO REINHARDT: Gypsy.** The guitarist’s sound is on full display 12 tracks. Sweet Georgia Brown; Easy Going; College Trio; Peace; When Will the Blues Leave; Twenty-two tracks cross the country to present the jazz and big band outfits often neglected by history. Featuring Nate Leslie, Bobby Gordon, Blanche Calloway, the Original Yellow Jackets and more, performing tracks like Swing with Me Rhythm. **$6.95**

**CD 3981181 MUSIC TO FLY BY Great Sounds of Airports.** Presents 16 tracks performed by the U.S. Air Force Band. Includes The Aviators by John Philip Sousa; Squadron Song by Moore, Hall & Fitch; The Captain’s Son by Sousa; I Gotta Sing by Johnson with their Flying Machines and Fly Me to the Moon by Ron Goodwin; Blue Skies by Irving Berlin; Wind Beneath My Wings by Larry Henley, Jeff Silbar and more. Altissimo. Pub. at $16.99 **$9.95**

**CD 2959542 THE HORACE HEIDS HIT COLLECTION 1957-47.** Collects 50 songs on two CDs with origianal hits that has not enjoyed the profile which his remarkable success deserves. Tracks include Gone with the Wind; If I Had You; Goodbye Dear; I’ll Be Back in a Year; I Don’t Want to Get the War; Fire; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 **$12.95**

**CD 2958666 ARCHIE SHEPP: The Early Albums Collection.** This four CD set chronicles the early years of Shepp’s career, as an originator and pioneer of the early 1960s free-form movement. Collects 43 tracks, including This Peace; When Will the Blues Leave; Sound Barrier: Hambone: Consequences; Hoppin’; and many more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 **$11.95**
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★★ CD 2943050 NEW ORLEANS DANCE BANDS. Experience the roots of Louisiana jazz with 25 tracks from the region's best dance bands, including recordings by Piron's New Orleans Orchestra, Johnny de Droit & His New Orleans Jazz Orchestra, The Halfway House (Dance Orchestra), Louis Russell's Creole Orchestra, John Hyman's Bayou Stompers, and many others. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95
★★ CD 2952721 THE BILLY MAY COLLECTION 1939-60. During the big band era, orchestral arrangers were among the most important elements of recordings and stage performances. Billy May, one of the paragons of this coterie of master craftsmen, is celebrated in this massive collection. It offers some 100 tracks featuring Frank Sinatra, Peggy Lee, Nat King Cole, Glenn Miller, Louis Armstrong, Ella Fitzgerald, and many others. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95
★★ CD 6675093 LES BROWN AND HIS BAND OF RENOWN: 'S Wonderful. Twenty-two tracks from Les Brown & His Orchestra, recorded between 1940 and 1943, include the title song, Weepin' Willow, Wee Wee Prez, Tenderly, Caricia, Slopeen, A Foggy Day, Drifting and Dreaming, People Will Say We're in Love, and more. Flyright Records.
★★ CD 6807798 THE JIMMY DORSEY HITS COLLECTION 1935-57. The ultimate collection of one of the most significant musicians and band leaders of our time with 165 tracks encompassing many of his number one hits like Is It True What They Say About Dixie; Change Partners; The Breeze and I; Amrapola; Monte Carlo; No More Blues; Champagne; Twentieth Century Besame Mucho. 5 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99
★★ CD 5872863 THELONIOUS MONK: The Complete Albums Collection 1954-57. Monk is the second-most recorded jazz composer of all time, and this set gives us a taste of the vast oeuvre. Collects ten complete albums across nearly 80 tracks and five CDs, including Genius of Modern Music Volumes 1 & 2; Thelonious Monk Trio; Monk; Thelonious Monk & Sonny Rollins; Thelonious Monk Plays Duke Ellington and more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99
★★ CD 2947366 THE CAL TJADER QUINTET: Live at Club Mcummba San Francisco 1956. Comprises two live club performances at the Club Mcumba. The quintet offers a classic line-up and contains performances of several jazz standards (like Lullaby of Birdland), as well as mamba originals. With an unstuckened, informal ambience, it offers a fascinating window into the experimental and developing band. Twelve CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $39.95
★★ CD 6749461 Gennett Jazz, 1922-1930. Remaster of an astounding 105 vintage sides from the Gennett Records label, including memorable recordings by King Oliver's Creole Jazz Band; Wolverine Orchestra, Windy City Jazzers; Jelly Roll Morton; Red Onion Jazz Babes; Vicksburg Blowers; State Street Rambler; and others. Four CDs. JSP/Atoll. Pub. at $19.95
★★ CD 300864X SOME SENTIMENTAL YEARS: Reader's Digest Music. A fantastic collection of 60 tracks of the music listened to by the "Greatest Generation," performed by the "Original Singing In the Mood," by Glenn Miller & His Army Air Force Band; Deep Purple; by Helen Forrest; One O'Clock Jump, by Duke Ellington & His Orchestra; I Can't Help It; by Les Brown & His Orchestra with Doris Day; vocal; and many more. Three CDs. Reader's Digest. Pub. at $39.99
★★ CD 5812712 KENNY BURRELL, 1957-1962: The Complete Albums Collection. Experience Burrell's trademark fusion of jazz and blues across eight albums from his storied career. Includes the complete track listings for Interplay for 2 Trumpets and 2 Tenors; Live in London; Volume 1 and 2; The Cats; On View at the Five Spot Cafe; A Night at the Vanguard; Wee Wee Prez; and Kenny Burrell & John Coltrane. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99
★★ CD 6857817 TOMMY DORSEY - TENDERLY: The Best of the Decca Years. This seventy track collection features the best recordings of Dorse from 1950 to 1953, showing that Dorsey was still a formidable trombonist and innovative performer. Tracks include Opus Two; They Didn't Believe Me; Smoke Gets in Your Eyes; The Touch of Your Hand; Hot Tom Alley; The Blue Room; Tenderly; Goodnite; I Like It Like That; and more. Three CDs. Sepia. Pub. at $24.99
★★ CD 6584888 J. J. JOHNSON: The Columbia Albums Collection 1956-1961. Compiles the entirety of Johnson's work as a bandleader for the Columbia label--eight complete albums by a true pioneer of the trombone: J is for Jazz; First Place; Blue Trombone; Dial J. J.; J. J. in Person; Really Livin'; Trombone and Voices; and J.J. Inc. Forty-eight tracks on 4 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.95
★★ CD 6928277 CALIFORNIA BOPPERS. Gathers two dozen tracks from the likes of the Lionel Hampton Orchestra; the Dizzy Gillespie Jazzmen; Howard McCreary; the Benny Carter Orchestra; the Jimmy Mundy Orchestra. Dodo Marmansa, and Wardell Gray. ABM. $9.95
★★ CD 6744729 CHET BAKER: The Reprise Collection 1958-1960. brings together eight complete albums, encompassing the entirety of Baker's output for the Riverside label: Stan Meets Chet; Chet Baker Sings It Could Happen to You; Chet Baker in New York; Chet Baker Sings; Live at Club Macumba; Chet Baker; Chet Baker Sings; Chet Baker Plays the Best of Lerner and Loewe; Chet in Milan; and Chet Baker with Fifty Italian Strings. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99
★★ CD 6675018 GLENN MILLER: How Sweet You Are. Glenn Miller and the Army Air Force band perform 18 classics from the two full wartime broadcast performances from 1943. Includes renditions of Tuxedo Junction; Star Dust; I Sustain The Wings; plus a pair of medleys, complete with Army Air Corp flag and even a recruitment message. Flyright Records.
★★ CD 2927632 SARAH VAUGHAN: The Early Years 1944-48. Sarah Vaughan was one of the illustrious vocalists who spanned the genres of jazz, big band music and sophisticated pop during the post war era. Included in this 49 track collection are Don't Blame Me with Billy Eckstine; In the Mood with July 4th String Band; September Song with The Texas Playboys; Wilson Octet; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99
★★ CD 2937379 THE HUGO WINTERHALTER COLLECTION 1939-61. Brings together Winterhalter's work with both artists for whom he arranged and produced tracks under his own name, providing an insight into the contribution of the industry's key behind the scenes artistic influences. Over 100 tracks include compositions arranged by him for the likes of Count Basie, Frank Sinatra, Dinah Washington, Louis Armstrong, and much more. Five CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99
★★ CD 2947560 THE SPANIELS: The Complete Releases 1953-62. Collects all 51 tracks released by the doowop vocal group during the first decade of their career, either as A and B sides of their singles or on their two LPs for VeeJay. Featuring songs like Green Eyes; My Sister and I; American Dream; Champagne; Twentieth Century Besame Mucho. 5 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99
★★ CD 309864X SOME SENTIMENTAL YEARS: Reader's Digest Music. A fantastic collection of 60 tracks of the music listened to by the "Greatest Generation," performed by the "Original Singing In the Mood," by Glenn Miller & His Army Air Force Band; Deep Purple; by Helen Forrest; One O'Clock Jump, by Duke Ellington & His Orchestra; I Can't Help It; by Les Brown & His Orchestra with Doris Day; vocal; and many more. Three CDs. Reader's Digest. Pub. at $39.99
★★ CD 3891433 THE AMES BROTHERS SING FAMOUS HITS OF FAMOUS QUARTETS/SWEET SEVENTEEN. Collects 26 tracks from the renowned quartet, including Goodnite Irene; Paper Doll; The Gauchito Serenade; To Each His Own; I'll See You Again; Moonlight Cocktail; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99
★★ CD 2927322 THA AL BOWLY COLLECTION, 1927-41. One of the first British artists who could seriously be called a pop star. Al Bowlly was a crooner in the heyday of the dance band era of the '30s, whose effortless romantic vocals made him a true superstar of his era. Featuring 100 terrific tracks spanning the entire recording career, this four-CD collection offers an entertaining overview of the singer's unique style and talent. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99
★★ CD 2980295 BOBBY Hackett & His Orchestra: The Complete죴 1943. Includes renditions of In the Mood, Goodnight Irene, and many more. Flyright Records.
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**CD 2903792 STEPHANE GRAPPELLI ENSEMBLE: NDR 60 Years Jazz Edition, No. 03.** These twenty tracks, recorded in Germany at the NDR in 1953, include Autumn in New York; Jeepers Creepers; These Foolish Things; She!'s Funny That Way; It Might as well Be Spring; St. Louis Blues; How High the Moon; and more. Moosicus Records. Pub. at $11.99

**CD 6992234 SAMMY KAYE-SWING & SWAY: Hit Parade Platinum Collection.** This collection features 25 outstanding recordings by Kaye and his orchestra, including I've Got It Bad; I'm Falling in Love with You; That Song Again; Careless Hands; The Gypsy; Powder Your Face with Sunshine; That's My Desire; and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 2937498 THE OSCAR PETERSON TRIO LIVE 1953-56.** One of the greatest jazz pianists of the post-war genre is at his best in three live performances from the mid-1950s, first at the Blue Note in Chicago, then at The Stratford Shakespearean Festival in Ontario. Twenty-five tracks include Heat Wave; Somebody Loves Me; Anything Goes; How High the Moon; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 2937409 JOHN COLTRANE: The Complete Blue Draper Quintet Sessions 1957-58.** A testament to Coltrane’s career, the albums compiled here have been in and out of print for years. Twelve tracks include: Clifford's Kappa; Fiddilia; Two Matadors; Under Paris Skies; and more. Anyone Tiny You; Essie's Dance; Doxy; Ole; I Talk to the Trees; Yesteryears; and Angel Eyes. Acrobat. Pub. at $15.99

**CD 6992110 THE IVIE ANDERSON COLLECTION 1932-46.** A wonderful two CD set featuring 50 tracks from the acclaimed jazz vocalist. Includes: I Got It Bad; Hayfoot; Strawfoot; Mexico Joe; It Don't Mean a Thing; Watermelon Man; Truckin'; Troubled Waters; Delta Bound; All God's Chillun Got Rhythm; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99


**CD 6803367 PHIL WOODS: The Classic Albums Collection 1954-1961.** Phil Woods' work-out of the era because of his unique approach to following the most popular forms of music. Includes 55 tracks—the entirety of eight of his albums: Pot Pie; Pairing Off; Phil and Quant; Woodfire: The Young Bloods; and Rights of Man. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6908799 IN THE MOOD: Big Band Hits.** Collects 68 tracks on three CDs compiling big band hits from a host of music legends, including Benny Carter, Artie Shaw, Tommy Dorsey, Count Basie, Benny Goodman, Les Brown, Duke Ellington, Ella Fitzgerald, Harry James, Charlie Barnet, and many more. Dynamic. Pub. at $27.99

**CD 6675220 THE STRIKE ALSO WANG WITH TONY BROWN: VOLLY WOOD.** A great array of hit performers sing for Tommy Dorsey & His Orchestra in these 25 recordings from the ‘30s, ‘40s, and ‘50s. Collaborators include Connie Haines, the Pied Pipers, Bonnie Lou Williams, Jack Duffy and Bill Gornick’s. The album consists of the most thrilling, most swinging, most enjoyable and uncomplicated jazz style around which the finely-honed band operates. Pub. at $16.95

**CD 6675077 JAN SAVITT AND HIS TOP HATTERS ORCHESTRA: 1936 & 1939 Broadcasts.** Collects the complete radio broadcasts by the band of them never before released in any form. Twenty-five tracks in all, this two-CD set is a stunning showcase for Spanier’s straightforward and uncomplicated jazz style around which the finely-honed band improves. Pub. at $16.95

**CD 6853701 THE RAMSEY LEWIS TRIO: The Early Years 1956-59.** This excellent 37 track, two CD set focuses very much on Lewis’s first recordings as leader of his highly-regarded trio. Songs include: Carmen; The Wind; I'll Remember April; Ditball; Soul Mist; Greensleeves; The Ruby and the Pearl; Love for Sale; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 3564796 THE GEORGE SHEARING COLLECTION 1939-58.** The remarkable George Shearing overcame blindness to become one of the most illustrious and distinctive jazz pianists of his time. This 101-track collection traces his recording career over a crucial 20-year period from its very beginnings to the latter half of the 1950s, and includes some rare early recordings. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95

**CD 6711782 MIERS DAVIDS & BILL EVANS: Complete Studio & Live Masters.** During 1955 and 1959, two of the greatest luminaries in jazz history performed together in Miles Davis’ quintet and sextet. Collected here are their master takes, as well as their surviving live recordings together, all on three CDs. Over 30 tracks in all. One Record. Pub. at $29.99

**CD 2792992 SONNY CRIS: Classic Albums.** An alto saxophonist of prominence during the bebop era of jazz is celebrated here with a collection of 47 tracks and six classic albums. Jazz USA; Go Man; Sonny Crisis Plays Cole Porter; At the Crossroads; The Wailing Buddy Rich; and West Coast Jazz Concert. Four CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $39.99

**CD 2825729 ART BLAKEY & THE JAZZ MESSENGERS: ‘Live’ at the Cafe Bohemia, November 1955.** Comprises the performances from Cafe Bohemia which were subsequently released on Blue Note, along with three studio tracks. Nineteen tracks in all including Love For Sale; I Love You; Yesterday; Prince Albert; Sportin’ Crowd; Room 608; Doordlin; Stop Time; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 6857736 ROY HAYNES: The Classic Albums Collection 1954-1964.** Features the entirety of nine of Haynes early albums which document his first recordings in the mid-1950s with The Roy Haynes Modern Group (1955), We Three (1959); Just Us (1960); Out of the Afternoon (1960); Reaching Fourth (1963); Crackle (1963); Coralbloom (1961); and People (1964). Fifty-seven tracks in all. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2947390 COUNT BASIE AND HIS ORCHESTRA: ‘One Night Stand’ Broadcasts 1944-46.** Nearly 40 tracks bring together live performances by Basie’s Orchestra between 1944 and 1946 at two popular New York venues—the “Blue Room’ at Hotel Lincoln and the Aquarium Restaurant—which went out over the KPRS ‘One Night Stand’ program that we must have for die-hard jazz buffs. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.95

**CD 6889991 DUKE PEARSON: The Classic Albums Collection.** This collection of 52 tracks brings together eight of the finest albums to feature the great jazz musician’s work. Songs include: Like Someone in Love; Glee Club Blues; I’m a Fool to Want You; The Golden Years; My Girl Shirt; Minor Misfortune; Angel Eyes; Out of This World; Say You’re Mine; Duke’s Motive; Gotta Cat Walk; and more. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2947398 MUGGSY SPANIER’S RAGTIME BAND: ‘Live’ at Club Hangover, San Francisco, April/May 1953.** Collects live competitive broadcasts by the band of them never before released in any form. Twenty-five tracks in all, this two-CD set is a stunning showcase for Spanier’s straightforward and uncomplicated jazz style around which the finely-honed band improves. Pub. at $16.95

**CD 6857737 ROY HAYNES: The Classic Albums Collection 1954-1964.** Features the entirety of nine of Haynes early albums which document his first recordings in the mid-1950s with The Roy Haynes Modern Group (1955), We Three (1959); Just Us (1960); Out of the Afternoon (1960); Reaching Fourth (1963); Crackle (1963); Coralbloom (1961); and People (1964). Fifty-seven tracks in all. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6889991 DUKE PEARSON: The Classic Albums Collection.** This collection of 52 tracks brings together eight of the finest albums to feature the great jazz musician’s work. Songs include: Like Someone in Love; Glee Club Blues; I’m a Fool to Want You; The Golden Years; My Girl Shirt; Minor Misfortune; Angel Eyes; Out of This World; Say You’re Mine; Duke’s Motive; Gotta Cat Walk; and more. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2947398 MUGGSY SPANIER’S RAGTIME BAND: ‘Live’ at Club Hangover, San Francisco, April/May 1953.** Collects live competitive broadcasts by the band of them never before released in any form. Twenty-five tracks in all, this two-CD set is a stunning showcase for Spanier’s straightforward and uncomplicated jazz style around which the finely-honed band improves. Pub. at $16.95
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**CD 2937549** ZOOT SIMS AT RONNIE SCOTT’S 1961. The contents of two original albums charting a legendary Anglo-American jazz alliance—Zoot at Ronnie Scott’s and Solo for Zoot—are released on CD for the first time, featuring a bottleneck rendition of Love for Sale, under the leadership of J.P. Drury, for over 40 years. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**CD 2960026** THOSE FABULOUS DORSÉYS. Collectively and individually, the Dorsey Brothers were some of the biggest recording stars of the 1930s and 40s. Their underlying big band facility is presented here on this massive three CD, 74 song collection. Tracks include Amalgama; I Got a Crush on You; Moonbeams; Smokey; The Way You Look Tonight; Cattin’; Blues for Scotti's; The Dollar; You Say Baby; Jeepers Creepers; God Bless the Child; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 2903717** MILES DAVIS SEPTET: Vienna Stadthalle 1973. From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Wiener Stadthalle, Vienna, Austria, November 1973 these six tracks include Tum Tum, Turnaround, Tread; Turn On; Turn Off. Fading in: I’m in Love with You; Whew!; I Can’t Stand Myself; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

**CD 2947412** EARL HINES & HIS ESQUIRE ALL STARS. In the 1950s, Radio station KCBS in San Francisco broadcasted a regular live series recorded in studio from Doc Dougherty’s Club Hangover. Presented here are the first studio club performances of Earl Hines, one of the most important and influential pianists in 20th century jazz. Twenty-nine tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. $9.95

**CD 6919626** MILES DAVIS: The Archives. A collection of live FM radio broadcast concerts from 1949 to 1970 from Japan and the US. This 3 CD boxed set of 20 tracks includes Miles Davis Tokyo 1973; Miles Davis San Francisco 1970; and Miles Davis Chicago Jazz Festival 1980. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

**CD 672336** CHICAGO: Down Home Blues. Presents 134 extraordinary performances from the golden era of down home blues from the Windy City. Five CDs overflow with rare and previously unreleased tracks, including multiple cuts from Billy Boy Arnold, Big Maceo, Dusty Brown, Jimmy Dawkins, Little Walter, and many more. With a detailed 87-page booklet featuring each featured artist. Wibernworld. Pub. at $49.99 $39.95

**CD 2927357** THE BEST OF BUD POWELL 1944-62. VOL. 1. While Bud Powell may not be one of the first names to spring to mind in listing the greats of jazz piano, he was undoubtedly one of the most important and influential. This collection of 42 tracks represents an overview of his career, from Round Midnight in 1944 to Anthropology in 1962. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**CD 2871033** STAN GETZ PLAYS THE BLUES. The range of Getz’s blues—from the bop meets country allusions to the near boogie woogie approach—of Crazy Chords (feat. Stan Getz Quartet); Navy Blue (feat. Stan Getz Quartet); Impromptu (feat. Dizzy Gillespie/Stan Getz Sextets); and many more! Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

**CD 2956811** THE FRANKIE NEWTON COLLECTION 1929-48. This substantial 69 track CD set comprises recordings which span Newton’s complete recording career, encompassing his work as a sideman, as a leader of his own groups and as an accompanist to vocalists. Includes 24 tracks. Songs include Lawd, Lawd; In a Corner; A Study in Brown; Tab’s Blues; Rockin’ the Blues; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $13.95

**CD 2947544** SOHO BLUES: THE RONNIE SCOTT Anthology 1956-62. Ronnie Scott has carved a formidable reputation as one of the UK’s finest jazz musicians, yet many of his early LPs have become sought-after rarities. This 45-track collection corrects that balance, combining work that Scott recorded under his own name from 1956 to 1961 with featured recordings under the leadership of other British jazz icons. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**CD 2937328** THE FATS NAVARRO COLLECTION 1943-50. Despite his tragically brief career, bebop trumpeter Fats Navarro built an extraordinarily high profile and reputation. Greeted with his impressive library with this 39-track collection, featuring some of his early recordings with a variety of orchestras, plus some rollicking live tracks, originally recorded between 1943 and 1945. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**CD 2937314** THE DOLLS: The Early Years. One of the longest-lasing of all the R&B vocal groups that had roots in the gospel and doowop era of the 1950s, The Dolls are celebrated in this 29-track set exploring their early career. Includes Doin’ the Right Thing (performed as The El Rays); Movin’ On; A Distant Love; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**CD 2955625** WOODY HERMAN: The Third Herd Live 1952. Woody Herman’s herd was already well established by the beginning of the mid-'50s. The Third Herd, performs in Portland, Oregon in late 1952. Featuring vocals by Herman, as well as Dolly Houston and Dinah Washington, these 25 tracks include I Won’t Drink Alone; I’ll Never Smile Again; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**CD 2798476** LEARNIN’ THE BLUES: The Jazz Stars Play the Sinatra Songbook. This new compilation collects twenty-five appropriations of the Sinatra Songbook performed by some of the finest names in the Golden Age of jazz including Gery Mulligan performing Lady Is a Tramp; Illinois Jacquet performing Lean Baby; Makin’ Whoopee by Red Garland and All the Way by Lee Morgan. On 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

**CD 2792293** NEAL HEFTI: Six Classic Albums. Featuring performances by Neal Hefti’s 1950s/60s big bands. Includes 24 tracks. Collects three classic albums: The Soul Society; The Chant; and Down Home. Features highlights like Stillness the Dancing, and the famous Kinda Mean; Just Friends; The Four; Bluebird; and Joe! Acrobat. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

**CD 2792298** JIMMY SMITH: Three Classic Albums. This digitally remastered collection spans Jones’ career from 1960 to 1962 and includes 24 tracks. Collects three classic albums: The Soul Society; The Chant; and Down Home. Features highlights like Sermon; Readymix; Basically Blue; and more. Pacific Jazz. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2792296** SAM JONES: Three Classic Albums. Digitally remastered collection includes 24 tracks. Collects three classic albums: The Soul Society; The Chant; and Down Home. Features highlights like Sermon; Readymix; Basically Blue; and more. Pacific Jazz. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
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**CD 2926148** MILES DAVIS: Birth of the Cool. This reissue of the legendary jazz musician's compilation record serves as a demonstration of how talented Davis was. Twelve tracks include Move; Jeru; Moon Dreams; Venus Demilo; Budo; Deception; God Child; Boscastle; Rocker; Israel; Rouge; Never Mind. July 17,1941.

**CD 2820137** SONNY ROLLINS PLAYS THE BLUES. This anthology charts a course through some of Rollins' greatest musical encounters with other giants like Dizzi, Miles, Coltrane and Monk, as well as documenting his never-ending quest for the most stimulating of instrumental combinations. This two CD set features 17 extended performances by the Jazz great. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 5908663** CHERET BAKER: The Pacific Jazz Collection 1953-1957. A master of the trumpet and a heralded vocalist, Chet Baker boasted a string of classic jazz albums. Collected here are eight he recorded for the Pacific Jazz label. Over five hours of music, it includes Chet Baker Quartet Featuring Russ Freeman; Chet Baker Sings; and Plays; The Trumpet Artistry of Chet Baker; Chet Baker & Crew; Chet Baker Big Band; Playboys; and Quartet; Russ Freeman/Chet Baker. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2837514** THE RICHARD HAYMAN COLLECTION. An American harmonica player, arranger and conductor renowned for his collaboration with icons like Louis Armstrong, Gene Krupa, Fats Waller, Jimmy Witherspoon, Gordon Jenkins and his Orchestra; and more! Primo.

**CD 6638589** THE JULIE LONDON COLLECTION, 1955-62. Best known for her 1950s classics Like I'm On Fire and She's Just Like A Woman, the sultry-voiced Julie London never quite reached the level of popularity she deserved. Here that track joins 57 more A and B sides, offering an ideal introduction to this distinctive and sophisticated jazz pop talent. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2826369** THIS IS THE NIGHT: Lessons in Wild Saxophonology. Features 28 great jazz works by the original artists including Knoch on Wood by The Riveria; Trommer Teo by Rosita Gordon; Cheating Woman by My City; Screamin & Dyin' by Charles Glass; Little Miss Bibbity Bobbitty Boom by Otis Riley; Sand in Your Eyes by The Passengers; and more. Koko-Moji. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**CD 67740X** THAD JONES: The Complete Albums Collection 1934-1959. Brings together the entirety of Thad Jones's early catalog as Jazz band leader, and collects nine original albums with over five hours of music. Songs include Illusive; April in Paris; Jumpin' for Jane; Blue Jilly; and more. Enzo/L. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2870681** CANNONBALL ADDERLEY: Swingin’ in Seattle. This 19 track album gives listeners the chance to feel what it was like to be in the presence of this great musician at one of his most iconic shows. Featuring performances of Big “P”; The Girl Next Door; Sticks; The Morning of The Carnival (Manha and more! Peel to Read). Available on CD or LP.

**CD 2795973** KING PLEASURE: Interpretation of Moods. Collects nine songs from the acclaimed jazz vocalist Moody’s Mood; All of Me; Don’t Worry ‘Bout Me, No Not Much; Golden Days; Tomorrow is Another Day; Please Don’t Go; Scared; That the New Symphony. The Blue Note. Pub. at $11.95 $9.95

**CD 6760120** EDDIE CONDON: Classic Sessions 1927-1949. Over 20 years of the innovative jazzman’s output during collaborating with icons like Louis Armstrong, Gene Krupa, Fats Waller, Jimmy Dorsey, Artie Shaw, Billie Holiday and others. Nearly 100 tracks in all, including Nobody’s Crook; She’s Just Like A Woman; I'm Confessin’; You; I Love; I Want to Be Happy; Tiger Rag; and more! Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 6642128** THE BEST OF CAJUN & ZYDECO. With roots deeply set in the heart of Louisiana, Cajun and zydeco music is unmistakable. That sound is captured and celebrated in this 50-track collection. Mixing elements of jazz, blues, and folk are legends like Jimmy C. Newman, Clifton Chenier, Boozoo Chavis, The Hackberry Velvets, and more! Four CDs. Not Now Music.

**CD 2808504** NANCY WILSON: The Essential Recordings. Renowned for her stylish, sultry voice, Wilson’s vocal style transcends all narrow definitions. This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including Get Happy; Theme; I Want to Be Happy; The Verdict; and more! Primo.

**CD 2805448** PAUL ROBESON: The Essential Recordings. This two CD collection brings together the huge array of musical talents that Paul Robeson possessed. Features 40 tracks, including Oh! Man River; It Ain’t Necessarily So; Water Boy; I Still Suits Me; Blues Prelude; Go Down, Moses; Rockin’ Chair; Steal Away; Bear De Burton; and more! Primo.

**CD 2805553** SPADE COOLEY: The Essential Recordings. This self acclaimed “King of Western Swing” led the greatest of all Western Swing bands. This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including Tell Me Why, You Better Drop That Theme; Hard Time Coming; Everything; Worried Mind, Spadella, Shame On You; Minuet in Swing; Texas Steel Guitar; Defoul; and more! Primo.

**CD 2805588** TOMMY DORSEY: The Essential Recordings. The most popular and most commercially successful bandleader of the Big Band Era is celebrated in this two CD set featuring 41 tracks, including I’ll Never Smile Again (Vocals by Frank Sinatra); In the Blue of the Evening (Vocals by Frank Sinatra); Marie (Vocals by Jack Leonard); Boogie Woogie; and more. Primo.

**CD 675855X** LATE NIGHT SAX. This two CD set collects tracks of some of the greatest tunes ever written, performed by many of the finest saxophonists ever to draw breath. Featuring Sonny Rollins, Coleman Hawkins, John Coltrane, Cannonball Adderley, David “Fathead” Newman, and more! Primo.

**CD 6971881** OSCAR PETERSON: Eight Classic Albums. Considered to be one of the greatest jazz pianist, this four CD set includes Peterson’s albums The Jazz Soul of Oscar Peterson; Plays the Duke Ellington Songbook; Plays the George Gershwin Songbook; and Harold Arlen Songbook; Plays the Jerome Kern Songbook; Plays the Cole Porter Songbook; Plays Perry and Bess; and A Jazz Portrait of Frank Sinatra. On 67 tracks.

**CD 6649009** DAVE BRUBECK: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Features sixty numbers from this American jazz pianist and composer including Take Five; You Stepped Out of a Dream; Sweet Georgia Brown; For the Look of Silver Lining; Lullaby in Rhythm; All the Things You Are; Me and My Shadow; I Remember You; We Can’t Help It; and more! Primo.

**CD 2805219** ERROL GARNER: The Essential Recordings. This two CD collection features selections from the early career of a performer who was a giant of jazz piano. Features 30 tracks, including Misty; Teach Me Tonight; Red Top; Old Black Magic; Rosalie; You Are My Sunshine; That Old Feeling; But For Me; Mambo 207; Passage Through; and more! Primo.

**CD 6675026** GLENN MILLER: Live from the Cafe Rouge 1940. Glenn Miller and His Orchestra performs 19 live tracks across two complete concerts recordings. Includes renditions of Star Dust; Tiger Rag; The Little Man Who Wasn’t There; Let’s All Sing Together; Indian Summer; and more! Primo.

**CD 6923285** DICK HAYMES: It Might As Well Be Spring. With his rich, warm baritone voice. Dick Haymes, one of the top male singers of the 1940s, performs 20 tracks. A carefully compiled selection includes The More I See You; I Want You; September in the Rain; and more! Primo.

**CD 6674984** GLENN MILLER & HIS ORCHESTRA: From Rags to Riches. Collecting 22 tracks from four separate NBC broadcasts recorded in 1938 and 1939, this collection features one of the greatest jazz outfits in the world. Featuring King Porter Stomp; June in Camargue; Love; I Want to Be Happy; Tiger Rag; and more! Primo.

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/699
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CD 5908566 HARMONICA BLUES. The harmonica is a staple of that classic blues sound, and in these 25 tracks some of its greatest players perform. Includes Maxwell and Peony by Martin & Robert; Man Trouble Blues by Jaybird Coleman; Riding the Blinds by Eddie Mapp. Like to Want to Be by Acrobot. Pub. at $9.95

CD 2956674 B.B. KING & LARRY CARLTON: In Session. This 43 minute joint performance contains a mix of classic blues and fusion jams, conversations on phrasing, and performances of some favorites including The Things Going On, Mr. Mullenbridge and Rock Me Baby. Ten tracks. Gospel. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6758363 THE ESSENTIAL DINAH WASHINGTON. Four classic albums collected onto two CDs from this legendary R&B artist. Includes What a Difference a Day Makes; The Swinging Miss O'; The Bossie Smith Songbook; and The Fat's Walker Songbook with hits like, Time After Time; I'll Be Seeing You. Two CDs. Acrobot. Pub. at $11.95

CD 2871106 TOM WAITS: The Archdruid. A long-time blues fan, Robert Gordon is celebrated here in this third CD collection. Features 36 timeless tracks, including hits like Jockey Full of Bourbon; Tanger To They're Sore; and Picture in a Frame. Includes Quiet Nights of Latin Affection. Two CDs. Acrobot. Pub. at $14.95

CD 2927470 IKE & TINA TURNER: Sing the Blues. In 1969, Ike Turner released two albums of blues-oriented material to Blue Thumb records: The Hunter and Outta Season. Here, 18 tracks from those works are brought together with the官网 of Ike’s “hurting guitar with Tina’unforgettable voice.” Includes, I’ve Been Loving You Too Long; Mean Old World; Dust My Broom; Early Morning and more. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

CD 6962947 DONNA SUMMER: Gold. A wonderful collection of Donna Summer’s hits, including hits like Love to Love You Baby; I Feel Love; Try Me, I Know We Can Make It; Could It Be Magic; The Wanderer; She Works Hard for the Money; and more. Two CDs. Mercury. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

CD 2959333 PAUL BUTTERFIELD: Live at Rockpalast 1978. This CD contains Butterfield’s first performance in Europe. Collects nine tracks, including Fair Enough; Most Heartache; Fool In Love; It’s Allright; Good Goin’; Last Time You Tried To Take Me; Most You’d Be Good to Yourself; New Walking Blues and Born Under a Bad Sign. Also includes a DVD of the performance (71 minutes). MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

CD 2940377 THE ROBERT NIGHTHAWK COLLECTION 1937-52. The slide guitarist and singer performs under all his pseudonyms in this vintage blues collection. Joined by guests from Sonny Boy Williamson to Pintop Smith and Ransom Knowling, he delivers 48 tracks; Prowling Night Hawk; Lonesome World; U.S. Boogie; Feel So Bad; The Hunter; Revive Us Again; Someone’s Looking For You. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

CD 6787142 THIS IS THE MIRACLES. The soothing sounds of the hit-making Motown quartet are revived once more in this 22-track assembly. The Miracles included songs like Give Me Some; Mama; Ain’t It Baby; Embraceable You; Broken Hearted; Who’s Lovin’ You; Shop Around; and more. Torilla Music. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

CD 2970267 C. B. KING: Complete Recordings 1949-1962. This massive set takes listeners on an amusing and encompassing tour of one decade in King’s legendary career. More than eight hours of music, these six jam-packed discs feature more than 100 tracks including Got the Blues; Hard Working Woman; Please Help Me, Blind Love; My Heart Belongs to You; Wake Up Little Woman; Tomorrow Is Another Day; and more. So much enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

Hold On Much Longer; Can Have Her; Everybody Needs Somebody; and My Baby. Two CDs. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

CD 2927381 CHARLEY PATTON: The Complete Recordings 1929-34. Charley Patton is widely regarded as perhaps the archetypal early exponent of Mississippi Delta blues. Spanning his short career of recordings, this collection of 61 tracks presents his works in chronological order of their release, including six tracks on which Henry Singer and Bertha Lee respectively performed the vocal parts. Includes Who’s Lovin’ You; Shop Around; Don’t Let Go; You Never Walk Alone; Unchained Melody; Reet Petite; To Whirlwind; You’ve Got What It Takes; Two Wrongs Don’t Make a Right; and Let’s Rock. Javelin. $2.95

CD 2947466 LITTLE WALTER: The Complete Checkers Singles As & Bs 1953-56. A renowned blues player, singer, songwriter, and guitarist, Little Walter’s multifaceted output comes to your music library with this 52-track collection, including favorite R&B hits like Juke; Can’t Everybody Needs Somebody; and My Baby. Two CDs. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

CD 6786561 BARRETT STRONG: Money & Other Big Hits. Twelve Motown classics: Money (That’s What I Want); Yes, No, Maybe; So I’m Gonna Cry (If You Quit Me), Money and Me; Misery; Do the Very Best You Can; Oh I Apologize; You Know What To Do; Take Me (To Your Heart); Whirlwind; You’ve Got What It Takes; Two Wrongs Don’t Make a Right; and Let’s Rock. Javelin. $2.95

CD 2927387 JACKIE WILSON: The Complete Singles As & Bs, 1952-62. A 35 track selection of tunes from the man known as “Mr. Modern Rhythm & Blues.” Includes Red Hot Mama; I’m Sorry You’re Not Mine; I Can’t Help Myself; Be Loved; Lonely Teardrops; Night; Alone at Last; The Blue of the Evening; My Empty Arms; What Good Am I Without You; A Girl Named Tarniko; Rainy Day Blues; I’ll Be Loving You; A Friend; and more. Two CDs. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95


CD 6893240 SUPER RARE ELECTRIC BLUES 1960s. Fifty tracks on this CD highlight the unsung heroes of electric blues who recorded on smaller labels. Includes original recordings by Icky Remer, Wild Jimmy Spruille, Juke Boy Bonner, Flash Terry, Lena Smith, Guitar Shorty, Lafayette Thomas, and others. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $18.99 $19.95

CD 2947552 SONNY BOY WILLIAMSON, 1951-1954: Eysight to the Blind. Collects 25 scorching examples of hot blues harmonica from one of the most popular blues performers ever to tour Europe. The A and B sides of all his earliest singles are joined by bonus tracks like his collaborations with Eimmore James in the first version of I’m Your Baby Man, and B.B. King. On bottom. Acrobot. Pub. at $11.95 $6.95

CD 2848872 ROY HAMILTON: The Singles Collection 1954-62. This 80 track, three CD set comprises almost all his A & B sides recorded for the Epic label during the era, and features all his 16 career hits including ‘You’ll Never Walk Alone; Unchained Melody; Ebb Tides; Hurt; If I Loved You; Don’t Let Go, You Can Have Her; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 6851830 THE STAPLE SINGERS COLLECTION 1953-62. This 3 CD anthology brings together just about all the recorded material from the celebrated group released on both singles and albums during these years. Fifty seven tracks including It Rained Children; Uncloudy Day; Let Me Ride; Since He Lightened My Heavy Load; Downward Road; Revive Us Again; Sometimes I Feel It’s Better To Leave; You May Be Passed And Gone; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

CD 2927349 ARETHA FRANKLIN: The Complete Releases 1956-62. Collects 48 tracks from the years when Franklin was establishing herself as a distinctive, soulful, and dynamic performer. Her debut album, Aretha’sperformed the vocals to Cotton Pickin’; Nobody Else; and Sweet and Sassy respectively. Six tracks on which Cherry P. Matthews, Bertha Lee and Melba Moore respectively performed the vocal parts. This 43 minute joint performance contains a mix of classic blues and fusion jams, conversations on phrasing, and performances of some favorites including The Things Going On, Mr. Mullenbridge and Rock Me Baby. Ten tracks. Gospel. Pub. at $14.99

CD 2798301 BROOK BENTON: The Singles Collection 1955-62. A renowned blues player, singer, songwriter, and guitarist, Little Walter’s multifaceted output comes to your music library with this 52-track collection, including favorite R&B hits like Juke; Can’t Everybody Needs Somebody; and My Baby. Two CDs. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95
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Muddy Waters; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $19.99.


**CD 294300X** DELLA REESE, 1955-62: The Singles Collection. Explore the early career of the transcendent Della Reese with this collection, bringing together all the A and B sides she recorded for the Jubilee label from her 1955, plus nearly all her A and B sides released on RCA up to 1962. More than 50 tracks includes hits like All of Me Baby, Baby, Baby, Baby, Baby, Baby, Baby. This two CD set presents the essential music of this blues singer with more than 30 tracks including Love (Makes Me Do Foolish Things), I’ll Have to Let Him Go, Come and Get These Memories, and more. Two CDs. Motown.

**CD 6857760** SONNY BOY WILLIAMS: Live: The Complete Trumpet & Checker Singles 1951-62. Comprises all his recordings released during this period. Fifty-one tracks include Eyesight to the Blind, Crazy About You Baby, Do It if You Want, Cold Cool Blues; Got a Job; Going to a Go-Go; Shave and a Haircut; Way Over There; Who’s Lovin’ You; and many more. Motown. $14.95.

**CD 3691454** BONITA & THE BLUES SHACKS: Sweet Thing. Blue and soul from the 50’s and 60’s are still alive and this collection of 16 songs is further proof. Tracks include He Made a Woman Out of Me, Mama’s Goin’ Dancin’, Sweet Thing, That’s My Baby, You Can’t Hide; and more. Rhythm Bomb Records. Pub. at $9.99.

**CD 6735553** THE FLAMINGOS COLLECTION, 1953-61. Eighty tracks comprise almost all the hits of the Flamingos released during this primary period of their career, including the hits I’ll Be Home and I Only Have Eyes for You. It comprises all of their 45s plus A & B sides on theChecker, Decca, and End labels, along with the tracks from their first three LPs. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 2947323** BIG CITY PLAYBOYS: Chicago Blues 1940-1954. Presents 50 classic blues tracks that trace the development of Chicago based blues which went on to influence the course of popular music in the 1960s. Included are tracks as diverse as by Muddy Waters, Snooky Linwood, Big Joe Williams; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $16.95.

**CD 6814905** CAPTAIN BEETHOVEN: Plastic Factory, Beethoven and the Magic Band performed at the Avalon in San Francisco in 1974, five-camera recording. A live set with virtually no audience is augmented here by a number of bonus cuts from radio sessions as well as a rare radio interview with Beethoven. Tracks include The Shape Of Things To Come, Yellow Brick Road, and more. Nineteen tracks. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 6685156** MISSISSIPPI BLUES: Rare Cuts 1926-1941. One hundred remastered sides capture 15 years of southern blues treasures. Four CDs bring together 100 vintage sides, capturing the styles of such legends as Georgia Akers, Robert Johnson, Joe McCoy, Freddie Spruell, Robert Johnson, Son House, and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99.

**CD 294748X** MAURICE WILLIAMS WITH THE GLADIOLIANS & THE ZODIACS. Collects the entirety of releases by the Gladiolians and Zoildics, both featuring Maurice Williams and his flock of singing angels, from 1957 to 1962. Thirty-seven tracks include performances of Little Darlin’, Comin’ Home to You, Stay, The Nearest of You; Please; Come and Get It; Here I Stand; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

**CD 2903660** JOHNNY MOORE’S THREE BLAZERS: The Singles Collection, 1945-55. Features selected A & B sides released on the Atlas, Philo, Aladdin, Modern, Exclusive, RCA and Hollywood Labels during this era. Seventy-five tracks on 3 CDs include: Maureen; Blues at Sunrise; Drifting Blues; Fugue in C; Mean Old World; Bobby Sox Baby; Midnight Blues; Description Blues; F-Bone Shuff; I Got So Weary; Here in the Dark; Love is Just a Gamble; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 3702766** DOWN HOME BLUES: Chicago, Volume 2. This outstanding collection presents five CDs with forty six different artists that capture the essence of Chicago Blues on 135 tracks. Includes No Money Down by Chuck Berry, I Was Fooled by Billy Boy Arnold, Five-O by Eddie Boyd, Water Coast Blues by Big Bill Broonzy, Broken Heart by Memphis Minnie, and more. Also includes an informational booklet. Wiamenwer. Pub. at $49.99.

**CD 669298X** JAMES BROWN: Gold. Known as the “Godfather of Soul,” Brown influenced the development of several music genres during his legendary career. Forty tracks are collected here, including The Boss; Get Up Off Your Knees; Please; Come and Get It; Here I Stand; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99.

**CD 6692912** THE COMMODORES: Gold. This two CD set collects some of the best with their greatest hits and moves from the acclaimed R & B band. Songs include Nightshift; Easy; Three Times a Lady; Heroes; Brick House; Slippin’ When Wet; and many more. Thirty-nine tracks. Two CDs. Universal Music. $12.95.

**CD 669298X** JACkSON 5: Gold. Jackson, Tito, Jermaine, Marlon and Michael were adored by America and their songs still fire our souls to this day. This two CD set collects 36 tracks, including ABC; Sugar Daddy; I’ll Be There; I Want You Back; The Love You Save; and more. Motown. $15.95.

**CD 5842950** LIGHTNIN’ HOPKINS: The Acoustic Years 1959-1960. A musician who could make you weep with the acoustic guitar, Hopkins & B sides sides on two of his most popular acoustic records. Remastered for the highest sound quality, they include Pinetop Blues; Bad Luck and Trouble; Come Go Home with Me; Got to Move Your Baby; and more. Includes some multiple lakes. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99.

**CD 294071X** THE BEST OF GAP BAND. Collects 13 hits songs from the smooth R&B band, including Early in the Morning; Shake; Outstanding; The Boys are Back in Town; Party Train; You Can Count on Me; and more. PolyGram Records. $9.95.

**CD 294734X** DOOOGOGILE: The Atlas Records Story. The short-lived California label that claimed to be in the business of capturing soul just as it was; is celebrated in this 27-track selection. Includes Got a Penny, Berry by King Cole Trio, If You Love Me Baby by Red Mack & His Orchestra, Shufflin’ by Lee Jackson, with Joe Allen, and more. Highlenders; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95.

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/699.
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**CD 6979149 THE AD LIBS: The Complete Blue Cat Recordings.** The first-ever album devoted to the classic Blue Cat recordings by the legendary vocal group. Featuring 23 tracks taken straight from the original master session tapes, including five unreleased songs and hits like *The Boy From New York City,* *Kicked Around!* Real Gone Music. PRICE CUT to $11.95

**CD 2953498 SOLOMON NIXE: The Last Great Concert.** Though not his last, but one of his very best, this concert in Lugano, Switzerland, December 5th, 2008 features *That’s How I Got To Memphis; Fast Train; Detroit Four; Detroit City; Money; Blue Atta Way to Go; What a Wonderful World;* and more. Thirty-four tracks on 2 CDs, packaged in a cardboard sleeve. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $26.99

**CD 6690130 HOOCIE COOCIE MAN: The Chess Story.** A hotted-up blues, Chicago was the city Chess Records called home. The label’s remarkable contribution to the genre is encapsulated in these 50 tracks, featuring huge numbers from giants like Muddy Waters, Bo Diddley, John Lee Hooker, Chuck Berry, Howlin’ Wolf, Etta James and others. Two CDs. One CD SOLD OUT

**CD 6768723 THE CONTOURS: Do You Love Me.** Eleven classics! Rediscover a hit-making vocal group with *Do You Love Me (Now That I Can Dance); Shake Sherry; You Better Get In Line; The Steppin' Stone; It's A Shame You Left Me; Why Don't You Man; Claudie; So Grateful; Funny; and Move.* Mr. Man, Too! Detroit 42. You Can’t Miss a Good Thing; Get a Job; My Mama Told Me; and more. Acrobeat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 6787126 STEVIE WONDER: The Best of Little Stevie.** Go back to Stevie’s roots with 19 vintage recordings from his early years. Nine tracks and Stevie gets his *Fingertips; The Square; Soul Bongo;* and more. Manhattan at Six; Wondering; Ain’t That Love; Don’t You Know; TheMasquerade; and more. 4 CDs. Pub. at $21.99

**CD 6678029 MARY WELLS & THE SHIRELLS: Back to Back.** Twelve tracks comprise live recordings by these greats of R&B, doo-wop and soul. The first six tracks come from Mary Wells, from *Bye Bye Baby to You Be Me to the Punch.* The Shirelles wrap things up with six more tracks, from Baby It’s Tomorrow. Javelin. You to Will You Love Me

**CD 2792069 LONNIE JOHNSON, VOLUME ONE.** 1925-1929. This collection of Lonnie’s doo-wop rarities celebrates the blues pioneer who inspired artists like Robert Johnson and B.B. King. Explore hits that helped shape the blues genre like *Bed of Sand; Love Me Tender;* and more. Torill Media. Please Come Home; Black Cat Blues; Blue Ghost Blues; Two Tone Stomp; and many more. Four CDs. Real Gone Music. PRICE CUT to $14.95

**CD 2792990 SUNNYLAND SLIM, 1947-1961.** A digitally remastered collection of 81 tracks that span the career of this American blues innovator, from 1947 to 1961. Tracks include *Fly Right, Little Girl; Sweet Lucy Blues; Hard Times; Down Home Child; Bassology; The Devil Is a Busy Man, Gin Drinkin’ Baby; Shake It; You Better Get in Line;* and many more. Four CDs. Real Gone Music. PRICE CUT to $14.95

**CD 668064X BEN E. KING: The Complete Atco/Atlantic Singles Volume 1, 1960-1966.** Ben’s warm and soulful baritone voice brings life to 50 classics. Disc One is *Stand By Me;* joining the title track with *Brace Yourself; Ecstasy; Young Boy Gone Wild;* and more. Disc Two is *Too Is So Much Love; feature Groovin’; What Can a Man Do; Cry No More;* I Swear by the Stars Above; and many others. Two CDs. Real Gone Music. PRICE CUT to $17.95

**CD 683756X KIKI DEE: Original Album Series.** Collects five essential albums by the acclaimed soul artist, including Kiki Dee–Loving and Free! *The ABBA Blues;* Kiki Dee–Loving and Free; Kiki Dee–The Songbird, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. PRICE CUT to $17.95

**CD 6787118 THE SATINTONES: A Love That Can Never Be.** Nine tracks by a beloved Motown vocal group, joining the hit title track with *My Kind of Love; Going to the Hop; Tomorrow and Always; A Love That Can Never Be; Sugar Daddy; Motor City; I Know How It Feels;* and more. Torill Media. Though not his last, but one of his very best, this concert in Lugano, Switzerland, December 5th, 2008 features *You; Black Cat Blues; Blue Ghost Blues; Two Tone Stomp;* and more. Forty-six tracks on two CDs, each in a cardboard sleeve that reproduces the original album artwork. Four CDs. Rhino. PRICE CUT to $17.95

**CD 2818956 BIG VOICE TUCKER: The Singles Collection 1950-60.** This 55 track set comprises selected A & B sides from Turner’s 1950’s singles for the Imperial, Freedom and Aladdin labels, plus the complete A & B sides of his Atlantic releases from 1951-60. Hits include *Lucille; Love My Baby; After My Laughter Came Tears; Poor Lover’s Blues; Handy; Shake, Rattle and Roll;* and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 6639488 ANITA BAKER: Original Album Series.** The soul of R&B thrives in these five original albums by one of the genre’s best. Includes the entirety of *The Songbird;* Rapture; *Gibbous;* and *Atta Way to Go;* and *What a Wonderful World;* each in a cardboard sleeve that reproduces the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. PRICE CUT to $17.95

**CD 2818262 DEE DEE WARWICK: The Complete Atco Recordings.** Brings together everything Warwick released on the Atco label, including previously unreleased masters, on two CDs. Thirty-five tracks in all, including *What Manner of Man; Only the One You Love;* Who Will Be There; I’ll Be Your Baby Tonight; Rescue Me; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $28.99

**CD 2793879 EARL KING: The Singles Collection 1953-62.** This 41 track set comprises the A & B sides of just about all of King’s releases as a solo artist during the first decade of his career. Songs include *Have You Gone Crazy?; Beggin’ at Your Mercy;* Eating and Sleeping; *I Must Have Been Love;* I Met a Stranger; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. PRICE CUT to $9.95

**CD 694079X ARTHUR BIG BOY CRUDUP: If I Get Lucky.** This giant collection of the Arkansas Delta blues singer-songwriter features 102 tracks including *Black Pony Blue; Death Valley Blues; King Lover Blues; I Got Lucky; Standing at My Window;* and many others. Four CDs. JSP Records. PRICE CUT to $14.95

**CD 6553868 BILLY BOBBY BLUES: Greatest Hits Collection.** This compilation of their greatest hits. Features *The Longest Time; You Better Get In Line;* and many more. Four CDs. Rhino. PRICE CUT to $9.95

**CD 6892161 THE MIRACLES: The Singles Albums Collection 1958-65.** Forty-six tracks are collected on this two CD set, comprising A and B sides from these formative years for the band, led by Smokey Robinson. Songs include Shop Around; I’ll Turn the World Around; Ain’t It a shame; Baby; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 6786393 ROY BUCHANAN AT TOWN HALL, 1974.** This two CD set collects 21 tracks from the iconic blues guitarist, including *Done your Daddy Dirty; Reelin’ and Rockin’;* and *I’m Ev’l Too Many Drivers; Hot Cha; Hey Joy* and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $21.99

**CD 6787029 MARY WELLS & THE SHIRELLS: Back to Back.** Twelve tracks comprise live recordings by these greats of R&B, doo-wop and soul. The first six tracks come from Mary Wells, from *Bye Bye Baby to You Be Me to the Punch.* The Shirelles wrap things up with six more tracks, from Baby It’s Tomorrow. Javelin. You to Will You Love Me

**CD 2792689 LONNIE JOHNSON, VOLUME ONE.** 1925-1929. This collection of Lonnie’s doo-wop rarities celebrates the blues pioneer who inspired artists like Robert Johnson and B.B. King. Explore hits that helped shape the blues genre like *Bed of Sand; Love Me Tender;* and more. Torill Media. Please Come Home; Black Cat Blues; Blue Ghost Blues; Two Tone Stomp; and many more. Four CDs. Real Gone Music. PRICE CUT to $14.95

**CD 2792990 SUNNYLAND SLIM, 1947-1961.** A digitally remastered collection of 81 tracks that span the career of this American blues innovator, from 1947 to 1961. Tracks include *Fly Right, Little Girl; Sweet Lucy Blues; Hard Times; Down Home Child; Bassology; The Devil Is a Busy Man, Gin Drinkin’ Baby; Shake It; You Better Get in Line;* and many more. Four CDs. Real Gone Music. PRICE CUT to $14.95

**CD 668604X BEN E. KING: The Complete Atco/Atlantic Singles Volume 1, 1960-1966.** Ben’s warm and soulful baritone voice brings life to 50 classics. Disc One is *Stand By Me;* joining the title track with *Brace Yourself; Ecstasy; Young Boy Gone Wild;* and more. Disc Two is *Too Is So Much Love; feature Groovin’;* What Can a Man Do; *Cry No More;* I Swear by the Stars Above; and many others. Two CDs. Real Gone Music. PRICE CUT to $17.95

**CD 683756X KIKI DEE: Original Album Series.** Collects five essential albums by the acclaimed soul artist, including *Kiki Dee-Loving and Free; The ABBA Blues;* Kiki Dee–Loving and Free; Kiki Dee–The Songbird, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. PRICE CUT to $17.95

**CD 6992616 MAURICE WILLIAMS AND THE MADRIGALS: Legends of Soul.** This legendary R&B vocal group is celebrated here in their 51 tracks, spanning 1947 to 1962. Tracks include *Fly Right, Little Girl; Sweet Lucy Blues; Hard Times;* and many more. Four CDs. Real Gone Music. PRICE CUT to $17.95

**CD 2862530 LITTLE VICTOR: Deluxe Lo-Fi.** Collects 16 songs from the Beale Street Blues Bopper, including *My Mind;* *Graveyard Boogie; I Done Got Tired; Too Late Baby; Rocks; Slow Down Baby;* and many more. Two CDs. Rhythm Bomb Records. Pub. at $8.99

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/699
Blues - R&B - Reggae

★ CD 6920080 THE FLOYD DIXON SINGS COLLECTION 1949-62. This 17-track, three CD set comprises most of the A and B sides of Dixon's releases during one of his most important era of his illustrious career. Songs include Sad Journey Blues; Telephone Blues; Call Operator 210, Dallas Blues; Houston Jump; and more. Deff. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95

★ CD 2820064 MIKE BLOOMFIELD: Late at Night–McCabe's, January 1, 1977. These twelve tracks were recorded live at McCabe's Guitar Shop, Santa Monica, CA, January, 1977 during the late show and include tracks Hoochie and Johny's I'll PE. Glad I'm Jewish; Eyesight to the Blind; Don't You Lie to Me; and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $14.99.

★ CD 2831147 MONK HIGGINS: Extra Soul Perception. Originally released in 1966, these twelve tracks include Extra Soul Perception: The Look of Slim; A Good Thing; Watermelon Man; Straight Ahead; Canadian Sunset; Collision in Black; Just Around the Corner; Little Green Apples; Poker Chips; StLIN; and Duck: Doing It to You Always; Some of These Days; I'm in Love with You; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95.

★ CD 6947444 THE COMPLETE LOMA SINGLES, VOL. 1. The first of four 2 CD collections containing the complete singles output of legendary Dr. John on Swedish TV. The performance includes the Lover Man for Loma Records. On these 50 tracks you will find legendary artists performing hits like Somebody Needs You for Johnny Winter with Dr. John; Live in Stockholm; and Sweden 1987. Deff. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $31.98.

★ CD 5903245 LARRY GALVIN & THE GALVIN FAMILY: Gospel Gold. Fourteen recordings by the legendary Dr. John on Swedish TV. The performance includes the Lover Man for Loma Records. On these 50 tracks you will find legendary artists performing hits like Somebody Needs You for Johnny Winter with Dr. John; Live in Stockholm; and Sweden 1987. Deff. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $31.98.

Christian - Gospel

★ CD 5818354 THE SOUL STIRRERS: The Singles Collection, 1950-61. Rediscover a decade of singles from one of the most influential gospel groups, recorded during their formative years in the 20th century. Comprising the A and B sides recorded for the Specialty and SAR labels, these 54 tracks represent a period that saw the duo reach their creative peak, followed by another golden age. Listen to the story of great Sam Cooke as part of The Soul Stirrers. Two CDs, Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

★ CD 670185X ULTIMATE GOSPEL: Testify. Lift your spirit with two CD's filled with thrilling gospel music. Thirty tracks in all, including Testify by Dottie Peoples; Hold On (Change Is Comin') by Sounds of Blackness; So Good by Colorado Mass Choir featuring Joe Pace; Yes, It Is Real by Alberta Walker; and more. Sony BMG. Pub. at $12.95.

★ CD 8603245 LARRY GALVIN & THE GALVIN FAMILY: Gospel Gold. Fourteen recordings by the legendary Dr. John on Swedish TV. The performance includes the Lover Man for Loma Records. On these 50 tracks you will find legendary artists performing hits like Somebody Needs You for Johnny Winter with Dr. John; Live in Stockholm; and Sweden 1987. Deff. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $31.98.

★ CD 6941230 ENCORED: Today's Greatest Gospel Anthems. These twelve songs will take our problems and see you through Problem Solver. It's a truth that echoes through these anthems of faith and fortitude. Titles include Never Would Have Made It by Marvin Sipp; I'm On Me by Kirk Franklin & The Family; We Shall Be Held by Meleasa Jones; A Song Of Praise; and more. Deff. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $11.95.


★ CD 2943034 MALAHIA JACKSON: The Forgotten Offerings. Discover one of the most widely admired African American church singers in the history of the genre. Thirty tracks feature rare recordings of Malahia Jackson from the Old Time Religion; I Asked the Lord; Only Believe; He Knows How Much We Can Bear; Lord Search My Heart; and more. Time Life. Pub. at $17.95.

★ CD 2958936 JIM REEVES: Gospel Favorites. Reeves was one of the biggest recording artists of the 1950s and '60s. This collection centers on his most beloved gospel offerings. Collects 29 tracks, including I'll Fly Away; Mother Went A-Walkin'; It Is No Secret; How Long Has It Been; Oh, Gentle Shepherd; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95.

★ CD 2937336 THE FIVE BLIND BOYS OF MISSISSIPPI: Gospel Collection. Twenty vintage tracks from Virginia’s gospel quartet, including Golden Gate Gospel Train; Jonah in the Whale; In My Father's House; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99.

★ CD 2937335 THE GOLDEN GATE QUARTET: Rock My Soul. Twenty classic tracks from the Golden Gate Quartet, including Rock My Soul; I'll Be There For You; Nobody Loves Me; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95.

★ CD 2846304 THE FIVE BLIND BOYS OF MISSISSIPPI: Gospel Collection. Twenty classic tracks from the Golden Gate Quartet, including Rock My Soul; I'll Be There For You; Nobody Loves Me; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99.
CHRISTIAN - GOSPEL

**CD 2947579 THE SWANEE QUINNET: The Complete Nashboro Releases 1951-62.** They are one of the premier vocal groups in the history of gospel, and here they get their due with an uplifting 53-track collection. Includes all their releases on Nashboro through to 1962, including the A Side: Jesus on My Mind; Give Me Light; That Old Time Religion; My Burdens Are Laid Down; My Father’s Land and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16 HOLIDAY SALE $9.95

**CD 6887414 JESUS IS JUST ALRIGHT: The Wilson Sisters.** Hailing from Muscle Shoals, Alabama and steeped in the traditions of Gospel, Soul, and American Southern Rock, the Wilson Sisters are a rising force in faith based music. This CD collects 12 uplifting tracks including Jesus Is Just Alright; Holy, Holy, Holy; If Not for Grace; Redeemer; Savior; Friend and more. Quest. $3.95.

**CD 2937360 THE HARMONIZING FOUR 1943-1954.** Over 50 gospel tracks from a decade of great vocal performance, including Every Time I Feel the Spirit; Who’ll Be With You; What Shall We Do; I Walk Over the Promised Land; Keep Inclin’ Along; Say A Word; Beyond the Sunset; This Wicked Race; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. **SOLD OUT**

**DVD 698908X HILLSONG: Let Hope Rise.** Widescreen. Spotlights the talent and humility of the Australian band, whose music has seen them become one of the most successful and influential church musical groups in the world. The band’s story is told while documenting the making of the album of the same name. 82 minutes. M.C. Records. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 2988916 BURL IVES: Have a Holly Jolly Christmas.** You’ll have a merry ‘ol time with these 12 classics. Songs include A Holly Jolly Christmas; Santa Claus Is Comin’ to Town; White Christmas; Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer; Silver Bells; and more. MCA Records. $6.95

**CD 2993805 ELVIS PRELEY: Christmas with Elvis and the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra.** Collects 12 Christmas songs from the King, including such classics as Silent Night; Blue Christmas; Winter Wonderland; Silver Bells; Santa Bring My Baby Back (to Me); and more. Sony Music. $6.95

**CD 2831058 THE COMPLETE CHRISTMAS ON THE PONDEROSA.** This 22 track collection comprises two albums; Christmas On the Ponderosa; featuring the cast of Bonanza; and Have A Happy Holiday; Lorne Greene; along with two bonus tracks. Titles include Deck the Halls; The New Born King; A Visit from St. Nicholas; My Wish You a Merry Christmas; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.98 **HOLIDAY SALE** $13.95

**CD 2831163 THE ROD MCKUEN CHRISTMAS ALBUM.** The beloved poet recorded this treasured Christmas album in 1970-71. The 16 tracks include The Carols of Christmas; So My Sheep May Safely Graze; Here He Comes Again; The Day after Christmas; Simple Gifts; and a bonus track of Baby It’s Cold Outside with Petula Clark. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $13.98 **HOLIDAY SALE** $7.95

**CD 2798514 THE MERRIEST CHRISTMAS ALBUM.** A wonderful 75 track, three CD collection of classic Christmas music performed by the original artists. Tracks include Jingle Bells by Bing Crosby & The Andrews Sisters; The Christmas Song by Nat King Cole; the King Family Christmas by Perry Como; Winter Wonderland by Betty Goodman & Peggy Lee; Lost by Frankie Carle; and many more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 **HOLIDAY SALE** $21.95

**CD 6705979 THE RADIO CITY ROCKETEERS SING YOUR CHRISTMAS FAVORITES.** The beloved New York City performers bring their glittering cheer to the holiday gems. The Rockettes perform Winter Wonderland; Jingle Bells; Merry Christmas Everybody; Let It Snow; Santa Claus Is Comin’ to Town; Caribbean Christmas; Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas; and more. Madison Square Garden. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 283104X ANDRE KOSTELANETZ AND HIS ORCHESTRA: The Complete Christmas Albums.** This 2 CD collection comprises three complete albums: Joy to the World; Music for Christmas; Wonderland of Christmas; and wishing You a Merry Christmas, and is filled with all the classic holiday music including The First Noel; It Came Upon the Midnight Clear; Silent Night/Holy Night; O Holy Night; White Christmas; Away in a Manger; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $21.99 **HOLIDAY SALE** $17.95

**CD 2828488 JOHNNY MATHIS: The Complete Christmas Collection 1956-2010.** Here’s a stocking-stuffer you won’t soon forget: five complete Christmas albums by one of the greatest vocalists of the last 50 years! Over 70 tracks collect the entirety of Merry Christmas; Sounds of Christmas; Give Me Your Love for Christmas; and The Christmas Album. Three CDs. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 2831104 JOHN KLEIN: A Christmas Sound Spectacular.** Comprises two complete albums: A Christmas Sound Spectacular and Let’s Ring the Bells All Around the Christmas Tree featuring a total of 54 tracks performed with the Carillon Americano accompanied by orchestra and chorus. Songs include White Christmas; Jingle Bells; Ave Maria; Silver Bells; Frosty the Snowman; O Holy Night; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $15.95 **HOLIDAY SALE** $9.95

**DVD 2663953 BING CROSBY’S WHITE CHRISTMAS ALL STAR SHOW.** Produced by the USO for troops overseas, this must-see concert film features over 50 top names from stage, screen, and TV in an evening of music and comedy. Crosby is joined by Larry Armstrong, Benny Goodman, Etta James, Dean Martin, and many more. One hour, 30 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $9.95 **HOLIDAY SALE** $7.95

**Musicals - Hollywood - Broadway**

**CD 2993767 ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER: Unmasked-The Platinum Collection.** The compilation features recordings from the works of one of the most successful composers of the modern era. Also contains all-time favorites by world class performers such as Barbra Streisand, Elton John, Pavarotti, among many others. Sony Music. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 2648556 THE MARILYN MONROE COLLECTION 1949-62.** This 2 CD set includes her recordings, songs from the films and film extracts, plus her legendary Happy Birthday for President John F. Kennedy. Thirty-four tracks includes Every Baby Needs a Daddy; Anyone Can See I Love You; Dada Daddy; Anyone Can See I Love You; Do It My Way; The Kind of Girl; You; With One Look; The Phantom of the Opera; Superstar; It’s Easy for You; With One Look; The Phantom of the Opera; and more. Thirty-nine tracks on 2 CDs. Really Useful Group. $6.95

**CD 6940935 HENRY MANCINI: The Classic Soundtrack Collection 1958-1963.** Features eight complete film scores plus bonus cuts including A Touch of Evil; The Music from Peter Gunn; Music from Mr. Lucky; Breakfast at Tiffany’s; Experiment in Terror; Hallelu; The Pink Panther; and The Manchurian Touch. Ninety-eight tracks on a 4 CD box set. $39.98

**DVD 3614387 MOVIES GREATEST HITS: Royal Philharmonic Orchestra.** Enjoy forty-eight selections from some of the greatest movie scores ever performed by the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Features The Wizard of Oz; Blue Velvet; Funny Girl; Twin Peaks; Flashdance; Dr. Zhivago; Breakfast at Tiffany’s; The Deer Hunter; The Godfather; Gone With the Wind; and many more. Three CDs. **HOLIDAY SALE** $11.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/699

CD 3951144 NOW PLAYING ON MARCO POLO. Presents 9 tracks of classic film scores. Includes Roots of Heaven Overture music by Malcolm Arnold. Look Out! It's King Kong Coming from King Kong music by Max Steiner; The Next Morning, The Order from Another Dawn music by Erich Korngold; There's a Girl from Harlem from unknown source; and also includes bonus extracts from other Bernstein-composed soundtracks: The Alamo, JFK, The Exorcist, and many more. Sony Music. $9.95

CD 2841215 THE BRAVADOS: Original Motion Picture Soundtrack. This CD features the complete dramatic underscore to the acclaimed western, The Bravados plus all the surviving source music. The composition was done by Alfred Newman and Hugo Friedhofer. Tracks include The Hunter; The Scoundrel; Mistaken Identity; Jail Break; The Posse Rides; and more. Thirty-one tracks. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $16.99 $9.45

CD 2921731 JOHN WILLIAMS: Conductor. Composing and conducting music for six decades, John Williams remains one of the best loved and most sought after musicians of our time. This fabulous 20 album collection features The Classic Spielberg Scores with Itzhak Perlman and the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra; and more. Includes a 60 page booklet. Twenty CDs in a boxed set. Sony Music. $59.95

CD 3553726 SCIENCE FICTION'S BEST DAYS. Set your CD player to “DUB” with a collection of 36 tracks from sci-fi television and film. Some of the genres most well-loved franchises are represented, including The Twilight Zone, Star Trek, Buckaroobazoo, The Brady Bunch, The Partridge Family, Dune, and James Garner. Tracks include Renegades, Rebels and Rogues by Tracy Lawrence, A Good Run for Bad Luck by Clint Black; Maverick; by Vince Gill; and more. Atlantic. $4.95

CD 2848864 THE MARLENE DIETRICH COLLECTION 1930-82. This two CD collection comprises film, studio and “live” recordings from across her career, including the classics Falling in Love Again; Lili Marlene; Naughty Lola; Black Market; Time for Love; Too Old to Cut the Mustard; Kisses Sweeter Than Wine; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

CD 1890094 THE BEST OF GILBERT & SULLIVAN. One of America’s finest baritones, this two CD collection consists of over 100 tracks from the masterworks of their time. The production is wide enough to include anything written by Gilbert & Sullivan. The D'Oyly Carte Opera Company performs. Features Oliver!, and many more. Two CDs. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

CD 3970246 MAVERICK: The Soundtrack. Twelve songs are compiled here from the soundtrack to the television series starring Ben Murphy and James Garner. Tracks include Renegades, Rebels and Rogues by Tracy Lawrence, A Good Run for Bad Luck by Clint Black; Maverick; by Vince Gill; and more. Atlantic. $4.95

CD 2975957 HOW THE WEST WAS WON: The Original Sound Track Recording. Contains all the legendary Alfred Newman score for this classic western film is widely considered one of his best. Collects 14 tracks, including How the West was Won; Home in the Valley; and many more. Two CDs. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

CD 2798387 AN ENCHANTED EVENING ON BROADWAY WITH EARL WRIGHTSON. One of America’s finest baritones, these two CDs feature his rendition of some of the most well-loved ballad songs of Broadway including They Call the Wind Maria; Lost in the Stars; Some Enchanted Evening; Shennandoah; Anywhere I Wander; Without a Song; When a Fella Needs a Friend; and more. Two CDs. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

CD 2975597 ONCE UPON A TIME IN THE WEST. This twenty-eight track collection features songs from the classic 1968 spaghetti western, starring Henry Fonda, John Wayne and Robert Mitchum. The music was composed by the legendary Maestro, Ennio Morricone. The production is wide enough to include anything written by S. umberto D’Ovidio, and many more. Two CDs. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

CD 3551144 THE CLASSIC SPOOK FILM SCORES. Set your CD player to “DUB” with a collection of 36 tracks from sci-fi television and film. Some of the genres most well-loved franchises are represented, including The Twilight Zone, Star Trek, Buckaroobazoo, The Brady Bunch, The Partridge Family, and James Garner. Tracks include Renegades, Rebels and Rogues by Tracy Lawrence, A Good Run for Bad Luck by Clint Black; Maverick; by Vince Gill; and more. Atlantic. $4.95

CD 3989094 THE BEST OF LOUISE & HERSON. Twenty tracks from the original soundtrack to the classic film noir, including The Long Night, The Big Sleep, The Bitter End, The Big Red One, The Big Store, and many more. Two CDs. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

CD 2975597 HOW THE WEST WAS WON: The Original Sound Track Recording. Contains all the legendary Alfred Newman score for this classic western film is widely considered one of his best. Collects 14 tracks, including How the West was Won; Home in the Valley; and many more. Two CDs. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

CD 27879571 THE CLASSIC SPOOK FILM SCORES. Set your CD player to “DUB” with a collection of 36 tracks from sci-fi television and film. Some of the genres most well-loved franchises are represented, including The Twilight Zone, Star Trek, Buckaroobazoo, The Brady Bunch, The Partridge Family, and James Garner. Tracks include Renegades, Rebels and Rogues by Tracy Lawrence, A Good Run for Bad Luck by Clint Black; Maverick; by Vince Gill; and more. Atlantic. $4.95

CD 29755971 THE CLASSIC SPOOK FILM SCORES. Set your CD player to “DUB” with a collection of 36 tracks from sci-fi television and film. Some of the genres most well-loved franchises are represented, including The Twilight Zone, Star Trek, Buckaroobazoo, The Brady Bunch, The Partridge Family, and James Garner. Tracks include Renegades, Rebels and Rogues by Tracy Lawrence, A Good Run for Bad Luck by Clint Black; Maverick; by Vince Gill; and more. Atlantic. $4.95
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/699

**CD 2790607** SHIRLEY TEMPLE’S HITS FROM HER ORIGINAL FILM SOUNDTRACKS. The lovable Shirley Temple returns in this collection once again to capture the hearts of millions all over the world. Nineteen songs are collected, including *On the Good Ship Lollipop; Polly Wolly Doodle; That’s What*.

**CD 6886957** CLEOPATRA: Original Soundtrack. From the movie starring Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burton, and Rex Harrison these fifteen tracks include Caesar and Cleopatra; *A Clip From The Fire Burns; The Fire Burns; Caesar’s Assassination; Anthony and Cleopatra; My Love Is My Master; Dying Is Less Than Love;*_ and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $13.99

**CD 2841155** BEN-HUR: Original Motion Picture Soundtrack. Today, more than half a century after the making of Ben-Hur, both film and score remain as potent as ever. The monumental quality of the music composed and conducted by Miklos Rozsa continues to impress filmmakers and listeners alike. Collects Banda Sonora. Pub. at $18.99

**CD 2870850** ELMER BERNSTEIN: To Kill a Mockingbird/Blues & Brass. A film with such charm, dignity, and a real sense of values demands a soundtrack that reflects these same qualities. Bernstein created a film score that captures the essence of the people and the situations. This 23-track film score is reflective of the qualities of enlightenment and humanity that are personified by Gregory Peck’s Atticus. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 2959988** JERRY GOLDSMITH SONGBOOK/ a rare collection of songs written by Goldsmith and various lyricists from many of his most famous film themes. Featuring music from *The Russia House; Dr. Kildare; Star Trek: The Motion Picture; A Patch of Blue; Legend; Conna; Twilight Zone: The Movie; and more. BSR Records. Pub. at $15.99

**CD 2796023** TRAPEZE: Music from the Soundtrack. The film starring Burt Lancaster, Gina Lollobrigida and Tony Curtis. The soundtrack was composed by Malcolm Arnold and collects 12 tracks, including Lola’s Theme; Fanfare and Elephant’s Walk; Help!; The Firebird’s Offering; To the Shadows; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $13.99

**CD 2976368** THE ROOTS OF HEAVEN: Original Motion Picture Soundtrack. The music for *The Roots of Heaven* is remarkable in that it creates a vivid listening experience, wherever or whenever the film is seen. Just as the film’s theme has scope and demands a soundtrack that reflects these same qualities. Bernstein created a film score that captures the essence of the people and the situations. This 23-track film score is reflective of the qualities of enlightenment and humanity that are personified by Gregory Peck’s Atticus. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 370724X** DEMONS: Music Composed by Claudio Simonetti. On this twenty four track, 2 CD set Claudio Simonetti plays his original musical soundtrack he composed for the infamous horror movie Demons. On CD 2 the soundtrack is remixed. Includes Demon; Crucifix Demon; Killing; Threat; The Evil One; Out of Time; and more. This set is comprised of a B&W comic book version of the movie. Rustblade. Pub. at $29.99

**CD 6908861** MEN IN WAR. Eleven wonderful tracks comprising the soundtrack of the renowned film, *Men in War*. The music was composed by Malcolm Arnold and conducted by Andre Previn. Tracks include Sounds of War; Men in War Theme; Run for Cover; End of the Road; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 3707231** CLEOPATRO’S GIBLON/DAEMONIA/DAWN OF THE DEAD. On this twenty track, 2 CD set Claudio Simonetti interprets the score of one of the most famous horror movies of all times to celebrate 40 years of the film *Dawn of the Dead*. Includes *La Bela Dei Morti Viventi; Zombi: At the Safari; Trapeze; The Gamin; Windo’s Boogie; Dreamland; Vicke and Mr. Valves; /Remember You, and more. Allante.*

**CD 370424X** FOR THE BOYS: Music from the Motion Picture. A 1997 diamont starring Bette Miller and James Gaan. This soundtrack collects 13 songs, including Billy Jo’s Rock; Stuff Like That There; Dreamland; Vickie and Mr. Valves; /Remember You, and more. Allante.

**CD 3691748** A SONG IS BORN. Freed from the happy but busy plot of *A Song Is Born* this 3 CD set contains 66 songs including *Gettin’ Sentimental Over You by Tommy Dorsey; Stealin’ Apples by Benny Goodman; A Song was Born* by Louis Armstrong and his All Stars; *Boogie by Forlane*.

**CD 6920411** MIKLOS ROZSA: Juggler Book/ The Thief of Bagdad. Performed by the Frankenland State Symphony Orchestra and conducted by Miklos Rozsa, eight Tchaikovsky pieces include *The King’s Fantale; The Harbour of Bagdad; Procession; Eternal Love; Gallop of the Flying Horse; Dance of the Silver Maid; The Market Place of Basra; and The Jungle Book*.

**CD 2707038** CLAUDIO SIMONETTI’S GOBLIN: Music for a witch. Over the years Claudio Simonetti and his group Goblin have managed to become a reference point in the horror soundtrack scene. This 15 track compilation covers 40 years of this talented musician’s work. With classic pieces like *Suspiria; Daculla Suite; Roller; Zombi; Opera; Phenomena; Non Ho Sonno;*, and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6758754** THE SOUND OF BOND. This collection of 60 songs and themes celebrates half a century of the James Bond franchise. Includes the Bond theme, as well as music from *Dr. No; Goldenfinger; Diamonds Are Forever; Thunderball; From Russia With Love; Dr. No Again; Casino Royale; Stylist;*, and many more. Three CDs.

**CD 2845393** JULIE ANDREWS: Four Classic Albums. Broadway’s fairest lady brings her radiant voice to music of the theater in this wonderful collection. By song collection. In Pan Alley’s greatest soulmate. The four albums include *My Fair Lady; Julie Andrews Sings; The Lass with the Delicate Air; and Tell It Again.+

**CD 6830873** THE CHIPMUNKS GO TO THE MOVIES. Features ten classic melodies performed by our friends Alvin, Simon, Theodore and Dave Seville including *Chitty Chitty Bang Bang; Hushabye Mountain; Superbass Bagpipe Extravaganza; We’re Off to the Wizard; The Rare Collectible;* and *Chim Chere-ee; Que Sera Sera; Consider Yourself; You Two; and The Roses of Success. Capital Records.*

**CD 672504X** INTO THE WOODS. Experience the official soundtrack of Disney’s fantasy film, bringing to life the musical masterpiece by Stephen Sondheim. This deluxe double-disc set features 50 compositions from the film, with performances by Meryl Streep, Anna Kendrick, Emily Blunt, and the list of Disney Records.

**CD 2870655** ALFRED NEWMAN: A Man Called Peter. This 37 track album features the complete soundtrack to *A Man Called Peter*, essential to the character Peter himself, from the traditional songs of his faith to the film’s own songs. Scottish upbringing to the hymns of his faith. Features timeless favorites like *The Bonnie Banks of Loch Lomond; One Week Later; Marseis Doats; Prayers for Peter; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2796040** THE WAY WEST: Original Motion Picture Soundtrack Recording. The music for this western classic starring Kirk Douglas and Robert Mitchum was composed by Bronislaw Kaper and was conducted by the legendary Andre Previn. This deluxe doouble-disc set features 50 tracks, including *A Song Is Born; Water & Billy’s Death; We’re Crossing First; Reluctant Mercy; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6920373** CHARLIE CHAPLIN: Modern Times: Picture Sound Track. Features 18 tracks from the Motion Picture including *Main Title; Modern Times; The Factory Machine; The Factory Set; Charles’ Dance; Charlie at the Assembly Line *and more. Rustblade. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 2870797** ELMER BERNSTEIN: Movie & TV Themes. Highly esteemed composer Elmer Bernstein produced some of the cinema’s most memorable soundtracks. This ten track album includes songs like *Ratrace; Anna Lucasta; Saints and Sinners; Sweet Smell of Success; Walk on the Wild Side; and The Man with the Golden Arm*, from the films of the same title. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2870797** ELMER BERNSTEIN: Movie & TV Themes. Highly esteemed composer Elmer Bernstein produced some of the cinema’s most memorable soundtracks. This ten track album includes songs like *Ratrace; Anna Lucasta; Saints and Sinners; Sweet Smell of Success; Walk on the Wild Side; and The Man with the Golden Arm*, from the films of the same title. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2870797** ELMER BERNSTEIN: Movie & TV Themes. Highly esteemed composer Elmer Bernstein produced some of the cinema’s most memorable soundtracks. This ten track album includes songs like *Ratrace; Anna Lucasta; Saints and Sinners; Sweet Smell of Success; Walk on the Wild Side; and The Man with the Golden Arm*, from the films of the same title. Pub. at $14.99.
CD 2893193 FAMOUS RHAPSODIES. This collection represents some of the most beautiful musical compositions ever composed. Includes: Haydn’s Rhapsody No. 4 in D major and Hungarian Rhapsody No. 5 in E minor by Liszt; Espana-Rhapsody for Orchestra by Chabrier; Bernstein’s Rhapsody No 1 in A major, Op. 11 by Elgar; and more. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2974207 A-Z OF CONDUCTORS. By David Patmore. Four CDs present selected recordings of conductors including: Arturo Toscanini conducting the BBC Symphony Orchestra performing Brahms’ Tragic Overture; Richard Strauss conducts the Berlin Staatskapelle in Mozart’s Symphony No. 41; Leonard Bernstein conducts the New York Symphony Orchestra in Schumann’s‘A Song of Songs’ with more than 300 biographical entries. Each conductor is included. Naxos. Pub. at $38.99 $7.95

CD 3691187 THE Puccini EXPERIENCE. This two CD set collection comprises music from every one of Puccini’s operas. Includes: O mio babbino caro from Gianni Schicchi; Che gelida manina, O soave fanciullino from La Boheme; Donna non vidi mai from Manon Lescaut; D’amor l’arpeggia from I Pagliacci; Il bel sogno di Donna from Donizetti’s Anna Bolena; Un bel di from Madama Butterfly and many more selections. Warner Music Group. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

CD 2893495 SPANISH GUITAR FESTIVAL. This collection combines the works of some of the greatest Spanish composers. Includes: Tarrega’s Capricho Arabe; Albéniz’s Suite Espanola; Sevilla; Granadas Danzas Españolas; Andalucia; De Falla’s El sombrero de tres picos; Danza del Molino; Llobet’s Pavane; Moreno-Torroba’s Suite Castellana; Fandanguillo-Aradana-Danza; and more from each composer. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2983150 FAMOUS CONCERT MARCHES. Presents a collection of the most popular concert marches from a wide range of composers. Includes: Verdi’s Aida: March 2nd Act; Tchaikovsky’s The Flames; Op. 71 March; Chabrier’s Marche joyeuse; Beethoven’s March of the Turks from The Ruins of Athens Op. 113; Mendelssohn’s Wedding March from A Midsummer Night’s Dream; Espana-Rhapsody for Orchestra Op. 39; and more. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 3691160 PEGOLIES! Marian Vesper. This beautiful work presented completely in this two CD set, includes: Deus, in adjutorium; Dixit Dominus; Sonata for violin and basso continuo; Contrebasse; Laudamus te; Lucis Creator omne; Magnificat; and more. With soloists: Sophie Danan and Noemi Kiss. Edward Higginbottom conducts the Choir of New College and the Academy of Ancient Music. Erato. Pub. at $34.99 $7.95

CD 2891047 THE HERITAGE OF JOHN PHILIP SOUSA, VOLUME 1. This unique two CD collection combined with the United States Marine Band, Sousa’s work, vividly demonstrates the genius that captivated the spirit of a burgeoning nation. Includes: The Occidental; The New York Hippodrome, Keeping Step with the Union; The Coeds of Michigan; The Glory of the Yankee Navy; The Volga Boatman; Solid Men to the Front; and more. Alltrezzo. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

CD 2893177 FAMOUS OPERA CHORUSES. This selection of famous opera choruses showcases some of the most popular melodies of the Western opera tradition. Includes:常用之合唱: Verdi’s Nabucco, Chorus of the Hebrew Slaves; Donizetti’s Don Pasquale, Servants’ Chorus; Puccini’s Turandot: Gira la Colta; Gounod’s Faust, Soldiers’ Chorus; and more. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 7526717 PIANO CLASSICS: The Gold Collection. This collection of 13 enduring piano classics, from Mozart’s playful Turkish Rondo to Beethoven’s dramatic Fur Elise, will delight you with its variety and depth of emotion. Also Recomenda sonata; Espana-Rhapsody for Piano and Orchestra in E flat by Hayden and more. Classical Gallery. $4.95
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CD 2893053 RICHARD WAGNER: Beloved Opera Melodies. An amazing collection of Wagner’s best loved opera melodies. Includes selections from Tannhauser; Lohengrin; Der Fliegende Hollander; Tristan und Isolde; Die Meistersinger von Nurnberg; and Die Walküre. Carlo Pantelli conducts the New Philharmonic Orchestra and Anton Nanut conducts the Radio Symphony Orchestra Ljubljana. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2893261 ANGEL CHERUB CARDS. By Hildegard von Bingen. Enclosed in this package is a beautiful variety of six blank angel cherub cards along with six CDs. Each card contains a copy of the poetic chant music by Hildegard von Bingen. Heavenly Revelation, Antiphons, Responds, by the Oxford Camerata, directed by Jeremy Summerly. These cards are sure to bring joy to someone special in your life. Naxos of America, Inc. Pub. at $19.99

CD 6839119 EVERYBODY’S MOZART: Piano Concertos No.17, 20, 22 & 24. Sir Charles Mackerras leads the Scottish Chamber Orchestra in four works by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart: Piano Concerto No.20 in D minor, K.466; Piano Concerto No.22 in E-flat major, K.482; Piano Concerto No.17 in G major, K.459; and Piano Concerto No.24 in C minor, K.491. John O’Connor, piano. Over two hours on 2 CDs. Telarc. $4.95

CD 2893339 MORE FAMOUS OPERA CHORUSES. This collection presents choruses from a variety of operas that includes the most famous works. Includes Aida: Triumphal March and Chorus; La Forza del Destino: The Soldiers Chorus; Il Trovatore: The Gypsy Chorus; Nabucco: “Va, pensiero,” and Macbeth: “Verdi’s Peasants’ Chorus” by Leoncavallo; and The Bridal Chorus by Wagner. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 6830901 PETER TCHAIKOVSKY: The Nutcracker. The CD side of this dual-disc set highlights the Nutcracker Ballet, including the Overture; The Waltz of the Snowflakes; Tarantella; and Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy. The DVD side contains the complete surround sound. Silverline. $4.95

CD 2893436 ROMANTIC PIANO MUSIC. This collection features romantic piano pieces from a variety of composers. Includes Beethoven’s Fur Elise; Schumann’s Traumerei; Kubelik’s Melody in F; Schubert’s Moment Musical, and Impromptu; Mozart’s Rondo alla Turca; Grieg’s Morning Mood, and To the Spring; Mendelssohn’s Song without Words Op. 19; Liszt’s Hiawatha Suite; and Tchaikovsky’s Bells Op.35. Sibelius. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2893452 SCANDINAVIAN MASTERWORKS. This collection presents four Scandinavian composers and features some of their works. Includes Midsummer vigil (Swedish Rhapsody No.1 Op. 19) by Alven, Pastoral Suite by Larsson; The Flowers of Fosso Orchestra Suite No.1 by Peterson-Berger; The Swan of Turunen; Finland. Pub. at $12.99 (Op. 44) by Sibelius. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2935244 PETE TOWNSHEND’S CLASSIC QUADROPHENIA. Townsend has created a classical version of one of the Who's greatest rock albums Quadrophenia for a symphony orchestra, opera singer and choir. This classic rock opera is conducted by Robert Ziegler and features popular British tenor Allie Boe on vocals, with Townsend himself on electric guitar and performing cameo vocal roles. Collects 17 tracks. Eel Pie. $5.95

CD 2893134 CONCERTOS FOR TWO VIOLINS: Bach/Albinoni/Telemann/ Stamitz. This collection presents four great composers and their concertos for two violins. Includes Bach’s Concerto for Two Violins, and Strings in C minor; Telemann’s Concerto for Two Viols and Strings in C major; and Stamitz’s Sinfonia Concertante for Violins No.7 in D minor. Bohdan Warchal conducts the Slovak Chamber Orchestra. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2897241 A-Z OF SINGERS. By David Patmore. Four CDs presents selected recordings of singers including, Marian Anderson, singing Saint-Saëns’ Samson et Dalila; Act II; A. Scotti: Awake! My Heart; Enrico Catuso singing Verdi’s Rigoletto, Act I: Questo o Quello; Maria Callas singing Puccini’s Tosca, Act II: Vissi d’Arte, and more. Also includes a five-hundred guide that gives more than three hundred biographies of singers. Naxos. Pub. at $38.99

CD 2893215 FRENCH OPERA OVERTURES. This collection represents the fantastic overtures of French Opera. Includes Carmen Overture by Bizet; Overture to La Vie Parisienne by Offenbach; Fra Diavolo Overture by Auber; Roman Carnival Overture by Berlioz; La Damnation of Faust, by Berlioz; Orpheus in the Underworld by Offenbach; The Black Domino Overture by Aubry; and The Caligraf by Bagdad Overture by Beeldieude. Classical Gallery. $5.95


CD 2893241 SACRED VERDI. Sir Anthony Pappano conducts the Orchestra dell’Accademia Nazionale di Santa Cecilia with four sacred settings which Giuseppe Verdi wrote at the end of his life. Includes Quattro Pezzi Sacri; Ave Maria; and Libera me. Cino Visco conducts the Coro dell’Accademia di Santa Cecilia with Maria Agresta, soprano. Warner Music Group. Pub. at $17.99

CD 2893371 MOZART: Bassoon Concerto/Clarinet Concerto. The works of Mozart featured in this recording include Bassoon Concerto in B-flat major; Oboe Concerto in C major; and Clarinet Concerto in A major. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2891102 RIES: Piano Sonatas and Sonatinas 1. This collection presents the nine Piano Sonatas (Op. 12, 21, 23, 27, 28, and 31) and Sonata in E flat major, Op.11, No.1 and the lovely Sonatina in A major, Op.45 featuring Susan Kogan, Piano. Naxos. $5.95

CD 2893355 MOZART: 3 Violin Sonatas. This recording presents three of Mozart’s beautiful works for violin and piano. Includes Sonata for Violin and Piano in E minor, K.302; Sonata for Violin and Piano in B flat major, K.378; and Sonatina for Violin and Piano in A major. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2893509 TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Concerto No.1. This collection combines two of Tchaikovsky’s most beloved compositions. Includes Piano Concerto No.1 in E flat major Op. 23 and the Violin Concerto in D minor Op. 35. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2893304 INVITATION TO THE DANCE. This collection features a variety of composers and their works that were inspired by dance. Includes Invitation to the Dance Op.65 and Dance of the Hours from La Gioconda by Halasz, guitar. Naxos. Pub. at $12.99

CD 2893335 TRAUERMEI. Wonderful selection of romantic, masterpiece pieces which were collected under the title Trauermei or “reverie,” because of their dreamy character. Includes Trauermei from “Scenes of Childhood” Op. 15 by Schumann, Lullaby Op.49 in E flat major by Brahms; Airs from Suite No. 3 in D major by Bach; Sado’s Song of the Indian Merchant by Rimsy-Korsakov, and more. Classical Gallery. $5.95
CD 2893029 BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas, Nos. 12, 17, 19 & 26. This collection presents Beethoven’s beautiful and lyrical piano sonatas. Hugo Steuer plays the Piano Sonata No. 12 in A flat major Op. 26 “Funeral March” and the Sonata for Piano No. 19 in G minor Op. 49. Sylvia Capova performs the Piano Sonata No. 17 in D major Op. 81a “Les Adieux.” IMC Music Ltd. $5.95

CD 2893290 HAYDN: Concertos for Flute and Oboe. This collection features three of Haydn’s concertos. Includes Concerto for Flute and Oboe No. 1 in D major; Concerto for Oboe and Bassoon in C major; and Concerto for Flute and Oboe for King Ferdinand VI of Napoli HV 7/3 in G major. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 289324X HANDEL/HAYDN: Organ Concertos. The organ concertos of Handel include Concerto for Organ in G minor Op. 41; Concerto for Organ in F major Op. 10, No. 3; and Concerto for Organ in F major Op. 4. Eugen Düring conducts the Camerata Romana with Eberhard Kraus on organ. The Haydn pieces include the Organ Hob XII/1 and the Organ concerto in C major Hob XII/5. Bohdan Warzala conducts the Slovak Chamber Orchestra with Ferdinand Klinda on organ. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2915171 TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphonies No. 2 & 3. This collection gathers two of Tchaikovsky’s great symphonies. Includes Symphony No. 2 in C minor Op. 17 “Little Russian”. Alberto Lizzio conducts the Philharmonia Slavonica. Symphony No. 2 in C major (op. 55) “The Tempest” and Symphony No. 3 in D major “Polish”. Carlo Pantelli conducts the Philharmonia Slavonica. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 369092X THE BEST OF WEBER. Here is an opportunity to appreciate a variety of works by Carl Maria von Weber. Includes Overture to Euryanthe (J291), the overture to Young Sun educational program. Includes Twelve Minuets WoO17. Vlastimil Horak conducts the Chamber Orchestra Bratislava. Naxos. Pub. at $49.99

CD 2974274 PUCCINI OPERAS, VOL. 1. These six operas by Puccini include Manon Lescaut with Miriam Gauci as Manon Lescaut, Alexander Rahbari conducts the BRT Philharmonic Orchestra; La Bohème with Luba Orgonasova as Mimi, Will Humburg conducts the Czech-Slovak Radio Symphony Orchestra; and Toscas with Neljly Miricisic as Tosca, Alexander Rahbari conducts the Czechoslovak Radio Symphony Orchestra. $9.95

CD 2893590 MOZART: Flute Concertos No. 1 & 2. This double album presents two works by Mozart featuring the flute. Includes Flute Concerto No. 1 in G major; Flute Concerto No. 2 in D major; and Concerto for Flute, harp and orchestra in C major. Alberto Lizzio conducts the Mozart Festival Orchestra. $5.95

CD 2893321 GRIEG: Peer Gynt Suites Nos. 1 & 2. This presentation presents two of Grieg’s best-known works. Includes Peer Gynt Suite No. 1 in G major; Peer Gynt Suite No. 2 in D major; and Peer Gynt Suite No. 2 Op. 55. Also includes the Famous Overture to Peer Gynt Op. 46 by Vladimir Ashkenazy. conducts the Academic Symphony Orchestra of the St. Petersburg Philharmonic. Audiophile. $5.95

CD 2923250 JOHANN STRAUSS, JR.: Famous Overtures. Alfred Walter conducts the Slovak State Philharmonic Orchestra in this collection of Johann Strauss, Jr.’s operetta overtures. Includes Die Fledermaus; Eine Nacht in Venedig; Indigo und die Verzweifte Räuber; Cagliostro in Wien; Prinz Methusalem; Blindekuh; die Konigin der Nacht; Waldmeister; and Der Zigeunersbaron. Naxos. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

CD 4528077 THE MARIO LANZA COLLECTION. He was one of the finest tenor voices of the 20th century, respected and admired by his peers and fans around the world. This massive 92-track set includes classics from across his all-too-brief career, including many of his best-known songs from movies, as well as most of A and B sides of his singles on RCA. 4 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

CD 683213X RESSPIGH: Pines of Rome, Fountains of Rome, Metamorphoseon Modii XII. The Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra performs Ottorino Respighi’s Pines of Rome, Fountains of Rome; and Metamorphoseon Modii XII. Telarc. $4.95

CD 2974347 ROMEO & JULIET AND OTHER WORKS INSPIRED BY SHAKESPEARE. Antonio Wit conducts the Polish National Radio Symphony Orchestra in Tchaikovsky’s The Tempest, Op. 73; Adrian Learner conducts the Polish National Symphony Orchestra in Tchaikovsky’s Hamlet, Op.67 Fantasy Overture; and Anthony Bramall conducts the Slovak Philharmonic Orchestra in Mendelssohn’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream; and Andrew Mogerlia conducts the National Symphony Orchestra of Ukraine in Prokofiev’s Romeo and Juliet, Op. 64. 5 CDs. Naxos. Pub. at $49.99 $9.95

CD 2974355 ROSSINI: Guillaume Tell. This production of Guillaume Tell is performed in its original uncut version. With Andrew Foster-Williams as Guillaume Tell, Michael Spyres as Arnold Melchthal; and Judith Howarth as Mathilde. Antonino Fogliani conducts the Virtuosi Brunensis. 4 CDs. Naxos. Pub. at $49.99

CD 2893353 MOZART: Horn Concertos. This recording features three of Mozart’s horn concertos. Includes Horn Concerto No. 1 in D major; Horn Concerto No. 2 in E flat major; and Horn Concerto No. 4 in E major. Alberto Lizzio conducts the Mozarteum Orchestra. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 3691071 JOHN CORIGLIANO: Music for Violin and Piano. Presents works from one of America’s finest and most widely recognized composers. Includes Sonata for Violin and Piano; The Red Violin; A Song of Orpheus; and Variations and Arias for Piano and Orchestra. Carlo Montanaro conducts the Colorado Symphony Orchestra. RCA. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95


CD 2961128 MATSUDAIRA: Bugaku Dance Suite. Yoritane Matsudaira was one of the greatest Japanese composers of the 20th century. This collection features dances from his works that were highly influential in the themes of Modern Dance, Theme and Variations for Piano and Orchestra; Danza Ritual e Finale; and Szilárd efinale. Ken Takaseki conducts the Osaka City Orchestra with Ichiro Nodaira, Piano. Naxos. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95


CD 2961679 PURPLE CLASSICS PRESENTS: The String Quartet Collection. This double collection presents Beethoven’s String Quartet No. 1 in F major by the Kodaly Quartet; Mozart’s String Quartet No. 21 in D major by the Quatuor Danel; and Three String Quartet No. 96 in G major by Mendelssohn. The Kodaly Quartet; and the Ludwig Quartet plays Brahms’s String Quartet No. 1 in C major. Naxos. Pub. at $9.99

CD 6751379 MOSCOW STRING QUARTET: Beethoven String Quartet 10 & 11. Eugenia Abramowitz, Olga Yakovleva, Tatjana Kogan, and Olga Oronchanov (cello and violoncello) interpret a peer of Beethoven masterworks in eight tracks. Fines Arts Records. $2.95

CD 289310X BRITTEN/ELGAR/BARTOK/RESPIGHI. Presents four of classical music’s most important composers in this collection. Includes Benjamin Britten’s Simple Symphony for Strings Op. 4; Edward Elgar’s Serenade for Strings in E minor Op. 20; Bella Bartok’s Divertimento for String Orchestra Sz 113; and Ottorino Respighi’s Ancient Airs and Dance-Suite No. 3 Op. 49. Bohdan Warzala conducts the Slovak Chamber Orchestra. Classical Gallery. $5.95
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**CD 2893242 AN INTRODUCTION TO WAGNER: Tristan und Isolde.** By Christopher Cook. Christopher Cook explores in words and music the plot and background of this masterpiece; the story of two lovers gripped by a passion that can only be consummated beyond the grave. With Tristan & Isolde (in the King's English) Gunnar Lundberg as Kurwenal. With the Royal Chorus. Leif Segerstam conducts the Royal Swedish Opera Orchestra. NaXos. NaXos. Pub. at $9.99 **$4.95**

**CD 2893057 BEETHOVEN: String Quartets, Nos. 2, 3 & 5.** This collection presents three of Beethoven’s most challenging string quartets. Includes String Quartet No.2 in G major Op.18; String Quartet No.3 in D major Op.18; and String Quartet No.5 in A major Op.18. Played by the Barbiere Quartet. Classical Gallery. **$5.95**

**CD 2893347 MOZART: 3 Divertissimes.** This collection presents five outstanding pieces by Mozart. Includes Divertimento No.1 in D major; Divertimento No.2 in B flat major; Divertimento No.3 in F major; Symphony No.31 in D major (The Paris Symphony); and Six German Dances. Classical Gallery. **$5.95**

**CD 3690946 CASABLANS: Piano Music.** Presents piano compositions by Spanish contemporary composer Benet Casablancas. This collection includes Three Divertimenti (for piano duet); Two Piano Pieces; Scherzo; Prelude and Fugue in C; and Three Bagatelles With Jordi Maso and Miquel Villalba on piano. NaXos. NaXos. Pub. at $12.99 **$4.95**

**CD 2893320 KREISLENIANA: Encores for Violin & Piano.** Presents a variety of composers and their works for violin and piano. Includes Valerio Atti Meditazione di Thais; Massenet; Haffner Serenade; Rondo by Mozart; Sicilienne by Von Paradis; Cantabile by Paganini; Cavatine Op.85 by Raff; and La Fille aux cheveux de lin by Debussy. Classical Gallery. **$5.95**


**CD 3691055 AN INTRODUCTION TO...RAFF, BIZET & MA MERE LOYE.** This CD set contains Raff’s Cantabile, and the enchanting Mothers Goose Suite. Narrated by Jeremy Siepmann, this series explores in words and music these two works by Raff. In an accessible and lively manner, Siepmann looks at the history and the form of these great masterpieces. Includes an informative booklet. NaXos. NaXos. Pub. at $19.99 **$5.95**

**CD 6791387 THE MOSCOW STRING QUARTET: Glinka/Tchaikovsky.** Eugenia Alkhimova and Valentina Alykova (violin); Tatiana Dvoryanskaya (viola); and Stanislav Grigoriev (cello and violincello) join a fiddle aux cheveux de lin by Raff; Mutin in G major by Bizet; and Mal Efren de la chevalerie by Ma Mere Loye. Classical Gallery. **$5.95**

**CD 2893460 SCHUBERT: Symphony No.7.** This collection presents two beautiful works by Schubert. Includes Overture Op.26 “Die Zauberharfe” and Symphony No.7 in C major. Classical Gallery. **$5.95**

**CD 2893487 SCHUMANN PIANO CONCERTO/CHOPIN PIANO CONCERTO NO.1.** This collection brings together two of the greatest piano concertos of the romantic period. Includes Schumann’s Piano Concerto in A minor Op.54; and Chopin’s Piano Concerto No.1 in E minor Op.11. Classical Gallery. **$5.95**

**CD 2893045 BEL CANTO.** This collection presents many of the great Italian bel canto “beautiful song” composers. Includes: E. Di Capri O Sole Mio & O Di Mari; V. Melo Titribomba; A. Buzzi-Peccia Lola; E. De Curtis Cantà per me!; L. Denza Funzuli; S. Gazzana Music Prohibita; C. Bixio Parla mi d’amore; and many more. Hudec conducts the Brno Symphony Orchestra. Classical Gallery. **$5.95**


**CD 292742X FLORENCE FOSTER JENKINS: The Complete Recordings.** A New York socialite who, despite being a hopelessly incompetent singer, "believed herself to be an operatic diva from Venice," Jenkins is a fascinating anomaly in the history of opera. In the early 1940s, she joined pianist Cosme McMoon to record a number of well-known operas, as well as a handful of contemporary art songs, all of which are presented on this nine-track CD. Avid Entertainment. **$14.95**


**CD 369108X JOHN SALMON PLAYS DAVE BRUBECK.** A legendary jazz artist, Dave Brubeck is also a composer of many classical works. This collection features Brubeck’s Four pieces: ‘Song for the Skies’; ‘Three Bagatelles’; ‘Two-Pt Adventure’; ‘Tritonos’; ‘The Atlantic Sound’; and ‘The Rising Sun’. With John Salmon. NaXos. Pub. at $12.99 **$4.95**

**CD 2895089 EXPLORING AMERICA, VOLUME 1.** This track collection captures some of the elements of American music. Includes Paul Copland’s Appalachian Spring (excerpt); Paul Gambill conducts the Nashville Chamber Orchestra, Samuel Barber’s Violin Concerto; Prokofiev with the Royal Scottish National Orchestra; Alva & Maso Cello Concerto with the Seattle Symphony Orchestra, and others. NaXos. Pub. at $12.99 **$4.95**

Three CDs, Dynamic. Pub. at $29.95 **$21.95**

**CD 2929512 J.S. BACH: Orchestral Suites, Nos. 1, 2 & 3.** This collection of orchestral suites by Bach includes J.S. Bach: Orchestral Suites, Nos. 1, 2, & 3. With Jordi Maso and Pau Ferrer, David Oistrach; E. Fricke & The Boston Pops Orchestra. **$5.95**

**CD 3691225 SCHUBERT: Poets of Sensibility, Vols 1 and 2.** The “poets of sensibility” played an important part in Schubert’s early years as a composer. Includes Songs based on poems of Friedrich Gottlieb Klopstock; and Songs based on poems of Friedrich Schiller. Includes songs on poems of Massenet; with Thomas Bauer, baritone and Ulrich Eisenlohr, piano. Two CDs. NaXos. Pub. at $25.99 **$15.95**

**CD 2893428 ROMANTIC BALLET MUSIC.** This collection features three composers and their works for ballet. Includes ballet music from Rosamunde by Schubert; Giselle by Adam and Adolphe Adam; and Giselle by Tchaikovsky from Faust by Gounod. Classical Gallery. **$5.95**

**CD 2893002 THE ART OF CORA CANNE–BEETHOVEN.** In this two CD collection, mezzo-soprano Cora Canne Meijer sings selections from various operas in which she sang memorable roles. Includes Mozart’s Così Fan Tutte Mejeier sings the role of Dorabella and in Verdi’s Don Carlos, she preforms Eboli. Also includes certain selections of Bizet’s Carmen, Strauss’ Ariadne auf Naxos and more. Gala. **$6.95**

**CD 2844277 GILBERT AND SULLIVAN: Princess Ida/Patter Songs.** This double CD includes Gilbert and Sullivan’s Princess Ida conducted by Isidore Godfrey and also collects Patter Songs from Gilbert and Sullivan, performed by baritone singer, Nelson S. Forty-four tracks. Avid Entertainment. **$14.95**

**CD 3691152 AN INTRODUCTION TO...ROSSINI: The Barber of Seville.** Presents in words and music the plot and background of Rossini’s opera, one of the most popular operas. Using the principle themes and arias of the opera, we are given an informative and entertaining look at The Barber of Seville that enables the listener to get more from this remarkable opera. Naxos. Price at $9.99. $4.95

**CD 2909239 INVITATION: Trios for Clarinet, Violin and Piano.** This collection includes the beautiful works of Darius Milhaud’s Suite Op. 157b, Patrick Cardy’s Tango! Aram Khachaturian’s Trio for Clarinet, Violin, and Piano, and Polacca’s Invocation au Chateau. Marquis. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 6966217 VERDI: Falstaff.** This classic 1950 recording of Verdi’s last opera is his second comedy and musically the most sophisticated of his operas. With Gianpiero Tadddei as Falstaff, Rosanna Carmen as Mrs. Alice Ford, Lina Pagliughi as Nannetta, and Saturno Meletti as Ford. Mario Rossi conducts the RAI Turin. Two CDs. Allegro. $9.95


**CD 2854376 MOZART OPERAS. VOLUME 23. LA FINTA GIARDINIERA.** With Eliana Chipoletta as Zerlina, and Robert A. Wilder as Mama; with supporters, the London Symphony Orchestra conducted by Rudolf Kempe. Parma, London. 10 CDs. Allegro. $11.95

**CD 6005677 HANNS EISLER: Edition.** Hanins Eisler wrote an enormous amount of music of all kinds. Included in this 10 CD set are his Orchestral Music; Deutsche Sinfonie; Chamber Music; Gisela May sings Brecht; Irmin Arnold sings Eisler; Piano Music; Vocal Symphonic Music; and Unaccompanied Choral Music. Brilliant Classics. $34.95

**CD 2854325 FRANZ SCHUBERT: 3-CD-Set.** This collection of works by Franz Schubert includes excerpts from his opera Rosamunde with Peter Maag leading the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra; and excerpts from his opera Die Forelle with Glinka. This collection will leave any serious collector of Schubert with a rich treasure in their library. Includes Fantasy in C Major “Winterreisfantasie” with Peter Frankl, piano. Sonata in A Major and Sonata in B Flat Major, Jorg Demus, piano. Quintet for Piano, Violin, Viola, Cello and Double Bass in A Major, performed by the Trout Quintet. 3 CDs. TIM. $28.95

**CD 2932933 PETER MAXWELL DAVIES: Naxos Quartets Nos. 1 and 2.** Peter Maxwell Davies is universally acknowledged as one of the foremost composers of our time. The Maggini Quartet presents Davies’ Naxos Quartet Op. 36 in C major and the String Quartet in A major Op. 17. Naxos Quartet. Naxos. Pub. at $12.99 PRICE OUT at $2.95

**CD 6905560 CRISTINA ORTIZ: Enrique Granados/Manuel de Falla.** Three beautiful piano suites by Spanish composers Enrique Granados Goyescas; and Allegro de Concierto; and Manuel De Falla Tres Obras Desconocidas; performed on the piano by Cristina Ortiz. Brilliant Classics. $3.95

**CD 2924765 REFLECTIONS: Vienna to Brooklyn.** Paulian Alison Deane presents an appealing variated recital of compositions including Franz Schubert Impromptu in B Flat Major, Op. 142 #3, D.895; Ludwig van Beethoven 32 Variations on an Original Theme in C minor, WoO 80; and Robert Schumann Variations on the Name “Abegg”. Op. 71. Thirteen tracks in all. ZOHO Music. Pub. at $16.95 PRICE OUT at $9.95

**CD 6926293 ENCOUR: London Symphony Orchestra, Philip Georgian.** Philip Gibson conducts the London Symphony Orchestra in 14 tracks of classical favorites by Delibes, Brahms, Anderson, Berlioz, Glinka, Elgar, Handel, Verdi, Grote, Chaikovsky, and more. Also included are excerpts from The Nutcracker Ballet Suite. Op. 71a 1 Overture Miniature, performed by Philharmonia Orchestra and conducted by Adrian Leaper. ABM. $3.95

**CD 6928382 SCENES & IMAGES: London Symphony Orchestra.** Adrian Leaper and Philip Gibson conduct the London Symphony Orchestra in an inspired compilation; On the Trail (Grand Canyon Suite) by Grote; Finlandia by Sibelius; Prelude A La Pres-Midi D’Un Faune by Debussy; and more by Ravel, Saint-Saëns, and Dvorak. Slavonica with George Rider on piano. Classical Gallery. $6.95

**CD 2893155 FAMOUS OVERTURES.** This collection represents some of the most beautiful overtures ever written. Includes Pelot and Peasant Overture by Von Suppe; William Tell Overture by Rossini; Overture on the Suspense by Offenbach; John Robins Overture by Von Suppe; The Merry Wives of Nicolai; Rouan and Ludrilia by Glinka; and The Beautiful Galatea Overture by Von Suppe. Carlo Pandell conducts the New Philharmonia Orchestra. Classical Gallery. $6.95

**CD 2893323 GEORGE GERSHWIN: Piano Concerto in Rhapody in Blue/An American in Paris.** This is one of classical music’s most beautiful recordings. In this collection we get three American masterpieces: An American in Paris for solo piano and orchestra, and the exceptional American composer George Gershwin. Includes Piano Concerto in F Minor; Rhapsody in Blue; and An American In Paris. Henry Lewis conducts the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra. $19.95

**CD 2893169 FAMOUS CONCERT WALTZES.** Presents a collection of concert waltzes from a variety of composers. Includes Tchaikovsky’s Waltz from The Nutcracker Suite Op. 71, Glazov’s Concert Waltz in D major Op. 54; Ravel’s Deux Waltzes in G minor Op. 54; Liszt’s Hungarian Rhapsodies Op. 39; and many others. Idia Cremveda and Dubravka Tomic on piano. Classical Gallery. $9.95

**CD 283538X BACH: Greatest Works.** Presents a collection of some of Bach’s greatest works. Toccata and fugue in D minor, with E. Power Biggs on organ. The Brandenburg Concerto No. 3 and the Brandenburg Concerto No. 5 performed by the Kammerorchestra with Helmut Koch conductor. Prelude in C major with Herbert Collum. Hanspiels. Includes other beautiful works on 2 CDs. Kultursalon. $34.95

**CD 2853401 VERA FAVOURITES.** This collection presents overtures, arias, choruses and intermezzi from a variety of operas and composers. Includes The Overture and Introduction Chorus of Die Meistersinger by Wagner; Carmen: Les Diablai; and the Overture Chorus from Don Carlos by Verdi; Don Giovanni Overture by Mozart; and more. Puccini, Medival of Thais by Massenet, Don Carlos: O Don Fatale by Verdi; and many more. Classical Gallery. $9.95

**CD 2835401 HAYDN: Greatest Works.** This 2 CD collection of Joseph Haydn’s present some of his greatest works. Includes Symphony No. 84, Symphony No. 94; The Trumpet Concerto in E flat major, the Sinfonia Concertante in B flat major Op. 84; The String Quartet in C major Op. 76, The Piano Trio in G major; performed by the Staatskapelle Berlin. The Dresdner Koch conductor and others. Philharmonie Gunther Herbig conductor and others. $3.95

**CD 6637507 POWER CLASSICS.** Fourteen compositions showcase the unique power of great classical music. Includes interpretations of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 5 in C minor; Strauss’s Funder and Lightening Polka; Rossini’s William Tell, ABM. $3.95

**CD 6905691 WILLIAM TELL OVERTURE.** Includes music from Verdi’s William Tell featuring Maestro DeMeo conducting the Simlish Orchestra. In this collection we also find music from Glinka’s La Finta Giardiniera, with Mark Lepore as Zerlina, and Robert A. Wilder as Mama; with supporters, the London Symphony Orchestra conducted by Ivan Maestri. Also included are excerpts from Maestri’s opera, Irmgard Arnold sings Eisler; Piano Music; Vocal Symphonic Music; and Unaccompanied Choral Music. Brilliant Classics. $11.95

**CD 7878167 MASCAGNI MEYER: Complete Studio Recordings 1925-1957.** An astonishing 17 CDs collect the entirety of this renowned collection. 

**CD 2924766 REFLECTIONS: Vienna to Brooklyn.** Paulian Alison Deane presents a piano recital on the piano by Cristina Ortiz. Brilliant Classics.
**Classical - Opera**


**CD 6966187** WEINGARTNER: Beethoven–Symphony No. 3. This classic 1935 recording of the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by the legendary Felix Weingartner includes Beethoven’s overture to his only opera Leonore, and Beethoven’s Symphony No. 3 also known as the Eroica. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**CD 2854638** MOZART OPERAS, VOLUME 17: Il Sogno di Scipione/Cosi Fan Tutte. This brilliant 5 CD collection brings together two operas. In Il Sogno Di Scipione, Claron McFadden is Fortunio; Claudia Petacca, Costanza, and Francois Soore, Scipione. Jed Wentz leads the Musica Ad Aernum, Sigiswald Kuijken conducts La Petite Bande, Orchestra and Chorus in Mozart’s comedy Così Fan Tutte with Solle Isokoski as Fiordiligi; Monica Groop as Dorabella and Huub Clausens as Don Alfonso. Brilliant Classics. **$11.95**

**CD 6966411** BEECHAM: Schubert-Symphony No. 5. Recorded in 1939 and 1940, Sir Thomas Beecham conducts the London Symphony Orchestra in Schubert’s, beautiful B flat and Franck’s magnificent Symphony in D minor. Allegro. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6950329** PFFITZNER PALESTRINA, Pfitzner’s opera of the great 16th century composer Palestrina with a libretto by Pfitzner. Peter Schirr plays Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestina; Stefried Lorenz plays Carlo Borromeo; and Hans-Joachim plays Morone. With the Chorus of the Deutsche Oper Berlin, conducted by Harald Kloser. Staatssber Berlin, and Deutsches Theater Berlin. Three CDs. Brilliant Classics. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**


**Blu-ray 2932288** BEST OF VERDI ARIAS. Widescreen. Presents arias from 10 of Verdi’s most celebrated operas. Includes arias from La Traviata; Rigoletto; Don Carlo; Aida; Luisa Miller; Il Trovatore; I Vespri Siciliani; Un Ballo In Maschera; La Forza Del Destino; and Otello. In Italian with English subtitles. 112 minutes. Unitel Classics. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**Blu-ray 2974386** VERDI: Il Corsaro. Widescreen. In a period notable for its skirmishes between Christian pirates and the Ottoman Empire, the action centers on complex love affairs all of which end badly. Bruno Rappoldi as Corrado; Irina Lungu as Medora; Silvia Dalla Benetta as Guiliana, and Luca Salvi as Seid. Carlo Montanaro conducts the Orchestra E Coro Del Teatro Regio Di Parma. In Italian with English subtitles. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**Blu-ray 2974282 LA BOHEME: Giacomo Puccini. Widescreen. This dynamic and thought provoking new version of La Bohème superimposes the modern over the traditional. With Diego Torre as Rodolfo, Vasilij Ladjuk as Marcello, Karin Jakobson as Musetta, and Luca Salsi as Schaunard. Bruno Rappoldi as Corrado; Irina Lungu as Medora; Silvia Dalla Benetta as Guiliana and Luca Salvi as Seid. Bruno Rappoldi conducts the Orchestra E Coro Del Teatro Regio Di Parma. In Italian with English subtitles. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**Dvd 2932377 MENDELSSOHN: Violin Concertos–Violin Sonata in F Minor.** Filled with Mendelssohn’s signature freshness and lightness this collection presents the Violin Concerto in E minor, Op 64; Violin Concerto in D minor; and Violin Sonata in F minor, Op. 4. With Tiarna Yang, violin and Romain Descharmes, piano. Patrick Gallois conducts the Antonia Finlandia Jyvaskyla. Over 66 minutes. **SOLD OUT**

**Dvd 2974330 RICHARD STRAUSS: Der Rosenkavalier. Widescreen. This most successful opera of Richard Strauss is a story of love, lust and human frailty. With Cheryl Barker as Melisande, Catherine Carver as Octavian; Octavian Rofrano; Manfred Hemm as Baron Ochs Auf Lerchenau; and Emma Pearson as Sophie Von Anhalt-Berleburg. diced, and English subtitles. Over 3 hours, Opera Australia. Pub. at $39.99. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**
Blu-ray 2974312 RICHARD STRAUSS: Ariadne auf Naxos. Widescreen. Christoph von Dohnanyi conducts the Orchestra of the Zurich Opera House. Includes Strauss’ Ariadne Auf Naxos. With Emily Magee as Ariadne/Primadonna; Elena Mosuc as Zerbinetta; Roberto Sacca as Tenor/Bacchus; Michael Volle as O�erth; and Helmuth Bredt as Konopist. In German with English subtitles. 124 minutes. TDK. Pub. at $39.99 $7.95

Blu-ray 2974396 VERDI: Otello. Widescreen. Presents an unforgettable performance of an early work by Verdi.Antonio Allegri leads the Orchesta E Coro Del Teatro Regio Di Parma. With Mariana Petcheva as Cuniza; Fabio Santori as Riccudo; Giovanni Battista Parodi as Otello, and Francesca Sassu as Imeda. In Italian with English subtitles. 124 minutes. TDK. Pub. at $34.99 $7.95

Blu-ray 2932407 PROKOFIEV: Symphony No.4–The Prodigal Son. Presents Prokofiev’s imposing Symphony No. 4 Op.46. 2932407

Blu-ray 2974401 VERDI: Simon Boccanegra. Widescreen. Presents a monumental production of Verdi’s overwhelming work. Daniele Callegari leads the Orchestra E Coro Del Teatro Regio Di Parma. With Leo Nucci as Simon Boccanegra; Roberto Scandiuzzi as Jacopo Fiesco; Simone Piazzola as Paolo Albiani; Tamar Iveri as Amelia; and Francesco Meli as Gabriele Adorno. In Italian with English subtitles. 125 minutes. C Major Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

Blu-ray 2974306 RICHARD STRAUSS: Also Sprach Zarathustra, Till Eulenspiegel, Macbeth. Widescreen. Andris Nelsons conducts the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra in an all Richard Strauss program. Selections include Also sprach Zaratustra Op.30; Einleitung (Sonnenauge); Von den Hinterweltlen; Das Grablid; Von den Freuden und Leidenschaften; Von der Wissenschaft; Das Tanzfeuer; Macbeth Op.23, Till Eulenspiegel lustige Sireche Op. 28, and more 80 minutes. C Major Entertainment. Pub. at $34.99 $9.95


Blu-ray 2974353 SPIRA MIRABILIS. Widescreen. This documentary focuses on an extraordinary new project drawing together some of Europe’s finest young performers and offering a new approach to classical music making. Spira Mirabilis performs Robert Schumann’s Symphony Op. 12 and Chopin’s Piano Concerto No. 1 in G minor. In Italian with English subtitles. 88 minutes. EuroArts. Pub. at $39.95 $7.95

Blu-ray 2932318 CIRCUS MAXIMUS. Two works by the award winning composer John Corigliano. Circus Maximus: Symphony No. 3 is featured with its world premiere recording. Dances for band, are performed by The University of Texas Wind Ensemble with Jerry Junkin conducting. Nearly 53 minutes. Navos. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE TO CUT $3.95

CD 3691020 HAIL TO THE CHIEF: United States Marine Band. Features the United States Marine Band in this collection of 26 tracks of songs related to presidents throughout history. Includes President Garfield’s Inaugural March; The Star Spangled Banner; March Franklin D. Roosevelt”, Thomas Jefferson March; Solomon March; President Lincoln; The Ball of the Spirit of ‘76; and more. Allissimo. Pub. at $13.99 $5.95

CD 2972271 DICKIE GOODMAN: Long Live the King. Considered the “king of novelty,” Goodman’s recordings fit into so many categories, including parody, satire, sampling, mash-ups. This collection collects 27 tracks with hits such as The Flying Saucer Part 1; The Flying Saucer Part 2; Mr. Jaws; Hey E I, Watergate; Russian Bandstand; Mr. President; and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

CD 6649816 CAJUN PARTY: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Collects sixty Cajun classics performed by the original artists including Lafayette by Joseph Falcon; Joe Blon by Harry Choates; Jambalaya by Moon Mullican, Bayou Pom Pom One Step by Angelas Le Jeune; Cajun Love by Link Davis; and more. 3 CDs. Big3. $9.95

CD 2924749 THE 2 LIVE CREW: GREATEST CREWS. Collects eleven hits from this Rap group including Throw the D, Move Somethin’; Me So Horny, C’mon Babe; Pop That Coocker. Some Hot Head; The Caper; Boyz Love by Love; and more. LTD QUANTITY $9.95

CD 2993848 MILES DAVIS: Live at the Chicago Jazz Festival. A remastered recording from a live performance at the Chicago Jazz Festival on August 17, 1969. This cd collection contains six tracks from the band; Beginnings; South Carolina Blues; 25 or 6 to 4; So What; A Man’s gotta Feelin’; and more. MCPS. 12¼x12¼. SOLD OUT

CD 3688976 CHICAGO: September 13th, 1969. This vinyl cd collects seven songs from the rock band’s first UK tour in their heyday. Selections include the Dear John letter“Franklin D. Roosevelt”, Thomas Jefferson “Spring,” Symphony No.1 Op.38; “Also sprach Zaratustra, Op.30; And the Boss and his E Street Band: Born in the U.S.A; Glory Days; Cover Me; Dancing in the Dark; The River; My Home Town; Chimes of Freedom; War; and I’m On Fire. MCPS. 12¼x12¼. $9.95

CD 3694962 3 C D COLLECTION: Absolutely Essential. This vinyl compilation collects 60 Caju n classics performed by the original artists including Lafayette by Joseph Falcon; Joe Blon by Harry Choates; Jambalaya by Moon Mullican, Bayou Pom Pom One Step by Angelas Le Jeune; Cajun Love by Link Davis; and more. LTD QUANTITY $9.95

CD 3688917 THE ARCHIVES. This vinyl cd collects 13 songs from Archie, Betty, Veronica, Reggie, Jughead and Hot Dog too. Tracks include Archie’s Theme (Everything’s Archie); Boys and Girls; Time For Love; Sugar Sugar; Catch Up; I’m In Love; and more. LTD QUANTITY $9.95

CD 3689093 SANTANA: 1968 San Francisco. Five tracks are collected on this live recording by the famous Latin folk rock band. Selections include Sacrifice; Santana Eyes; Rock Way; Me; and a Medley of Let’s Get Ourselves Together/Jin Go Lo Ba. 12¼x12¼. $19.95

CD 299383X KINGS AND QUEENS OF COUNTRY. This vinyl compilation includes 18 tracks from some of country’s biggest artists. Songs include Crazy Love; He Ain’t Johnny Cash; I Walk the Line by Johnny Cash and the Tennessee Two; Stand by Your Man by Tammy Wynette; Okie from Muskogee by Merle Haggard; and more. LTD QUANTITY $11.95

Vinyl Records

VINYL 2862476 DEL SHANNON: Greatest Hits & Finest Performances. This 180 gram vinyl collects 16 songs from the rock ’n roll legend, including Runaway; Hats Off to Larry; Little Town Flirt; Handy Man; She’s Gotta Be Mine; Move It on Over; Time of the Day; and more. RWA. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $11.99 $7.95

VINYL 2993737 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN AND THE E STREET BAND LIVE: Estadio River Plate. Recorded live at Estadio River Plate in Buenos Aires, Argentina on October 15, 1986, this vinyl collection contains nine songs from the band, with his E Street Band: Born in the U.S.A Glory Days; Cover Me; Dancing in the Dark; The River; My Home Town; Chimes of Freedom; War; and I’m On Fire. MCPS. 12¼x12¼. LTD QUANTITY $9.95

VINYL 3688976 CHICAGO: September 13th, 1969. This vinyl cd collects seven songs from the rock band’s first UK tour in their heyday. Selections include the Dear John letter“Franklin D. Roosevelt”, Thomas Jefferson “Spring,” Symphony No.1 Op.38; “Also sprach Zaratustra, Op.30; And the Boss and his E Street Band: Born in the U.S.A; Glory Days; Cover Me; Dancing in the Dark; The River; My Home Town; Chimes of Freedom; War; and I’m On Fire. MCPS. 12¼x12¼. SOLD OUT

VINYL 2993848 MILES DAVIS: Live at the Chicago Jazz Festival. A remastered recording from a live performance at the Chicago Jazz Festival on August 17, 1969. This vinyl edition collects six tracks from the jazz icon: Human Nature; Perfect Way; Time After Time; Star People; The Senate, Me and You; and Wrinkle. MCPS. 12¼x12¼. LTD QUANTITY $19.95

VINYL 3688917 THE ARCHIVES. This vinyl cd collects 13 songs from Archie, Betty, Veronica, Reggie, Jughead and Hot Dog too. Tracks include Archie’s Theme (Everything’s Archie); Boys and Girls; Time For Love; Sugar Sugar; Catch Up; I’m In Love; and more. LTD QUANTITY $9.95

VINYL 3689093 SANTANA: 1968 San Francisco. Five tracks are collected on this live recording by the famous Latin folk rock band. Selections include Sacrifice; Santana Eyes; Rock Way; Me; and a Medley of Let’s Get Ourselves Together/Jin Go Lo Ba. 12¼x12¼. $19.95

VINYL 299383X KINGS AND QUEENS OF COUNTRY. This vinyl compilation includes 18 tracks from some of country’s biggest artists. Songs include Crazy Love; He Ain’t Johnny Cash; I Walk the Line by Johnny Cash and the Tennessee Two; Stand by Your Man by Tammy Wynette; Okie from Muskogee by Merle Haggard; and more. LTD QUANTITY $11.95
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Vinyl Records

**VINYL 3689026 IRON BUTTERFLY: Live in Copenhagen 1971**. Recorded live at the Falkoner Theater in Copenhagen, Denmark on January 25, 1971. Collects seven songs on two vinyl albums: Best Years of Our Life; Soldier in our Town; Stone Believer; Easy Rider (Let the Wind Pay the Way); Butterfly Blue; In-A-Gadda-Da-Vida; and Goodbye, Jam.

(with members of Yes). 12¼x12¼. $24.95

**VINYL 3688925 THE BOG BEAR SYSTEM: Ramblin’ Gamblin’ Man**. Eleven songs are collected from the rock ‘n’ roll legend on this wonderful vinyl recording. Tracks include Ramblin’ Gamblin’ Man; White Wall; Down Home; Gone; Black Eyed Girl; and more. Capitol Records. 12¼x12¼. $15.95

**VINYL 3689034 JUDY AT CARNEGIE HALL: Judy in Person**. This concert appearance has been called “the greatest night in show business history.” The Grammy Award-winning live masterpiece was recorded at Carnegie Hall on April 23, 1961. This 180 gram double vinyl collects 26 tracks, including Puttin’ on the Ritz; A Smiling (The Whole World Smiles with You); Do It Again; and more. Capitol Records. 12¼x12¼. $21.95

**VINYL 3689123 THE TURTLES: 45 RPM Singles Collection**. A remastered collection of 16 songs on eight seven inch vinyl singles. Tracks include Happy Together; She’d Rather Be with Me; You Showed Me; Ain’t Me Baby; She’s My Girl; Love in the Air; and more. Capitol Records. 12¼x12¼. $15.95

**VINYL 36889131 THE UNBROKEN CIRCLE: The Musical Heritage of the Carter Family**. This double vinyl is a tribute to the music of June Carter Cash and her family, the first family of country music. Collects 15 songs, including Worried Man Blues by George Jones; No Depression in Heaven by Sheryl Crow; Engine One by June Carter Cash; and more. Capitol Records. 12¼x12¼. $15.95

Forty-Three by Johnny Cash; I Ain’t Got No Cash; and more. Dualtone Music Group. Capitol Records. 12¼x12¼. $13.95

**VINYL 3689107 SINATRA SINGS GREAT SONGS FROM GREAT BRITAIN**. Recorded in London in June 1962, this vinyl compiles 10 songs from the music legend, including The Very Thought of You; We’ll Gather Lilacs; If I Had You; Now Is the Hour; We’ll Meet Again; and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼. $17.95

**VINYL 3689042 LADIES & GENTLEMEN...MR. B.B. KING**. A double 180 gram vinyl LP pressing that celebrates the life and work of the great B.B. King. Collects 17 songs, including How Blue Can You Get?; I Warned You; She’s Sixteen; Caldonia; When Love Comes to Town (with U2); The Thrill is Gone; and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼. $27.95

**VINYL 3688992 THE DRIFTERS: Under the Boardwalk**. Twelve classics are included on this vinyl, including Under the Boardwalk: One Way Love; Up on the Roof; On Broadway; Rat Race; and more. Atlantic Recording. 12¼x12¼. $24.95

**VINYL 3689005 THE ROLLING STONES ON AIR**. This vinyl release features 32 classic tracks on two 180 gram LP’s! Songs include Come On; (I Can’t Get No) Satisfaction; Memphis, Tennessee; Everybody Needs Somebody to Love; I’m Moving On; and more. 12¼x12¼. $31.95

**VINYL 3689085 SAM & DAVE: Double Dynamite**. The landmark second album from the dynamic soul duo is collected on this vinyl LP. Twelve tracks, including Sad I wasn’t Gonna Tell Nobody; When Something Is Wrong with My Baby; You Got Me Sittin’ On A Web; Pains; That’s the Way It’s Gotta Be; and more. 12¼x12¼. $24.95

**VINYL 3689096 ROLLING STONES: Blue & Lonesome**. This double vinyl collects 12 songs from the legendary rock band, including Just Your Fool; Complaints A’Plenty; Royal Brides Blues; So Long Wrong; Shake ‘n’ Boogie; and Goodbye for Now. 12¼x12¼. $15.95

**VINYL 368933 CANNED HEAT: Stockholm 1973**. Recorded live in Stockholm, Sweden on June 17, 1973. This vinyl album collects seven songs: Let’s Work Together; On the Road Again; Harlem Blues Blues; Can’t Get No Satisfaction; I’m Your Man; Little Rain; Everybody Knows about my Good Thing; Blue and Lonesome; and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼. $19.95

**VINYL 3689174 JERRY LEE LEWIS: The Knox Phillips Sessions**. Lewis is one of the true enduring giants of American music. This 180 gram vinyl collects 11 previously unreleased recordings, including Bad, Bad Leroy Brown; Harbor Lights; That Kind of Fool; Room Full of Roses; and more. Sagrad Recording. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $38.73

$26.95

**VINYL 3689677 ROY ORBISON: Big O**. This vinyl collects 12 songs, including Break My Mind; Help Me Rhonda; Only You; Casting My Spell on You; When I Stop Dreaming; Money; Down the Line; and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼. $21.95

**VINYL 368900X FOREIGNER: Head Games**. The third studio album from the band collects 10 songs, including White Boy; Head Games; Seventeen; The Modern Day; I’ll Get Even with You; and more. Presented on a vinyl picture disc. Atlantic Recording. 12¼x12¼. $24.95

**VINYL 368896 CARPENTERS: Close to You**. This remastered 180 gram vinyl collects 12 songs, including We’ve Only Just Begun; Love Is Surrender; Baby It’s You; I’ll Never Fall in Love Again; Maybe It’s You; and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼. $27.95

**VINYL 368855X CARPENTERS.** This 180 gram vinyl collects 10 songs from the iconic group. Tracks include Rainy Days and Mondays; Saturday, Superstar; One Love; For All We Know; and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼. $27.95

**VINYL 3689115 TINA LOUISE: It’s Time for Tina.** This vinyl collects 12 songs from everyone’s favorite red-haired castaway and star of Gilligan’s Island. A rarely heard compilation of late night favorites, including Tonight is the Night; It’s Been a Long, Long Time; Hands Across the Table; Hold Me; and more. 12¼x12¼. $17.95

**VINYL 3689018 GLEN CAMPBELL: Rhinestone Cowboy**. Collects 10 songs, remastered on this 180 gram vinyl. Tracks include Rhinestone Cowboy; Country Boy (You Got Your Feet in L.A.); Count on Me; I Miss You Tonight; and more. Universal Music. 12¼x12¼. $27.95
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